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1 Concerned with their legal right to sell investment advice, only three of the nine 
Canadian banks have entered into mutual fund relations. Two of them, however, rank 
among the five largest banks holding 90 percent of that industry’s assets. Furthermore, 
it is worth noting that the two, the Toronto-Dominion Bank and the Royal Bank of

The growth of the mutual funds industry in the last thirty 
years has been spectacular, both in the United States and in Canada. 
Although a superficial comparison of the industries in these coun
tries might indicate a high degree of similarity, the industry in 
Canada operates within a surprisingly different framework, both 
from the standpoint of regulation and taxation. The effect of 
this frame-work on fund behavior, however, is not easily predict
able. This in-depth examination of the Canadian mutual funds in
dustry describes the framework within which that industry oper
ates and the resulting effects on fund behavior. In doing so, it 
provides the basis for a comparison between the mutual funds 
industry of Canada and that of the United States which, at least 
by inference, suggests that certain patterns of fund behavior may 
be endemic to the industry, whether it be Canadian or American, 
and, accordingly, in regulating that industry that there are certain 
factors worthy of consideration, no matter where in North 
America the industry is operating.

Profile in Law

introduction: the lack of a regulatory scheme

Canadian mutual funds have served as a catalyst in the dramatic change 
in the role of financial institutions during which many banks,* 1 life in-
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surance2 and trust companies3 have become financial conglomerates. 
The newest, and still the smallest in asset size, of the institutional inves
tors, the mutual fund has aided in bringing this departure from single-line 
functions and, as a result, has spurred competition between different 
classes of institutional investors.

Canada, have interests in the Investors Group which controls more than a third of 
the nation’s mutual fund assets.

Primarily, the two banks serve as sales outlets through their many branch offices. 
In this regard, the Toronto-Dominion takes 8.5 percent commission of fund shares 
sold while the Royal Bank receives nothing. However, the Royal Bank for a related 
fund, Royfund, acts as accountant, transfer agent, and custodian; and, through the 
management company of Investors, the Toronto-Dominion shares in compensation paid 
for investment advice. See Canadian Comm, on Mutual Funds and Investment 
Contracts, Report (1969) [hereinafter referred to as Mutual Fund Committee 
Report],

2 The Canadian Life Insurance Ass’n Submission ro the Canadian Comm, on 
Mutual Funds and Investment Contracts, June 1968, at 12 [hereinafter cited as Life 
Insurance Submission].

At that time these funds had total assets of $207 million, of which $15 million related 
to out-of-Canada business.

In Canada emphasis had been on pooled variable funds, where a number of policy- 
holders participate in the investment results of the same fund. At the end of 1967, 
18 of the 21 companies had each set up one pooled equity (i.e., a variable fund 
invested primarily in common stocks) and two companies had two pooled equity 
funds, each for a different class of policyholders. One company did not have an 
equity fund.

In addition, five companies had established pooled equity funds for out-of-Canada 
policyholders. Ten of the 21 companies had established fixed-income pools (i.e., a 
variable fund invested in fixed-income types of investment). Three of these companies 
had two fixed-income funds, one invested in bonds and the other in mortgages. Two 
companies had only a mortgage fund, one had only a bond fund while the remaining 
four combined bonds and mortgages in one fund.

Most of the companies are prepared to establish nonpooled funds for large group 
pension policyholders. Sixteen such funds had been established by eight companies.

3 After a period of experiment with the operation of registered retirement savings 
plans, several trust companies expanded their range of services to include funds in 
which clients wishing portfolio management could invest their money and from 
which they could withdraw at any time. For many years, the trust companies had 
provided portfolio management on an individual basis to meet the needs of larger 
clients and one of the objectives was to provide similar services to clients with smaller 
amounts of money available for investment. Here, as with funds for registered 
retirement savings plans, most of the trust companies organized two or more funds 
to provide clients writh a choice of investment objectives; again as with funds for 
registered retirement savings plans, the equity-oriented funds have been proven most 
popular. Since the first major trust company investment fund was created by The 
Canada Trust Company in 1959, investments in the equity sections of this and other 
such funds have grown to over $87 million (at the end of 1967). Mutual Fund 
Committee Report.

Each type of institutional investor seems to have fashioned the mutual 
fund device to suit a particular end. Although the investment fund of 
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a trust company may bear direct resemblance to a mutual fund, there is a 
substantive difference between a company’s larger pooled fund opera
tion of a retirement or pension scheme4 and the operation of a mutual 
fund. The variable annuity of the life insurance company serves many 
ends, with some companies integrating the equity investment with the 
regular life endowment or term insurance and others basing cash values 
on investment performance.5 Thus, in using the monies of individual 
investors for equitv purchases, these financial institutions are using a 
device analogous to the mutual fund and one which is flexible enough 
to suit the needs of each particular institution. Like the trust company, 
the bank manager can wait for the customer to seek him in the normal 
course of events, whereas the life insurance company, like most mutual 
funds, must solicit customers. The trust, bank, or life insurance company 
can encumber rhe fund bought and can impede the right of share re
demption based on the net asset value, the most basic characteristic of 
a mutual fund;6 variable annuity growth can go into life insurance 
premiums and a trust company can operate equity-based retirement 
schemes that demand the absence of redemption for a stated period as 
a condition to tax deferment for the monies contributed.7

4 A qualified retirement or pension scheme is one which would inhibit the right of 
redemption before the date of retirement; that is, monies paid into the plan would 
not be taxed until the due date for retirement. While in practice the individual could 
demand and receive monies in advance of retirement he would lose the advantage of tax 
deferment.

5 Life Insurance Submission 31, 32.
«Mutual Fund Committee Report 50, 51. The distinction between sought and un

sought goods is a real one. Often the consumer seeks out the bank or trust company 
branch manager for assistance, for investment advice. Here the consumer takes the 
initiative in the purchase of mutual or investment shares. This is quite different than 
the mutual fund or insurance salesman who knocks on doors for the purpose of making 
a sale.

7 See note 4 supra.
s Life Insurance Submission 2.
9 Mutual Fund Committee Report 13.
w Id. at 10, 121.

All financial institutions have become equity oriented. While accel
erating this process, investment funds account for only a small portion 
of bank, trust, or life insurance assets. Thus, at the end of 1967, life in
surance assets were $13 billion, with the industry’s variable funds repre
senting only 1.5 percent of the total.8 Administered by trust companies, 
investment funds that could be characterized as mutual funds had assets 
of S87 million9 while trusteed pension funds alone, handled by trust 
and life insurance companies, had assets of $7.1 billion.10

As an industry, banking dwarfs the mutual funds. At the end of 1968, 
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the nine banks of Canada held $36.7 billion in assets, the five largest 
banks accounting for more than 90 percent of the total.11 Any one of 
these five largest banks has nearly twice the total assets of all the Cana
dian mutual funds; total mutual fund assets at the end of 1967 were $2.~ 
billion, and the largest fund complex, the Investors Group, which was 
partially owned by two Canadian banks, held $915.7 million.12

The evolving complex of Canadian financial institutions is striving to 
meet, anticipate, and stimulate all types of consumer financial needs. In 
such a setting, the difficulty of regulating mutual funds without com
parable regulation over variable annuities, investment funds or retirement 
funds is patent. In Canada, there is presently no comprehensive regu
latory scheme for the mutual fund industry. There are no pervasive 
rules of conduct fashioned by a regulatory agency holding a broad grant 
of legislative authority.

In assessing the scope and efficacy of potential regulation, an examina
tion of investment behavior is vital to an understanding not only of 
fund goals, but also of the impact of fund competition with institutional 
giants. Unlike a large bank or trust company, a fund offers a single-line 
product; the most effective avenue for fund competition and growth is 
performance, which depends solely on the choice of investments. To be 
attractive, especially in a rising market, funds must pursue ever greater 
returns at, what must be assumed, even greater risk.13 It follows that 
fund management is not apt to embrace eagerly government regulation 
that restricts its freedom to engage in high risk investment and to com
pete effectively for capital with other larger and more diversified fi
nancial institutions. Thus, in any analysis of existing law or proposed 
regulatory schemes, the attitude of the regulated must be carefully

11 The exact figure is $36,698,817,000, based on “Statement of the Assets and Liabilities 
of the Chartered Banks of Canada as of December 31, 1968.”

Bank Assets
fhe Royal Bank of Canada S 9.2 billion
The Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce $ 8.4 billion
The Bank of Montreal $ 6.99 billion
The Bank of Nova Scotia $ 5.21 billion
The Toronto Dominion Bank $ 4.5 billion
La Banquc Canadiennc Nationalc $ 1.5 billion
Banquc Provinciale de Canada $759 million
Mercantile Bank of Canada $190 million
Bank of British Columbia $ 36 million

12 See note 1 supra.
13 Public acceptance of the “venture” fund and the concommitant higher level of 

risk has not only resulted in an increase, both in number and size, of such funds, bur 
has also caused some conventional funds to reexamine their own investment policies. 
See Mutual Fund Committee Report 1.
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weighed. Unless the law is quite specific and the agency capacity and 
willingness to enforce that law unambiguous, full compliance on the 
pan of a hostile industry cannot be expected.

The existence of an unstructured regulatory scheme in a burgeoning 
industry whose members need a certain freedom to act set the need and 
the tone for a unique governmental study by the Canadian Committee 
on Mutual Funds and Investment Contracts. The study was initiated in 
late 1969 under the direction of federal and provincial securities of
ficials. It was funded jointly by the federal government and all the 
provinces. The creation of the Committee resulted from the spectacular 
growth of open-ended mutual funds and the awareness that mutual funds 
were subject to a variety of legislation, most of which was not specifical
ly tailored for them and created many difficulties in application. There 
was also concern with the lack of regulatory provisions designed to deal 
with the resulting competition by other financial institutions.14

14 Id. at iv.
’ The Committee Report stresses the characteristic of redemption as the distinguishing

characteristic of a mutual fund. Id. at 115. The legal reality today, however, is quite
different. There is not absolute right either to immediate redemption or to redemption
in cash rather than underlying securities of the fund. This point is not fully discussed
in the Committee Report.

'■'’Id. at 114. The Committee leaves no doubt that the overriding concern in the
definition of a fund is redemption: “[O]ur recommended definition . . . focuses on

The Committee report includes in-depth recommendations for an in
dustry regulatory scheme and deals with a few matters that provide in
sight into what emerges as the limited role of law. Initially, the report 
faced the problem of specifically defining mutual funds so that a charter 
of rights and responsibilities could be drafted. In the context of competi- 
rion for capital between financial institutions, there was ample justifica- 
lion for the Committee to seek a definition that would encompass any 
pooled fund with public participation. To do this, however, would re
quire regulation over diverse institutions which offer varied instruments 
for public subscription and which have long been subject to administra
tion by a number of specialized agencies.

Facing these considerations, the Committee defined a mutual fund in 
terms of the instrument being sold rather than on the basis of competi- 
rion for consumer monies; a mutual fund share, however, differs from a 
î. x-deferred retirement fund and many other kinds of variable annuities 
in that the fund share may be redeemed at any time at net asset value.15 

I He Committee was of the opinion that, for definitional purposes, reliance 
on the nature of the instrument issued made the nature of the business 
carried on by the organization irrelevant.16 * * * * * Although this definition 
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report be implemented by provincial securities commissions, mutual 
funds would be required to include an in-depth statement of investment 
policy in their prospectuses. Perhaps variable policies, which are in direct 
competition with the funds and which are under the control of a superin
tendent of insurance, should be subject to similar disclosure require
ments24 and, thus, the same generalized regulation as the funds. The 
Committee report is the first all-government review of mutual funds. It 
proposes a comprehensive scheme of substantive regulation. Yet, even in 
terms of simply making recommendations, it promulgates a constricted 
view of coverage, as well as a failure to accept the reality of the financial 
conglomerate and the need for a regulatory agency empowered to deal 
with that conglomerate as a whole.

24 In recent years, investment media essentially similar to those issued by 
mutual funds have begun to be issued by trust companies, banks and in
surance companies. Trust companies operate pooled common stock trust 
funds against which certificates are issued. Banks have established mutual 
fund subsidiaries which are operated, at present, under the same legisla
tion as mutual funds. Some insurance companies have begun issuing 
“variable annuity” contracts which arc, in effect, mutual fund plans with 
some insurance features. Some of these instruments are issued under the 
legislation governing the parent institution, some under the Securities 
Acts .... In our view it is imperative that disclosure by these media be 
placed on a comparable basis. The primary reason is to ensure that the 
investor has information pertinent to his investment decision. A secondary 
reason is to ensure that all institutions offering such investments compete 
on an equal basis.

Paper 9: The Role of Formal Disclosure in Providing Information to Investors, in 
Quirin & Waters, A Study of the Canadian Mutual Funds Industry 9-3 (1969).

25 Mutual Funds Committee Report 715.

Today Canada enjoys no comprehensive regulatory scheme over 
mutual funds. There is no regulatory agency, federal or provincial, 
that views its function as one necessitating or permitting the imposition 
of pervasive rules of conduct for this growing and changing industry. 
Rather, there is fragmentation and jurisdiction divided between levels 
of government, between branches of the same government, and between 
governmental agencies and self-regulatory associations established b\ 
the industries concerned.25

The Canadian mutual funds industry, however, is subject to existing 
laws and self-regulation bearing directly on investment behavior. Specif
ically, there is the Income Tax Act, the prospectus requirements of a 
securities act, and the law of incorporation. All of these directly affect 
the funds industry. Their relevance, the vigor with which they are im
plemented, and the industry’s view of their function in the context of 
aw are the substance of this article. Where provincial legislation is 
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considered, especially that relating to prospectus requirements, only 
the law of Ontario is set forth. It is true that the law of Quebec or 
British Columbia may operate on mutual funds desiring to sell shares in 
those provinces, and that funds may be subject not only to multiple 
prospectus requirements, but also to increased costs that accompany 
compliance with the law. Ontario, however, has set the lead for other 
provinces in securities regulation. The Ontario Securities Act of 1966 
has become a model for many provinces; moreover, the 86 mutual funds 
qualified for sale in Ontario, which possess the bulk of industry assets, 
rend to follow in other provinces the Ontario practice concerning pro
spectuses; therefore, the Ontario legislation is fairly representative of 
general practice.26

2,5 Id. at 576.
27 Losses, of course, would not be deductible from ordinary income. Indeed, this 

xspect of the subject may account in part for the position of the taxing authority. See 
Gulf Securities Co. v. Minister Nat’l Revenue, 10 Can. Tax App. Bd. 338, 341 (1954).

THE INCOME TAX ACT

I he literal structure of Canadian tax law should have a significant 
impact not only on fund investment behavior but also on the desirability 
of the fund as an investment medium. Through its administration, how
ever, the federal taxing authority has softened the impact of law; never
theless, there is nothing certain about the unarticulated exercise of dis
cretion, and the law literally applied could have dramatic effect on the 
lund industry.

From a tax standpoint, the existing status of the funds is clear: funds 
are not taxed as businesses in terms of profits derived from the sale of 
securities27 and fund shareholders are favored with tax-free treatment on 
profits derived from the sale of securities since capital gains are not 
raxed in Canada. In a rising market, funds can become attractive as an 
investment medium. The fund itself incurs no tax liability on the pur
chase or sale of shares for its portfolio. Furthermore, due partly to 
government restraint, the fund may be able to engage in frequent trades 
—in high turnover of given issues—without substantial fear of having 
rhe profit it obtains treated as ordinary income. Thus, the fund as an 
institution may be able to achieve what the individual cannot, namely, 
capital gains treatment while engaging in the trade of dealing in securi
ties and buying and selling without the intent of investing.

The initial question is whether a mutual fund, whether organized as 
a corporation or as a trust, is in the business of trading in securities. If 
it is, the profits derived are likely to be treated as ordinary income, and 
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it will be difficult for the fund, so characterized, to allocate any of its 
monies to an investment account. The Report of The Royal Commis
sion on Taxation in 1966 stated: “[UJnder existing tax law, security 
gains earned as a result of trading activities are taxable, but if derived 
from investment activities they are not subject to tax. Some financial 
institutions find themselves in the peculiar position of being taxed on 
some of those gains and not on others.” 28 Banks, trusts, and insurance 
companies may be able to separate functions; mutual funds have diffi
culty in doing so since their singular function is the achievement of a 
specific investment policy.

28 4 Royal Comm’n on Taxation, Taxation of Income 383 (1967) [hereinafter 
cited as Carter Comm’n Report]. The Carter Commission would subject all capital 
gains to tax.

20 The inclusion of a broad definition of “business” in section 127(1) (e) of 
the Income Tax Act of 1948 (now section 139(1) (e) of the Income Tax 
Act of 1952) substantially enlarged the ambit of the kind of transactions 
the profits from which are subject to income tax. The definition no doubt 
was taken from The Income Tax Act of the United Kingdom, section 
156(1) of which defines “trade” as including “every trade, manufacture, 
adventure or concern in the nature of trade.” The Canadian definition is 
of even wider scope, in that “ ‘business’ includes a profession, calling, 
trade, manufacture of undertaking of any kind 'whatsoever and includes 
an adventure or concern in the nature of trade but does not include an 
office or employment.” (emphasis added).

D. Sherbaniuk, The Concept of Income—The Receipts Side, Studies of The Royal 
Commission on Taxation No. 20, at 46-47 (1968).

30 5 Tax Cas. 159, 165-67 (Scot. Exch. 1904). California Copper Syndicate has been 
distinguished in a number of cases on the basis of intent. In Tebrau Rubber Syndicate, 
Ltd. v. Farmer, the company’s prospectus was used to establish investment intent. 
5 Tax Cas. 658, 665-66 (Scot. Exch. 1910). For the mutual fund industry there is 
an obvious lesson to be learned from such use. It is at this point that the role of a 
securities commission, such as the Ontario Securities Commission, can come into play 
through its control over a fund’s prospectus by forcing full and true disclosure.

31 [1956] Can. Tax Cas. 189, 210-12 (Exch. Ct.).

The Income Tax Act of 1952 comes into play by defining those sub
ject to income tax. If mutual funds are considered a trade or an adven
ture or concern in the nature of a trade, they may have their profits 
subject to tax, and their losses deductible from ordinary income.29 Prec
edent was set as early as 1904 in California Copper Syndicate v. Harris,30 
where the court treated returns from the sale of a portion of the com
pany’s property as income and distinguished between a mere change in 
the form of investments and the conduct of a trade or business.

By 1956, in Minister Nat* I Revenue v. Taylor31 the Exchequer Court 
had established the first Canadian judicial guidelines to aid in determin
ing whether a particular transaction was one in the nature of trade. At 
issue was the purchase, in a short-supply market, of 1500 tons of lead 
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bv the general manager of a metal products company. The lead was 
sold to the company at a substantial profit. The manager not only made 
a profit but advanced his position, gained prestige, and achieved an in
crease in salary and pension rights. Ruling that the profit was ordinary 
income and not a capital gain, the court said that neither the singleness 
of the transaction nor the nonexistence of an organization was solely 
determinative of whether the transaction was an adventure in the nature 
of trade.32 Rather, it was the nature of the specific transaction which 
had to be examined, as well as the manner in which the transaction was 
conducted. The nature and quantity of the subject matter may also be 
determinative.33

i

z~ld. at 1137.
33 D. Sherbaniuk, supra note 29, at 47-48.
•■*4 McMahon & Burns Ltd. v. Minister Nat’l Revenue, [1956] Can. Tax Cas. 153, 

157-58 (Exch. Ct.). An investment dealer, part of a underwriting group, took a portion 
of an issue for its own account as an investment. The court held: “Buying for Jack 
or buying for Jill seem pretty well alike [that is, buying for resale or buying for 
investment in terms of the underwriting] and it would require a subtler mind to single 
out any real objective distinction in this case . . . .” Id. at 1094. See also, Gairdner 
Securities Ltd. v. Minister Nat’l Revenue, [1954] Can. Tax Cas. 24, 27; Norman R. 
Whitall v. Minister Nat’l Revenue, [1967] Cas. Tax Cas. 377, 393.

35 Minister Nat’l Revenue v. Independence Founders Ltd., [1953] Can. Tax Cas. 310.
Carter Comm’n Report 17.

The Taylor criteria have been imposed in a number of cases involving 
brokerage houses, and even in one case involving a trust designed to 
operate in much the same manner as a mutual fund. Brokerage houses 
buving for their own account34 and a mutual fund buying fund shares 
from those seeking redemption and later reselling at a profit35 have had 
their gains classified as income. The transactions in which they were en
gaged were held to constitute ordinary business and were neither for in
vestment nor for the purpose of receiving dividends or interest.

The status of funds which serve as intermediaries in the purchase or 
sale of securities has never been ruled on as such. An argument can be 
made that funds or their equivalent are engaged in the trade of pur
chasing and selling securities, and that profits or losses derived from such 
transactions should be considered ordinary income or deductions from 
ordinary income. The only published statement affording a quasi-official 
counter-view comes from the Royal Commission on Taxation, such 
statement equating investment funds which pool public investment with 
conduits between the income source and the investor,36 and, thus, not 
viewing the mutual fund as a separate taxable entity. Funds are entities, 
however, over which there is managerial control. Pursuant to this con
trol, securities are bought and sold, and management’s compensation is 
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in direct relation to the volume of portfolio turnover and, most im
portantly, to fund performance.37 38

s'7 In Anderson Logging Co. v. The King, it was held: “The sole raison d'etre of 
a public company is to have a business and to carry it on. If the transaction in question 
belongs to a class of profit-making operations contemplated by the memorandum of 
association, prinia facie, at all events, the profit derived from it is a profit derived 
from the business of the company.” [1917-1927J Can. Tax Cas. 198, 207 (1924).

38 [1954] Can. Tax Cas. 24, 27.
Id. at 1016.

However suspect the analogy, the fund industry for the moment is 
regarded as a conduit in the purchase and sale of securities. In an in
flationary economy, this should add to the ability of mutual funds, and 
those institutions performing similar functions, to attract capital, since 
no additional tax is levied at the institutional level. It is necessary, how
ever, to buy for investment in order for there to be capital gains treat
ment upon a subsequent sale or disposition, and it is certainly not clear 
what the tax treatment will be on a fund which embarks upon a policy 
of leveraging issues—taking heavy positions, sparking a rise in issue price, 
and then selling its position.

In Gairdner Securties Ltd. v. Minister Nat"I Revenue™ the Supreme 
Court of Canada held that gains derived from a taxpayer’s in-out trading 
were to be treated as ordinary income. Of 22,260 shares purchased bv 
Gairdner after 1946, 2,000 were resold the same day, 1,000 within one 
month, 2,500 within two months, and 3,500 within six months. Gairdner 
contended that these purchases and sales were merely changes in invest
ment. The Court held that:

Investments, in the sense urged, look primarily to the maintenance 
of an annual return in dividends or interest. Substitutions in the 
securities take place, but they are designed to further that primary 
purpose and are subsidiary to it. On the facts before us, there 
cannot, in my opinion, be any real doubt that there was no such 
dominant purpose here.39

Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the funds would be compelled 
to accede to more conservative investment behavior to insure ongoing 
capital gains treatment; therefore, there would be limits to the “go-go” 
or “in-out” fund. As a matter of law, funds would buy to hold, since 
to do otherwise would place funds in the position of trading and not 
investing, thus having their profits treated as income.

Although the general import of the law seems clear, administrative 
interpretation, at least as manifested by silence, puts that law in a dif
ferent cast. Mutual funds have not been inhibited in their trading pat
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icrns by the tax laws. The statistics seem to indicate that while “in-out’ 
trading may be limited in the Canadian equity market, many Canadian 
funds regard the United States market as a locus for secondary liquidity, 
for investment that may be substantial and quickly liquidated.40 The 
present high frequency of trading by mutual funds seems to be based 
upon administrative silence in Ottawa. To date there have been no 
publicly challenged fund transactions—no attempts to have profits from 
^hare trading declared income—by the taxing authorities.

The funds cannot be blamed for relying upon implied agency inter
pretation. After all, the obligation of fund directors is to act in the inter
ests of their shareholders within the limits set by law. On the other 
nand, the difficulties facing the taxing authority cannot be ignored. The 
pool of fund investors is in constant flux. Redemptions may be made at 
my time as a matter of right. A fund may engage in a transaction 
which it believes deserves capital gains treatment and its portfolio will 
be valued accordingly. Redemption may take place. Should the taxing 
authority disagree with the treatment given, it is not easy to say who will 
be penalized and who will be benefited. Thus, until rules can be shaped, 
Canadian mutual funds enjoy administrative freedom from what could 
be constricting law.41

What has been said of mutual funds could be applied to other insti
tutional investors in Canada. The reason for focusing on funds in rela
tion to the tax laws is that it is they who are primarily concerned with 
'he equity market and, as a matter of competition, have probed the 
profit of high volume trading through the venture or speculative fund.

From the all-government committee report on mutual funds came 
: actual confirmation of the funds’ ambivalent behavior in light of the 
• (\ laws. Addressing itself to the period 1962-1967, the report stated:

Canadian mutual funds are constrained in their trading practices by 
the necessity of having gains made on the sale of securities taxed 
as ordinary income. Their objective is to show that the policy fol
lowed is to invest rather than trade. For this reason the investment 
managers attempt to restrict portfolio turnover; many follow a

11 See Paper 14: Investment in U.S. and Foreign Securities, in Quirin & Waters, A 
S • dy or hie Canadian Mutual Funds Industry 14-1 (1969); Paper 15: Problems of 

¡z esting in Canadian Securities: Market Thinness and Disclosure Standards of Canadian 
( >rporations, in Quirin & Waters, A Study of the Canadian Mutual Funds Industry' 
15-1-3 (1969).

11 Again, the impact of other law, such as the prospectus requirements of provinces 
.• Ontario, must be considered. The primary statutory thrust is in terms of investment 

behavior related to capital gains treatment and the question of the fund as a trading 
enterprise. But see Carter Comm’n Report 18.
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policy against the realization of a capital gain until the particular 
securities have been held for, say, a year. In spite of this restric
tion, the proportionate volume of trading has increased substan
tially in recent years.42

42 Mutual Fund Committee Report 83.
4» Id. at 84.
44 Id. at 86.
45 The activities of the financial institutions are the most crucial aspect in any 

assessment of the possible future demands for Canadian stocks. Over the 
next few years the total equity holdings of the major financial institutions 
could easily grow to triple their 1966 holdings. The holdings of foreign 
stocks by these institutions are already substantial, and if they find it 
necessary to invest half of their total equity portfolios in foreign equities 
(because of the inadequacy of domestic supply) by the early 1970’s they 
could be holding $5 billion in foreign equities.

G. Conway, The Supply of, and Demand for, Canadian Equities 43 (1968).
46 Mutual Fund Committee Report 89.
47 Funds should differ from individuals only in the sense of being able to meet 

demands for redemption. This qualification would place some constraints on liquidity 
and on the type of investments funds might make. Thus, it would be improper for a 
fund to own a building, even though it might be entirely appropriate for it to own 
shares in a real estate development corporation. So, too, a fund should insure a cash 
flow sufficient to meet redemption demands at share net asset value. To do this, 
however, a fund should not be permitted to borrow the entire worth of its net 
assets. See id.

The increase in turnover has not come from Canadian funds trading in 
Canadian securities, but rather from Canadian funds trading in U.S. se
curities.43 Indeed, the difference in turnover rate is so significant that the 
Committee felt that fund managers followed different investment poli
cies in the two markets.44

Viewing the Canadian market, the Committee found a stabilizing in
fluence in fund trading patterns on the basis of the data obtained. In 
part, this results from the thinness of the Canadian market; it is not dif
ficult for institutions to absorb substantial portions of outstanding stock 
with relative ease.45 Such positions, however, often can be obtained only 
when markets are falling and abandoned when the price is rising;46 in 
this way, funds frequently trade against the market and thereby serve 
as a stabilizing force.

Considering the realities of investment behavior, the Committee made 
a number of suggestions designed to allow funds greater flexibility, the 
essence of which was to place funds in the same position as individuals 
to the extent consistent with institutional operations.47 The Committee 
recommended the establishment of two kinds of funds, conventional and 
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nonconventional.48 For the investor seeking a nonconventional fund, one 
with specialized investment objectives not presently followed by mem
bers of the industry, the Committee sought limited accommodation. The 
nonconventional fund would be permitted, inter alia, to effect short 
sales and to borrow money for leverage and for the purpose of effecting 
redemptions, provided that its total liabilities for all three at no time 
should exceed 75 percent of its borrowing base.49 The difficulty under 
present Canadian tax law is patent. A fund having as investment ob
jectives short sales or leverage could not, under any circumstances, be 
characterized as an investor; the fund would be trading, and its gains 
or losses would be treated as ordinary income. It must be assumed that 
the Committee understood the import of its recommendations. Properly 
labelled as such, the speculative fund was not to be discouraged, for it 
might further stimulate competition in the fund industry;50 at the same 
time, the Committee did not seek to change the distinction between 
capital gains and ordinary income. It sought only to allow greater in
stitutional investment flexibility.

48 See id. A nonconventional fund could be defined in the negative. It would be 
what a conventional fund is not in terms of investment objectives.
«Id. at 434, 435.
50 One of the principal thrusts of this report is toward a more highly com

petitive structure within the mutual fund industry, so that it will better 
serve the investing public. There is a role, and an important role, to be 
played by mutual funds with specialized investment objectives and 
practices designed to cater to investors with particular needs, even if 
these mutual funds make use of investment practices inconsistent with the 
restrictions presently in effect.

Id. at 421-22.
61 E. Benson, Proposals for Tax Reform (1969).
52 Id. at 40-41.
63 Id. at 52. To accomplish this objective, the Committee recommends that the prospec

tus be in narrative form. It should be capable of being read by investors generally and 
not only by security analysts and other trained persons.

Whatever the Committee intended, there is every likelihood that the 
capital gains-ordinary income distinction will be altered materially. In 
1969 the Government published a White Paper, Proposals for Tax Re
form?1 which proposed that all gains and losses, except those incurred 
in sales of stock of Canadian widely held corporations, be treated as 
ordinary income. Thus, for the mutual fund dealing in U.S. securities, 
the proposed Canadian tax laws would offer no particular incentive in 
terms of seeking capital gains as contrasted to ordinary income;52 how
ever, for those trading in stock of Canadian widely held corporations, 
which would include any corporation listed on a Canadian stock ex
change,53 the historic distinction would still have a considerable meaning.
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For the first time a tax would be imposed on capital gains, but it would 
be favored, only half of the gain being considered taxable income.54

The Government’s proposals for tax reform must be viewed most 
seriously. If implemented they will have direct effect on mutual fund in
vestment behavior. In the context of capital gains treatment, one must 
also read the “special rule" for mutual funds suggested by the White 
Paper:55 A fund would be treated as a conduit for limited purposes only. 
The White Paper stated:

This type of corporation [a fund] must be able to put its share
holders in the same position as if they themselves had realized their 
proportion of the capital gains of the mutual fund arising on the 
sale of shares in public Canadian corporations. In the absence of 
a special provision mutual fund shareholders would pay tax on 
the full amount of such gains when they were distributed to them, 
whereas tax should be applied only to half of the gain. Conse
quently [a fund] would be enabled to make special distributions 
to its shareholders which would be treated as though they were a 
capital gain on the sale of a Canadian corporation.56

The tax law presently imposes a quiet restraint on institutional in
vestors in general, and funds in particular, to invest rather than trade and 
to hold rather than sell. The tax law as it would operate if the White 
Paper proposals are accepted would at one and the same time emphasize 
and narrow the present course of conduct. Today it matters little 
whether a fund enters transactions in the United States or in Canada, or 
whether it buys widely or closely held shares. The future may find 
significant tax incentives dangled before institutions to buy publicly 
listed Canadian enterprises if only half the income coming from listed 
Canadian capital transactions would be taxable. The conventional fund 
would continue to have an advantage over a nonconventional fund en
gaged in short sales or leverage.

The “buy Canadian’’ incentive could do much to institutionalize an 
J

already thin Canadian auction market. For Canada, this means that the 
relatively few financial institutions controlling most of their respective 
industries, including the two mutual fund complexes that hold 50 per
cent of all fund assets, will be encouraged to assume illiquid, locked-in. 
control positions in publicly listed Canadian issues. Indeed, quite aside 
from the White Paper, the larger funds have already shown a desire to

54 Id. It follows that only half of the loss from such transactions would be treated as 
an ordinary loss.

w Id. at 56.
5*  Id.
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acquire 10 percent or more of outstanding Canadian stocks. Holding a 
substantial block of a portfolio and being unable to liquidate its position 
with ease, fund management may decide to reassess its function.

SECURITIES LEGISLATION: THE PROSPECTUS IN ONTARIO

Actual power to control fund investment behavior rests with the 
Ontario Securities Commission, though the legal base for the exercise 
of that power may be questioned. Presumably the Commission not only 
might command detailed disclosure of fund investment policy, but also 
might require that funds buy to hold and abstain from “in-out” trading. 
Control over disclosure and investment behavior would be made possible 
by the Commission’s exclusive jurisdiction in approving a fund prospec
tus.

Before dealing with actual Commission practice and fund compliance 
with Commission order, the conceptual background of the prospectus in 
Ontario and an explanation of the distinction between realistic power 
and legal right must be given. The Kimber Committee, w’hose 1965 
report to the Attorney General led to the 1966 Securities Act of Ontario, 
cited with approval the approach taken bv the United States Securities 
and Exchange Commission. Since the purpose of the prospectus is to in
form investors, the Committee felt that the information presented 
should be clear, concise, and understandable.57

57 The Attorney General’s Com m, on Securities Legislation in Ontario, Report 40 
(Alar. 11, 1965).

58 Securities Act, 1966, Ont. Stat. c. 142, 41(1) (1966). Only the prospectus
requirements will be discussed in this article. There are, of course, other regular 
reporting requirements which were generally applicable to funds in 1966, and in 1968 
were tailored by the legislature to fit fund operations. See An Act to Amend The 
Securities Act, 1966, Ont. Stat. c. 123, 33-36 (1968). These reporting requirements,
however, do not constitute an attempt by government to regulate investment behavior.

59 Securities Act, 1966, Ont. Stat. c. 142 § 41(2) (1966).
60 Id. 61(1). In part, the purpose of this section seems to be to deny discretion to

rhe Director in issuing a receipt where the prospectus fails to meet certain listed 
requirements.

In requiring that the prospectus provide “full, true and plain dis
closure of all material facts relating to the issue to be sold,” 58 the Securi
ties \ct of 1966 carried forward the implications of the Kimber Com
mittee Report. Additionally, the prospectus must comply not only with 
the Act, but also with regulations issued under it.59 Significantly, the 
Director of the Commission was given discretion in the issuance of re
ceipts for any filed prospectus.60 * Thus, the statute suggests that even 
though there is full disclosure, the Director may, in his discretion, with
hold permission to conduct a public sale of securities.
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If the general prospectus provisions are applied to the mutual fund 
industry, there is the potential for immediate impact on investment be
havior. Funds are intimately tied to the Securities Act of 1966; they 
are continually redeeming existing shares, selling new shares, and en
gaging in an ongoing public offering.61 Under the Securities Act, the 
potential control which the Commission could exercise over the fund 
industry is enormous. In terms of disclosure alone, the Commission 
could require an in depth statement of fund investment policy. In its 
regulations, the Commission has sought to achieve this end.62 A special 
form was devised for funds,63 with five of 26 items listed in the form 
bearing directly on investment policy.64 Others touch upon the problem 
somewhat less directly;65 under the heading “Fundamental Policies of the 
Issuer,” a fund must declare its position as to certain enumerated mat
ters. These include: (1) issuance of securities other than those offered; 
(2) concentration of investments in a particular class or kind of indus
try; (3) underwriting of securities of other issuers; (4) purchase and 
sale of real estate; (5) purchase and sale of commodities or commodity 
future contracts; and (6) the making of loans, secured or unsecured.

It is, of course, possible for a fund to reject Commission regulation by simply 
discontinuing the sale of fund shares. This did occur in 1968-1969. In essence, an 
open-ended fund became closed-ended. See Mutual Fund Committee Report, supra 
note 1, at 19.

Securities Act, 1966, Ont. Stat. c. 142 § 61(l)(a)-(e) sets the legislative context 
for the regulations. Under section 61 (1) (a) (i-iii) the Director may direct the Registrar 
to issue a receipt unless “the prospectus or any document required to be filed therewith 
(i) fails to comply in any substantial respect with any of the requirements of this 
Part or the regulations, (ii) contains any statement, promise, estimate or forecast that is 
misleading, false or deceptive, (iii) conceals or omits to state any material facts 
necessary in order to make any statement contained therein not misleading in the light 
of the circumstances in which it is made . . . .”

63 Under the Securities Act Regulations, 1967, § 12, 2 CCH Can. Sec. L. Rep. 
51 51-741, the prospectus of a fund must comport with the requirements of Form 12, 
2 CCH Can. Sec. L. Rep. 5151-983. In this regard, the power of the Director to 
enlarge upon the definition of mutual funds cannot be ignored. The regulations 
specifically state: “ ‘mutual fund company’ means a company designated by the 
Director as a mutual fund company.” § 8(h), 2 CCH Can. Sec. L. Rep. 51 51-737. This 
power, however, could not override legislation which exempts certain industries from 
the Act itself.

<i4 These are item 6 (Fundamental Policies of the Issuer); item 7 (Policies with 
Respect to Security Investments); item 8 (Diversification of Assets); item 9 (Tax Status 
of Issuer); item 10 (Tax Status of Security Holder). 2 CCH Can. Sec. L. Rep. 
51 51-983, at 9931-10-11.

Item 15 dealing with the funds dividend record; item 16, identifying the directors 
and officers; item 19, stating functions of issuer and distribution of securities; and, 
finally, item 1, relating to redemption rights. Id., 5 51-983, at 9931-9, 9931-12-13.
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As a final subitem, the Commission asks for a statement of “any other 
policy which the issuer deems fundamental.” 66

66 Id. item 6(a)-(h), fl 51-983, at 9931-10.
67 Id. item 7(a)-(b).
« Id. item 8, fl 51-983, at 9931-11.
89 Id. items 9-10.
70 See United Accumulative Fund Ltd., Prospectus, Dec. 15, 1967, at 4. “No security 

will be purchased unless in the opinion of management a reasonably good market exists 
for its resale .. ..”

The Commission also requires a description of six matters which 
might not be considered by a fund to be fundamental. These matters 
are:

(a) the type of securities (for example, bonds, preferred shares, 
common shares) in which it may invest, indicating the pro
portion of the assets which may be invested in each type of 
security;

(b) the percentage of assets which it may invest in the securities 
of any one company;

(c) the percentage of securities of any one company which it 
may acquire;

(d) investment in securities of companies for the purpose of exer
cising control or management;

(e) investment in securities of investment companies or other mu
tual fund companies; and

(f) any other investment policy not specified . . . which is set out 
in the issuer’s letters patent, other constating documents, by
laws, articles or regulations.67

Should a fund hold five percent of any company’s issue, regardless 
of class, the Commission demands tabulation in the prospectus. The 
fund must give the name of the company, its principal business, the 
percentage of securities directly or indirectly held by the fund, and the 
percentage of fund assets at book value invested in the particular com
pany.68 Finally, a fund must state the general basis upon which the in
come and capital receipts of the issuer are taxed69 and the income tax 
consequences to fund shareholders, with specific reference to distribu
tions whether they be in the form of dividends or otherwise.

Through this burdensome array of items to be disclosed, the Commis
sion derives substantial control over fund investment behavior. The 
statements must be both truthful and in complete harmony, and if such 
harmony does not exist the Commission can ask for clarification.70 Since 
there have been no rulings by the Commission, there is no indication to 
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the public of agency concern over capacity to achieve fund investment 
policy. This is not to say, however, that the agency is unaware of the 
problem in other areas. “The Commission has . . . refused to accept a 
prospectus for filing where the indicated resources were insufficient to 
accomplish the objects indicated in the prospectus.”71 Moreover, 
through its power over the prospectus, the Commission has claimed the 
right to regulate fund management fees and other expenses,72 73 even when 
such fees and expenses have been fully disclosed. The Commission has 
taken the view that the Securities Act meaning is clear: the agency 
may accept or reject a prospectus. The statutory terms are open-ended. 
Thus, so long as the agency imposes conditions on fund operations and 
treats them equally as a class, there is nothing to stop substantive regu
lation through control over the prospectus.

71 See J. Williamson, Supplement to Securities Regulation in Canada 60 (1966).
72 Policy Statement of Ontario Securities Commission, Feb. 1968, 2 CCH Can. Sec. 

L. Rep. 51 54-914; Policy Statement of the Commission of the Ratio of Management 
Fees and Other Expenses to Net Assets, Jan. 1969, 2 CCH Can. Sec. L. Rep. « 54-930.

73 Allied Investors Trusts, Ltd. v. Board of Trade, [ 19561 1 All F.R. 162 (ch. 1955).
74 The relevant statutes as given by the court were the Prevention of Fraud (Invest

ments) Act, 1939, 2 & 3 Geo. 6, c. 16, § 16(1) (c) schedule, as amended Companies Act. 
1947, 10 & 11 Geo. 6, c. 47, § 117(1). The schedule in question called for information 
“[fjor determining the manner in which the manager’s prices for units on a sale and 
purchase respectively and the yield therefrom are to be respectively calculated and for 
entitling the holder of any units to require the manager to purchase them ar a price 
calculated accordingly.” [1956] 1 All F.R. at 166.

7-r> 11956] 1 All F.R. at 167.
™ Id.

The Commission might have weighed the experience of the Board of 
Trade in England before embarking on substantive regulation. Acting 
on a statutory grant similar to that given the Ontario Securities Com
mission, the Board of Trade refused to grant an order authorizing a 
unit trust on the ground that its initial service charge was excessive.7- 
The statute itself seemed to call only for disclosure of fees;74 however, 

another proviso added these key words: “that the scheme [prospectus] 
is such as to secure that any trust created in pursuance of the scheme is 
expressed in a deed providing, to the satisfaction of the Board, for the 
matters specified in the Schedule to this Act.” 75 * On appeal, the Chan
cery Division allowed the Board itself the use of discretion, thus acknowl
edging its power to regulate “on the true construction of the Act." 7,; 
fhe words of the statute were clear; it was not a matter for the court to 
question. The court did not stop there, however; it found a still broader 
ground for the use of Board discretion. Justice Danckwerts wrote:

It seems to me that there is much to be said for the argument
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that the Board of Trade have this general discretion [to refuse to 
authorize unit trust schemes] and under the terms of the Act are 
not bound to make an order merely because the matters stated 
in the schedule are duly contained in some form or other in the 
deed submitted to them. ... I should be inclined to come to the 
conclusion that the Board of Trade had such discretion . . . .”77

™ Id. at 169.
78 The Attorney General’s Comm, on Securities Legislation in Ontario, Report, 

(Mar. 11, 1965); see note 57 supra and accompanying text.

The court did not consider the intent of the legislature in construing 
the statute. The language of the Act seemed plain. So, too, the language 
of the Securities Act of 1966 seems clear. Yet, none can doubt the intent 
of the legislature as it relates to the prospectus, for, in this regard, the 
Kimber Committee Report78 was without ambiguity. A prospectus is 
designed only for the purpose of full disclosure of relevant data. Never
theless, the Ontario Securities Commission continues to use its power 
over the prospectus as a means of substantive regulation. There has been 
no formal appeal by the funds either to the agency or to the courts.

The mutual fund industry is placed in the difficult position of having 
legal rights which cannot be pursued. Any appeal from the Commission 
takes a long time to process and the funds are bound by law while the 
appeal is pending and cannot sell shares in the absence of a prospectus. 
Thus, even after winning on such an appeal, the fund still loses. A court 
will pass only upon the issue and prospectus presented to it; the fund 
would be compelled, even after a court judgment, to draft a new 
prospectus reflecting the changes in the facts taking place while the ap
peal was pending. With the new prospectus, the entire process could 
begin again.

Both the Commission and the funds exist in a shadow world because 
of the discretion which the Commission has assumed. The Commission 
exercises the power to regulate the funds, but whether that power 
could withstand judicial attack is still unclear. The funds are handling 
an ever shifting base of other people’s money and cannot afford to risk 
Commission displeasure. Good business judgment may dictate that the 
funds respond to agency questions onlv to the extent necessary, that they 
adopt the agency’s terms of reference even if they bear slight resem
blance to the existing state of business life, and that they make no effort 
to provide the public with an in-depth detailed statement of investment 
policy beyond that which the law requires.

Since there are few fixed guidelines either to rhe exercise of Commis
sion discretion or to fund investment behavior, any variance in a prospec
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tus from a bland norm may invite rejection by the Commission. Instead 
of being a vehicle for full disclosure, the prospectus may become an 
invitation to Commission regulation without recourse. The Commission 
may be both aware of its potential power and reluctant to require 
greater disclosure since such a requirement would compel the Commis
sion to regulate in areas which are presently beyond its concern.

The typical Canadian fund prospectus contains no firm, positive state
ment of investment policy and often no statement of any kind relating 
to capital gains treatment either for the fund or its shareholders.79 W here 
a fund ventures precision, it invites criticism. For example, a fund which 
states in its prospectus that “[n]o security will be purchased unless in 
the opinion of management a reasonably good market exists for its re
sale . . 80 and which has 14.35 percent of its assets tied up in several

79 The United Accumulative Fund Ltd., Prospectus, (Dec. 15, 1967), provides a 
typical example of a statement relating to tax status. Indeed, United’s statement is some
what more expansive than most funds. See, e.g., United American Fund I.td., Pros
pectus, 5 (Aug. 18, 1967). United Accumulative’s answer to Form 12 is:

(f) Tax Status of Shareholders
Individual shareholders are subject to income tax on dividends paid by 

the Fund and either received by them in cash or reinvested in additional 
shares of the Fund on their behalf. Individual shareholders resident in 
Canada are entitled to a tax credit equal to 20% of the net dividend so 
received. Shareholders who are taxable Canadian corporations will not be 
subject to corporation taxes on any dividends paid by the Fund.
(g) Tax Status of the Fund

The Fund operates in such a way that it qualifies as an investment com
pany under the provisions of the Income Tax Act. The Fund pays federal 
and provincial income taxes at rates totalling 23% of net income from 
dividends on foreign securities and interest. If it did not qualify as an 
investment company the Fund would pay tax as a normal Canadian 
company, calculated at rates totalling 23% of taxable income up to 
$35,000 and 52% of the balance of taxable income. In either case dividends 
received from most Canadian companies are exempt from income tax. 
The wholly-owned subsidiaries each of which holds securities of companies 
outside of Canada representing not more than 10% of the consolidated 
assets of the Fund, do not qualify as investment companies. Each such 
subsidiary is established as a Canadian company to provide a means of 
paying tax at the normal corporate rates provided by the Income Tax Act 
on earnings from their investments, without changing the 23% tax rate 
currently applicable to the earnings of the Fund which qualifies as an 
investment company.

There have been a few funds, however, which touch the question of capital gains, 
albeit briefly. See, e.g., Fund Spec, Prospectus 7 (Apr. 25, 1967) (“The Fund expects 
to conduct its investment activities in such a manner so that capital gains realized on 
the sale of securities will not be subject to either Canadian taxes or United States 
capital gains tax under present legislation.”)

80 See notes 70-71 supra and accompanying text.
81 Id.

stocks of which it holds five percent or more81 is inviting inquiry by the 
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Commission as to how the fund could liquidate these securities with rela
tive ease and where the resale market exists. In asking these questions, 
the agency would be concerning itself with the narrow matter of share 
liquidity; the fund stated that its shares had ready liquidity, and this was 
a dubious statement. The fund would reply that it invested in issues 
which hopefully would rise in value, with the result that they could 
be resold at a later point. Generally, there is no need to sell such issues 
unless they become a bad investment; at that point, any holding re
gardless of size might lack liquidity.82 Furthermore, there is usually no 
need to sell holdings to pay the redeeming shareholders, since the funds 
have been able to meet such demands out of new share sales and most 
funds reserve the right to pay redeeming shareholders in their propor
tional interest of the underlying shares.83

82 The questions relating to liquidity will be dealt with in the second argument of 
our treatment of mutual funds. At this point it is only necessary to state that generally 
there always is a market for a listed issue. The more significant problem, however, is the 
price at which one must sell in order to attract a buyer.

83 United Accumulative Ltd. Prospectus, supra, note 70, at 15.
Payment by the Fund for such shares so surrendered shall be made by 
cheque payable to the registered owner thereof except that, if, in the opinion 
of the board of directors, which shall be conclusive, conditions exist which 
make payment wholly in cash unwise or undesirable, the Company may 
make payment wholly or partly in securities or other property the value 
of which shall be determined as of the time the value of the shares is 
determined.

84 Paper 9, supra note 24, at 9-4.
86 Id. at 9A -5.
86 Id. at 9-4.

Id.

The combination of ambiguous law, ambiguous agency policy, and 
fund restraint results in an innocuous prospectus statement of investment 
policy. In their study sponsored by the Canadian Mutual Funds Asso
ciation, Quirin and Waters argued for more detailed public disclosure 
of investment policy. The beneficiaries would be the public—the con
sumers of fund shares—and the funds themselves. Specifically, they 
placed significant emphasis on investment objectives,84 managerial skills,85 
and financial disclosure of past performance as a means for testing the 
“pedigree” of the fund,86 namely the capability of its management.

Quirin and Waters reasoned that the investment objectives of the fund 
explain many of the apparent differences in realized returns and risk 
and can be useful as an initial screening device. If the investment policies 
of the fund in fact are compatible with its stated objectives, the investor 
will generally be able to select a fund in a particular risk-return range.87 

To aid in shaping a more precise investment policy, Professors Quirin 
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and Waters have followed the same approach as the Ontario Securities 
Commission in the particularization of subject matter. Two of the points 
made in this study, which was sponsored by the fund industry, are ob
jectives which by inference the industry itself could achieve in principle. 
The first point is that investors have a right to know the fund’s trading 
philosophy, specifically whether the fund intends to accomplish its 
goals through buying and holding or through active trading.88 The 
second point is that the investor should be furnished with a statement 
identifying and describing the qualifications of those who are involved 
in investment decisions and any material changes that occur.89 Insofar 
as this latter point is concerned, there seems no reason why funds could 
not institutionalize and state the process of investment decision making. 
The majority of funds have externalized investment management ren
dered under contract to them. As a condition to the contract, the in
vestment advisor could be required to describe its own line of organiza
tion with respect to investment decisions; the fund could do the same.90

«8 Id.
89 Id. at 9-5.
90See generally D. Baum & N. Stiles, The Silent Partners: Institutional Investors 

& Corporate Control (1965).
A single trust department, charged with administering a large number of 
accounts and frequently vested with wide discretionary powers, may find it 
difficult to remain entirely faithful to all of them. Within the framework of 
national [United States] banking regulations, efforts arc made to achieve this 
end. Responsibility for the proper exercise of fiduciary duties is placed 
squarely and exclusively with a bank’s board of directors. Regular audits are 
required. Moreover the quality and nature of investments made are the 
proper subject of examination by the Comptroller.

Id. at 114.
91 Mutual Fund Committee Report, supra note 1, at 408-09.

[RJegulatory attention has tended to focus on the statement of investment 
practices rather than on the statement of investment objectives. . . . The 
difficulty is that no attempt has been made to link investment practices with 
investment objectives. Similar restrictions on investment practices are 
imposed by administrators on all mutual funds. Regardless of their 
investment objectives, portfolio managers arc anxious to be subject to as

Desirable as they may be, the Quirin-Waters’ proposals may not be 
accepted by the Ontario Securities Commission until that agency first 
defines its own role in the regulation of mutual funds. Until rules are 
established, the funds cannot be expected to subject themselves to in
vestment inhibition through greater disclosure, and the Commission, to 
date, has given no indication of demanding anything more than the 
bland statements already included in a fund prospectus. Thus, the law 
of disclosure has not affected funds in their investment behavior in the 
equity market.91 The law has made more difficult, however, any under
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standing of fund investment policy. The law has not been used to bring 
forth those facts which are both necessary and relevant to investment 
analysis.

Strenuous efforts were made by the all-government committee on 
mutual funds to make disclosure a real function of public protection. A 
subcommittee named by the group, consisting of a former securities ad
ministrator, a mutual funds officer, and two lawyers, unanimously rec
ommended the preparation and dissemination of a readable summary 
prospectus at an early stage in the fund sales process. The summary 
would include those portions of the full prospectus which are of greatest 
importance to purchasers. Its format and content would be discussed 
between the securities administrator and the mutual fund organization92 
and could differ considerably between different funds. Periodic reports 
would be coupled with the summary and the prospectus itself. The 
securities administrator would be in a position to compel disclosure that 
not only would be useful to the public exercising their judgment as con
sumers, but also to the agency staff.

few limitations as possible on investment practices. As a result, virtually 
all mutual funds, regardless of their investment objectives, have statements 
of investment practices which are as liberal as the administrators will permit. 
This is the reason why' the latter statements do not differ significantly 
among most mutual funds, and it also accounts for the paradox noted above: 
the differences among the vague statements of investment objectives are 
more meaningful than those among the precise statements of investment 
practices. It is also important that the former indicate what the mutual 
fund will do; the latter only indicate certain things that it will not do.

’2 Mutual Fund Committee Report, supra note 1, at 535. To encourage a concise 
readable summary, the Committee Report further recommended that for inaccurate 
or false statements the statutory civil penalties applicable to the full prospectus should 
not attach. The Report provided an illustration of a summary' byT a hypothetical 
.nonconventional fund:

It is important for you to realize that the Fund takes risks in the pursuit 
of maximum capital gains on a long-term basis; among the risks it assumes 
are those involved in investments in small companies without established 
earnings records. The fund is known as a nonconventional fund because it 
is permitted to, and often does, borrow money to invest. All of these 
practices may increase the degree of risk; while the acceptance of risk 
may improve gains made by the Fund, it may” also result in losses. You 
should not invest in this mutual fund 'with money you cannot afford to lose.

Id. at 536.

The fact remains that in Ontario prospectus conditions for mutual 
funds have not changed materially. Neither new legislation nor new 
regulations have been introduced; it must be emphasized that they are 
not likely to be proposed until the Ontario Securities Commission, 
Trough its Director and staff, believe change is warranted. There is no 
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other governmental body, and no Parliamentary professional staff, suf
ficiently skilled to evaluate the fund industry.93

03 The Report of the Mutual Funds Committee noted administrative opposition to 
some key proposals, including the establishment of nonconventional funds. To this the 
report seems to call not only for legislation, but perhaps equally important, curtailment 
of agency discretion. “A scheme such as we . . . recommend could not be applied by 
securities administrators exercising their discretionary power on a case-by-case basis; 
this is only one example of the difficulties in the existing method of control.” Id. at 21.

94 J. Williamson, supra note 71, at 409.
95 Professors Quirin and Waters in their general discussion of liquidity are pointed 

in discussing problems flowing from redemption demand: “Neither sales nor redemptions 
of a fund’s own shares can be forecast with precision .... Actual cash requirements 
for a given future day are never precisely known, and a fund must keep precautionary

THE LAWS OF INCORPORATION: FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL

Law sets the structure within which mutual funds must operate; 
however, that structure has had only a minimal effect on investment 
behavior. The form that a fund takes, whether trust or corporation, 
relates to investment behavior only in the areas of taxation and share or 
unit redemption. There are certain advantages to the trust. When a 
mutual fund is organized as a trust, income is taxed to the beneficiaries 
whether or not they actually receive any distributions. The 20 percent 
dividend tax credit is available to them on their share of the net dividends 
received by the fund from taxable Canadian corporations, and depletion 
allowances are passed through in much the same way. As a result, for 
tax purposes the trust is simply a conduit.

An incorporated mutual fund qualifying as an “investment company” 
may elect to be taxed either as an ordinary corporation or as an “invest
ment company.” An “investment company” pays a tax of 21 percent 
on taxable income which does not include capital gains and dividends 
from taxable Canadian corporations. The shareholder is entitled to a 
20 percent tax credit on dividends he receives, so that the overall treat
ment is rather close to the treatment of an unincorporated mutual fund 
and its members. The Canadian Mutual Funds Association has argued 
that the tax position of incorporated mutual funds is inequitable, and that 
they should be treated as trusts. The Association has pointed out that 
the tax paid by incorporated funds is borne by all shareholders, regard
less of their ability to use the dividend tax credit; a shareholder who 
cannot make use of the tax credit is better off, insofar as taxes are con
cerned, in an unincorporated mutual fund than in an incorporated one.94

In the past, funds have been able to redeem shares out of cash flow 
coming from the sale of new shares in the fund;95 there has been no 
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need to liquidate underlying investments to meet demand.96 A fund must 
be able to plan for the future and cannot operate, either in theory or in 
fact, on the assumption that major demands for redemptions can always 
be met immediately with cash outlays. Protective measures against a 
major onslaught of demand, however, do not arise solely out of vague 
fear coupled with conservative behavior.97

balances against the possibility that cash needs may turn out to be greater than 
expected.” Paper 13: Liquidity and Fund Operations, in Quirin & Waters, A Study 
of the Canadian Mutual Funds Industry 13-4 (1969).

9G Our concern, it must be emphasized, is the impact of institutional investors on the 
Canadian equity market. The income which has been mentioned relates to dividends 
and interest. It does not cover capital gains which are not taxed as income. It should 
be noted, however, that even in terms of dividends and interest the Carter Commission 
would eliminate the distinction between the trust and corporate form. “Where a trust 
has issued transferable or redeemable units, each of which carries a specific undivided 
interest in the trust property and the trust income, the trust should be taxed in the 
same manner as a corporation.” Carter Comm’n Report, supra note 28, at 194.

97 This results in the funds assessing the costs of having cash or securities that are 
readily marketable. Id.

9S In 1966, the Securities and Exchange Commission referred to the Ontario incor
porated Fund of Funds Ltd. which had assets of S420 million and had substantial 
holdings in U.S. mutual funds ranging from .6 percent to 100 percent of the funds’ 
outstanding issue. The SEC stated: “[FJund holding companies . . . pose a real potential 
for the exercise of undue influence or control over the activities of portfolio funds. 
The basis of this threat is the possibility of large-scale redemptions inherent in the 
ownership of large blocks of mutual fund shares by a fund holding company.” H.R. 
Rf.p. No. 2337, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 315 (1966) (hereinafter cited as SEC Study);

Mutual Fund Committee Report, supra note 1, at 444-45: “A substantial holding 
by one mutual fund in another mutual fund exposes the latter to the possibility of a 
redemption which might force a liquidation of portfolio securities, and would reduce 
total net assets and management fees. The power to effect such a redemption might 
be used by the management company of the fund or funds to exert influence over the 
policies of the underlying mutual funds.” Id. As a result the Committee did not recom
mend against the abolition of the fund on funds but rather that it “should not be 
permitted to acquire shares or units of another mutual fund if, after such acquisition, 
the fund on funds, alone or together with other funds on funds under common 
management, would hold in excess of three percent of the outstanding shares or units 
of that mutual fund. This percentage limit corresponds to that contained in section 
12(d)(1) of the iU.S.l Investment Company Act of 1940, and we think it appropriate 
for adoption in Canada.” Id.

99 Consider the fund that is highly leveraged and invests substantial sums in “letter 
stock” which often is unseasoned and, in any event, is in a primary distribution. 

If other institutions acquired substantial holdings in a fund, the de
mand by one or more of them could easily exhaust cash reserves and 
force partial liquidation of underlying portfolio investment.98 It is also 
true that where a fund is highly leveraged—fund assets are divided among 
relatively few issues—liquidation of any one issue in a downward market 
could reduce the demand for new shares, at the same time increasing 
the rate of redemption.99
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In Canada, funds have been permitted to exercise individual discre
tion100 in establishing rules for redemption. The Ontario Securities Com
mission asks only for disclosure of redemption policy and a detailed 
statement covering valuation.101 Those funds created as trusts max 
write into the chartering trust instrument whatever suits their purpose. 

I he Trustee Act of Ontario which would otherwise govern investments 
under a trust102 is inoperative.103

Professors Quirin and Waters note that such a purchase “does have certain implications 
for the marketability of the fund’s portfolio and . . . believe that, where securities 
subject to restricted marketability* are part of a portfolio, full disclosure of this 
feature should be made.” Paper 12: Trade Association and Related Restrictions on Fund 
Investment Policy, in Quirin & Waters, A Study of the Canadian Mutual Funds 
Industry 12-8 (1969).

100 In the absence of national securities regulation, an event not likely for many* years, 
the Committee Report recommends that this discretion be left to the fund managemenr 
when (a) the disposal by* the mutual fund of securities owned by it is not reasonable 
practicable, or (b) a valuation of the assets of the fund is not reasonably practicable. 
Mutual Fund Committee Report 504.

101 See Ontario Securities Act Regulations, Form 12, Item 1, 2 CCH Can. Sec. 
L. Rep. 1 51-983.

102 Id. §§ 26-32. Section 26 sets the tone for itemization: “A trustee may* invest any 
trust money in his hands in the classes of securities mentioned in this section, but only 
if the investment is in other respects reasonable and proper . . . .” Id. § 26.

103 id. ^67. See also Trust Companies Act of Canada, Can. Rev. Stat. c. 272. 
64(2), 66(3), 66(5) (1952). Section 64(2) states: “The company may manage, selU

or dispose of investments as the terms of the trust pursuant to which they were made 
require or, in the absence of such requirement, as the directors, subject to the provisions 
of this Act, may see fit.” Id. § 64(2). In many respects the trust deed provides less 
opportunity for unit holder information and control than that afforded to th 
shareholder of an incorporated fund.

Because the trust agreement and the declaration of trust are subject to 
minimal legal restrictions governing their content, the mutual fund or
ganizers have very great flexibility available in the decision as to what 
the relevant provisions should be. Few of these agreements and declara
tions give any voting rights to unit holders .... Its more important 
provisions are outlined in the prospectus, bur that may not be available 
either. Finally, the fact that many of these documents are subject to 
amendment without prior consent of the unit holder may decrease the 
value of disclosure even where full disclosure is made.

Mutual Fund Committee Report 25-26.
104 Mutual Fund Committee Report 22.
105 J. Williamson, supra note 71, at 407-08.

Of the 117 Canadian mutual funds in existence at the end of 1968. 
62 were organized as companies and held the greater share of industry 
assets.104 105 Here the law reaches the matter of fund redemption indirectly 
by dictating when a corporation may redeem its own shares. This ap
proach is designed primarily to protect creditors of the corporation and. 
generally, to discourage the corporation from trading in its own shares.1' 
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Until recently, except for purposes of disclosure,106 Ontario dealt 
with a fund as with any other corporation; under its Corporation 
Act only preferred or special shares could be redeemed. Thus, a 
fund created as a corporation in Ontario must provide for two classes 
of shares, common and special, and both must be set out in its letters 
patent.107 The Act requires that there be a separate fund and, to satisfy 
redemption demands, that the price paid reflect the actual value of the 
shares. In the same letters or supplementary letters patent, the corpora
tion must formalize its procedure for valuation of special, or fund, shares.

106 Special provision has been made for fund reporting. They largely duplicate that 
which the Ontario Securities Act in its 1968 amendments requires. See Corporations 
Amendment Act, 1968, Ont. Stat. c. 19, § 6 (1968).

107 The Corporations Act, Ont. Rev. Stat. c. 71 § 27(3) (1960) allows a fund to 
redeem its own preferred shares. Section 27(6) provides for such redemption out of a 
fund set aside for that purpose at a price reflecting the market value.

108 Once the preference, which can be minimal, has been established the fund may 
eliminate voting rights. The shares, after all, arc not common, but special. To the 
extent that a fund operates with complete freedom from shareholder restraint it obtains 
greater flexibility in investment decision.

loo Business Corporations Act, 1970, Bill No. 61. 3d Sess., 28th Leg. § 37 (Ont. 1970). 
The bill was introduced by the government.

no Canada Corporations Act, Can. Stat. c. 52, § 12(A)(1) (1965), amending,
Companies Act, Can. Rev. Stat. c. 53 (1952).

in Canada Corporations Act, Can. Stat. c. 52, § 12(A)(2) (1965).

Nothing in the Act prohibits a fund from attaching redemption con
ditions applicable to all special shareholders or from suspending or modi
fying the right of redemption upon the happening of stated events; rather 
the Act allows the individual formulation of redemption rules. The 
thrust of the Act is not wholly relevant to the fund industry, though 
the same statute firmly binds those members seeking provincial in
corporation.108 Perhaps for that reason or perhaps as a response to 
federal legislation, changes were made in 1970 that will allow mutual 
fund shares to be redeemed in the manner and according to the condi
tions set out in the fund’s articles of incorporation.109

In some respects, the Canada Corporations Act seems more in tune 
with fund reality. It specifically permits a classification called mutual 
fund shares. Such shares have the quality of “requiring the company 
issuing to accept, at the demand of the holder . . . and at prices de
termined and payable in accordance with the conditions, the surrender of 
the shares . . . that are fully paid.” 110 It is still for the fund, however, to 
delineate the conditions under which shares would be redeemed.111 The 
law does not so much change existing conditions for federally incor
porated funds as it clarifies industry practice. Before 1965, federal 
funds were incorporated in much the same manner as those in On
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tario, through the use of special shares. Illustrative of the lack of change 
are the relatively few funds already incorporated federally which filed 
supplementary letters patent two years after the Canada Corporations 
Act had been amended to cover mutual fund shares. By 1967, only six 
of the 24 funds which were federally incorporated before 1965 had 
sought reclassification,112 while each of the eight funds incorporated 
after 1965 made use of the proviso for mutual fund shares.

112 Those funds which changed their shares to “mutual fund shares” were: American 
Growth Fund, Ltd.; Dominion Equity Investments Ltd.; Executive International 
Investors Ltd.; Grouped Income Shares Ltd.; Regent Fund Ltd.; and Savings and 
Investment Corporation Fund Ltd.

113 SEC Study, supra note 98, at 300.
ii< Id.

There may be some added meaning in the failure of so many pre- 
1965 federal funds to modify their letters patent. These funds continue 
to restrict redemptions to monies available through reserves and capital 
surplus. The 1965 amendment would allow them to redeem out of 
capital at net asset value. For many funds, this opportunity has been 
rejected by implication. The funds retain the flexibility to restrict re
demptions, and the Canada Corporations Act is as permissive as the legis
lation in Ontario.

The question remains whether the funds should retain this absolute 
right of control over redemption policy. An agency such as the On
tario Securities Commission could regulate on the same basis as it has 
laid down management fee scales; it is not clear, however, whether any 
legal basis for such regulation exists.

In the United States, the Investment Company Act of 1940 took a 
firm view on the matter of redemptions, and no registered investment 
company was given the right to suspend redemptions. The statute de
fined the situations in which redemptions could be suspended: (1) if 
the New York Stock Exchange is closed for reasons other than cus
tomary weekend and holiday closings; (2) if trading on the New York 
Stock Exchange is restricted by the Securities and Exchange Commis
sion; (3) if disposal of a fund’s securities is not reasonably practicable; 
(4) if emergencies impede a fund from fairly determining the value of 
its assets; and (5) if the SEC permits such suspension for the protection 
of the securities holders of the fund.

In its 1966 report on the Public Policy Implications of Investment 
Company Growth, the SEC did not seek to broaden its powers in the 
matter of fund redemptions,113 despite the growing institutionalization 
of the stock market;114 however, the law had imposed an obligation on 
the funds to redeem and agency discretion in permitting exception to 
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that rule was severely limited. The Commission was not to act as a 
market regulator. Apart from limited, emergency powers, the Com
mission did not have the responsibility for controlling price fluctuations 
in the securities markets.115

115 Id. Recently, and significantly, the SEC permitted Mates Investment Fund, Inc. of 
New York City to suspend the right of redemption because a “substantial portion of 
the funds portfolio” was held in lettered stock of Omega Equities, Inc. which had been 
the object of a 10-day trading suspension order by the Commission. Omega, an over- 
the-counter stock, jumped from 60-70 cents a share on April 30, 1968, to $33-35 by 
December 9, 1968. On June 12, 1969, two months after Omega trading once again 
was permitted, the SEC lifted its suspension of redemption in Mates’ fund shares. 
On July 17, 1969, Omega filed a registration for a public offering. SEC File No. 
2-33896. Following the SEC order sales and redemptions of shares resumed on 
July 23, 1969, for the Mates Investment Fund, Inc. A “cool it” attitude apparently 
characterized investors in the Fund at that time. According to the Fund, holders 
asked for redemptions of about $1 million worth of the approximately $8.5 million 
portfolio, or about 11.3 percent.

A shareholders meeting on Monday, July 21, 1969, approved the following resolutions: 
a new advisory agreement with management; selection of accountants ratified; reim
bursement of the Mates Management Company for S165,000 expenses; increased number 
of authorized shares fourfold (from $5 million to S20 million). A spokesman for the 
Fund characterized the shareholders as showing an “amazing lack of antagonism.” 
N.Y. Times, July 23, 1969, at 56, col. 7.

no Mutual Fund Committee Report, supra note 1, at 492. The report agreed to the 
payment of redemption with underlying securities, if the shareholder agreed. In the

In Canada, the legal reality of fund redemption policy stands in a 
radically different posture than in the United States. For the Canadian 
fund manager, that policy has built-in flexibility. Individual rules can be 
set that will permit the fund to pursue investment goals without the 
threat of a run and a corresponding need to liquidate holdings at a sub
stantial loss; the absence of law leaves each fund free to shape varying 
approaches to redemption. This apparent freedom, however, is some
what limited by the certain reaction of the investing public if any fund 
were to use its legal right to restrict redemptions.

These realities not only were recognized by the Canadian all-govern
ment Committee report; they were also met with meaningful analysis 
and recommendations. Illustrative is the report’s view of a fund as a 
long-term investment. Short-term traders were to be penalized in making 
any redemption demand.

We have concluded that any purchaser of shares or units to a 
value in excess of $50,000 should be subject to a penalty, payable 
to the mutual fund by reduction of the redemption price, of 4% 
of his redemption price if he redeems his shares or units within 
90 days, and of 2% of his redemption price if he redeems his shares 
or units within six months.116
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summary: the law and mutual funds

Canadian law permits the mutual fund industry great latitude to 
invest in the equity market as individual business interests dictate. In 
areas such as taxation, freedom has come through nonenforcement of 
statute. In other areas, fund behavior has been left unstructured because 
of agency ambivalence; note, for example, the Ontario Securities Com
mission’s timid attempt to regulate through control over the prospectus. 
Finally, there are instances where the law has permitted the industry to 
pattern its own standards. The Canada Corporations Act takes this ap
proach in the area of redemptions.

Whatever may be the limitations and purposes of the law regarding 
mutual funds in Canada, the industry itself has acted to form rules of 
conduct binding on its members. These rules not only are law, in the 
sense of binding announced standards of conduct; they also provide 
considerable insight into how the individual members of the industry 
enact their role. Moreover, they provide insight into how the industry 
thinks it should function.

Profile In Action

A CONTEXT FOR SELF-REGULATION

Industry self-regulation takes place in a specific context: restraint will 
not be self-imposed unless it serves the individual member’s own ends 
as well as those of his industry. To the extent that the restraint con
flicts with the profit motive, it is possible that the prohibition will be 
ignored or circumvented. Thus, in order to evaluate the breadth and 
effectiveness of fund self-regulation, it is necessary to understand fund 
motivation, which is a function of rhe fund’s structure, and the relation
ship between this motivation and investment in the equity market. A 
fund must enhance the market value of its portfolio or risk the danger of 
decreased sales of fund shares coupled with increased demand for re
demptions which could cause a fund to liquidate portions of its hold
ings.117 Thus, fund motivation is predicated upon performance and 

absence of such agreement the report recommended approval be obtained from rhe 
relevant securities administrator. Id. at 497-500.

HT Professors Quirin and Waters recognized the problem. They wrote: “The danger 
is simply that, if a fund were faced with a severe market slump and a run of 
redemptions, it might not be able to sell shares and reduce indebtedness quickly enough 
to have anything left for the last few shareholders.” They added, however, “[W]e 
regard these dangers as remote . . . and the use of moderate leverage as virtually 
harmless, especially in view of the fact that investor risk is probably greater in certain 
unlevered funds than in other levered ones.” Paper 12, supra note 99, at 12-3.
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liquidity. Indeed, it is possible for a fund bent on performance to erode 
its position of liquidity.

A conflict between these two goals arises through the means used to 
measure performance. Specifically, performance is based upon valuation 
of fund shares. If a fund share cost $10 last week and can be redeemed 
for S40 today, the fund is “performing.” A shareholder cares little about 
what that $40 represents; from his point of view, $10 wisely invested 
has brought $40. There is difficulty, however, in measuring performance 
and in accepting the method for valuing underlying shares.

Money for the redemption of shares is (generally provided by cash 
flow and not by the liquidation of investment. The valuation of a fund’s 
underlying investment and, hence, the value of each fund share, which is 
determinative of fund performance, is calculated on a day-to-day basis 
upon the stock market quotation.118 The larger funds may invest be
tween $1.5 and $3 million in any given issue,119 and investment of this 
sort cannot be liquidated easily; however, since redemptions are made 
from funds received for newly purchased shares, this lack of liquid
ity will not deleteriously affect the fund’s ability to redeem its shares 
so long as the fund continues to attract new investors by performing 
well. Problems may arise, however; for example, if the fund takes a 
long-term position, or even a short-term loss with a view toward a long
term gain, fund performance, essentially a day-to-day phenomenon, may 
decline with a resultant decrease in cash flow through sales and an in
crease in redemption demands.

lls Difficulties, of course, are encountered by those funds which have purchased 
“letter stock,” that is, shares coming from a primary distribution of what may be an 
unseasoned company. How should such an issue be valued? If acquisition cost is used, 
the issue may be substantially undervalued. If market value is used, the issue may be 
overvalued since it remains illiquid. Professors Quirin and Waters feel such an issue 
“should reflect a percentage discount from the prevailing market price not less than 
the discount at which [it was] acquired." Id. at 12-9.

119 Paper 13, supra note 95, at 13-3.
120 Paper 2: Competition in the Canadian Mutual Funds Industry, in Quirin & 

Waters. A Study of the Canadian Mutual Funds Industry 2-26 (1969).

The “speculative” fund is a recent innovation,120 meeting the needs 
of those with growing incomes who want to maintain their worth in an 
inflationary economy. The speculative funds, five of which are repre
sented in the Canadian Mutual Funds Association (CMFA), have been 
highly successful in attracting the savings dollar, even though they have 
only a small part of the industry’s assets. As a result of performance 
ranging up to an annual increase in value of 100 percent, they arc making 
a sizeable and increasing proportion of the industry’s new fund sales. 
In 1968, speculative funds had net sales of $105.2 million; in the same 
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year, all other CMFA members’ net sales totalled only $102.3 million.121 
These figures at least raise the questions of whether the fund investor 
is aware of the increased risk and whether the larger funds will respond 
to the increased competition and in what manner.

121 Id.
122 Address by R. H. Jones, Vice President, Securities Investment Division, The 

Investors Group, before the Winnipeg Rotary, April 21, 1969. See also Mutual Fund 
Committee Report, supra note 1, at 62-63.

123 Chairman H. E. Langford said:
Institutions are the largest single factor in the stock market and recent 
activity in the Canadian market is due to fund transactions. 7 here is 
growing concentration in Canadian issues recently. The greater activity of 
U.S. funds and institutions in more speculative issues can be seen in increased 
portfolio turnover. We are giving thought to the question of whether more 
frequent reporting of fund portfolios might not be in the public interest.

The Globe & Mail, Sept. 5, 1968, § B, at 5, col. I.

A possible indication of industry concern came in the form of an 
address by Mr. R. H. Jones, Vice President, Securities Investment 
Division, The Investors Group, on April 21, 1969. An officer of Canada’s 
largest fund complex, Mr. Jones noted that speculative funds repre
sented a departure from traditional investment philosophy by empha
sizing short-term over long-term gain. Mr. Jones also expressed concern 
with a definition of fund performance which is based on out-performing 
competing funds; although not defective from a conceptual viewpoint, 
this definition can lead to the sort of setbacks that a fund manager 
must avoid and could result in increased regulation of the fund industry 
in order to curb speculative excesses.122

The emphasis on short-term comparative performance—an emphasis 
necessary for the survival of a speculative fund—does represent a de
parture from a philosophy of investment which pre-dates the speculative 
fund and which permitted a fund to accept temporary setbacks in order 
to buy value which would eventually bring satisfactory investment 
return. Despite this change in investment philosophy, however, neither 
Mr. Jones, nor the Chairman of the Ontario Securities Commission, nor 
the President of the Toronto Stock Exchange saw any need to check 
the growth of the speculative fund. The Chairman of the Ontario 
Securities Commission felt that the only need was for more frequent 
fund reporting.123 The President of the Toronto Stock Exchange recog
nized that because of their size some funds could bring pressure to bear 
on selected issues, but he felt that this simply reflected supply and de
mand and saw no effort being made to create pools of money for the 
purpose of market manipulation, similar to those established in the
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1920’s. Indeed, the Exchange President saw institutions generally as a 
stabilizing influence on the market.124

124 Id. at col. 4.
125 Paper 12, supra note 99, at 12-7.
12« These sanctions apply, inter alia, for the violation of any Canadian Mutual Fund 

Association regulation. Complaint may be made by any Canadian Mutual Fund 
Association member or any person. If the Canadian Mutual Fund Association Executive 
Committee finds grounds for probable cause, after appropriate notice, a hearing will 
be held and explanation requested from the charged member. On a finding of guilt, 
opportunity for appeal to the full Canadian Mutual Fund Association Board of 
Directors is allowed before sanctions may be imposed. The nature of that appeal is 
one in which the Board has before it “all relevant correspondence” together with the 
Executive Committee’s recommendation. Again, explanation by the charged member is 
permitted. CMFA By-Laws No. 13—Business Conduct, as amended (May 17, 1966).

127 Interview with Michael Bell. Executive Director, CMFA.

The approach of the speculative funds stands in conceptual contra
diction to the formal policies of the Canadian Mutual Funds Association 
relating to investment restrictions. At their root, CMFA policies attempt 
to strike a balance in favor of safety through the vehicle of investment 
diversification. For the speculative funds, some of which are not mem
bers of the CMFA, such restraints can inhibit performance. Thus, com
petitive pressure can be exerted to ease rather than tighten existing regu
lation. Professors Quirin and Waters argued for upward, more liberal 
regulations in their 1969 report,125 even though 1968 CMFA amend
ments already had eased investment restrictions.

Xew competitive pressures have an effect on the nature and effective
ness of self-regulation. The CMFA is an association with no statutory 
base and exists at the desire of members of the industry and not because 
of government fiat. As an association, it has the power to fine, censure, 
suspend, or expel a member,126 such powers being exercised on occasion. 
In one instance, the CMFA’s executive director, acting immediately and 
without seeking executive committee approval, warned a fund that it 
had exceeded the allowable limit of investment in a single company. 
Within a few weeks, the matter was corrected. Through consultations 
with the CMFA’s Executive Committee, the same fund was cautioned to 
avoid possible conflicts of interest through purchase of short-term paper 
from an institution controlled by a fund insider.127

The CMFA can shape enforceable rules of conduct. In terms of 
investment restrictions, however, unless the goals to be achieved are 
reasonably clear and unless there is a public policy formalized through 
law, loose and changing interpretations can be expected as a response to 
competitive pressures. The problem, therefore, is to delineate or 
categorize the questions that each fund and the Association must answer 
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in formulating meaningful criteria for investment restriction. In doing 
this, the limitations of the CMFA must be stressed. For one, it is not 
fully representative of the industry. On December 31, 1968 its mem
bership consisted of only 41 of the 136 mutual funds qualified for sale in 
Canada and of only 14 of the 92 management companies associated with 
such funds. Yet, though representing a minority of funds, CMFA mem
bers controlled 86 percent of industry assets.128 The Canadian Com
mittee on Mutual Funds noted that the members of the CMFA “have 
certain common characteristics. Every mutual fund which belongs to 
it is sold subject to a basic sales charge in excess of 8%. Most of these 
mutual funds are distributed primarily or exclusively through direct 
sales forces . . . .” 129 The CMFA’s recommendations may be considered 
by provincial securities commissions; nevertheless, the CMFA may not 
represent the entrepreneurial motivations of smaller and newer mutual 
funds.

128 Mutual Fund Committee Report, supra note 1, at 727.
129 Id. at 728. The committee further noted that “[n]o mutual fund organized outside 

Canada belongs to the CMFA. Until early in 1969, its membership consisted entirely 
of Canadian-organized mutual funds, their management, and distribution companies. 
Early in 1969, one independent sales force was admitted to membership.”

180 CMFA Regulations, Rule 5 (Apr. 1964).
131 Id. Rule 5(a).
132 Id. Rule 5(d).
133 Id. Rule 5 (b).
134 Id. Rule 5(a). “Every mutual fund . . . shall not borrow money for any purpose 

nor mortgage nor pledge any of its assets to an amount in excess of 10% of its assets 
at market.”

135 Id.

cmfa’s investment restrictions

On their face, the CMFA’s investment restrictions are fairly inflexible 
regulations. They require that every fund disclose its investment restric
tions in its prospectus,130 a point obviously covered by Ontario’s prospec
tus requirements. There are absolute prohibitions upon the purchase of 
warrants131 and the purchase of securities of its management company, 
underwriter or contractual distributor.132 There also are restrictions on 
margin buying, selling short,133 and borrowing money.134 The mortgag
ing or pledging of assets in excess of 10 percent of net fund value at 
market is also prohibited.135

More interesting, perhaps, are the detailed provisions relating to equity 
investment. Before 1968, member funds were forbidden from using more 
than 10 percent of fund assets in the purchase of any security except 
obligations guaranteed by either the Canadian or United States govern
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ments, and no fund could own more than 10 percent of any portfolio 
company’s outstanding issue.136 In May 1968, the rule was revised to 
allow funds to acquire more than 10 percent of a portfolio company’s 
outstanding issue if certain conditions were met. Two principal condi
tions were: (1) the fund’s total investment in the portfolio company 
could not exceed five percent of the fund’s net assets137 and (2) the 
fund in no event could acquire more than 10 percent of a portfolio com
pany’s outstanding voting stock.138

136 Id. Rule 5(c), in amended (May 1968).
137 Id. Rule 5(f) (ii).
138 Id. Rule 5 (f) (iii).
139 Paper 13, supra note 95, at 13-3.
1*0 Paper 2, supra note 120, at 2-9.
141 Id. at 14-3.

The revised rule has significant meanincr for large funds seeking 
Canadian investment outlets. A large fund may stay within the five 
percent asset limitation and still obtain 10 percent of a desired corpora
tion’s outstanding voting stock, in addition to significant holdings in 
the same corporation’s non voting stock; moreover, if the listed stock is 
nonvoting in the first instance, a fund may exceed the 10 percent limi
tation so long as no more than five percent of assets are employed. Thus, 
the new rule permits the large fund to maintain certain economies of 
-cale by limiting the number of its investments, thereby providing more 
effective portfolio management. As a general rule, larger Canadian funds 
have minimum investment guidelines which statistically indicate that 
they expend $1.5 to $3 million in any given security.139 At present, this 
dollar expenditure usually results in individual investments equal to about 
one percent of fund assets.

A brief survey of fund industry structure underscores the significance 
and need for encouragement of increased equity purchasing. In assessing 
institutional impact on the equity market, the existence of giant entities 
cannot be ignored. Using data obtained from the Financial Post Survey 
of Investment Funds, 1961-1968, Professors Quirin and Waters com
puted the dollar assets of the eight largest management companies to be 
$2,135 million, compared to over-all industry assets of $2,716 million. 
Of these eight, the largest management company had $915 million by the 
end of 1967 and the two largest companies had $1,316 million.140

In 1968, it became fairly obvious that the funds were not tied to the 
Canadian equity market. Whenever they found it to their advantage, 
they could and did invest in the United States. By December 31, 1962, 
CM FA funds had invested $144.1 million in United States and foreign 
assets. By December 31, 1967, that figure had risen to $1,008 million,141 
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nearly half of total industry assets, yet no fund held five percent or more 
of any United States portfolio issue. This fact gives some clue to the 
motivation behind Canadian fund foreign investment. At the end of 1967, 
United Accumulative Fund Limited, one of the two largest funds in 
Canada, had 8.3 percent of its assets invested in International Business 
Machines, however, this was less than one-tenth of one percent of 
IBM’s outstanding stock. United enjoyed at least potential benefits from 
its investment: it was able to place significant sums in an industry that 
had not yet fully developed in Canada and it had secondary liquidity in 
that investment,142 due to the relatively free turnover of IBM stock.

142 Some 64 percent of present holdings of U.S. stocks by Canadian funds are 
accounted for by domestic funds, the remainder by specialty funds; the former accounted 
for 65 per cent of all purchases over 1962-67 and for 64 per cent of purchases during 
1967. Unlike the holdings of the specialty funds, holdings of U.S. securities by 
domestic funds represent the consequences of decisions taken by portfolio managers. 
Informal discussions with some portfolio managers suggest that there arc at least two 
reasons for holding U.S. securities, both of which could account for a deliberate shift 
into such securities by a growing fund:

(1) the greater liquidity offered by U.S. security markets;
(2) opportunities offered by the U.S. market for investment in industries 

which are not available in the Canadian market, but which have 
characteristics making them a desirable addition to a portfolio.

A third possible reason—not mentioned in any of the discussions—but which would 
seem equally valid, is to take a position in U.S. dollar assets in order to provide a hedge 
against possible devaluation of the Canadian dollar relative to the U.S. dollar. Such 
a hedge is provided by any holding of U.S. securities. However, a better one is provided 
by holdings of shares in Canadian companies whose sales are made in the U.S. at U.S. 
prices but whose expenses are incurred in Canada at Canadian prices. The pulp and 
paper and certain base metal industries are examples. Paper 14, supra note 40, at 14-11.

143 See Appendix.

Putting aside issues concerning national politics and dollar-drain, the 
funds have the opportunity to invest in what amounts to a North 
American market and this helps to explain the import of the broadened 
CMFA investment rule. Canadian funds are not compelled by economic 
considerations to buy Canadian equities. Due to the extent of which 
nonCanadian investment alternatives are available, the inference may be 
drawn that the larger funds sought a broadened rule to take advantage 
of what they considered good investment opportunities which happened 
to be Canadian. If the CMFA rule had remained the same, the funds 
would have pursued other investments and would not have been com
pelled to invest in questionable Canadian issues. Before the 1968 CMFA 
revision, the pursuit of other investments brought member funds very 
close to the maximum investment permitted, both in terms of percentage 
of outstanding portfolio issue and in terms of percentage of fund assets 
placed in a particular issue.143
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The tables show that often an expenditure of less than one percent 
of fund assets enables the larger Canadian groups to acquire gross posi
tions of 20 percent or more in portfolio holdings. Markborough Proper
ties, Ltd. provides a case in point. With .5 percent of its assets, United 
Accumulative obtained 6.9 percent of Markborough’s outstanding com
mon, and with .1 percent of fund assets, warrants to purchase 20.8 
percent of Markborough’s common. With only .9 percent of fund as
sets, Investors Growth Fund purchased 31 percent of F.P.E. Pioneer 
Electric’s Class A shares.

On these facts, it is clear that a relatively small expenditure of total 
assets by the larger Canadian funds may result in major positions in 
issues of companies with a small equity base. It follows that smaller 
Canadian funds have comparable potential. For example, Canadian Gas 
and Energy Fund Ltd., which ranked below the eight largest Canadian 
funds in 1967,144 used 8.9 percent of its assets to acquire 3.8 percent of 
Home Oil Company’s Series B stock.

SIGNIFICANCE OF FUND HOLDINGS: LIQUIDITY AND MOBILITY

When a portfolio company is on the rise, there are obvious advantages 
which inure to the heavily committed fund insofar as it shares propor
tionately to its holdings in the company’s good fortune and may tend 
through its heavy share holdings to stabilize price; morever, a fund’s 
performance is measured by the market value of its holdings and to the 
extent portfolio share price goes up, fund management can expect 
greater sales and the investment advisor will receive a greater return.

Regardless of the difficulty in unloading heavy share positions, most 
funds need not fear a rash of redemption demands, even in a falling 
market. Historically, fund sales have exceeded redemptions. This fact 
is illustrated by monthly figures over a two-year period for Investors 
Growth and United Accumulative.

SALES AND REDEMPTION OF FUND SHARES*
Investors Growth Fund Dollar Amounts

of Canada Ltd. Thousands

Month and Year Sold ($) Redeemed ($)
1966
January 3,366 735
February 4,446 777

144 Paper 2, supra note 120, at 2-13.
• Source: Canadian Committee on Mutual Funds and Investment Contracts.
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Investors Growth Fund 
of Canada Ltd.

Dollar Amounts
Thousands

Month and Year Sold ($) Redeemed (S)
1966

March 3,799 838
April 2,427 638
May 4,872 926
June 3,633 807
July 2,968 594
August 6,182 575
September 6,456 891
October 2,158 1,004
November 3,288 715
December 2,253 673

January 3,213 1,029
February 4,703 1,231
March 2,805 1,516
April 3,028 1,490
May 4,517 2,015
June 3,751 2,053
July 3,762 1,393
August 9,523 1,364
September 7,849 1,784
October 3,958 2,013
November 6,762 2,349
December 4,557 2,057

SALES AND REDEMPTIONS OE FUND SHARES*

United Accumulative Dollar Amounts
Fund Ltd. Thousands

Month and Year Sold ($) Redeemed ($ )

1966
January 8,961 1,042
February 9,194 1,121

* Source: Canadian Committee on Mutual Funds and Investment Contracts.
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United Accumulative
Fund Ltd.

Dollar Amounts
Thousands

Month and Year Sold ($) Redeemed
1966

March 13,497 1,177
April 7,258 1,497
May 10,582 1,356
June 6,499 1,750
July 5,479 1,468
August 6,620 1,947
September 8,430 1,197
October 5,067 1,591
November 6,248 1,413
December 3,900 1,744

1961

January 4,721 2,595
February 4,577 3,461
March 7,259 3,921
April 4,056 4,570
May 5,129 5,010
June 5,260 5,161
July 5,048 3,052
August 6,591 3,248
September 8,589 3,341
October 5,231 3,839
November 6,938 3,632
December 4,837 3,968

Should a fund find itself in need of additional monies to take advantage 
of current investment opportunities, there is that resource which Profes
sors Quirin and Waters have called secondary liquidity, which frequent
ly consists of American issues such as IBM.145 Furthermore, a fund can 
borrow against its assets to a limited extent.146 If there is a problem of 
liquidity or mobility, it is not apt to be found in general fund perform
ance so much as in the particular portfolio holding. As of December 

145 Paper 13, supra note 95, at 13-2.
no Paper 12, supra note 99, at 12-3.
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31, 1967, no Canadian fund had followed a policy of investing most 
fund assets to acquire concentrated positions. Without exception, only 
the larger fund complexes took five percent or more of any Canadian 
issue and, these larger funds, Investors Growth and United Accumu
lative, maintained a balance in terms of share sales and secondary liquid
ity.

In this context the statistics are inconclusive as to the consequences of 
individual share concentration. A random summary of the volume of 
trading in relation to outstanding shares in some of those issues where 
funds have concentrated holdings produces a broad range of figures. 
Using 1967 as the sample year, Union Oil Company of Canada Ltd. 
with 4,785,000 outstanding shares had only 139,557 shares traded, ac
counting for 2.9 percent of the total. One of the smaller Canadian funds, 
Natural Resources Growth Fund Ltd., using 9.71 percent of assets, 
held .42 percent of Union’s outstanding common at the end of 1967. 
Though limited in percentage of holding, this rather small fund cer
tainly had a potential to influence the price of Union common. If it 
so desired, it could have accounted for nearly 20 percent of trading. 
Next, consider Markborough Properties Ltd. with outstanding shares of 
3,647,094 and 1967 year-end trading of 316,479, or 8.7 percent of the 
total. In the same period, two funds held 16 percent of Markborough’s 
outstanding common, or twice the 1967 trading volume. Finally, at year- 
end 1967 one fund with .8 percent of its assets held 7.6 percent of 
Steinbergs Class A, the only issue traded. In the same year with 3,715,639 
shares outstanding, Steinbergs had traded 201,747 shares, or 3.4 percent 
of the total.

Where a fund finds itself with heavy holdings in a company whose 
issue it no longer desires, the price of selling out might be very high 
indeed. It is even possible to argue that in a falling market where the 
issue is thin—where there is a small equity base—buyers simply may not 
be available for large blocks of stock. Whatever the arguments may be, 
however, fund statistics for 1962-1967 provide few examples of locked- 
in situations. The best example is Steinbergs where in 1964 two fund 
complexes, consisting of three funds, held 20.33 percent of the com
pany’s Class A stock; this was an investment in the retail food industry 
which institutions found a few years later, due to the intensity of com
petition, to have had a blunting effect on profit.

Steinbergs was incorporated in Quebec in 1930. In 1958, Steinbergs 
had made a public offering of a nonvoting issue, which enabled the 
raising of capital without the dilution of control. The issue was fully 
subscribed. By the end of 1964, the mutual funds held 20.33 percent and 
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accounted for 26.89 percent of the trading in Steinbergs stock. By 1965 
the funds had increased their position in Steinbergs to 23.8 percent. 
There was little change in 1966 when the funds maintained their posi
tion at 23.50 percent; however, in 1967 the funds sold a substantial 
portion of their holdings and at the end of 1967 their holdings were 
reduced to 14.58 percent, fund trading having accounted for over 20 
percent of the total trading in the stock.

The 1967 reduction in Steinbergs holdings by the funds amounted to 
40 percent. Profits had increased from 1963 to 1966, and earnings per 
share had risen from $.80 in 1963 to $.89 in 1964, $1.05 in 1965, and 
SI.11 in 1966.147 In 1967, profits remained at $1.11.148 By 1968, Stein
bergs finally reacted to the squeeze of competition by establishing dis
count food operations and by diversifying through the operation in 
Quebec of four experimental drive-in restaurants.149 Unwilling to risk 
a turbulent future, some of the funds were able to sell out at a loss. 
Another fund eliminated only a portion of its holdings at a profit.

147 Financial Corporate Service. “Steinbergs Five Year Quick Reference Summary,” 
March 4, 1968.

148 ¡J.
149 Financial Post, Sept. 28, 1968, at 24, col. 2.

At one point a few funds had held 20.33 percent of Steinbergs’ non
voting issue; however, they were not locked in and in one year were 
able to cut their holdings by 40 percent. Steinbergs was not a failing 
company but was reacting to the profit squeeze. Statistics offer no il
lustration of simultaneous fund liquidation of fund holdings in a com
pany whose fortunes are clearly falling. This may attest to the prudent 
investment judgment of the fund; however, it remains an unanswered 
question as to what would have happened if the three funds investing in 
Steinbergs simultaneously had opted out. The “in-out” performance 
fund was not a significant force in Canada in 1967, and each of the three 
funds had long-term investment objectives.

SIGNIFICANCE OF FUND HOLDINGS: PORTFOLIO CONTROL

Although Steinbergs Class A is listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange, 
it is nonvoting. Indeed, for all practical purposes it must be considered 
nonvoting common since the preference which it has is negligible. The 
lack of a vote, however, did not deter the funds from buying Stein
bergs. Similarly, the fact that other issues are also nonvoting “common” 
has not inhibited purchase by the funds. Examining the two largest 
fund complexes in Canada, one finds significant sums allocated to such 
issues. At the end of 1967, United Accumulative had $27,976,596, or 
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7.8 percent of its total investment portfolio, placed in nonvoting com
mon. The monies were placed in nine issues. United’s position in these 
stocks rose from an initial expenditure in 1962 of $1,284,375 to a figure 
27 times greater in 1967. At the end of 1967, Investors Mutual had 
nonvoting common valued at $17,621,808, or 3.1 percent of its total 
investment portfolio. This reflected a rise of more than four times the 
1962 figure of $4,614,282. By 1967, Investors’ holdings had been re
duced to five nonvoting issues.

The extent of these holdings indicates, to some extent, the degree 
to which desire for control of portfolio companies influences fund in
vestment. Responding to detailed questioning by the Canadian Com
mittee on Mutual Funds and Investment Contracts, not a single fund 
indicated an interest in investing for control.150 No fund indicated a 
desire to substitute its business judgment for that of portfolio manage
ment as a matter of policy. If the policies of a portfolio company are 
contrary to what the management company believes necessary, the 
security will be sold. Almost without exception, the funds refuse to 
acknowledge a need to vote their holdings; proxies either are returned 
in favor of management proposals or they are not voted, the funds 
ultimately relying on the market for recourse.

150 The questions asked the mutual funds concerning portfolio relations by the 
Canadian Committee on Mutual Funds and Investment Contracts concerned the fol
lowing areas: holdings in portfolio companies; policy concerning officers’, directors’ and 
employees’ activities in portfolio companies; participation in organization of portfolio 
company; participation in portfolio company financing or mergers; participation in 
portfolio company operations; attendance at annual and special meetings of portfolio 
companies; use of proxies; action when dissatisfied with portfolio company policy; 
joint action to influence portfolio companies.

151 The same fund added, however: “Of course a situation could arise in which the 
sale of a security was impossible or difficult, and in which a change of directorship 
would be desirable from a standpoint of fund shareholders.”

In making investments, funds necessarily consider portfolio manage
ment. A company would not normally become a portfolio company 
unless fund management was prepared to vote with the management of 
the company. When this is no longer true, the fund sells its shares in 
the company.151 Yet, many funds acknowledged that life with port
folio companies is not simply a question of selling or holding. There 
is often dissatisfaction with the policy or actions of the management of 
these companies, but it is weighed against those areas in which there is 
satisfaction.

From the answers submitted by the funds, it became clear that the 
availability of a market and the possibility of sale was sufficient to insure 
discussion and even negotiation between portfolio and fund manage
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ments. From the fund that said it lived with dissatisfaction came the 
admission that in 30 percent of the instances when it became dissatis
fied there was an attempt to influence management change. In the 
remaining 70 percent, the fund liquidated its holdings. Seldom did the 
fund use its vote or attend annual meetings. The lack of fund attendance 
is hardly surprising, however, in light of the scant opportunity at 
these gatherings for fruitful discussion of company prospects at a so
phisticated level.152

1521 he fund continued: “However, exceptions are made, especially where unusual 
developments appear possible, or where the company offers a particularly good oppor
tunity for the analyst to meet executives informally at greater length after the 
meeting .... There has been no change in the management company’s policy since 
1962.”

153 The 52 stated that they had neither volunteered nor been consulted during 
the period surveyed by the Canadian Committee on Mutual Funds and Investment 
Contracts (1962-67) regarding dividend policy or any other aspect of portfolio com
pany management.

Fund influence upon the management of portfolio companies is often 
brought about not by the possession by the fund of a large block of 
votes, but, rather, through the market effect implicit in the disposition 
by the fund of a large quantity of the company’s stock. This is especial
ly true, for instance, when the stock that the fund holds is nonvoting 
and the quantity held makes easy liquidation impossible. In most in
stances, the influence that the fund exerts in this manner is through the 
company’s fiscal agents or through analysts who have a close relation
ship to the company’s management.

Funds are institutions which are designed to provide an increased 
flow of funds into the equity market and, insofar as influence on manage
ment is concerned, they should be distinguished from the occasional 
investor. Their influence on management of the public corporation 
transcends particular fund holdings. Funds will have a continued im
pact on the market, and the larger the fund, the greater the impact. 
Moreover, the larger funds, having more monies in each portfolio 
company than the smaller funds, find a greater need not only to initiate 
discussion but also to respond to portfolio problems of a given type. Ac
cordingly, four out of the eight largest Canadian funds reported in
stances in which efforts were made to influence portfolio management. 
The four represented more than half of the industry’s assets; however, 
52 of 58 reporting funds indicated no instance of such an attempt 
being made.153

A pattern of action has emerged where influence has been exerted. 
The larger funds, however, do not want to run the day-to-day opera
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tions of a portfolio company.154 Part of their decision to buy an issue 
rests in their confidence in management. Thus the funds use influence 
only to protect their investment. From the answers received, a summary 
categorization has been prepared that delineates areas of fund concern.

154 An example of stock liquidation by a large fund given to the Canadian Committee 
on Mutual Funds was:

More recently (1968) we disposed of part of our holding of [XYZ, a U.S. 
company] because of a growing concern as to the competence of manage
ment which has been indirectly relayed to the [fund] through third parties. 
This company appears to have lost complete control of costs in the final 
quarter of its fiscal year, having stated publicly in a press release that 
they anticipated “good year for earnings” three weeks after the fiscal 
year end only to contradict themselves a few weeks later with the publica
tion of poor results indeed. In this instance, we intend to support any 
move by another corporation to acquire [XYZ] and thereby recoup part 
of the capital loss sustained as a result of management’s apparent incompe
tence.

155 This is a well established function for the management companies of funds and 
fund companies. They play the role of investment bankers. Not infrequently they hold 
positions of long-term relationship with the portfolio company. See United States v. 
Morgan, 118 F. Supp. 621 (S.D.N.Y. 1953). In Morgan, the United States alleged that 
the 17 defendants had conspired to monopolize the securities business in violation of 
the Sherman Act 1, 2, 15 U.S.C. 1, 2 (1964). The court held that the evidence 
was insufficient to establish that the 17 investment banking firms had used the syndicate 
system of underwriting and distributing securities as a conspiratorial device in con
nection with an integrated over-all combination in violation of the antitrust laws.

The first of these areas is portfolio company financing and mergers. 
Funds have frequently been consulted by portfolio companies concern
ing a proposed offering,155 and quite often their recommendations have 
been accepted. One of the larger funds kept records which noted six 
instances between 1964 and 1967 when advice was given relating either 
to the financing of new issues or to the terms of a merger affecting a 
company in which the fund held stock. In five of the examples listed 
by the fund, inquiries were initiated by the company considering the 
public offering. In each of the five company-initiated efforts, the fund 
made recommendations which were accepted and, with a limited ex
penditure of monies, acquired major positions once the questioned issue 
was made public.

Funds with large holdings have an important stake in merger activi
ties. They are interested in the merger being favorable both in terms 
of the new enterprise to be formed as well as the formula for any ex
change of stock. Canadian funds have not only consulted portfolio 
management as to modification of some merger conditions, but on oc
casion they also have helped to organize opposition to the merger itself. 
Together with a U.S. institution, two of Canada’s largest funds sought 
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to block a merger between two giant U.S. corporations. They were 
unsuccessful in part because another fund elected to settle for cash for 
its 10 percent position, receiving a greater cash amount than any other 
institutional investor was able to obtain from the acquiring corporation.

A second area of concern is the accounting practices by portfolio 
corporations upon which funds must be able to rely. The failure to fol
low accepted procedures could distort the profit picture. An example 
of fund action in this area occurred in 1965 when a fund advised one of 
its portfolio companies to change to a nationally known auditing firm.

A third area of concern is the portfolio company’s dividend policy; 
however, fund action has been taken only when the company’s policy 
has caused the fund concrete policy problems, and the consensus among 
the funds is that their views carry only minimal weight in this area. One 
large fund reported that since January 1, 1966 the only instance of in
fluence being exerted on the dividend policy of a portfolio company 
occurred when a dividend date, which normally fell at the end of the 
year, fell early in 1968. This caused embarrassment since fund ac
counting uses ex-dividend dates to bring in fund income, and the income 
from that dividend was helping to maintain investment company status 
for calendar year 1967.

A fourth area of concern to the mutual funds is the selection of port
folio company directors and officers, although during the period 1962- 
1967 funds seldom sought directorships and rarely exerted influence 
upon the company through possession of large blocks of votes. How
ever, fund officials, particularly in the larger enterprises, were asked to 
be directors or to suggest candidates. One fund reported three ex
amples of requests for suggestions by Toronto Stock Exchange listed 
corporations, and in each instance where its advice had been sought it 
had been accepted.

One frequently cited reason for seeking advice from the funds is their 
financial expertise. For example, a private company, considering a 
public distribution at a formative stage in its corporate existence, came 
to the X Fund and asked X’s management for advice and to nominate 
one of its key people to the corporation’s board. The fund was interested 
in the corporation, but it recognized the risk-taking venture of the 
company and the fact that a public market had yet to be established. The 
fund placed a member of its management on the board, and later took 
a major position in the public issue of the corporation; thus, the fund 
had an interest in the continuing success of the company. It endeavored 
to insure not only a proper scheme of financing, but also management 
continuity and corporate concentration in those areas of greatest profit
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ability. Fund directors are also sought by companies with seasoned 
securities.

Among certain funds, there is concern over naming directors to other 
corporations since embarrassment might result if a decision were made 
to sell the portfolio issue. One of Canada’s largest funds, however, re
ported that it had nominated one of its managing directors to the boards 
of a number of other corporations, subsequently selling its holdings in 
each, and its nominee had remained a director of each corporation.

Responding in 1968 to information requested for 1962-1967, a smaller 
fund briefly stated that occasionally one of its directors or those of its 
management company had become a director of a portfolio company. 
In each instance, the reason for this had been to provide the fund access 
to information about the progress of the company’s business, thus bene- 
fitting both the portfolio company and the fund’s shareholders; further
more, there is no specific written code of ethics with reference to this 
sort of situation even though there is no distinction between the interests 
of the fund and its management company. One of the larger funds, 
however, did foresee a potential conflict of interest and had developed 
a policy concerning outside directorships which recognized that a desig
nated group within the fund complex made investment decisions and 
forbade anyone in that group from holding an outside directorship. 
Others, however, were encouraged to accept appointments because it 
provided access to the people in a company with operating information, 
though not necessarily inside information.

Whether current developments in Canada and the United States will 
result in development by the funds of a more rigid policy concerning 
outside directorships is still unclear. In October 1968, a leading Phila
delphia banking house, Butcher & Sherrerd, resigned the 36 director
ships it held in publicly owned companies. W. W. Keen Butcher, the 
firm’s managing partner, said that this policy had been established be
cause of a series of events in the business world which had tended to 
change attitudes concerning the role of investment bankers and stock 
brokers who serve on the boards of publicly owned companies. Al
though the presence of an investment banker on a board of directors 
results in important benefits to the company and all its stockholders. 
Butcher & Sherrerd relinquished all of its directorships in order to 
eliminate any possible conflict of interests.156

156 The Globe & Mail, Oct. 2, 1968, § B, at 2, col. 3: “The managements of most 
corporations and securities firms have been re-examining their policies ever since the 
Texas Gulf and Merrill Lynch cases became prominent. The action taken ... is 
believed to be the most drastic taken in response.”
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The Canadian funds, as well as other institutional investors, presently 
are faced with a conflict of interest problem that must be considered. 
On September 30, 1968, the Toronto Stock Exchange amended its 
Corporate Guide To The Timely Disclosure Policy. The thrust of 
this policy is to compel disclosure by listed companies of facts which 
can reasonably be expected to affect materially the value of the listed 
securities. The Toronto Stock Exchange has stated:

When there is a situation where information is required to be 
kept confidential for corporate reasons management should watch 
closely the market activity in its securities. Unusual market activity 
in terms of price or volume is the best indication of whether con
fidentiality has not been maintained. If such activity occurs the 
Exchange requires that an announcement be made clarifying the 
situation.157

157 Toronto Stock Exchange, Corporate Guide To The Timely Disclosure Policy, 
Sept. 30, 1968, at 2.

158 Id. at 3.
On some occasions unusual market activity is caused by the existence of 

rumors .... [A] clarifying statement is expected when the market activity 
indicates trading is being influenced by rumor. The most effective . . . 
is a prompt clarification or denial by a corporate release.

The Exchange may halt or suspend trading in the shares of a company. 
Trading is halted pending the making of a corporate announcement and 
to allow for the dissemination of that announcement. . . . [WJhen . . . 
the market activity discloses that important news is available to some traders 
but not to the public at large .... [TJhe public should have the oppor
tunity to base their investment decisions to buy or sell listed shares on the 
best information available.

150 Using substantially the same criteria as the Ontario Securities Commission, the TSE 
seeks disclosure and reporting by insiders. 1 CCH Can. Sec. L. Rep. fl 3630. In
cluded in the definition of insiders are any director of the company; any senior officer 

president, vice-president, treasurer, secretary); and any beneficial owner of 10 percent 
of the outstanding voting securities of the company. (Aside from tax considerations, 
this proviso might help to explain the 10 percent limitation on voting securities imposed 
by the CMFA.)

The Commission’s function under the Ontario Securities Act, 1966, c. 142, Ont. Stat.,

I he fund with a director on a portfolio board might be placed in an 
awkward position if, through independent observation, it became aware 
of impending change and yet felt constricted in its freedom to trade 
in the portfolio company’s securities. If the fund were to trade in the 
company’s securities, the volume of trading might affect materially the 
issue price, and under its policy statement the Toronto Stock Exchange 
might temporarily suspend trading in the issue.158 The fund or other 
institutional investor at a minimum should be careful in the information 
it elicits from its officers sitting as directors of portfolio companies.159
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Summary and Conclusions

The fund behavioral pattern is directed toward investment protection 
and not the substitution of fund management for that of the portfolio 
company. Funds respond as investors, not controllers; they respond 
in terms of their own management capacity. Fund shareholders derive 
the distinct benefit of a unified fund management not fragmented by 
conflicts of interest. The shareholders of the portfolio corporation 
derive the benefit of a sophisticated check on management by the funds. 
In the thinking of the SEC both in 1940 and in 1966, there was a public 
policy use for the power of investment companies.160

as amended, c. 123 (1968) in part is to define more clearly insiders and their responsi
bilities under the Act by means of regulations. Under the terms of the Act not only 
may the Commission act to command reports, but, just as important, those reports 
are given to the public. Id. § 110(1); see 2 CCH Can. Sec. L. Rep. 1151 51-160 at 9833. 
Finally, there rests with the corporation and any person a right of action against an 
insider who violates the disclosure requirements in connection with a capital securities 
transaction of the corporation that, “if generally known, might reasonably be expected to 
affect materially the value of such securities.” The liability is to compensate for direct 
loss flowing from the transaction; moreover, the corporation may recover through 
accounting any benefit the insider received. (This assumes the information was not 
generally available.) Ontario Securities Act, 1966, Ont. Stat., c. 123, § 113 (1968); 
see 2 CCH Can. Sec. L. Rep. 51 51-168, at 9834.

160 See H.R. Rep. No. 2337, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 310 (1966).
161 Id.

Investment companies may serve the useful role of representatives of 
the great number of inarticulate and ineffective individual investors in 
industrial corporations in which investment companies are also interested. 
Throughout the course of the existence of such industrial corporations, 
various problems are presented to their stockholders which require a 
degree of knowledge of financial and management practices not pos
sessed by the average stockholder. Investment companies by virtue of 
their research facilities and specialized personnel are not only in a posi
tion to adequately appraise these situations but also have the financial 
means to make their support or opposition effective. These investment 
companies can perform the function of sophisticated investors, disasso
ciated from the management of their portfolio companies. They can 
appraise the activities of the management critically and expertly, and in 
that manner not only serve their own interests but the interests of the 
other public stockholders.161 Direct efforts have been made in Canada 
to maintain the distinction between investment and control and, in 
light of demonstrated fund behavior, the fund industry understands 
and accepts this distinction. To some extent, the earlier discussed regu
lations of the Canadian Mutual Funds Association focus upon it. On
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their face, the regulations established by the fund industry itself impose 
limitations on the amount of voting stock of an issuer that may be ac-

The lines drawn by the Canadian Mutual Funds Association have a 
J

certain clarity to commend them. Percentages of assets and issues can be 
measured with reasonable precision and without undue difficulty. The 
industry need not waste inordinate time in policing a law of absolutes; 
moreover, the percentages bespeak a policv that can be comprehended, 
although effective control of a large, publicly held corporation in fact 
can be gained with 10 percent of the voting stock.

Even though the funds do not want control over portfolio companies, 
their extraordinary growth coupled with investment in a decreasing 
number of issues can only increase their power to influence portfolio 
management. Funds have not been passive shareholders. They under
stand and use the power of their position, but this power has been 
directed not toward control so much as toward the protection of an 
investment. Despite their locked-in position in many selected issues, 
funds are market-oriented; they do not view their role as producers of 
goods. The power that the fund exerts must be viewed in the context 
of the market; it influences portfolio management not through the vote 
but through the threat of partial or total liquidation of an investment 
and the withdrawal of confidence which could destroy the prospect of 
any new equity issue or even private placement of bonds.

Laws should be passed which do not restrict funds in exercising 
sound business judgment as to the kind and quality of investment which 
will yield the best return. Nevertheless, it is a proper function of the 
law to allow the fund shareholder to know what he is buying and to 
insure that the fund conforms to a stated investment policy. The regu
lations of the Canadian Mutual Funds Association provide an adequate 
starting point for constructive proposals. The regulations reject the 
ambiguous, ill-defined concept of diversified-fund which is used in the 
United States. Rather, the Canadian Mutual Funds Association seems 
to say that for an entity to be a fund no more than a certain percentage 
of assets may be invested in a certain percentage of voting securities; 
it is not how a fund is labelled, but what it does with its monies that 
is significant. Furthermore, the regulations imply that no fund should 
be in a controlling position.

The Canadian Mutual Funds Association Regulations are restrictive. 
They deny existence to a fund that invests to control. In Canada, where 
efforts are being made to create and nurture new industry, there might 
well be speculative funds designed to finance and to start junior com
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panies; there is no reason why funds should have to hold out the 
promise of safety and security to the investor who wants speculation. 
Most mutual funds presently do not have the kind of management to 
assume operative control of portfolio companies. Should the way be 
opened to such control, however, the requisite management might de-

The necessity of a fund’s honoring its pledge of redemption is not 
inconsistent with the development of a fund along the lines just described 
so long as existing law and the reality of fund practice is recognized. 
Most funds maintain positions of liquidity with a significant portion of 
their assets and in addition have the legal right to tender securities in 
lieu of cash.

A fund enjoys a special relationship with its shareholders. It seeks 
and obtains their money by offering an investment policy and the talent 
to implement that policy. It is not a relation of trust in the sense of 
conservation of assets or of secure investment, and the law should play 
only a marginal role in control over business judgment. An individual 
should have the right to invest in speculative ventures and to assume the 
corresponding loss if the venture fails. The role of the law is to assure 
a full and fair statement of the investment policy. It can isolate some 
of the elements vital to such a policy, such as whether the fund will 
consider taking control positions in selected issues, and, if so, whether 
the fund is equipped to manage control. If a fund places no limits on 
its size, it could be required to state how diversification and mobility 
will be achieved, and if control is not desired, how it will be avoided. 
These are not difficult objectives to fulfill, but their acceptance does 
force a fund to make a decision as to investment policy and, once made, 
to adhere to that decision.

The likelihood of a fund actively seeking control is remote. Not 
only do most mutual funds abstain from that objective, but they think it 
inappropriate in terms of the industry. A bank-related fund emphasized 
that the objective of the fund is to achieve a maximum return on its 
investment, and that to become too heavily invested in any one com
pany increases the risk without necessarily increasing the return.162

162 Mutual Fund Committee Report, supra note 1, at 437.

The Canadian Committee endorsed this limitation on fund behavior 
and added that serious harm could result if a mutual fund were to 
assume control over a public company due to the disruption of the normal 
routine of the company, and the possibility of liquidation as a result 
of changed investment policy, perhaps dictated by factors completely 
unrelated to the company concerned. What the Committee sought from 
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the fund industry was an ongoing exercise in undefined good corporate 
citizenship.163 Yet, to achieve the desired separation between control 
and investment, the Committee used percentage limitations and was ex
pansive in its allowance. Conventional funds could use 10 percent, and 
nonconventional funds 15 percent, of their assets to acquire no more 
than 20 percent of any outstanding issue which could include a maximum 
of 10 percent of the voting stock;164 however, more voting stock could 
be acquired if the relevant securities administrator believed the purchase 
was for investment and not control.165

163 See id.
104 Id. at 439-42. In this regard the count would be based on mutual funds subject 

to the same management company. Thus, if Funds A, B, C, D, and E, though individually 
incorporated, were each under common management, and held 2 percent each of 
Company Z’s voting stock, the maximum of 10 percent would be achieved.

*65 Id. at 441.

The Committee recommendations perpetuate the existing system. By 
implication, the government study leaves it largely to the industry to 
fashion the distinction between investment and control. The difficulties 
with the Committee suggestions probably will be accentuated in the 
future as the market becomes more institutionalized and large funds 
grow to even greater size with greater investments. In this context, 
instances may arise when control is necessary to protect an investment, 
but a contemplation of the fund industry in this context is beyond rhe 
scope of the Committee Report.
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APPENDIX
TABLE 1

United Accumulative Fund Ltd. 
Limitations on Portfolio Holdings 

as of December 31, 1967

Name of Portfolio Company

Market
%m 

relation
%in 

relation
Securities Held Value of to Funds to o/s of

securities total Portfolio
Class Amount held assets Company

Western Broadcasting Co. Ltd..Common 
Magna Electronics.....................Common
Oshawa Wholesale Ltd............. Class A
Oshawa Wholesale Ltd............. Convertible

Debentures 
1986 

Canadian British........................Class A
Aluminum Ltd............................ Common
Harding Carpets Ltd.................Class A

Common 
International

8.3

$ 85,000 $1,530,000 0.4%
0.1
4.2

9.7%
8.6

10.2
30,000

520,000
547,500

16,120,000

1,000,000 2,220,000 0.6 12.5
100,000 1,637,500 0.4 9.2

108,000 1,255,500 0.3 10.3

Business Machines...................... Common
Markborough Properties Ltd...

Wardair Canada Ltd

Elcor Chemical Corp

50,000 31,350,000 Negligible
. Common 
Warrants to 
purchase

250,000

62,500

1,718,750

212,500

0.5

0.1

6.9

20.8
common 
shares 
6/^% Series 
“A” Convert
ible Debent- 400,000 500,000 0.1 13.3
ures due Sept.
15, 1982

■ 5/^% Convert- 
ible Debent- 1,500,000 1,432,500 0.4 12.0
ures due
Nov. 1,
1987

Source: Canadian Committee on Mutual Funds and Investment Contracts.
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TABLE 2
Investors Mutual of Canada Ltd. 

Limitations on Portfolio Holdings 
as of December 31, 1967

Anglo-American Corporation 
of Canada.............................. . Common S 546,239 $5,462,390 09% 6.5%

Calgary Power.......................... . Common 332,800 7,779,200 1.3 6.3
Investors International

Mutual Fund Ltd.................. . Special 548,188 4,275,869 0.7 8.7
Steinbergs................................. .Class A 280,700 4,771,900 0.8 7.6

TABLE 3
Investors Growth Fund of Canada Ltd.

Limitations on Portfolio Holdings 
as of December 31, 1967

Indal Canada............................ . Common S 52,500 $ 288,750 0.1% 8.9%
F.P.E. Pioneer Electric.......... .Class A 71,910 2,013,480 0.9 31.0
M. Loeb. Ltd............................ . Common 140.000 1,785,000 0.8 5.4
Markborough Properties......... . Common 330,000 2,268,750 1.0 9.1
Maclean-Hunter Publishing... . Common 32,000 2,112,000 0.9 6.4
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Mr. Kennedy suggests that the Postal Reorganization Act repre
sents a substantial improvement over previous executive attempts 
to resolve the unique labor problems of the Post Office. He also 
proposes adoption of a plan for congressional resolution of future 
postal strikes.

The postal service has long presented difficult labor relations prob
lems. Unlike private industry, whose management has the principal goal 
of maximizing profit, public management must consider the public in
terest, the legislative response, and other political factors when budget
ing and negotiating labor contracts. Other factors have also inhibited 
effective unionization. Postal workers have not presented a unified 
labor force because of conflicts between rural and urban based unions 
and between craft and industrial unions. Effective collective bargaining 
also is hampered by the necessity of third party approval by Congress. 
Finally, the prohibition of strikes and other legal restrictions unique to 
public employment have further handicapped the resolution of postal 
labor disputes.

This article outlines these problems and examines the effect of previ
ous executive attempts to alleviate them. The failure of these attempts 
is contrasted with the improvements contained in the Postal Reform Bill 
of 1970. Finally, further needed improvements are suggested.

The Public, Postal Employees, and the Postal Service

There is an ancient fable about some very wise and very blind men 
of Indostan who resolved to learn by touch what an elephant was like.* 1 
One blind man grabbed the elephant’s trunk and thought he held a 
a large snake. Another touched the elephant’s stomach and thought the 
elephant was a large horse, while a third thought that the shape of th« 
elephant’s tail meant that he was like a giraffe. The wisest of all touched 
the elephant’s ears and didn’t know what to think at all.

Public employee labor relations are hampered by an analogous diffi-

[ 305 )
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culty. Public management, employee unions, and the legislatures all 
have a feel for the problem. Each, however, has a different perspective 
which makes an overview of the problem impossible.

Labor's Role. Labor union leadership in private industry is held
accountable to its membership in union elections on the basis of its record 
in obtaining benefits from management in collective bargaining. In con
trast, public union employee leadership not only is accountable to its 
members but also is responsible to the legislature, and must also be con
cerned with public opinion if there is disruption or slowing of govern
ment service. An additional peculiarity of public service is that many 
unions compete for the right of representation in different ways. This 
is a carryover from the past when public employee unions, large or 
small, represented individual employees before civil service commissions 
and personnel officers. Regardless of size, all public employee unions 
appealed as equals to the legislatures for redress of grievances, which 
resulted essentially in a system of proportional representation.2 Rival
ries also developed between postal craft unions and postal industrial 
unions which admitted all postal employees to membership regardless 
of craft.

2 Proportional representation, as used in this article, refers to the competitive repre
sentation by several unions of employees within the same group. In private industry a 
group of employees is represented by one union, usually the winner of an election. See 
notes 20-21 infra and accompanying text.

3 Norwalk Teachers’ Ass’n v. Board of Educ., 138 Conn. 269, 273-75, 83 A.2d 482, 
484-85 (1951). Other courts have reasoned that regulations prohibiting union member
ship by public employees are valid since strikes are a necessary correlative to unions. 
King v. Priest, 357 Mo. 68, 206 S.W.2d 547 (1947), appeal dismissed, 333 U.S. 852 
(1948); City of Greenfield v. Local 1127, 35 Wis. 2d 175, 185, 150 N.W.2d 476, 481 
(1967).

4 Local 283, IBEW v. Robison, 91 Idaho 445, 423 P.2d 999 (1967); Petrucci v. Hogan,
5 Misc. 2d 480, 27 N.Y.S.2d 718 (Sup. Ct. 1941). Under an agency shop arrangement 
employees are not required to be union members. Since they still receive the benefit 
of union representation they must pay the same initiation fees, dues, and assessments 
as union employees. See CCH 1961 Guidebook to Labor Relations 63. Recently, the 
conflict between the historical prohibition of agency shops in civil service and col
lective bargaining agreements containing such provisions lias been receiving attention. 
BNA Gov’t Employee Rel. Rep. No. 344, at B-l to -3 (1970); id. No. 339, at B-8.

The bargaining position of public service labor historically has been 
weakened by restrictions on union activities which clearly would be 
unacceptable in private industry. Strikes and picketing are prohibited 
activities, and this prohibition has been found neither unconstitutional 
nor violative of civil rights.3 Any type of closed shop, union shop, 
agency shop, or other form of union security agreement between a gov
ernment agency and a union representing employees is invalid,4 5 as is 
any agreement giving union members preference in hiring, firing, re
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duction in force promotion, or any other employment benefit privilege.5 
Finally, any agreement for automatic checkoff of union dues, absent 
specific written assignment from each individual employee concerned, 
is also invalid.6

6 Norwalk Teachers’ Ass’n v. Board of Educ., 138 Conn. 269, 278, 83 A.2d 482, 486 
(1951); Mugford v. City of Baltimore, 44 A.2d 745, 747 (Md. 1945).

6 Bauch v. City of New York, 54 Misc. 2d 343, 346-50, 282 N.Y.S.2d 816, 820-24 
(Sup. Ct. 1967), cert, denied, 393 U.S. 834 (1968).

7 Federal Salary Act of 1967, § 212, 5 U.S.C. § 5304 (Supp. V, 1970).

The Legislative Role. Congress and the state legislatures take
little active part in private labor relations except for “ad hoc” congres
sional intervention in national transportation disputes. In contrast, the 
legislative branch is central to public labor problems; it must oversee 
contracts, raise taxes to pay for liberal employee benefits, maintain pub
lic service, and, where possible, improve service as well. As a third 
party with ultimate veto power, the legislature necessarily inhibits free 
bargaining between public labor and management.

Mcmageinent>s Role. Postal management, consisting of high
level civil servants and political appointees, is not adequately concerned 
with public employee relations. Tenure granted by civil service statutes 
make most of management all but immune to public criticism. On the 
highest levels of postal management, appointees must be attuned to the 
political arena. Since the electorate is sensitive to larger issues than 
public employee relations, appointed management tends to neglect good 

: abor relations.
Public management’s propensity to act in accord with public policy 

unrelated to labor relations was graphically illustrated shortly before the 
recent New York City postal strike. Congress had authorized the Presi
dent to order a raise for federal employees on July 1, 1970 if he should 
find that comparable wages in private industry had risen.7 In attempting 
to explain to the Joint Economic Committee of Congress why no such 
raise had been provided in the President’s budget, Bureau of the Budget 
Director Robert P. Mayo quite openly recognized the conflict between 
two policy considerations.

[TJhe Administration had a very direct responsibility to the 
American people to set an example of wage restraint at the Federal 
Government level. We have 2.5 million permanent employees plus 
all those in the Armed Forces which are indeed being asked to 
sacrifice a wage increase, which in all equity, they are entitled to 
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on July 1st, because we recognize that there is a question of com
parability here.

The study has been made by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and 
by all standards of equity, they are entitled to a five and three 
quarter percent increase on July 1. We are asking, however, that 
be made effective January 1 (1971), because we think there is a 
powerful significance here in the President of the United States 
and, with the cooperation of the Congress, the United States Gov
ernment taking the lead in showing that we can set a pattern that 
will have a dampening effect on union demands during 1970 for 
wage increases that otherwise would be a little bit higher.8 9

8 Hearings on the 1970 Economic Report of the President Before the Joint Economic 
Comm. of Cong., 91st Cong., 1st Scss., pt. 1, at 115 (1969).

9 See W. R. Hart, Collective Bargaining in the Federal Civil Service 140-173 
(1961); Hart, Executive Order 10988: An Interim Appraisal, 17 Ind. & Lab. Rel. Rev. 
203, 204-06 (1964).

10 See Barr, Executive Order 10988: An Experiment in Employee-Management Co
operation in the Federal Service, 52 Geo. L.J. 420, 423 (1964).

11 See generally Hearings Before the Senate Select Comm, on Improper Activities in 
the Labor or Management Field, 85th Cong., 1st & 2d Scss., pts. 1-42 (1957-58).

12 See generally Labor-Management Reporting & Disclosure Act of 1959, 29 U.S.C 
§§ 401-531 (1964).

Thus, disjointed competitive representation by varying unions, pro
hibition of strikes, restriction on dues checkoffs and other traditional 
union privileges, the need for congressional approval of any settlement, 
and the paternalistic attitude of postal management all have contributed 
to the deterioration of postal labor relations. Consideration must be 
given to the various attempts to correct these problems.

Presidential Executive Orders

KENNEDY EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 10,988

A new chapter in federal employee relations opened during the early 
days of the Kennedy Administration. At that time, strong sentiment 
existed in the House of Representatives for legislation to remedy the 
problems of public employee relations.0 The Administration hesitated 
to support such legislation for two reasons. First, the federal personnel 
bureaucracy was utterly unfamiliar with normal labor relations.10 In ad
dition, submission of legislation establishing a federal employee program 
would reopen the whole subject of labor relations within a year or so 
after the close of the McClellan hearings11 and passage of the Landrum- 
Griffin bill,12 a move staunchly opposed by the leadership of private 
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unions.13 Weighing these conflicting pressures, President Kennedy chose 
a middle course, the issuance of Executive Order No. 10,988.14 This 
seemed a bold step at the time, since it conceded a role in government 
personnel policy to public employee unionism.15 Issued on January 17, 
1962, this Executive Order recognized the right of labor unions to or
ganize in the federal government and the right of employees to join or 
not to join unions without fear or favor. In addition, certain unions 
were allowed within limits to negotiate agreements with the federal 
government.16

13 Hearings on Postal Labor Relations and Employee Morale Before the Subccmwn. on 
Postal Operations of the House Comm. on Post Office and Civil Service, 91st Cong., 
1st Sess., ser. 91, pt. 7, at 137 (1969). The former Assistant Postmaster General for 
Personnel, Mr. Richard Murphy, testified that union leaders and others had then 
opposed seeking a new law to govern the matter because of fear that any congressional 
action might not be favorable to unions. Id.

HExec. Order No. 10.988, 3 C.F.R. 130 (Supp. 1962), 5 U.S.C. § 631 (1964).
15 See Hart, Government Labor's New Frontiers Through Presidential Directive, 

48 Va. L. Rev. 898, 900 (1962); Hearings an Postal Labor Relations and Employee 
Morale, supra note 13, at 136.

i°Exec. Order No. 10,988, §§ 1(a), 6(b), 3 C.F.R. 130, 133 (Supp. 1962), 5 U.S.C. 
§ 631 (1964).

Prior to the order, each agency was free to devise its own policies con
cerning union recognition. A few, such as the Department of Interior 
and the Tennessee Valley Authority, had adopted the exclusive bargaining 
agent principle. Most government agencies, however, have traditionally 
held that they would not give any’ unions exclusive recognition, that they 
would consult all unions without regard to their respective membership 
strength, and that unions would be recognized only as representatives of 
their own members.

Hart, supra note 9, at 204.
17 Exec. Order No. 10,988, § 7, 3 C.F.R. 133 (Supp. 1962), 5 U.S.C. § 631 (1964).
18 Id. § 12, 3 C.F.R. at 135, 5 U.S.C. § 631.
1» Id. § 3, 3 C.F.R. at 131, 5 U.S.C. § 631.

At the same time, the President reassured the bureaucracy by placing 
responsibility for the program in the hands of agency heads, who had the 
power to define management prerogatives and to affirm or reject con
tracts signed at the local level.17 The United States Civil Service Com
mission was assigned the task of providing technical assistance to man
agement.18 Individual contact with employees through personnel offices 
was maintained; employees did not have to join a union and the civil 
service grievance and adverse action system was retained intact. Thus, 
whatever resulted from the Executive order would be in addition to, not 
in replacement of, the existing system.19

\n elaborate attempt was made to alleviate the problem of com
petitive and disjointed representation. In contrast to private industry, 
and in conformity with government practice, a system of proportional 
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representation for all appropriate units was established.20 In private in
dustry, there is only one form of recognition; the majority chooses an 
organization which represents all employees on a “winner take all” basis 
with no other labor organization permitted consultation rights.21 On the 
other hand, proportional representation of public employees consisted of 
three forms of recognition, exclusive, formal, and informal.22

20 An appropriate unit for proportional representation was defined as one which 
would insure a clear and identifiable community of interest among employees of the 
unit. Such unit would be established along plant installation craft lines, functional lines, 
or other bases, except that a unit could not be established solely on the basis of prior 
organization. This limitation would assure management that units would be designated 
along appropriate craft or industrial lines and not on the basis of an historical accident. 
See Barr, supra note 10, at 430-36.

21 Recognition in the private sector has been defined as the designation of the 
exclusive bargaining agent for a group of employees. Dictionary of Industrial Rela
tions 359 (B. Roberts ed. 1966).

22Exec. Order No. 10,988, §§ 3-6, 3 C.F.R. 131-33 (Supp. 1962), 5 U.S.C. § 631 (1964).
23 Id. §§ 6(a), 11, 3 C.F.R. at 132-33, 134, 5 U.S.C. § 631.
24 Id. § 6(b), 3 C.F.R. at 133, 5 U.S.C. § 631. See also Hearings on Postal Labor 

Relations and Employee Morale, supra note 13, at A-86. “The scope of bargaining 
should be clarified by providing for the negotiation of appropriate protective arrange
ments for employees adversely affected by the realignment of work forces or techno
logical change.” Id.

25 Exec. Order No. 10,988, § 5(a), 3 C.F.R. 132 (Supp. 1962), 5 U.S.C. § 631 (1964).

Exclusive recognition resulted when over 50 percent of the employees 
in an appropriate unit joined a labor organization or when over 50 per
cent of the employees in a unit chose a labor organization in an election 
conducted by the agency. Appeal on questions of appropriateness of the 
unit or the election was to the Department of Labor, which in turn 
would choose one or more arbitrators to decide these questions.23 Such 
recognition entitled an organization to contract with management on 
working conditions, but only to a limited degree; subjects such as wages 
(which Congress controlled), budget, hiring, firing, transferring, auto
mation, and modernization were excluded from negotiations. The 
effects of automation were to prove a difficult issue because of the loss of 
jobs, transfers, and retraining.24

Formal recognition was based on membership of at least 10 percent 
of the employees in a unit defined by an agency, if exclusive recogni
tion had not been granted to another organization and upon submission 
by the organization of its bylaws, constitution, roster of officers, and 
statement of goals.25 Such recognition entitled an organization to be 
consulted before management made decisions. Even if another organiza
tion had been granted exclusive recognition, national formal recognition 
could be granted by an agency head when, in his opinion, an organiza
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tion had a sufficient number of locals or a sufficient total membership to 
be so recognized. This was the only exception to the rule that exclusive 
organization recognition precluded formal recognition.20 The most sig
nificant feature of national formal recognition was that formal units as 
well as exclusive organizations could benefit from dues checkoff agree
ments.* * * 27

2« Id. § 5(b), 3 C.F.R. at 132, 5 U.S.C. § 631.
21 Id. $ 5(a), 3 C.F.R. at 132, 5 U.S.C. § 631; see Hearings on Postal Modernization

Before the Senate Comm. on Post Office and Civil Service Reform, 91st Cong., 1st Scss.
859 (1969).

28 Exec. Order No. 10,988, § 4, 3 C.F.R. 132 (Supp. 1962), 5 U.S.C. § 631 (1964).
29 Memorandum of May 21, 1963, 3 C.F.R. 225 (Supp. 1963).

81 An Executive order is changeable at any time; it is a personal directive from the
President to his subordinates, nothing less, nothing more. Manhattan-Bronx Postal

Informal recognition was granted to an organization not meeting the 
membership requirements for exclusive or formal recognition, and could 
be granted whether or not exclusive or formal recognition had been 
granted to others. Informal recognition gave the organization the right 
to meet from time to time with management on behalf of its members 
and to represent members in regular civil service grievance or adverse 
action proceedings. Informal organizations were also to be informed of 
management decisions.28

On May 21, 1963, in a separate document having the same effect as 
an Executive order, President Kennedy directed the Chairman of the 
Civil Service Commission to create a dues checkoff program, so that em
ployees could assign a portion of their wages to the union as dues in much 
the same manner as they previously assigned a portion of their wages to 
charitable drives.29 For convenience in administration, provision was to 
be made for the periodic revocation by the employee of the “dues with
holding” assignment. National formal recognition organizations, and 
exclusive recognition organizations in the discretion of the agency head, 
were allowed the dues checkoff privilege.30 When the Post Office De
partment implemented this policy, the National Postal Union and the 
National Alliance of Postal and Federal Employees, both national formal 
recognition organizations, gained the dues checkoff privilege, and these 
unions grew tremendously.

DECLINE AND FALL OF THE KENNEDY EXECUTIVE ORDER

An obvious limitation made the Kennedy order ineffective. Appeal 
from management decisions under the order was to the head of the 
agency involved, who in all probability was initially responsible for the 
questioned decision.31 This flaw became apparent when the Civil Serv
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ice Commission and the Post Office Department announced a policy* 32 
under the order stating that, in a recognition election in which less than 
half of the employees voted, an organization seeking exclusive recog
nition would have to obtain a 60 percent majority of those voting. This 
clearly was a management-imposed limitation. In an exclusive recogni
tion election, the Manhattan-Bronx Postal Union, a local of the National 
Postal Union, fell a few votes short of the required 60 percent majority, 
and brought suit asking for court intervention to compel its recognition. 
A Federal District Judge refused to intervene, holding that there was no 
role for the judiciary under the Executive order. His decision was up
held on appeal.33

Union v. Gronouski, 121 U.S. App. D.C. 321, 350 F.2d 451 (1965), cert, denied, 382 U.S. 
978 (1966). The Kennedy order thus granted privileges that could be withdrawn and 
in some cases ignored, since there was no appeal from decisions under it except to 
agency heads.

32 See id. at 323, 350 F.2d at 453.
^Id. See also National Ass’n of Internal Revenue Employees v. Dillon, 123 U.S. App. 

D.C. 58, 356 F.2d 811 (1966); Morris v. Steele, 253 F. Supp. 769 (D. Mass. 1966).
34 See Hearings on Personnel Promotion System of the Post Office Dep't Before the 

Subconrm. on Postal Operations of the House Comm. on Post Office and Civil Service, 
90th Cong., 1st Sess., ser. 22, pt. 3, at 11-13 (1967) (testimony of Mr. J. Stanley Lewis, 
Vice-President, National Association of Letter Carriers).

35 See id. at 36 (testimony of Mr. E. C. Hallbeck, President, United Federation of 
Postal Clerks, AFL-CIO).

36 Wall Street Journal, Sept. 9, 1968, at 1, col. 6.
37 Hearings on Postal Labor Relations and Employee Morale, supra note 13, at 77-80 

(testimony of Mr. J. Stanley Lewis, Vice-President, National Association of Letter 
Carriers).

38 Exec. Order No. 11,491, 3 C.F.R. 451 (Supp. 1970), 5 U.S.C. § 7301 (Supp. V, 
1970). For a further insight into the Executive order, see BNA Gov’t Employee Rel. 
Rep. No. 321, at A-l to -9 (1969). This article examines the reasons and rccommenda-

These decisions set the legal stage for the breakdown in 1968 of local 
exclusive negotiations under the order.34 Management refused to nego
tiate over thousands of items which were classified by local managers 
under the management prerogatives section of the Executive order as 
nonnegotiable.35 As a direct result of this policy, many postal unions in 
their national conventions repealed the no-strike provisions in their con
stitutions.36 Postmaster General Watson intervened and ordered nego
tiations on all items during the fall of 1968. Local agreements were then 
signed, but a significant change had taken place in relationships between 
the Post Office Department and the postal unions.37

NIXON EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 11,491

On October 29, 1969, President Nixon signed Executive Order No. 
11,49138 which replaced the original Kennedy Executive order. Draw
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ing on seven years of experience with an agency-by-agency approach, 
the Nixon order was an improvement upon the Kennedy order in that 
it provided a central authority to administer the program. This central 
authority at least could be independent, if not always neutral. The mag
nitude of the proportional representation problem was reduced by de
emphasizing multilevel recognition. Other improvements included: (1) 
changes in the negotiation process and the status of negotiated agree
ments, with appeal rights in the event of a negotiated impasse; (2) third 
parry procedures in place of the role of technical advisor assigned to the 
Civil Service Commission under the Kennedy order; and (3) restric
tions on the organization of supervisors placing them outside the normal 
framework of federal labor relations.

A Central Authority to Administer the Program. The Nixon
order attacked the impasse problem by abolishing the individual agency 
approach and substituting a three-tiered organization for central ad
ministration.30 The first tier consisted of a Federal Labor Relations 
Council made up of the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission, the 
Secretary of Labor, an official of the Executive Office of the President, 
and such other officials of the executive branch as the President might 
designate from time to time. This Council was authorized to decide 
major policy issues, to prescribe regulations, to make recommendations 
to the President, to consider appeals on negotiability issues and excep
tions to arbitration awards, and to administer the order.40 A second tier, 
the Federal Service Impasses Panel, was created to consider negotiation 
impasses and, upon request of either party, to recommend procedures to 
the parties for the resolution of the impasse or otherwise to settle the 
impasse by appropriate action.41

tions underlying the order. Especially enlightening are the policy reasons offered for 
abolition of formal and informal recognition. See also Berger, The Old Order Giveth 
Way to the New, 21 Lab. L.J. 79 (1970).

S9Fxec. Order No. 11,941, § 4, 3 C.F.R. 453 (Supp. 1970), 5 U.S.C. § 7301 (Supp. 
V, 1970).

Id.
41 Id. 5 4, 3 C.F.R. at 454, 5 U.S.C. § 7301. “Thus there now exists an appeal from 

refusal to bargain, an interagency authority to make policy, establish standards and 
administer the Order, and an organization for the resolution of impasses.” Berger, supra 
note 38, at 80.

The third tier consisted solely of the Assistant Secretary of Labor for 
Labor Management Relations, who was directed to determine appro
priate units for exclusive recognition and the eligibility of labor or
ganizations for national consultation rights, as well as to supervise 
elections to determine the majority choice of employees and to hear and 
decide complaints of alleged unfair labor practices and alleged violations 
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of the standards of conduct for labor organizations. The Assistant Sec
retary was empowered to issue cease and desist orders for violations and 
to require affirmative action where necessary. He was also empowered 
to issue regulations helpful to him in carrying out his responsibilities and 
to call on other agencies for assistance. In labor matters involving the 
Department of Labor, his function was to be performed by a member 
of the Civil Service Commission designated by the Chairman of the Civil 
Service Commission.42

42 Exec. Order No. 11,941, § 6, 3 C.F.R. 454 (Supp. 1970), 5 U.S.C. § 7301 (Supp. V, 
1970).

43 Id. 7-8, 3 C.F.R. at 455, 5 U.S.C. § 7301. “The Order prohibits the recognition 
of any other representative in any unit, presumably at any level, where a national 
exclusive representative is recognized.” Berger, supra note 38, at 86.

44 See note 29 supra and acompanying text. These unions were entitled to “national 
consultation rights” under the Nixon order. See notes 46-47 infra and accompanying 
text. Executive Order No. 11,491, however, has been interpreted as not permitting 
unions granted “national consultation rights” to negotiate dues withholding agreements 
with different agencies. The Civil Service Commission’s reading of Section 21 of the 
order, which authorizes dues check-off agreements, excludes all other forms of recog
nition from the privilege except formal and exclusive, which arc mentioned explicitly.

If this view prevails it means that 'National Consultation Rights will not 
be nearly as valuable to unions as was formal recognition, NCR’s apparent 
counterpart under Executive Order 10,988. National formal recognition let 
union headquarters and agency heads negotiate checkoff agreements 
covering the unions’ members anywhere in the agency even when their 
locals lacked formal or exclusive recognition at local levels.

BN A Gov’t Employee Rel. Rep. No. 321, at A-l (1970).
45 Exec. Order No. 11,491, § 10(a), 3 C.F.R. 457 (Supp. 1970), 5 U.S.C. § 7301 (Supp. 

V, 1970). The order further indicated that units not be established solely on the basis 
of the extent to which employees in the proposed unit had previously been organized, 
nor was a unit to be established if it included: (1) any management official; (2) any 
employee engaged in federal personnel work in other than a purely clerical capacity; 
(3) any guard together with other employees; or (4) both professional and non-

Simplification of Multiple Forms of Recognition. The Nixon
order abolished informal as well as formal recognition.43 This simpli
fication created immediate problems for two large unions, the National 
Postal Union and the National Alliance, both of which enjoyed national 
formal recognition. Such recognition had entitled these unions to dues 
checkoff agreements pursuant to the directive of President Kennedy.44 
The abolition of formal recognition threatened an end to those agree
ments, and loss of the dues check off privilege would threaten the 
financial life of these unions.

The order granted exclusive recognition to any union selected by the 
majority of the employees in an appropriate unit in a secret ballot elec
tion.45 However, national consultation rights could be accorded to a
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labor organization which qualified under criteria established by the Fed
eral Labor Relations Council. Questions as to eligibility were referred 
to the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Labor Relations.46 No specific 
criteria were set out in the order other than that the union should repre
sent a substantial number of employees in an agency.47

professional employees together unless the professionals had voted for inclusion. Id. 
5 10(b), 3 C.F.R. at 457, 5 U.S.C. § 7301.

^ld. 5 9, 3 C.F.R. at 456, 5 U.S.C. § 7301. Eligibility had been determined before 
the order by each agency head, who also established procedures for and handled unfair 
labor practice complaints. Lowenberg, Development of the Federal Labor Management 
Relations Program: Executive Order 10988 and Executive Order 11491, 21 Lab. L.J. 73, 
77 (1970).

47 Exec. Order No. 11,491, § 9, 3 C.F.R. 456 (Supp. 1970), 5 U.S.C. § 7301 (Supp. V, 
1970).

46 Id. § 11(b), 3 C.F.R. at 458, 5 U.S.C. § 7301.
«Id. § 12(c), 3 C.F.R. at 459, 5 U.S.C. § 7301.
60 Management officials retained the right in accordance with standing regulations to

supervise these situations. Id. § 12(b), 3 C.F.R. at 459, 5 U.S.C. § 7301.
«1 Id. S 12(a), 3 C.F.R. at 459, 5 U.S.C. * 7301.
62 Id. § 15, 3 C.F.R. at 460, 5 U.S.C. § 7301.
“ Id. H 16-17, 3 C.F.R. at 460, 5 U.S.C. I 7301.

Changes in the Negotiation of Agreements. The Nixon order
exhorted both parties, management and labor, to negotiate in good faith. 
It allowed negotiation over the effects of automation and moderniza
tion,48 while forbidding agreements requiring union membership.49 The 
order excluded from the scope of negotiations internal security prac
tices and management prerogatives to direct employees of an agency, to 
hire, fire, promote, transfer, assign, to maintain efficiency, to determine 
means by which operations are to be conducted, and to take emergency 
actions when necessary to carry out the mission of the agency.50 Agree
ments were subject to agency regulations and present and future stat
utes.51 * Agency heads, however, could only disapprove local agreements 
by pointing to a conflict of law, policy, or regulations, or to a controlling 
agreement; the mere lack of desirability of the agreement from the 
agency’s point of view was considered insufficient grounds for disap-

The resources of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service were 
provided during disputes, and the Service could determine under what 
circumstances and in what manner it would lend assistance.53 If third 
party mediation, including the Service, failed to bring about an agree
ment, either party could request that the Federal Service Impasses Panel 
consider the matter. In its discretion, the Panel could decide whether it 
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would do so and could authorize fact-finding or arbitration to assist in 
the resolution of the impasse.54

54 Id. § 17, 3 C.F.R. at 460, 5 U.S.C. § 7301.
55 Id. §§ 4-6, 3 C.F.R. at 453-54, 5 U.S.C. § 7301.
^Id. § 10(b)(1), 3 C.F.R. at 457, 5 U.S.C. § 7301. This exclusion appeared in the 

order as a result of the recommendations of the Civil Service Commission. The 
Commission suggested that “[supervisory associations desiring to be afforded the 
opportunity to consult with Federal management officials should not be affiliated w ith 
any labor organizations or federation of such organization and should have no relation
ship to any organization which holds formal or exclusive recognition for nonsupervisory 
employees.” Civil Service Comm’n, Report on L \bor-Management Relations in Civil 
Service 24 (1969).

57 A supervisor is defined in the Nixon order as an employee having the authority 
to hire, transfer, suspend, layoff, recall, promote, discharge, assign, reward, or discipline 
other employees, or the responsibility to direct or evaluate them, if the use of inde
pendent judgment is required in fulfilling these functions. Exec. Order No. 11,491, 
§ 2, 3 C.F.R. 452 (Supp. 1970), 5 U.S.C. § 7301 (Supp. V, 1970). In effect, this means 
that any employee with the authority to evaluate the performance of another employee 
is categorized as a supervisor.

Substitution of Third Party Procedures for Role Assigned to Civil Serv
ice Commission. A chief complaint about the Kennedy order
was the seeming conflict of interest inherent in the dual role of the Civil 
Service Commission. The Commission functioned both as management 
advisor and as umpire in disputes between management and labor; in the 
former role it provided advisory opinions and training sessions for man
agement personnel. The Commission could not realistically play two 
conflicting roles in what was essentially an agency-by-agency program; 
it could not take federal labor’s side.

Under the Nixon order, policy was to be implemented separately and 
independently of the Civil Service Commission. The Federal Labor 
Relations Council, the Impasses Panel, and the Assistant Secretary' of 
Labor could take an independent stand between federal agencies and 
labor organizations.55

Restrictions on the Organization of Supervisors. The Nixon
order precluded from exclusive recognition any organization which in
cluded “supervisors.” 56 In effect, this separated supervisors and super
visor organizations from affiliation with the labor movement. This is 
significant because the designation of supervisor includes some very low 
level postal employees.57 Under the Nixon order, the problems of super
visors are to be settled through private discussion between members of 
the management team.

Failure of the Nixon Order: The Postal Strike. The French
have a saying that “the more things change, the more they are the 
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same.” 58 Despite many significant differences between them, the Nixon 
Executive order shared one fatal weakness with the Kennedy order— 
its status as an Executive order. As such, it could be changed or ignored 
at any time by a President. Under it, courts had no power to intervene 
and serve as neutral parties. As a unilateral document, it could not 
serve as the basis for a bilateral relationship.59

58 Bartlett Quotations 626 (14th ed. 1968).
See notes 31-33 supra and accompanying text. For a general discussion of the 

stability of Executive Order No. 11,491 in light of Manhatten-Bronx Postal Union v. 
Gronouski, see Kennedy & Johnson, Public and Private Employment—A Double Stan
dard, 29 Fed. B.J. Ill (1969).

60 The order specified that an agency shall have due regard for any agreement made 
with a labor organization in prescribing regulations relating to personnel policies and 
working conditions. However, the agency head’s determination as to interpretation of 
standing laws, regulations, or standing agreement with respect to a proposal is final. 
Exec. Order No. 11,491, § 11(b), 3 C.F.R. 458 (Supp. 1970), 5 U.S.C. § 7301 (Supp. V, 
1970). This subrogation of local agreements to the agency head’s interpretation of 
existing laws, regulations, and policies does not seem to lessen management’s authority 
at the bargaining table. Berger, supra note 38, at 84.

«1 Exec. Order No. 11,491, H 4-6, 3 C.F.R. 453 (Supp. 1970), 5 U.S.C. § 7301 (Supp. V, 
1970).

62 Hampton, The Framework of Executive Order 11491, 17 Fed. B. News 70, 71 
(1970).

Mr. Paul Treusch, President of the Federal Bar Association, in letters to the three 
members of the Federal Labor Relations Council, questioned the relevance of the

Although the Nixon order no longer allowed agency heads to reject 
a local contract because they thought it undesirable, such contracts still 
could be rejected for contravening existing laws, published agency 
policy, or regulations. The word “policy” is extremely broad, enough 
so to keep at least the substance of power with agency heads.60 While 
the establishment of a Federal Labor Relations Council was a sig
nificant step, the Council hardly could be called a neutral body when 
its chairman was the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission and the 
Secretary of Labor and Director of the Bureau of the Budget were 
members.61 Civil Service Chairman Robert Hampton himself pointed 
out that the Council “is not intended to be impartial in the sense that its 
members have no other responsibilities in Government.” 62 Furthermore, 
the other programs were not promptly effectuated. Members of the 
Federal Service Impasses Panel were not appointed in time to help with 
the postal impasse. The Assistant Secretary of Labor for Labor Rela
tions at this writing has not yet published the complete regulations for 
application of the Nixon order. Therefore, it is painfully clear that an 
Executive order cannot serve as an effective instrument for regulation 
of federal labor relations.63
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The failure of Executive orders was strikingly illustrated on March 
18, 1970 when 200,000 postal workers went out on strike against the 
United States Government, disregarding the threats of immediate dis
missal and criminal penalties.64 The strike spread from New York to 
Philadelphia and to the Pacific Coast and brought the nation’s mail to a 
halt, forcing the President to activate troops to alleviate a national crisis.65

Executive order in light of the postal strike. Fie asked for “orderly procedures under 
a rule of law to avert a continuing sense of crisis.” He also asked the Council members 
whether they did not think it necessary to reevaluate the Executive order. BNA Gov’t 
Employee Rel. Rep. No. 344, at A-l (1970).

G4 U.S. News & World Report, Apr. 6, 1970, at 17. Those federal employees involved 
in the postal strike violated the following provision of the United States Code:

An individual may not accept or hold a position in the government of the 
United States or the government of the District of Columbia if he—
• • • •

(3) Participates in a strike, or asserts the right to strike, against the 
Government of the United States or the government of the 
District of Columbia, or; (4) is a member of an organization of 
employees of the Government of the United States or of indi
viduals employed by the government of the District of Columbia 
that he knows asserts the right to strike against the Government 
of the United States or the government of the District of 
Columbia.

5 U.S.C. § 7311 (Supp. V, 1970). The penalty imposed for a violation of the provisions 
is a fine of not more than $1000 or imprisonment of not more than one year and a day, 
or both. 18 U.S.C. § 1918 (Supp. V, 1970).

65 U.S. News & World Report, Apr. 6, 1970, at 17.
GG Despite the appearance that AFL-CIO President George Meany acted on behalf

of all postal employees when the seven exclusive craft unions negotiated an “extra
ordinary deal” with the Department, neither the National Postal Union nor the National 
Alliance of Postal and Federal Employees participated in or agreed with the settlement. 
Hearings on HR. 17070 Before the House Comm, on Post Office and Civil Service, 
91st Cong., 2d Sess., ser. 91, pt. 22, at 83-84, 114 (1970). The total membership of the 
National Postal Union is approximately 80,000 postal workers, which makes them the 
third largest postal organization, ranking behind the United Federation of Postal

The strike produced the first real collective bargaining negotiations in 
postal service history. However, two large unions, the National Postal 
Union, with a large number of members in those cities where the strike 
had been most effective, and the National Alliance of Postal and Federal 
Employees, a large, independent and Negro-dominated union, were 
barred from negotiations. Only those unions enjoying national exclusive 
status were allowed to sign agreements, and these unions would not 
negotiate as a team with the National Postal Union and the National 
Alliance, which are postal industrial unions as distinguished from craft 
unions, and which had formerly held national formal recognition, a 
lesser form of recognition under the Kennedy order.66 * *
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The strike ended on April 2 with a Memorandum of Agreement 
which included: (1) a general wage increase of six percent retroactive 
to December 1969 for all postal employees; (2) mutual support by all 
parties for legislation establishing collective bargaining on wages, hours, 
working conditions including juvenile procedures, final and binding 
arbitration of disputes, and in general all matters that are subject to 
collective bargaining in the private sector; (3) an additional eight 
percent wage increase for postal workers effective as of the date the 
enabling legislation became law; (4) negotiations to be undertaken 
immediately to establish a new wage schedule so that an employee 
would reach the top of his grade in eight rather than 21 years; 
(5) support by all parties of postal reform legislation to be drafted and 
ready for submission by April 10, 1970; and (6) a provision prohibiting 
disciplinary action against an employee without discussion between the 
Department and the employee’s union.67 The six percent pay increase 
was enacted shortly after the Memorandum of Agreement was drawn 
up.68 However, a serious controversy resulted from the fact that the 
Memorandum of Agreement did not allow for representation by in
dustrial unions.

Clerks and the National Association of Letter Carriers. Id. at 113. The National 
Alliance of Postal and Federal Employees has a membership of 45,000 postal employees 
which makes them the fourth ranking postal organization. Id. at 141.

€7See id. at 2-3 (statement of Postmaster General Winton Blount).
«8 Pub. L. No. 91-231 (Apr. 15, 1970).
60 H.R. 17070, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970).
70 Id.
71 This subchapter provided guidelines for bargaining units, recognition of labor 

organizations, elections, deduction of dues and collective bargaining agreements. Further
more, it set forth standards of arbitration in case of labor disputes. H.R. 17070, 91st 
Cong., 2d Sess. §§ 221-30 (1970).

Postal Reform Legislation

On April 16, 1970, a bill was introduced conforming to the requests of 
the Nixon Administration and the postal craft unions involved in the 
Memorandum of Agreement.69 The bill proposed to end congressional 
responsibility for postal wages, postal rates, and appropriation for all but 
minimal public service charges such as free mail for the blind.70 Sub
chapter II, the labor-management relations section of the bill, as intro
duced on April 16, contained provisions supported by the seven ex
clusive unions and the Post Office Department.71

The Postal Reorganization Bill applied the National Labor Relations 
Act to labor relations in the Postal Service to the extent that the Act 
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was not inconsistent with the bill as finally passed.72 The application of 
the National Labor Relations Act assures the application of Board prece
dent and the intervention of the Board where appropriate. This means 
that postal labor relations will be conducted in a manner similar to labor 
relations programs in private industry.

72 ]d. § 222.
73 H.R. Rep. No. 91-1104, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., § 223, at 29 (1970) (on file with 

Geo. L.J.).
74 Compare H.R. Rep. No. 91-1104, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., §§ 223, 226 at 29, 33 (1970), 

with id. §§ 223, 226, at 187-88, 191-92.
75 H.R. 17070, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. § 224(a) (1970).
mid. § 224(b).
77 Id. § 224(c).
7*Id. § 224(d)-(e).

The National Labor Relations Board was authorized to establish 
“national appropriate units” for collective bargaining in the postal serv
ice. The original proposal set out the appropriate type of unit to be 
recognized, listing letter carriers, maintenance employees, mail handlers, 
special delivery messengers, post office motor vehicle employees, rural 
letter carriers, and postal clerks as appropriate employee groupings.7" 
However, this section was amended in executive session of the House 
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service by an amendment offered 
by Congressman Nix; under the amendment, the Board would make 
appropriate unit decisions based on its precedents rather than upon cate
gories set by legislation.74 Traditionally, the Board has designated appro
priate units along craft or industrial lines. The Nix amendment makes 
possible the continuation of postal industrial union recognition as 
granted under the Kennedy and Nixon Executive orders should the 
Board find such designation proper.

Under the Bill, the Postal Service is ordered to accord national ex
clusive recognition to any labor organization which has been selected 
by a majority of the employees in an appropriate unit.75 * National ex
clusive recognition and national agreements in effect under Executive 
Order No. 10,988 and Executive Order No. 11,491 will continue to be 
recognized until altered or amended pursuant to law.70 A procedure 
is established for certification or decertification hearings by the National 
Labor Relations Board and for the direction of recognition elections 
by secret ballot.77 A request by the Post Office Department or a petition 
by 30 percent of the employees in an appropriate unit will serve as 
sufficient basis for a hearing by the National Labor Relations Board to 
establish whether a question of representation exists and, if so, to direct 
a secret ballot election and certify the results thereof. The parties may 
waive hearings by stipulation for the purpose of a consent election.78
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Representation elections are to be conducted by the National Labor 
Relations Board or persons designated by it and shall be by secret ballot, 
with an opportunity for each employee to cast a ballot or cast a “no 
union” ballot.79 Run-off elections will be conducted if none of the 
choices receive a majority, and the holder of the largest number of bal
lots in the run-off shall be certified as majority representative.80 No 
election may be held in a bargaining unit within which a valid election 
has been held in the preceding 12-month period.81

79 Id. 5 225(a).
so Id. § 225(b).
si Id. § 225(c).
82 Exec. Order No. 11,491, § 6(a) (2), 3 C.F.R. 454 (Supp. 1970), 5 U.S.C. § 7301 (Supp. 

V, 1970).
83 H.R. 17070, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. § 226(a) (1970).
84 Id.
85 Exec. Order No. 11,491, § 21(a), 3 C.F.R. 462-63 (Supp. 1970), 5 U.S.C. § 7301 

(Supp. V, 1970).
86 Under the Kennedy order, management could refuse to abide by the decision of 

the arbitrators. Exec. Order No. 10,988, § 8(b)(1), 3 C.F.R. 134 (Supp. 1962), 5 U.S.C.

Taken as a whole, the Bill guaranteed the unions that a truly neutral 
party, one experienced at conducting representation elections in private 
industry, will perform the same function for the new postal service and 
its employees. Under the Nixon order, elections were supervised by a 
less neutral party, the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Labor Manage
ment Relations.82

The Bill provided for dues deductions by the Postal Service in favor 
of a labor organization enjoying exclusive recognition or an organiza
tion of supervisory personnel recognized under section 208 of the bill, 
if a written assignment has been made by the individual employee.83 
Written assignments are irrevocable for a period of one year;84 under 
the Nixon order, assignments could be revoked after six months.85 This 
extension of the period of irrevocability strengthens the unions’ position 
by making them more financially secure.

Collective Bargaining Agreements. Major differences between
the Bill and the Kennedy and Nixon Executive orders regarding collec
tive bargaining include the classification of the question of compensation 
as a negotiable issue, the creation of binding arbitration procedures for 
the solution of problems arising from grievances and adverse action pro
ceedings, and the creation of procedures for solving impasse problems 
resulting in negotiations. The Executive orders could not allow collec
tive bargaining over compensation issues since this was a congressional 
prerogative. Nor did the Executive orders provide compulsory arbitra
tion as opposed to advisory arbitration.86 The most important contribu
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tion of this section of the Bill, therefore, was its provision for recourse 
to truly neutral parties to solve negotiability impasse problems. For
merly, when management claimed that certain issues were nonnegoti- 
able, the decision was subject only to an appeal to top management, 
either within the agency under the Kennedy order or to the Federal 
Service Impasses Panel under the Nixon order. Under the Bill, the par
ties may include any procedures for the resolution of grievances and ad
verse actions arising under agreements, including procedures culminat
ing in binding third party arbitration, or the parties may adopt such pro
cedures by mutual agreement in the event of a dispute.87 The parties 
may also adopt procedures for the resolution of disputes or impasses 
arising in the negotiation of a collective bargaining agreement.88

§ 631 (1964). Under the Nixon order, management did not have to submit to arbitra
tion. Exec. Order No. 11,491, § 17, 3 C.F.R. 460 (Supp. 1970), 5 U.S.C. § 7301 (Supp. V, 
1970).

87 H.R. 17070, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. § 227(b) (1970).
88 Id. § 227(c).
89 Exec. Order No. 11,491, § 16, 3 C.F.R. 460 (Supp. 1970), 5 U.S.C. § 7301 (Supp. V, 

1970).
90 H.R. 17070, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. § 228 (1970).
9!Id. § 228(a).

The Bill also provided a system of mediation based on the services of 
the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service. The Nixon Executive 
order provided that the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 
could provide its services under circumstances it considered proper.89 
In contrast, the Bill directed the Service to act and states the manner in 
which it is to provide its services.90

If a collective bargaining agreement is in effect between the Postal 
Service and employee representatives, no party is to terminate or modify 
such agreement without serving notice of the proposed termination or 
modification upon the other party to the agreement not less than 90 days 
prior to the date of the proposed termination or modification. The party 
serving such notice is to notify the Federal Mediation and Conciliation 
Service within 45 days after such notice, unless an agreement has been 
reached by that time.91

If the parties reach an impasse or fail to agree on a procedure for 
binding resolution of a dispute on the date of expiration of the agreement 
in effect or the date of proposed modification, the Director of the Fed
eral Mediation and Conciliation Service is ordered to direct the estab
lishment of a fact-finding panel of three persons. He must submit the 
names of 15 persons, from which list each party selects one person; the 
two selected persons then select a third party to act as chairman. In the 
event they cannot agree on a third person within three days, the selection 
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is made by the Director. Forty-five days from the submission of the list, 
the panel must issue a report, with or without recommendations.92

92 Id. § 228(b).
93 The board members are selected in a different manner from the fact-finding panel.

One is selected by the Postal Service, one by the bargaining representative of the 
employee, and the third by the two thus selected. If either party fails to select a 
member, or if the members chosen by the parties cannot agree on the selection of the 
third member within five days after their first meeting, the selection shall be made by 
the Director of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service. Id. § 228(c)(1).

9< Id. § 229(a).
96 Id. § 229(b). Postal labor organizations may sue or be sued as an entity and on 

behalf of employees, and judgments against a labor organization shall not be enforcible 
against any individual member or his assets but against the assets of the organization. 
United States courts are to be deemed to have jurisdiction over a labor organization 
in the districts in which it has its principal offices or wherever it represents its members. 
Service shall be sufficient if made upon an agent or official of an organization in his 
capacity as such, and shall be served on the organization. Id. 228(c)-(e).

96 See notes 31-33 supra and accompanying text.
97 H.R. 17070, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. § 230 (1970); see 29 U.S.C. §§ 402, 432 (1964).

Ninety days after the expiration or termination of an agreement or 
the date on which the agreement became subject to modification, or 
if the parties have decided on arbitration but cannot agree on the pro
cedure for arbitration, an arbitration board of three persons not members 
of the fact-finding panel is to be convened.93 If the parties cannot agree 
on the framing of the issues to be submitted to the arbitration board, 
the fact-finding panel frames the issues and submits them. The arbitra
tion board is ordered to give a full and fair hearing with the opportunity 
for representation and presentation of evidence in support of a party’s 
claims. The board must render its decision within 45 days which is con
clusive and binding upon the parties.

Federal Court Jurisdiction. A most significant provision of the
Bill grants to the United States District Courts jurisdiction in respect 
to actions by the National Labor Relations Board.94 Suits for violation 
of contracts between the Postal Service and employees, or involving any 
labor organization representing employees, may be brought in any dis
trict court of the United States having jurisdiction over the parties, re
gardless of the amount in question.95 96 Previously, the unions had no re
course to the courts; Presidents Kennedy and Nixon lacked the authority 
to provide such access in their Executive orders.90

Financial Reporting. Labor organizations receiving recognition
by reason of this legislation are subject to the reporting and financial dis
closure requirements applicable to private unions.97 The Secretary of 
Labor has additional authority under this legislation to prepare simpli
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fied forms with the written concurrence of the Postmaster General. 
Such forms may be revoked if, after investigation and notice to the 
parties and an opportunity for the parties to be heard, the Secretary of 
Labor finds it necessary to do so.98 The Kennedy Executive order was 
silent on the specifics of this problem, although the Civil Service Com
mission was empowered to draw up standards of conduct for federal 
employee unions which might include this type of regulation.99 Under 
the Nixon order, the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Labor-Manage
ment Relations could issue suitable regulations, regulations potentially 
more stringent than those applicable to private unions.100 Under the 
Bill, there can be no difference between requirements for unions active 
in the private sector and unions active in the public sector.

98 H.R. 17070, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. § 230 (1970).
99 Exec. Order No. 10,988, § 13(a)(1), 3 C.F.R. 135 (Supp. 1962), 5 U.S.C. § 631 

(1964).
100 Exec. Order No. 11,491, § 18(d), 3 C.F.R. 461 (Supp. 1970), 5 U.S.C. § 7301 

(Supp. V, 1970).
101 See note 74 supra and accompanj ing text.
102 See note 65-68 supra and accompanying text.
103 See note 74 supra.

The Shaping of the Bill: The Nix and Henderson Amendments 

The Nix Amendments. On May 11, 1970, the House Post Office
and Civil Service Committee ordered H.R. 17070, as amended, reported 
to the full House of Representatives with a recommendation of favor
able action. The main battle on postal labor issues centered on the Nix 
amendments to sections 223 and 226, which amendments sought to pro
tect the position of postal industrial unions.101 The purpose of the Nix 
amendments was to preserve the postal industrial unions and to permit 
them to continue to compete on an equal footing with AFL-CIO postal 
craft unions. The amendments were necessitated by the Memorandum 
of Agreement signed between AFL-CIO postal craft unions and the Post 
Office Department, which would not have permitted any role in the 
future postal services for industrial unionism.102 They provided that the 
National Labor Relations Board would have the power to choose an 
appropriate unit to bargain collectively for employees on the same basis 
as in private industry; instruction to the Board that “national” appro
priate unions should be chosen was stricken from the Bill.103 In addition, 
dues check off agreements in effect on January 1, 1970 between postal 
unions and the Department would remain in effect; employees still 
could voluntarily assign dues payments to the union of their choice on a 
year-to-year basis.
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The rationale behind striking the word “national’’ as a qualification 
for an appropriate union was based on the premise that the Board should 
be free to choose an appropriate unit on a local basis if it seemed wise 
to do so. Both postal industrial unions have strong locals with local 
agreements in major cities. In addition to agreements in some smaller 
cities, the National Postal Union has agreements in New York, Philadel
phia, and St. Paul, Minnesota; the National Alliance has agreements in 
Atlanta, Baltimore and Washington, D.C.104 This strength in larger 
cities is based on the severity of working conditions and wage differen
tials. A fair national wage satisfactory to most postal workers is not a 
living wage in a city the size of New York. Finally, the rationale for 
maintaining the right to have dues check off agreements is that such a 
right is essential to any government union for its immediate payment of 
administrative costs.

104 See Subcomm, on Postal Operations of Comm, on Post Office and Civil 
Service, 91st Cong., 1st & 2nd Sess., Staff Memorandum (May 19, 1970).

S. 3842, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970).
106 The Senate report contained only’ one paragraph on collective bargaining: 

The Committee recommends the enactment of the collective bargaining 
agreement for rank-and-file employees signed by seven AFL-CIO affiliated 
postal unions, the President of the AFL-CIO and the Postmaster General. 
The system will provide for true collective bargaining on all issues in the 
postal service. In the event of an impasse, a fact finding board shall be 
appointed and, in the event of further inability to arrive at an agreement, 
binding arbitration shall be imposed.

S. Rep. No. 912, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 7 (1970).

Under the Nix amendments to section 223, the National Labor Re
lations Board may establish units on an employer, plant, department or 
craft basis as freely as it might in a private industry situation. At the 
time of the amendment, the industrial unions were willing to take their 
chances on National Labor Relations Board precedents. However, na
tional postal craft unions saw a cloud over their future, since under the 
Kennedy and Nixon Executive orders they had signed national agree
ments and had relied on the belief that they were certain to maintain 
their national position.

Meanwhile, on June 3, 1970, the United States Senate Post Office and 
Civil Service Committee reported out a bill identical to the original 
H.R. 17070 requiring appropriate national units for collective bargain
ing, and strictly limiting the activity of supervisor organizations.105 106 The 
senate bill emphasized postal rate fixing, which brought it, in part, into 
direct contradiction with H.R. 17070 as amended, and dealt only briefly 
with collective bargaining.100

rbe Henderson Amendment. The problem of right to work 
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and agency shop agreements was also a major issue in both houses. An 
agency shop agreement would require that employees who chose not 
to join the union pay service fees to an exclusive recognition union in 
order to keep their positions.107 The issue was raised first in hearings 
on postal reform by the Postmaster General’s statement that he believed 
such an issue to be negotiable, although he would take no position on it 
in advance of negotiations. It also was his position that the National 
Labor Relations Act would require the Postal Service to negotiate on 
such a question.108 In response to further questions as to the effect of 
negotiations upon postal employees who worked in right to work states, 
the Post Office Department argued that an agency shop agreement, even 
if part of a national contract, would have no effect in those states.109

107 See note 4 supra.
108 Hearings on H.R. 17070, supra note 66, at 26-29.
109 Letter from Postmaster General Winton Blount to House Committee on Post 

Office and Civil Service, reprinted in 116 Cong. Rec. H57O7 (daily ed. June 17, 1970).
no S. Rep. No. 912, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 8 (1970).
111 116 Cong. Rf.c. S8562-65 (daily ed. June 9, 1970); id. S9237-40 (daily ed. June 18, 

1970).
112 116 Cong. Rec. H57O5 (daily ed. June 17, 1970). The amendment proposed to add 

the requirement that “each employee of the Postal Service has the right, freely and 
without fear of penalty or reprisal, to form, join, and assist a labor organization or to 
refrain from any such activity, and each employee shall be protected in the exercise 
of this right.” Id. It is clear that an agency shop agreement would violate the employees 
right to freely refrain from any union activity.

113 Id. at H5711, H5715. Mr. Thompson of New Jersey pointed out that the Supreme

The Senate Report also discussed the right to work issue, suggesting 
that the Postmaster General be empowered to sign an agency shop 
agreement in states which do not have so-called right to work laws.110 
Senator Fannin objected, and urged that the bill forbid the negotiation 
of an agency shop agreement in the Postal Service.111 Senator Fannin’s 
objection was shared by Congressman Henderson of North Carolina, 
who had offered an amendment to the House Bill to make agency shops 
a nonnegotiable issue.112 The language of this amendment was based on 
the Kennedy and Nixon Executive orders and merely stated that em
ployees might take part in union activity or refrain from such activity as 
they saw fit. It was defeated in the Executive Sessions of the House 
Post Office and Civil Service Committee.

When Congressman Henderson’s amendment was reintroduced on 
the House floor, opponents pointed out that under the Executive orders 
of Presidents Kennedy and Nixon and under the National Labor Re
lations Act itself, exclusive recognition employee organizations have the 
duty to represent all employees regardless of whether such employees 
are members of the union.113 Proponents of the Henderson amendment 
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took the position that there was some doubt as to whether state gov
ernments could regulate the conditions of employment of federal em
ployees. They further suggested that even if state right to work statutes 
were applicable to federal employees, the Postal Service would not only 
have to accommodate a division between those employees working under 
one set of conditions in right to work states but also a further division 
between employees working in different right to work states, since the 
19 states which have right to work laws in fact have different statutes 
even though their purpose is the same.114

Some Members of Congress felt that the nature of the new type of 
employment in the Postal Service was an essential question. Would 
these employees in fact be federal employees? If so, postal reform legis
lation should follow the status quo as closely as possible, recognizing the 
right of all employees to refrain from union activity or the payment of 
fees.115 Congressman Udall, a supporter of the Administration’s position, 
felt that the nature of postal employment had not changed, but was 
merely a new type of federal employment and that the payment of fees 
to an exclusive representative did not change the nature of such em
ployment.116

Court, in Steele v. Louisville & Nashville Ry., 323 U.S. 192 (1944), and Ford Motor Co. 
v. Huffman, 345 U.S. 330 (1952), had held that, notwithstanding that an individual 
does not join a union, it is incumbent upon that union to represent him in any case. 
He added that the NLRB had upheld an employee’s contention that in “right to work” 
states, unions have the duty to represent nonunion employees without the correlative 
right to recover the costs of such individual representation. Hughes Tool Co., 104 
N.L.R.B. 318 (1953).

u4 See generally 116 Cong. Rec. H57O5-2O (daily ed. June 17, 1970).
115 See id. at H5708.
no Mr. Udall emphasized the character of this new type of federal employement by 

outlining the major personnel policies affecting the postal workers and showing the 
effect of the new postal reform legislation on those policies:

Policy Old Postal Worker New Postal Worker
Hiring &

Promotion Set by Congress and Post Office 
Department

Will be identical to existing 
law until changed by collective 
bargaining

Health & Life
Insurance

Set by Congress Will be identical to existing law 
until changed by collective bar
gaining

Retirement Set by Congress Set by Congress
Pay Set by Congress Will be identical to existing law 

until changed by collective bar
gaining

Adverse Appeals,
Disciplinary action Statute plus Civil Service Com

mission. Post Office Department 
contracts with union.

Will be identical to existing 
law until changed by collective 
bargaining
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The arguments that seemed to bear most heavily on the issue were 
those that were directed to the pragmatic considerations of reforming 
the Post Office Department, rather than arguments based on the nature 
of the National Labor Relations Act and the effect of postal reform 
legislation in other areas of labor relations. Eighty-six percent of all 
postal employees belong to postal unions.117 This heavy unionization of 
employees was accomplished on a completely voluntary basis.118 The 
National Alliance of Postal and Federal Employees contacted many 
members of the Congress in support of the Henderson amendment. It 
was their position that the creation of agency shop agreements, especially 
on a national basis, would place minority unions in the position of ask
ing their members to pay a second set of fees to the minority union. In 
that situation, it would be unlikely that a minority union could survive 
for very long.119 This same slow death would have faced the National 
Postal Union.

Thus, the Henderson amendment protected minority unions in a real 
sense and the Committee of the Whole supported it by a vote of 179 
to 95.120 In effect, the House put itself on record as supporting the con
tinuation of proportional representation for postal unions; but it did not 
put itself on record in favor of “right to work” since the debate was 
restricted to the unique postal situation.

Policy Old Postal Worker Nezv Postal Worker
Veteran’s Set by Congress Set by Congress

preference
On the job Set by Congress Set by Congress

injury
Specific Right of em-In existing law Continues as law
ployees to petition 
Congress individually 
or through organiza
tion
Id. at H5709.

117 id. at H5719.
ns Id.
119 The issue is not the right to work but the right to be free and indepen

dent. Over 90 per cent of Congress have stated they would not vote to put 
a legitimate postal and federal employee labor union out of business. And 
yet, many are not aware that the agency shop that could be negotiated 
under H.R. 17070 would destroy a 57 year old union by an act of Congress. 
Under the agency shop employees who are members of the National Al
liance of Postal and Federal Employees and who wish to join the Alliance 
would be forced to pay dues to a union nor of their choosing and maintain 
their Alliance dues ....

Telegram from Mr. Ashby Smith, President of National Alliance of Postal and Federal 
Employees, to Congressman Robert Nix, June 17, 1970.

12° 116 Cong. Rec. H572O (daily ed. June 17, 1970).
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The Combined Effect of the Nix and Henderson Amendments. 
Labor relations in the private industry and public service sectors have 
differed in goals and growth patterns. Government employees had pay, 
pension, and tenure rights determined by civil service law at a time when 
employees in private industry were organizing in order to obtain the 
same rights and benefits through collective bargaining.121 By the early 
1960’s, however, the position of private labor, at least with regard to 
wage negotiations, clearly was superior to that of government labor.

121 See W. Hart, supra note 9, at 73-74 (1961).
122 Ross, Those Newly Militant Government Workers, Fortune, Aug. 1968, at 104.
123 Raskin, Mail Strike, What Used to be Unthinkable is Here, N.Y. Times, Mar. 22, 

1970, $ 4, at 1, col. 1.

W hile private labor was proving its capacity to negotiate wages, in
flation, caused in part by private labor’s successes, decreased the value 
of the pay and pension rights of civil service employees. Public em
ployees in local government began to strike in order to catch up with the 
inflationary spiral.122 Government employee relations and private in
dustry labor relations thus moved toward common ground; while gov
ernment employees sought pay increases through collective bargaining, 
employees in private industry sought and obtained many of the ad
vantages enjoyed by government employees in tenure and retirement 
rights. However, the gap in compensation between federal workers and 
private industry employees remained wide. In cities like New York, the 
gap between local government employees and federal employees was 
also wide; city employees received as much as $2,000 more than postal 
workers.123

The difference between private industry and federal labor relations 
in the matter of proportional representation still exists and, with the 
adoption of the Henderson amendment, will continue to exist. A new 
postal service would have faced a disasterous situation if the two in
dustrial postal unions had been uprooted by statute and replaced by 
national craft unions in cities where industrial unions had a large mem-

The net effect of the Nix and Henderson amendments is to protect 
minority unions. This means that a “two-party system” will exist in the 
new postal service. Postal employees may become members of the ma
jority union with exclusive recognition, join a minority union and pay 
their dues to such a union, or refrain from any union activity whatsoever.

If national formal recognition and the right to have dues check off 
agreements had not been granted in the postal service in the implemen
tation period of the Kennedy Executive order, the result of postal re
form legislation might have been different. However, with the enroll
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ment of 120,000 postal workers in postal industrial unions, unions with 
local exclusive contracts in New York, Philadelphia, and St. Paul, in 
order to avoid chaos it was necessary to accommodate a system that has 
grown deep roots in our larger cities. In New York City, where the 
National Postal Union with a membership of 26,000 in its Manhatten- 
Bronx Local enjoys a lead of 17 to 1 over its nearest rival, there is little 
choice but to recognize the need for two types of postal unionism. A 
strike in the New York Post Offices would involve more mail than is 
delivered in Great Britain each day, and the paralysis of the financial 
center of the United States.124 A strike by National Alliance members 
in Washington, D.C. would paralyze the federal government.

124 Subcomm, on Postal Operations of House Comm, on Post Office And Civil 
Service, 91st Cong., 1st & 2d Sess., Staff Memorandum (June 15, 1970).

125 116 Cong. Rec. S1O,37O (daily ed. June 30, 1970). There was one exception to the 
national exclusive recognition rule in the Senate version of H.R. 17070. Senator McGee 
sponsored a successful amendment which allowed local exclusive bargaining during the 
interim period between enactment of legislation and its effective date. Id. at S1O,356. 
The effective date of the postal labor-management provisions of the act was one year 
from the date of enactment. Thus under the sente bill, interim bargaining could take 
place on local contracts with a life of at least a year. S.3842, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. § 9(a) 
(1970). Postal industrial unions could hope to negotiate their local contracts during 
the interim period. This amendment, however, was stricken in conference. 116 Cong. 
Rec. H7662 (daily ed. Aug. 3, 1970).

126 116 Cong. Rec. H7662 (daily ed. Aug. 3, 1970). As a footnote to the discussions 
of the Conference Committee, a letter from the President of the United Federation of 
Postal Clerks to the President of the National Alliance of Postal and Federal Employees 
is of some interest. This letter stated that the time had come for merger talks between 
postal unions looking forward to the creation of one postal organization. In effect, this 
letter announced that the largest postal craft organization was ready to abandon its 
craft position since “(wjith the ever increasing technological changes in mail handling, 
I can foresee in the not too distant future the ultimate diminution of craft designations, 
if not the outright elimination of same.” Letter from Francis Filbey, President of the 
United Federation of Postal Clerks, to Ashby Smith, President of the National Alliance 
of Postal and Federal Employees, July 21, 1970 (copy on file with Postal Operations 
Subcomm, of the House Comm, on Post Office and Civil Service). Thus, the impact 

On June 30th, 1970, the United States Senate passed S.3842 which did 
not include the Nix and Henderson amendments. As amended by the 
Senate, “appropriate bargaining units would be national craft units” and 
those unions receiving majority support in national craft units would re
ceive “national exclusive recognition.” 125

Conference Committee. On July 23, the Joint Senate and House
Conference on H.R. 17070 agreed to accept the House of Representa
tives’ language on the subjects of appropriate bargaining units, struck 
references to postal craft units (the Nix amendments), and agreed to the 
Henderson amendment, which would prevent a Union Shop clause.126 
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Thus the status quo would be maintained for at least a year before the 
National Labor Relations Board would be required to make a series of 
decisions on appropriate units and national or local bargaining within the 
Postal System. Both houses adopted the bill as reported by the Con
ference Committee and the bill was signed into law by the President on 
August 12, 1970.127

of the Senate and House passed legislation was such that the largest postal craft union 
was ready to abandon the craft philosophy before the Joint Conference had completed 
its work.

127 Postal Reorganization Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-375, 84 Stat. 719, to be codified 
in 39 U.S.C.

128 Easter Uprising, Economist, Mar. 28-Apr. 3, 1970, at 39.

The passage of the Postal Reform Act will substantially improve labor 
relations in the postal service. Since it is legislation, it is not subject to 
change by the President or distortion by the agencies. It provides for 
genuine collective bargaining and compulsory arbitration. For the first 
time, postal labor unions are provided redress in the courts. The unions 
are put on a par with private unions by the grants of authority to the 
National Labor Relations Board. The Act ends paternalism in the postal 
service, turns the problem of proportional representation over to the 
National Labor Relations Board for a case-by-case settlement, and trans
fers the pay question from the Congress to collective bargaining between 
the parties.

What Remains To Be Done

The Post Office Department is not only a Government agency but 
is also the largest employer in the LTnited States. Well over 700,000 
people work for the postal service128 in over 30,000 post offices located 
in every city and hamlet in the United States in a system built in the 
1930’s to receive mail from trains which are no longer scheduled and 
which have been replaced by air mail transportation.

THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

For all its expertise, the National Labor Relations Board will never 
face as big a challenge as when the postal service is brought within its 
jurisdiction; it will require all of its 35 years of experience. Analogies 
to the public utilities industry, retailing, insurance, steel, or other areas 
will only serve as a guide. None compares to the Postal System in size 
and mission.

The Board will have to face head-on the question of proportional 
representation, a question it has never had to deal with in any important 
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way, since exclusive recognition is the rule in private industry.129 The 
Board may also have to face the problem of having craft and industrial 
unions in the same agency. It will have to establish local contracting and 
local units without provoking strikes and unrest in other parts of the 
United States because of wage differentials. Only time will record the 
Board’s success or failure in coming to grips with these problems.

129 See note 21 supra.
130 Hearings on H.R. 17070, supra, note 66, at 91.
131 Washington Post, Mar. 23, 1970, § A, at 1, col. 6.
132 Hawaii Act 171 (1970). Of particular interest are sections 12(b)-(d):

(b) It shall be lawful for an employee, who is not prohibited front 
striking under paragraph (a) and who is in the appropriate bargaining 
unit involved in an impasse, to participate in a strike after (1) the re
quirements of section-11 (mediation, fact finding and arbitration) re
lating to the resolution of disputes have been complied with in good faith, 
(2) the proceedings for the prevention of any prohibited practices have 
been exhausted, (3) sixty day's have elapsed since the fact finding board 
has made public its findings and any recommendations, (4) the exclusive 
representative has given a ten-day notice of intent to strike to the board 
and to the employer.

(c) Where the strike occurring, or is about to occur, endangers the 
public health or safety, the public employer concerned may petition the

IS BINDING ARBITRATION MAGIC?—CONGRESS’ CONTINUING ROLE

“Federal, County, State and Municipal workers will strike no matter 
what you put in the law if they do not get a fair deal from the em
ployer regardless of what the law is” according to George Meany, Presi
dent of the AFL-CIO in testimony during “Postal Reform” hearings.130 
What will happen if the elaborate postal collective bargaining mechan
ism breaks down? Twenty million social security checks are mailed 
each month to people in desperate need of them. The entire American 
system of salary and bill payment relies on the mails.131 The public can
not and will not stand for a lengthy postal strike.

If such a situation develops, Congress will have to act, since the im
position of injunctions and criminal penalties cannot permanently settle 
a strike. The choice Congress will face will be whether to act on an ad 
hoc basis or to pass legislation which provides for a regular framework 
of action in an emergency.

Statutes in Hawaii and New York may prove helpful if Congress de
cides to examine the possibility of a permanent framework of interven
tion in national emergency postal strikes. The Hawaiian legislature re
cently passed a bill which after failure of mediation and fact-finding 
permits limited public employee strikes, which do not endanger the 
public safety.132 While limiting strike action and permitting different 
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levels of response by administrative agencies, the bill would not provide 
an answer to a national emergency situation, although it has much to 
offer in minor disputes which might occur within a large post office or 
in a small town.

The State of New York has taken a somewhat different approach. 
When mediation and fact-finding fail, the public employer or the em
ployee organization involved may object in whole or in part to recom
mendations of the neutral third parties and the chief executive officer of 
the government involved must forward the recommendations of the fact- 
finders along with his own recommendations to the appropriate legis
lative body, which is obligated to take whatever action is required in 
the public interest.133 This statute is not completely applicable to the 
federal government because New York State is applying its law to 
many legislative bodies, including school boards, city councils, and the 
state legislature.

board to make an investigation. If the board finds that there is imminent or 
present danger to the health and safety of the public, the board shall set 
requirements that must be complied with to avoid or remove any such 
imminent or present danger.

(d) No employee organization shall declare or authorize a strike of 
employees, which is or would be in violation of this section. Where it is 
alleged by the employer that an employee organization has declared or 
authorized a strike of employees which is or would be in violation of 
this section, the employer may apply to the board for a declaration that the 
strike is or would be unlawful and the board, after affording an opportunity 
to the employee organization to be heard on the application, may make such 
a declaration.

133 N.Y. Civil Service Law 5 209(e) (McKinney 1969).

Until future legislative notice, Congress has given up the right to fix 
postal rates and enact postal compensation bills, while retaining the re
mainder of its constitutional and legislative authority. If postal strikes 
occur in the new postal service on a national scale, it would be well for 
the Congress to consider adapting the New York State statute to the 
federal postal situation.

This adjustment could be made bv passing legislation which places the 
parties, public management, and postal unions on notice that the Con
gress will only act when a strike has been declared, when it constitutes 
a national emergency, and when criminal contempt citations for the 
violation of court injunctions have already been issued. In this way, 
there will be no incentive to ignore the process of collective bargaining, 
mediation, and binding arbitration in the hope that Congress will act as 
a court of last resort. However, the public must be protected in any 
case, regardless of who did what to whom first. At some point in legis
lative action after a strike situation has been settled, an assessment of 
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management’s blame for bringing the strike situation about must be 
made. While the law against federal employee strikes is necessary, it 
throws the weight of law on one side of the controversy. Unreason
able management negotiators can make a mockery of arbitration if the 
arbitrator happens to make a decision by splitting the difference.

All strikes, public or private, necessarily end at the negotiating table; 
yet in the public sector, because criminal statutes forbid the right to 
strike, an amnesty agreement is often a necessity since employees who 
have been on strike do not dare to return to work until such an agree
ment is worked out. The only proper amnesty agreement is one im
posed through legislation since public management cannot regularly con
tinue to ignore the law against public strikes by pretending that no strike 
has occurred. A legislative body with general responsibility can provide 
prospectively for amnesty and, if necessary, can change the law for 
future application.

In the last analysis, Congress will have a continuing role in postal af
fairs. It may have to serve as the court of last resort in grave emer
gencies resulting from the breakdown of normal procedures. The Con
gress has no special claim to foresight on an uncharted sea, but it is 
responsible to the people to make their government and their postal 
service responsive. All of the parties see the public interest differently, 
but only one body, the legislative branch, represents all of the other 
interests combined. The job of reform in postal labor relations has 
only begun, and Congress must be ready to make constant legislative 
adjustments.
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142 U.S.C. § 1441a (Supp. V, 1970). This goal was originally enunciated in the 
Housing Act of 1949. 42 U.S.C. § 1441 (1964). In 1968, Congress also declared that: 
“The highest priority and emphasis should be given to meeting the housing needs of 
those families for which the national goal has not become a reality . . . .” Housing 
and Urban Development Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-448, § 2, 82 Stat. 476.

2 42 U.S.C. § 1441a (Supp. V, 1970). “The goal is nearly a 40 percent increase in 
the current housing stock .... It will require an average of 2.6 million units annually, 
compared to the nation’s current rate of 1.5 million new housing starts per year.” 
President’s Comm, on Urban Housing, A Decent Home 8-9 (1968). Six million of 
these projected units must be for “low and moderate income families.” 42 U.S.C. § 1441a 
(Supp. V, 1970). Though over 20 years old, the “decent home” objective has yet to be 
implemented by the federal government. From 1962 through 1967, $356.3 billion was 
spent for national defense, $33.2 billion for stabilizing farm prices and income, $24.2 
billion for space explorations, and $22.2 billion for federal highway construction. During 
the same period, only $8.1 billion was budgeted for a!! programs under Housing and 
Urban Renewal and only $1.25 billion for federal housing subsidies. President’s Comm, 
on Urban Housing, supra, at 9. The “Nation in 30 years of public housing built fewer 
units than Congress, back in 1949, said were needed in the immediate next 6 years.” 
Nat’l Comm’n on Urban Problems, Building the American City 13 (1969).

I 335 1

Classifications by government among groups of citizens may 
easily run afoul of the equal protection clause of the fourteenth 
amendment, and the courts have announced unequivocally that 
any classification falling along racial lines is particularly “suspect.” 
Difficult questions arise, therefore, whenever legislation isolates a 
racial group for treatment which it deems beneficial. This Com
ment deals with the use of racial quotas in housing, a device em
ployed to achieve the salutary end of integration, and questions 
both their efficacy and their constitutionality.

Congress recently has reaffirmed this nation’s commitment to “the 
goal of a decent home and a suitable living environment for every 
American family.” * 1 More specifically, Congress stated that 26 million 
housing units are to be constructed or rehabilitated before the close of 
this decade.2 Even before the outlines of an acute national housing 
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shortage had become visible, race relations had emerged as America’s 
most fundamental domestic problem.3 Therefore, as increased housing 
starts and community redevelopment begins, social policy with regard 
to both housing and race must necessarily be developed.4 A major un
resolved question is whether such policy should include affirmative 
measures by government to assure racial integration in housing.5

s See Nat’l Advisory Comm’n on Civil Disorders, Report 1 (1968); Office of Policy 
Planning and Research, U.S. Dep’t of Labor, The Negro Family: The Case for 
National Action 1-4 (1965); D. Moynihan, Toward a National Urban Policy 9 
(1970); C. Silberman, Crisis in Black and White 4 (1964).

4 Even if no conscious policy decision is made, policy will be established. The term 
“disjointed incrementalism” has been used to describe United States decision-making. 
Instead of the development of a single comprehensive, long range plan to cope with 
some significant social problem, “[ejach decision maker or actor makes whatever 
choices seem to him to be most appropriate at that moment, in light of his own interests 
and his own view of the public welfare. Downs, Alternative Futures for the American 
Ghetto, 91 Daedalus 1331, 1341 (1968). See also C. Lindbloom & D. Braybrooke, The 
Strategy of Decision (1963).

5 Perhaps an even more basic policy issue regarding race and housing is whether 
to eliminate black ghettos and disperse their inhabitants into other parts of the metropo
litan community or to improve the ghettos but leave their inhabitants socially and 
politically intact. For a discussion of these alternatives, see Nat’l Advisory Comm’n on 
Civil Disorders, supra note 3, at 215-27; Downs, supra note 4, at 1343-76. See also 
S. Carmichael & C. Hamilton, Black Power 55 (1967).

€ Washington Post, Aug. 31, 1967, § A, at 4, col. 7. “The President also said he hoped 
the ‘concept’ of the Federal Government’s making surplus land available to help ease 
urban problems could be repeated in many other American cities.” Id. at 1, col. 1.

7 Nat’l Capital Planning Comm’n, Urban Renewal Plan for the Fort Lincoln 
Urban Renewal Area § 321.10 (1969).

This policy problem was presented in Washington, D.C. by the first 
federally initiated “new town, in town.” Focusing on the Washington 
project for purposes of analysis, this article questions the objective of 
racial balance, discusses various affirmative measures for achieving this 
objective, and reaches various conclusions as to the legality of these 
measures.

Fort Lincoln

On August 30, 1967, President Johnson announced that 330 acres of 
vacant federal property in the District of Columbia would be made avail
able for development of “a new, attractive and well-balanced community 
. 6 As Fort Lincoln was an urban renewal project, its developers
were charged with the objective of creating “a balanced community for 
4,500 families and individuals in terms of age, race and income . ...” 7 
The developers were to create this “balanced community” by “[p]re
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paring and implementing an affirmative program for racial integration.” 8 
In a report submitted by the principal consultant for the planning of 
Fort Lincoln, it was recommended that “programs and policies be de
veloped which will lead to a community with both schools and housing 
having approximately an equal, or 50-50 racial balance.” 9

8 Id. § 321.14. The plan also directs developers to distribute “housing for all incomes 
within each of the five residential neighborhoods so as to preclude enclaves and to 
create the opportunity for interaction among persons of differing cultural and economic 
backgrounds . . . .” Id. § 321.13.

9 E. Logue, Recommended Program Objectives 15 (1968) (on file at D.C. Redevelop
ment Land Agency).

10 Edward J. Logue, the principle planning consultant for Fort Lincoln, has stated 
that the “economic and age ‘mix’ of a community can to some extent be predetermined 
by the size of and price of units that are offered. Defining and then achieving racial 
balance is, however, much more difficult.” Id. The Urban Renewal Plan for Fort 
Lincoln provides only that “an affirmative program for racial integration” should be 
prepared and implemented. See note 7 supra and accompanying text.

11 See Fort Lincoln Advisory Panel, Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies, 
Report and Recommendations on Program Objectives 5-8 (1968) (on file at D.C. 
Redevelopment Land Agency). Fort Lincoln faces a much larger housing demand from 
blacks than whites because of a severe shortage of low income housing in the District 
of Columbia, limited housing opportunities for blacks of all income levels due to 
racial discrimination, the location of Fort Lincoln in a heavily black section of the city, 
the fact that Washington itself is nearly 70 percent black, and finally, white fears of 
or distaste for integrated housing. See Nat’l Advisory Comm’n on Civil Disorders, 
supra note 3, at 216, 257-63; United States Comm’n on Civil Rights, Civil Rights 
U.S.A.: Housing in Washington, D.C. 31-32 (1962); District of Columbia, Police 
Regulations art. 45, § 1 (1968); C. Rapkin & W. Grigsby, The Demand for Housing 
in Racially Mixed Arfas 42-50 (1960).

12 See Fort Lincoln New Town Draft Housing Program Objectives 1-3 (on file at 
D.C. Redevelopment Land Agency). Based upon housing patterns in the District of 
Columbia it is predicted that without affirmative measures to bring about integration, 
low income housing in Fort Lincoln would be 95 percent black, moderate income 
housing 85 percent black, and middle income housing 40 percent black. Id. at 6.

13 E. Logue, Fort Lincoln New Town Final Planning Report (1969) (on file at 
D.C. Redevelopment Land Agency). The original plan of housing distribution was 
based in large part upon the National Capital Housing Authority’s current waiting list 
for public housing. See Fort Lincoln New Town Draft Housing Program Objec

Official reports have not indicated how such racial balance could be 
achieved and maintained.10 This posed a significant problem in light of 
rhe recognition of planners that, without a conscious policy of attract
ing whites, Fort Lincoln would become almost totally black in racial 
composition.11 One affirmative measure for establishing racial balance 
in Fort Lincoln was based upon the correlation between economic class 
and racial group.12 By significantly increasing the number of middle 
income housing units and decreasing the number of low income units, 
Fort Lincoln planners expect a larger proportion of white inhabitants 
than under an earlier planned mix of housing units by income level.13
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Another important measure planned for achieving racial balance in 
this new town was the use of “sophisticated, selective marketing tech
niques.” 14 Since it was white families that had to be attracted to attain 
a racially balanced population in Fort Lincoln, advertising and other 
promotional efforts would be directed primarily toward whites.15

tives, supra note 12, at 5. It called for 1500 dwelling units for the low income elderly 
and low income families, 2200 units for moderate income families, and 800 units for 
middle income families—a total of 4500 housing units. E. Logue, supra at 18.

The revised plan allocates 900 units for low income elderly and low income families 
(a decrease of 40%), 2250 units for moderate income families, and 1350 units for 
middle income families (an increase of nearly 70%). Nat’l Capital Planning Comm’n, 
supra note 7, at § 431.10. However, even with this redistribution of housing units by 
income level, the projected black-white ratio falls far short of the desired 50-50 balance. 
See Fort Lincoln New Town Draft Housing Program Objectives, supra note 12, 
at 11-13.

14 Interview with Arnold H. Mays, Redevelopment Land Agency Senior Project 
Director for Fort Lincoln, in Washington, D.C., Oct. 16, 1969.

15 It has been suggested that advertising be concentrated in local newspapers that 
serve white communities and on “good music” radio stations. Whites can be individually 
solicited in selective mailings, through white, middle-class organizations such as fair 
housing groups, through universities, and through private real estate firms that largely 
have white clienteles. See generally Potomac Institute, Housing Guide to Equal 
Opportunity 22-34 (1968).

16 Racial quotas in housing have not suffered from lack of commentary. See generally 
R. Carter, D. Kenyon, P. Marcuse & L. Miller, Equality (1965); Bittker, The Case of 
the Checker-board Ordinance: An Experiment in Race Relations, 71 Yale L.J. 1387 
(1962); Hellerstein, The Benign Quota, Equal Protection and the “Rule in Shelley's 
Case", 17 Rutgers L. Rev. 531 (1963); Kaplan, Equal Justice in an Unequal World: 
Equality for the Negro—The Problem of Special Treatment, 61 Nw. U.L. Rev. 363, 
388-98 (1966); Navosky, The Benevolent Housing Quota, 6 How. L.J. 30 (1960).

17 Restrictive racial quotas are commonly termed “benign” or “benevolent” because 
the discrimination inherent in these quotas achieves integration, a “good” purpose.

18 See note 12 supra and accompanying text.
19 Mays Interview, supra note 14.
20 In a supplementary statement on program objectives for Fort Lincoln, the chair

man of the Fort Lincoln Advisory Panel, Herman Wilson, stated: “While I do not 
generally favor housing quotas, I cannot share the Panel’s view that providing a first 
class community will assure racial and economic integration. We have not refused to 
set economic quotas in order to achieve that aspect of integration .... In my 

The most controversial measure by which to insure integration is 
through quotas that limit the participation of certain racial groups.16 
In Fort Lincoln, such quotas17 would necessarily serve to restrict the 
entry of blacks as residents in this new community.18 Although officials 
responsible for the development of Fort Lincoln predicted that the dis
tribution of housing units by income level and selective marketing would 
adequately achieve the objective of racial integration,19 it is the opinion 
of this writer that restrictive racial quotas were not ruled out and would 
be used if these other affirmative measures failed.20
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Today, the status of the Fort Lincoln project is unsettled.21 For 
numerous reasons, it may never achieve its goals. Regardless of the fate 
of this one project, however, the questions rasied in attempting to reach 
Fort Lincoln’s objectives will arise wherever comparable undertakings 
are begun.

opinion, if no quota is set, the inexorable demand of Negroes for housing within the 
City of Washington will result in a virtually all black community at Fort Lincoln.” 
Fort Lincoln Advisory Panel, supra note 11, at 26. In general, the Advisory Panel 
felt that racial housing quotas should not be used. Id. at 5.

21 The most recent action concerning the Project was a vote by the Redevelopment 
Land Agency to turn the project over to private developers. Washington Post, Sept. 17, 
1970, & A, at 1, col. 1.

22 The Department of Labor has recently promulgated the “Philadelphia Plan” which 
is designed to eliminate racial discrimination in hiring by contractors and subcontractors 
on federally assisted construction projects through the imposition of minimal employ
ment requirements for utilization of minority group manpower. Memorandum of U.S. 
Dept, of Labor, June 27, 1969, as modified, U. S. Dept, of Labor, Office of the Assistant 
Secretary, Order, Sept. 23, 1969. Both orders are reprinted in 115 Cong. Rec. 17213-218 
(daily ed. Dec. 18, 1969) and CCH Employment Practices 16,176-76, at 7151-62 
(Aug. 25, 1969); see Note, The Philadelphia Plan: Racial Classifications in Employ
ment, 58 Geo. L.J. 1187 (1970).

23 See United States v. Montgomery Bd. of Educ., 395 U.S. 225 (1969) (Supreme Court 
approval of the use of remedial quotas); Green v. County School Bd., 391 U.S. 430 
(1968) (utilization of numbers to indicate continuing racial discrimination); Offerman v. 
Nitkowski, 378 F.2d 22 (2d Cir. 1967); United States v. Jefferson County Bd. of Educ., 
372 F.2d 836 (5th Cir. 1966); Springfield School Comm. v. Barksdale, 348 F.2d 261 
(1st Cir. 1965); Hobson v. Hansen, 269 F. Supp. 401 (D.D.C. 1967), affd sub nom. 
Smuck v. Hobson, 408 F.2d 175 (D.C. Cir. 1969), appeal dismissed, 397 U.S. 801 (1969); 
Fuller v. Volk, 230 F. Supp. 25 (D.N.J. 1964); Blocker v. Board of Educ., 226 F. Supp. 
208 (E.D.N.Y. 1964).

24 See, e.g., Hernandez v. Texas, 347 U.S. 475 (1954); Avery v. Georgia, 345 U.S. 
559 (1953); Smith v. Texas, 311 U.S. 128 (1940). In these cases the Court found that 
minority defendants had been deprived of due process of law because members of their 
racial groups had been discriminated against in the selection of jury panels. The Court 
relied upon the history in numerical terms of minority group members serving as 
jurors. These cases can be read as simply stating that evidence of a disproportionately 

Legality of Affirmative Measures

RESTRICTIVE RACIAL QUOTAS

The use of racial classifications for remedial purposes is not unique 
to housing. In employment, quotas or goals are used to increase the 
number of minority workers;22 in education, numerical standards are 
used by courts and administrators to increase the number of minority 
students in white schools;23 in the administration of justice, numerical 
standards are used to increase the minority citizen’s opportunity to serve 
on jury panels.24 Underlying the utilization of such measures is the 
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social policy of eliminating discrimination against racial minorities.2 
However, racial quotas in the context of Fort Lincoln represent a de
parture from this policy. There the primary social objective would be 
integration, not nondiscrimination;25 26 and, in fact, discrimination against 
blacks would be essential for the successful operation of such quotas.2'

small number of eligible minority group members serving on jury panels constitutes 
prima facie evidence of racial discrimination. See also Vieira, Racial Imbalance, Black 
Separation and Permissible Classifications by Race, 67 Mich. L. Rev. 1553, 1584 86 (1969).

25 See generally Kaplan, supra note 16; Developments in the Lave—Equal Protection. 
82 Harv. L. Rev. 1065, 1104-05 (1969). Numerical standards serve the useful purpose 
of gauging quickly and accurately whether there is racial discrimination. See Note. 
supra note 22, at 1208-09.

26“[W]hile preferential treatment in employment serves a whole series of values, the 
benign quota [in housing] advances just one—integration.” Kaplan supra note 16, at 389.

27 See Developments in the Lave—Equal Protection, supra note 25, at 1117; note II 
supra.

28 See Hellerstein, supra note 16, at 531; Kaplan, supra note 16, at 388-89; Navosky. 
supra note 16, at 531. A benign quota is “a system under which a fixed ratio is estab
lished in terms of race or ethnic origin for the occupancy of a housing development, 
for the purpose of achieving and maintaining integration.” Marcuse, Benign Quota* 
Reexamined, 3 J. Intergroup Relations 102 (1962).

29 See Navosky, supra note 16, at 31-37. In Fort Lincoln, the racially restrictive quota 
would serve to head off this phenomenon by preventing the number of blacks from
reaching a level that would “tip” the proposed integrated community into a black 
community. Such quotas can also be imposed out of a desire to limit racial group*» 
to their relative proportions in the surrounding community or to some other more 
arbitrary proportions, regardless of where the tipping point might be. See generally 
Potomac Institute, supra note 15, at 8 9, 32-33.

30“[N]or shall any State . . . deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.” U.S. Const, amend. XIV, § 1. See generally 1 C. Antiev.
Modern Constitutional Law §§ 8:1-: 10 (1969).

Restrictive racial quotas serve as limitations upon minority group 
members to assure members of the dominant group that they will not be 
outnumbered in a specific geographic area.28 They are most often neces
sitated by a phenomenon termed the “tipping point” which represents 
that point at which the increase in the black population in a given com
munity causes white residents to move out and discourages other whites 
from moving in.29 * * * * In operation, once the maximum limit for blacks is 
reached, an otherwise qualified black applicant for housing will be turned 
away solely on account of his race. Therefore, the issue posed by the 
utilization of racial quotas in projects like Fort Lincoln is whether so
ciety’s interest in promoting integration in housing through the restric
tion of blacks outweighs society’s interest in promoting a policy of 
equal housing opportunities for minorities.

Equal Protection Considerations. Although the equal protection
clause of the fourteenth amendment applies only to state governments.3 
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the Supreme Court held in Bolling v. Sharpe* 1 that “the concepts of 
equal protection and due process . . . are not mutually exclusive” 32 
and stated that it “would be unthinkable that the . . . Constitution 
would impose a lesser duty on the Federal Government" than it does on 
the states.33 Therefore, it may be assumed that even though the four
teenth amendment does not directly apply to the federal government 
and the District of Columbia, an equal protection analysis of racial 
quotas and other affirmative measures for achieving integration in hous
ing nevertheless is appropriate under the due process clause of the fifth 
amendment. Since the fifth amendment applies to, and restricts only, 
the federal government and not private persons,"4 it is necessary to find 
the federal equivalent of “state action” 5 before a denial of due process 
or equal protection under the fifth amendment can be found to exist. 
Federal departments and agencies are of course within the terms of the 
fifth amendment, as are the District of Columbia government and 
agencies.34 35 36

34 347 U.S. 497 (1954).
32 Id. at 499.
33 Id. at 500; see C. Antieu, supra note 30, at 8:94-:96. Subsequent lower court 

decisions have held that the limitations of equal protection bind federal and state 
governments to the same extent. Bolton v. Harris, 395 F.2d 642, 645 n.3 (D.C. Cir. 
1968); Simkins v. Moses H. Cone Memorial Hosp., 323 F.2d 959, 969 (4th Cir. 1963); 
Hobson v. Hansen, 269 F. Supp. 401, 492-93 (D.D.C. 1967), aff'd sub nom. Smuck v. 
Hobson, 408 F.2d 175 (D.C. Cir. 1969), appeal dismissed, 397 U.S. 801 (1969).

34 Public Utilities Comm’n v. Pollack, 343 U.S. 451, 461 (1952); Corrigan v. Buckley, 
271 U.S. 323, 330 (1926); Talton v. Mayes, 163 U.S. 376, 382 (1896).

35 The fourteenth amendment does not prohibit discrimination by private individuals. 
Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authority, 365 U.S. 715, 722 (1961); Cooper v. Aaron, 
358 U.S. 1, 16-17 (1958); Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3 (1883); United States v. Harris, 
106 U.S. 629, 638-39 (1882).

36 See generally Bolling v. Sharp, 347 U.S. 497 (1954).
37 Evans v. Newton, 382 U.S. 296, 299 (1966). “That is to say, when private individuals 

or groups arc endowed by the state with powers or functions governmental in nature, 
they become agencies or instrumentalities of the State and subject to its constitutional 
limitations.” Id. 7'hc Supreme Court has found that a town, built and owned by a 
private corporation is subject to the demands of due process of law in the fourteenth 
amendment. Marsh v. Alabama, 326 U.S. 501 (1946). The operation of a private 
restaurant in a municipal parking building was found to be state action. Burton v. 
Wilmington Parking Authority, 365 U.S. 715 (1961). “The state has so far insinuated 
itself into a position of interdépendance with [the restaurant! that it must be recog

Whether the actions of the private developers of Fort Lincoln would 
likewise fall within the scope of government action is a more difficult 
question. The Supreme Court has stated that “[c]onduct that is for
mally ‘private’ may become so entwined with governmental policies or 
so impregnated with a governmental character as to become subject to 
the constitutional limitations placed upon state action.” 37 The Court has 
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indicated that state support “through any arrangement, management, 
funds or property” would constitute state action.38 In light of the pub
lic origins financing, purpose, and planning of Fort Lincoln, any de
veloper associated with it must be considered limited by the dictates of 
the fifth amendment.39

nized as a joint participant in the challenged activity .... Id. at 725. See generally 
1 C. Antieu, supra note 30, at §§ 8:6-: 9. In announcing the inception of Fort Lincoln, 
President Johnson said: “This new venture will be first and foremost a partnership—a 
partnership between local and federal governments, between public officials, private 
developers and the people of the city.” Washington Post, Aug. 31, 1967, § A, at 4, 
col. 7.

38 Cooper v. Aaron, 358 U.S. 1, 4 (1958).
33 Regardless of the form of the developer’s relation to Fort Lincoln and the federal 

and local government agencies, its function, and therefore its constitutional responsibili
ties, will be substantially the same. “The crucial test of state action is the actuality of 
state involvement rather than the form of the transaction.” Smith v. Holiday Inns of 
America, Inc., 220 F. Supp. 1, 8 (M.D. Tenn. 1963), modified on other grounds, 336 
F.2d 630 (6th Cir. 1964). In the area of employment, a federal district court found 
that the mutual “interdependance” of the State of Ohio and certain contractors consti
tuted state action, thereby subjecting the contractors to a constitutional duty not to 
discriminate. Ethridge v. Rhodes, 268 F. Supp. 83, 87-88 (S.D. Ohio 1967).

40 See Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968); Loving v. Virginia, 388 
U.S. 1 (1967); Brown v. Board of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954); Shelley v. Kraemer, 
334 U.S. 1 (1948); Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214 (1944).

41 Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 13 (1967) (Stewart, J., concurring); McLaughlin v. 
Florida, 379 U.S. 184, 198 (1964) (Stewart & Douglas, JJ., concurring); Wright v. 
Rockefeller, 376 U.S. 52, 69 (1964) (Goldberg, J., dissenting); Kotch v. Board of River 
Port Pilot Comm’rs, 330 U.S. 552, 564-66 (1947) (Rutledge, J., dissenting); Plcssy v. Fer
guson, 163 U.S. 537, 552, 559 (1896) (Harlan, J., dissenting) These pronouncements were 
all made in the context of malevolent discrimination. See generally P. Kauper, Frontiers 
of Constitutional Liberty 219 (1956); Tussman & tcnBrocck, The Equal Protection of 
the Laws, 37 Calif. L. Rev. 341, 357-61 (1949).

42 See United States v. Montgomery Bd. of Educ., 395 U.S. 225 (1969); Louisiana v. 
United States, 380 U.S. 145 (1965); Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214 (1944); 
Smith v. Texas, 311 U.S. 128 (1940). In these cases, the Supreme Court relied upon 
racial classifications either to fashion relief for discrimination or to uphold discrimina
tion. In Norwalk CORE v. Norwalk Redevelopment Agency the Second Circuit stated 
that classification by race “is something which the Constitution usually forbids, not 
because it is inevitably an impermissible classification, but because it is one which

The history of the civil rights struggle in this country has evolved 
primarily in the context of discrimination through malevolent racial 
classifications by government against racial minorities.40 A constitu
tional dilemma therefore arises when government utilizes racial classi
fications as a means of combatting racism and its deleterious effects. It 
has been stated intermittently by several Justices of the Supreme Court 
that any classification based on racial characteristics is absolutely barred 
by a “color-blind” Constitution.41 In practice, courts have not adhered 
to so inflexible a rule.42 Indeed, it is widely acknowledged that racial 
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classifications are not per se unconstitutional.* 43 44 In Loving v. Virginia**  
however, the court held that such classifications by government are 
“suspect,” 45 and must bear a “heavy burden of justification.” 46 The 
Court stated that the government could meet this burden by proving 
that an “overriding” state interest exists47 and that the particular use of 
race as a criterion is “necessary.” 48 7 he usual presumption of validity 
accorded to governmental classifications disappears,49 and the permissive 
test of “reasonableness” ordinarily applied to classifications by the gov
ernment50 is abandoned51 in favor of the more stringent standard of re
view stated above.

usually, to our national shame, has been drawn for the purpose of maintaining racial 
inequality. Where it is drawn for the purpose of achieving equality it will be allowed, 
and to the extent it is necessary to avoid unequal treatment by race, it will be re
quired.” 395 F.2d 920, 931-32 (2d Cir. 1968).

43 See Hellerstein, supra note 16, at 550; Vieira, supra note 24, at 1560-61, 1605; 
Developments in the Law—Equal Protection, supra note 25, at 1088-91; Note, supra 
note 22.

44 388 U.S. 1 (1967). . .
45 Id. at 11; see McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 184, 192 (1964); Bolling v. Sharpe, 

347 U.S. 497, 499 (1954). “[A]ll legal restrictions which curtail the civil rights of a 
single racial group are immediately suspect.” Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214, 
216 (1944).

46 388 U.S. at 9; see Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214, 216 (1944).
4? 388 U5. at 11.
43 Id.
*9 Id. at 9, 11. The suspect classification doctrine “establishes a presumption of 

unconstitutionality . . . .” Tussman & tenBroeck, supra note 41, at 341-57. The stringent 
test used in such cases “in effect [places] the burden of justification on the legis
lature ...” Eldin, Forty Acres and a Mule, with Interest: The Constitutionality of 
Black Capitalism, Benign School Quotas and Other Statutory Racial Classifications, 47 
J. Urban L. 591, 614 (1969).

50 Courts traditionally have held that a reasonable relationship between a legitimate 
governmental purpose and the classification used is required by equal protection. See, 
e.g^ Kramer v. Union Free School Dist., 395 U.S. 621 (1969); Goesart v. Cleary, 335 
U.S. 464, 466 (1948); F.S. Royster Guano Co. v. Virginia, 253 U.S. 412, 415 (1920). 
“A reasonable classification is one which includes all who are similarly situated and none 
who are not.” Tussman & tenBroeck, supra note 41, at 345. This “permissive” equal 
protection standard requires that the purpose of rhe classification be permissible and that 
the classification be relevant to that purpose. An under-inclusive classification, though 
not perfectly relevant, is usually upheld, while an over-inclusive classification, one 
that includes not only those similarly situated, but also some who are not so situated, 
is less likely to be upheld if the government action imposes a burden rather than a 
benefit. See Developments in the Law—Equal Protection, supra note 25, at 1286-87. 
Under such analysis, the constitutionality of a restrictive racial quota in Fort Lincoln is 
rather clear. Its purpose, integration, is certainly legitimate, and the classification 
between white applicants and black applicants is quite logical and relevant in view 
of the purpose sought. The classification is neither over- nor under-inclusive. Were it 
not for the more active standard of review required when race is the classifying trait, 
such quotas would appear to be constitutional. For the argument in favor of rhe 
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If those responsible for the development of Fort Lincoln should resort 
to a quota on the number of blacks admitted in order to assure integra
tion, the individual black persons who are turned away because of their 
race once the quota is filled will surely suffer from the governmental!v 
imposed discrimination.51 52 It has been suggested that the operation of 
such quotas has all the “implications of racism: subjugation, exclusion, 
inferiority and deprivation.” 53 The individual blacks excluded from 
this new community because of their race “may ask themselves, as vic
tims of private prejudice often do, what they have done to instill such 
distaste in others; and this inward search . . . may be equally destruc
tive of self-esteem whether the finding that integrated housing cannot 
be achieved without legal compulsion is correct or not.” 54 55 Indeed, the 
most significant civil rights case of the century, Broum v. Board of Ed
ucation,^ was decided primarily on the basis that psychological harm 
to black school children resulted from government enforced segrega
tion.50 It is not inconceivable that similar harm to blacks, individually 

permissive standard of review for restrictive racial quotas in housing, see Hellerstein, 
supra note 16, at 550-53.

51 See generally Developments in the Lave—Equal Protection, supra note 25, at 1087- 
1120. “Given the judiciary’s traditional role as guardian of the rights of minority racial 
groups, these possibilities of abuse would seem to preclude the application of the 
permissive standard of review to ostensibly benign racial falsifications when plausible 
objections are raised by individuals within the affected minority racial group.” Id. at 
1115. See also Tussman & tenBroeck, supra note 41, at 356.

52 It is the individual who is protected by the fifth and fourteenth amendments. “(N]or 
shall any person ... be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of 
law . . . .” U.S. Const, amend. V. “[N]or shall any State . . . deny to any person within 
its jurisdiction the equal protection of rhe laws.” U.S. Const, amend. XIV’, § 1. I he 
Supreme Court has held: “The rights created by rhe first section of the Fourteenth 
Amendment are, by its teims, guaranteed to the individual. The rights established 
are personal rights.” Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1, 22 (1948); see Mitchell v. United 
Stares, 313 U.S. 80, 97 (1941). The individual, therefore, should not readily be 
sacrificed to achieve a group goal. This is not to say the individual can never be 
treated unequally by the government, but that before he is, the proper balancing of 
societal interests must be made.

53 Green, Reparations for Blacks?, Commonweal, June 13, 1969, at 359.
54 Bittker, supra note 16, at 1420. “Moreover, the very fact that the finding is a 

considered judgment from a friendly and official source, rather than an irresponsible or 
transitory gesture of private hostility, may well enlarge the contribution it makes 
to self-doubt.” Id. at 1420. The example used by Bittker is interesting and relevant, 
for he hypothocatcs an integration ordinance that would, in alternating sequence, 
restrict every residential building lor in the town of “New Harmony” to black and 
white occupancy. The ordinance is analyzed by a panel of fictional federal judges and 
is held to be unconstitutional.

55 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
545 To separate them [black school children] from others of similar age and 

qualifications solely because of their race generates a feeling of inferiority 
as to their status in the community that may affect their hearts and minds
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and as members of a group, would result from a governmental policy of 
partial exclusion from Fort Lincoln.* 57 It may well be that enforced 
segregation will be replaced or joined by enforced integration as the 
primary symbol of inferiority-generating oppression.58

in a way unlikely ever to be undone .... [T]he policy of separating 
the races is usually interpreted as denoting the inferiority of the negro 
group.

/./. at 494. Supporting this finding was a statement signed by 32 American social 
scientists that was included in the Appellants’ brief. Brief, The Effect of Segregation 
and the Consequences of Desegregation: A Social Science Statement, 37 Minn. L. Rev. 
427 (1953).

57 Yet it cannot be denied that in its objective operation, a benevolent quota is as 
invidious as straight-out segregation. The difference in immediate effect is that some 
Negroes will not be denied freedom to associate. But most Negroes will be, and the 
others will be allowed to associate only on rhe basis of special arrangements that 
proclaim their apartness and hence inferiority.” A. Btckei., The Lfast Dangerous 
Branc h 61 (1962).

fl8“[Llimited segregation may provide as much nourishment for prejudice as a 
complete prohibition against association of the races.” Id.

59 Even in education, w here it was said in Broun that racially separate facilities 
were inherently unequal, there is grow ing doubt that integration is an essential requisite 
for equal educational opportunity. A noted social scientist has recently written that 
one cannot make “any simple equation between schools’ racial compositions and 
equal opportunity.” Cohen, Defining Racial Equality in Education, 16 U.C.L.A.L. Rev- 
255, 270 (1969). Today, 16 years after Broun, “lilt is unclear whether there is any 
discernible independent effect of schools’ racial composition on Negro students’ achieve
ment. ‘ Id. at 268. The well-regarded “Coleman Report” concluded that: “|T|he 
apparent beneficial effect of a student body with a high proportion of white students 
comes nor from racial composition per sc, but from the better educational background 
uul higher educational aspirations that are. on the average found among white students.” 
Df.p’l OF HeAI TH, I DUCATION AM) WELFARE. I .QUALITY OF 1 DI (AVION VI. OPPORTL NIT'S 

307 (1966).
G” W hitney M. Young of the Urban League has said:

If I were to assign a priority to Negro needs. I would give No. 1 priority 
for housing. . . .

. . . The Urban League does not even use the term integration ....

The deleterious effects of exclusion itself are not the only psychologi
cal consideration, for the plain implication of a policy restricting the 
number of blacks in Fort Lincoln would be that this new community 

J 

could not be whole without whites living there. Whether legitimate or 
not, the inevitable question would surely be asked: What is wrong with 
Fort Lincoln if it does become all black through an open-housing, non
quota admissions policy?59 The implication of enforced integration, that 
an all black community is undesirable, would once more make the black 
person reassess his personal worth in this society. Blacks are less con
cerned about living with white people than about eliminating discrim
inatory practices against themselves.60
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In Bro'wn, the law displayed a high degree of sensitivity to the par
ticular psychological needs and weaknesses of human beings. It would 
be unfortunate now—16 years later—for the law to ignore these same 
considerations through insensitive administrative decision-making. In
tegration may be a worthwhile societal goal, but its burdens should not 
be borne by those people who have already been forced to bear the 
brunt of this society’s shortcomings for over 300 years. If integration is 
indeed the objective, then society must assure itself that these disturbing 
measures are necessary before overriding the individual black person’s 
right to equal housing opportunities through restrictive racial quotas.61 
All reasonable alternatives must have been tried and exhausted.62 This 
does not mean merely the use of other more subtle techniques, such as 
selective marketing;63 rather, it means the effective implementation of 
the constitutional requirement of equal opportunity through fair housing 
laws.64 Integration in housing might also be achieved through efforts to 
increase the number of blacks residing in areas that would otherwise be 
predominantly white.65 * * Thus, in light of the heavy burden which the

It is fascinating to see how many white people have suddenly become 
fanatically in favor of integration since Negroes started talking about racial 
separatism.

• • • •
. . . Preoccupation with integration can divert us from developing the 

resources to achieve it.
What Negro Leaders Want Now, U.S. News & World Rep., Feb. 24, 1969, at 44. 
Stokely Carmichael and Charles Hamilton have written that integration “is based on 
complete acceptance of the fact that in order to have a decent house or education, 
black people must move into a white neighborhood or send their children to a white 
school .... It is a subterfuge for the maintenance of white supremacy.” S. Carmichael 
& C. Hamilton, Black Power: The Politics of Liberation in America 54 (1967).

See Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 11 (1967); McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 184, 
196 (1964).

62 “[A] classification acceptable only if necessary to accomplish a legitimate purpose 
will be invalid if some alternative to the suspect classification might have been used to 
attain the same end.” Developments in the Law—Equal Protection, supra note 25, 
at 1102. “(O]ther means which can achieve as much as benevolent quotas while 
risking less, are available to any legislature that has the will to employ them.” Vieira, 
supra note 24, at 1615.

63 See notes 82-87 infra and accompanying text.
64 For a discussion of federal statutes and regulatory measures that prohibit racial

discrimination in housing, see notes 65-67, 69 infra.
Such efforts would be analogous to those used by the Government to reduce 

discrimination in employment by increasing the number of blacks working on federally-
related construction contracts. See note 22 supra. Remedial measures of this kind 
would serve to implement the constitutional requirement of equal opportunity. Through 
the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the federal government could 
threaten to cut-off future financial assistance to those housing developments in which 
the number of minority group members living there did not meet a reasonably fixed
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government must meet to justify racial classifications, the concern 
over equal access to housing manifested by the Supreme Court66 and 
Congress,67 the pernicious effects of restrictive racial quotas upon blacks, 
and the availability of less discriminatorv alternative means of achiev
ing integration, the use of racially restrictive quotas in Fort Lincoln 
would deny equal protection and would therefore be unconstitutional. 

Statutory Considerations. In addition to the foregoing equal pro

goal or quota. Proof of good faith efforts to attract such persons would rebut the 
numerical presumption of discrimination.

See Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968); Reitman v. Mulkey, 387
U. S. 369 (1967); Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948).

6" Congress has evidenced its determination that equal access to housing is of vital 
importance through civil rights legislation. See notes 69-71 infra.

6842 U.S.C. § 3601-31 (Supp. V, 1970).
69 Id. § 3604. Section 3603(b) exempts from title VIII, after Dec. 31, 1969, the sale

or rental of any single-family house if sold or rented by an owner without the sales 
or rental assistance of a real estate agent and without any advertisement or notice 
that indicates any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion 
or national origin. This exemption, however, is probably without any current effect as 
two months after the Act was passed, the Supreme Court in Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer 
Co. held that 42 U.S.C. § 1982 “bars all racial discrimination, private as well as public, in 
the sale or rental of property . . . 392 U.S. 409, 413 (1968). Section 3612 provides
that the operative section, 3604, can be enforced by private persons in U.S. District 
Court without regard to the amount in controversy and in appropriate state courts 
when commenced within 180 days after the alleged discriminatory housing practice 
took place. It also provides that the court may grant injunctive relief, actual damages, 
punitive damages up to SI,000, court costs and attorney fees. Section 3613 provides for 
enforcement by the Attorney General in a civil action. Actions brought under sections 
3612 or 3613 shall “be in every way expedited” by the court. 42 U.S.C. § 3614 (Supp.
V, 1970).

70 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000d to d-4 (Supp. V, 1970).
71 Id. § 2000d (1964).
~~ Id. § 1982. “All citizens of the United States shall have the same right, in every 

tection objections to the use of restrictive racial classifications in Fort 
Lincoln, the legality of such measures must be judged in light of a 
panoply of statutes and regulatory provisions that prohibit racial dis
crimination in housing. Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968<!S de
clares it unlawful to “discriminate against any person in the terms, 
conditions, or privileges of sale or rental of a dwelling . . . because of 
race, color, religion or national origin." ,;9 Title VI of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964* 69 70 provides that “[n]o person . . . shall, on the ground of 
race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation, be de
nied the benefits of, or be subject to discrimination under any program 
or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.” 71 The Supreme Court 
recently held that the Civil Rights Act of 186672 bars “all racial dis
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crimination, private as well as public in the sale or rental of property 
. . . .” 73 More specifically, the Department of Housing and Urban De
velopment, the sponsor of Fort Lincoln, has prohibited any recipient of 
federal funds from utilizing “directly or through contractual or other 
arrangements . . . criteria or methods of administration which have 
the effect of subjecting persons to discrimination because of their race, 
color, or national origin.” 74 In addition to these federal proscriptions, 
a District of Columbia ordinance prohibits racial discrimination in hous
ing.75 Furthermore, the urban renewal plan under which Fort Lincoln 
would be developed proscribes any practices that would directly or in
directly discriminate against actual or prospective owners or tenants on 
the basis of race, creed, color, or national origin.76

State and Territory, as is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease, 
sell, hold, and convey real and personal property.” Id.

73 Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409, 413 (1968). The Court also held 
“that the statute thus construed, is a valid exercise of the power of Congress to enforce 
the Thirteenth Amendment.” Id. at 413. Therefore, the Court found it unnecessary 
to decide whether the discrimination underlying the action also violated the equal 
protection clause of the fourteenth amendment. Id. at 413 n.5.

74 24 C.F.R. § 1.4(b) (2) (i) (1970). This regulation was promulgated under the 
authorization and direction of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 for the 
purpose of effectuating the provisions of that Act. Id. at § 1.1. A provision states that 
no recipient of federal financial assistance for housing may “directly or through con
tractual or other arrangements, on the ground of race, color, or national origin; 
restrict a person in any way in access to such housing . . . .” Id. at § 1.4(b) (1) (iv). 
This may direct itself to and thereby prohibit without question the restrictive racial 
quota discussed in this article.

75 It is unlawful for any person to “refuse or fail to transfer, an interest in real 
property ... or refuse to lend money, i or] guarantee a loan” on the basis of race, 
color, religion or national origin. District of Columbia, Police Regulations art. 45. 
§ 3(a)(c) (1967).

7(5 No developer shall enter into any covenant, agreement, lease, deed, 
assignment, conveyance or other written instrument which, directly or 
indirectly restricts the sale, lease, use or occupancy of any land in the 
Project Area, and improvements thereon, which discriminates directly 
or indirectly, against actual or prospective purchasers, lessees, or occu
pants of such land and improvements, on the basis of race, creed, color 
or national origin.

Nat'l Capital Planning Comm’n, supra note 7, at § 640.04.

It seems evident from the language of these prohibitions that since 
no individual can be denied housing because of his race, a numerical 
restriction upon a racial group in Fort Lincoln would be forbidden. 
Though there may exist other criteria—including financial ability, num
ber of children, or age—that may be used to select participants in a 
federally assisted housing development, Congress, the Administration, 
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and local officials have clearly determined that racial classifications are 
per se illegal.77

77 Thus, even if restrictive racial quotas in Fort Lincoln do not violate the constitu
tional requirement of equal protection, they are nevertheless illegal under the prohibi
tions outlined above. See notes 69-74 supra.

78 See Hellerstein, supra note 16, at 552. This assertion, though made in a constitutional 
contcxr, would be equally assertable in a discussion of statutory prohibitions of racial 
discrimination.

79 Sec Potomac Institute. supra note 15, ar 9. A commentator in support of en
forced integration has suggested that “our society cannot achieve integration or end
de facto] segregation I in housingl without deliberate and explicit racial discrimina

tion by public authorities.’’ Downs, supra note 4, at 1378 n.23.
80 The legislative histories of the Civil Rights Acts of 1968, 1964 and 1866 make 

no mention of racial quotas for the achievement of integration in housing.
See notes 52-60 supra and accompanying text.

s2 See note 15 supra.
See note 11 supra.

It has been argued, however, that any discrimination resulting from 
the use of restrictive racial quotas is “purified” by a benevolent pur
pose.78 Under this rationale, racial discrimination prompted by benign 
motives or a proper governmental purpose would not come within the 
purview of the above statutory and regulatory prohibitions.79 No such 
dilution of this unambiguous statutory language is supported by legisla- 
lative history,80 and it cannot be denied that this very legislation has 
been passed for the benefit of minority groups previously discriminated 
against. To read this statutory language as permitting discrimination 
against blacks to achieve integration would be a tragic perversion of 
clear national policy. As suggested earlier, blacks will not benefit from 
additional racial discrimination.81 Racial quotas then, if used against 
blacks, clearly violate the express terms and the essence of civil rights 
legislation.

selective marketing

If selective marketing techniques such as those suggested earlier82 were 
practiced by the administrators of Fort Lincoln, the result would be 
a subtle, yet very real discrimination against blacks in the District of 
Columbia who enjoy a much more restricted housing market than 
whites.83 Without such measures, it is feared that too many blacks and

J 

not enough whites would want to live in this new community. To 
remedy this predicament, promotional efforts would be directed pri
marily toward whites. If successful, the more blatant discrimination 
produced by restrictive racial quotas would be avoided, since, due to 
lack of knowledge, fewer blacks would even apply for housing.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development and the Na
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tional Capital Planning Commission have promulgated regulations pro
hibiting “practices” or “methods of administration” which discriminate 
“indirectly” or in “effect” on the basis of race.84 Promotional measures 
calculated to speak primarily to white audiences and not blacks clearly 
would constitute such a practice and would therefore violate these reg
ulatory measures. Comparable regulations will clearly accompany future 
federal developments of this type. It would seem also that the civil 
rights statutes mentioned earlier85 would prohibit selective marketing.86

84 See notes 74, 76 supra and accompanying text.
85 See notes 69-72 supra and accompanying text.
86 The standing requirement should not pose too large a problem today, for the 

Supreme Court has recently held that “a logical nexus between the status asserted 
and the claim sought to be adjudicated” provides the necessary adversity. Flast v. 
Cohen, 392 U.S. 83, 102 (1968); see Jenkins v. McKeithen, 395 U.S. 411, 423 (1969). 
The status asserted would be that of a black citizen of Washington, D. C. representing 
himself and persons similarly situated. The claim to be adjudicated would be that Fort 
Lincoln promoters, the Redevelopment Land Agency as recipient of federal urban 
renewal funds, the District of Columbia, and the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, have violated the constitutional and civil rights of black people in the 
District of Columbia by their discriminatory practices and procedures. The “civil 
rights” involved are those guaranteed by the due process clause of the fifth amendment 
and the statutes, regulations, and Urban Renewal Plan discussed earlier in the article. 
See notes 68-76 supra and accompanying text. That a nexus exists between such com
plainants and the alleged discrimination seems evident. In addition, section 10(a) of 
the Administrative Procedure Act states that “[a] person suffering legal wrong because 
of agency action or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action within the meaning 
of a relevant statute, is entitled to judicial review thereof.” 5 U.S.C. § 702 (Supp. V, 
1970). Though this section does not apply to the District of Columbia government, 
5 U.S.C. § 701(b)(1)(D) (Supp. V, 1970), it does apply to the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development. See generally Shannon v. HUD, 305 F. Supp. 205, 
208-12 (1969). Congress has recently enacted an Administrative Procedure Act for 
the District of Columbia which states that on petition of any interested person, the 
agency within its discretion may issue a declaratory order to terminate a controversy. 
Such order is then subject to judicial review if made. D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1508 (Supp. 
Ill, 1970). Judicial review is obtainable for “[a]ny person suffering a legal wrong, or 
adversely affected or aggrieved, by an order or decision ... of an agency . . . .” Id. 
§ 1-1510. If no such declaratory order is issued, the petitioning citizen would rely on 
the more general basis for standing provided in Flast. Flast v. Cohen, supra at 102. 
Petitioning the Redevelopment Land Agency may very well be a necessary step under 
the exhaustion of administrative remedies doctrine, though not if to do so would 
by the passage of time irreparably injure the interests of the complainants. See generally 
K. Davis, Administrative Law § 20.01 (1959).

87 It may be possible for concerned black citizens and groups to force the Redevelop

Aside from the issue of legality, if a developer should utilize such 
marketing techniques, such a practice surely will come to the attention 
of the black community and will be condemned as yet another example 
of white establishment discrimination against blacks. The ensuing con
troversy might very well convince the responsible agencies that racially 
selective marketing, though sophisticated and subtle, is a mistake.87
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ECONOMIC MIX OF HOUSING

Following the assumption of a correlation between economic class 
and race, Fort Lincoln planners hoped to employ this correlation so as 
to significantly affect the racial mixture of the new community. By in
creasing the percentage of middle income housing and reducing the 
number of low income dwelling units, the ratio of whites to blacks was 
expected to approximate more nearly the desired “racial balance.” 88 
The issue presented is whether such a distribution of housing units by 
economic class for the purpose of achieving integration is legal.

ment Land Agency to provide a public hearing on these policies. If the RLA should 
include provisions for selective marketing or restrictive racial quotas in contracting 
for the development of Fort Lincoln, such a term would constitute the prescription 
and implementation of policy and would thereby be the formulation of a “rule.” See 
D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1502(6) (Supp. Ill, 1970). The RLA would thus be required, 
prior to its adoption, to publish notice and afford interested persons an opportunity to 
submit data and views either orally or in writing. Id. § 1-1505(a). A suit to enjoin 
any performance of the contract term until compliance with the statutory requirements 
would probably be necessary.

88 See notes 12-13 supra and accompany text.
89 See note 86 supra.
90 In Berman v. Parker, the Supreme Court reviewed the constitutionality of the Act 

of Congress establishing the Redevelopment Land Agency and of the actions of that 
agency as to an urban renewal area in Washington, D. C. 348 U.S. 26 (1954). In a 
unanimous decision the Court said, “[t]he Congress and its authorized agencies have 
made determinations that take into account a wide variety of values. It is not for us 
to reappraise them.” Id. at 33. In a case involving a question of primary jurisdiction, 
the Supreme Court referred to agencies as being “better equipped than courts by 
specialization, by insight gained through experience, and by more flexible procedure.” 
Far East Conference v. United States, 342 U.S. 570, 575 (1952); see Redevelopment 
Land Agency v. 40 Parcels of Land in Squares, 171 F. Supp. 138 (D.D.C. 1959).

91 Congress, in establishing the RLA, stated that “for the economic soundness of 
this redevelopment and the accomplishment of the necessary social and economic 
benefits, and by reason of the close relationships between the development and uses 
of any part of an urban area with the development and uses of all other parts the 
sound replanning and redevelopment of . . . such District cannot be accomplished 
unless it be done in the light of comprehensive and coordinated planning of the whole 
of the territory of the District of Columbia and its environs . . . .” D.C. Code Ann. 
* 5-701 (1967). The National Capital Planning Commission was established by Congress 
and “charged with the duty of preparing and adopting a comprehensive, consistent, and 
coordinated plan for the National Capital . . . .” D.C. Code Ann. § 1-1004 (1967).

Assuming the requirements of standing are satisfied,89 it is neverthe
less doubtful that a court would supplant its will or judgment as to the 
proper economic mix of dwelling units in a new community for that of 
the administrative agencies established by Congress to make these very 
decisions.90 Courts have little expertise in city planning, whereas the 
Redevelopment Land Agency and the National Capital Planning Com
mission by their very nature and operation are uniquely equipped to 
make such planning decisions.91 As yet there is no constitutional right 
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to housing,92 and the federal government is under no obligation to re
quire that all federally assisted housing developments be made available 
only to those unable otherwise to obtain adequate housing. Further
more, a basic objective of the Fort Lincoln urban renewal plan is to 
create just such a mixture of economic classes.93 Since this planning ob
jective explains at least in part the present distribution of housing by 
economic class, it is unlikely that a court would consider racial discrimi
nation as a motive for the decision to increase the proportion of middle
income housing units in Fort Lincoln or comparable developments.94

92 See generally Michelman, The Advent of a Right to Housing: A Current Appraisal, 
5 Harv. Civ. Rights-Civ. Lib. L. Rev. 207, 209-11 (1970).

93 “The paramount development objective is the creation of an attractive and socially, 
economically and functionally balanced community at Fort Lincoln.” Nat’l Capitai 
Planning Comm’n, supra note 7. at § 310.00. “The specific residential objectives of the 
Plan are to: Create a balanced community ... in terms of age, race and income . . . .” 
Id. 321.00, 321.10.

94 In Green Street Association v. Daley, the plaintiffs, a nonprofit corporation of 
residents and 125 individual black owners or lessees, sued under the Civil Rights Acts 
of 1964 and 1866 to enjoin an urban renewal project. The theory of rhe complaint was 
that the project as “a deliberate plan to create a no-Negro ‘buffer zone’ between the 
shopping area and the surrounding residential community so that the shopping area 
[would] be more attractive to white customers and thereby rescue the commercial 
trade and business of the area from a declining condition.” 373 F.2d 1. 4 (7th Cir.), 
cert, denied, 387 U.S. 93d (1967). In affirming a dismissal of the complaint, the court 
said: “Given a public purpose or use. the motives that underlie the exercise of that 
power may not be questioned. Although the actual purpose for w hich land is con
demned may be investigated, the subjective reasons of the legislative authority seeking 
the acquisition is an ‘inappropriate area for judicial inquiry.’” Id. at 6 (citations omitted).

See Potomac Institute, supra note 15, at 78 81.
9<i Id. at 25, 36.

OTHER AFFIRMATIVE MEASURES

Other affirmative measures for achieving integration include high 
quality education, quality facilities and design, low dwelling unit prices 
and terms, and security.95 These practices are essentially neutral in 
terms of race, and though they would tend to attract whites, blacks also 
favor them. One other measure suggested is screening for problem 
families.90 Again, this is racially neutral and is desirable to both whites 
and blacks. In practice, however, it could easily and subtly be perverted 
to serve the purpose of bypassing black applicants in order to limit the 
proportion of blacks. Though difficult to prove, such discrimination 
would clearly be illegal under the aforementioned statutes and regula
tory measures.
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Conclusion

In the past decade, this country has achieved an awareness of what 
racial discrimination has done to both oppressors and oppressed. As a 
result, significant measures have been taken to ensure equal opportuni
ties for blacks. In addition to equality of opportunity, this society seeks 
to achieve racial harmony and perhaps integration. Few disagree with 
these goals. But when integration is accomplished by denying blacks 
their cherished right to equal opportunity in housing, the implications of 
such a policy must be carefully considered, for rhe societal fabric may 
not survive further mistakes.

It is submitted that racially restrictive quotas and selective marketing 
as affirmative measures to integrate housing are discriminatory in the 
worst sense when used to limit the entry of blacks into a new com
munity. The denial of equal protection, the potential damage to the 
black psyche, the existence of more legitimate and reasonable alterna
tives, and the passage of an array of fair housing and antidiscrimination 
legislation are strong reasons why such affirmative measures should not 
be used to restrict black access to such a community.
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1 H.R. 17495, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969). Title V of this bill was substantially derived 
from an earlier bill also introduced by Congressman Patman which would have required 
private pension funds to invest each year in federally insured or guaranteed low- and 
middle-income housing. H.R. 15402, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969). This bill, which sought 
to “help meet the national housing goals” by supplying additional amounts of mortgage 
funds on reasonable terms, would have amended the National Housing Act so as to 
allow the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to determine a percentage of 
the assets of private pension funds which would be required to be invested in federally 
insured or guaranteed mortgages on low- and moderate-income housing. Furthermore, 
the Secretary would have had authority to determine which private pension funds would 
be obligated to make such investments and the specific amount of the investment re
quired.

H.R. 17495, although expressing a similar congressional desire to meet national 
housing goals for low- and moderate-income families, approached the problem somewhat 
differently. This bill would have required pension funds to invest in a National Develop
ment Bank rather than directly into housing projects. Furthermore, H.R. 17495 set a

The rapid growth and vast resources of private pension funds 
have recently led to suggestions that, such funds should be required 
to invest in “socially usefur projects such as low- and middle
income housing. This, the author suggests, represents a distortion 
of the role these pension funds play in our society and woidd 
result in significant financial problems for pension funds and the 
pensioners they serve. Mr. Schotland argues for alternative 
methods to secure more investment by pension funds in state and 
local bonds, so as to relieve needs in that sector while also assuring 
a sufficient yield for the funds.

Pressure steadily rises to involve the private sector, with its vast re
sources and expertise, more affirmatively in the solution of the myriad 
problems facing today’s urbanized and troubled America. An example 
of such pressure is a bill sponsored by Congressman Wright Patman 
and others which would require private pension funds and private foun
dations (with assets of over $4,000,000) to invest as much as 2^ percent 
of their assets, each year, in low- and middle-income housing.* 1 This bill

[ 355 ]
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expresses the spreading notion that pension funds should be required to 
invest some portion of their assets in “socially useful projects.”

No new w ords or data are needed to establish the catastrophic in
sufficiency of funds available for such socially useful projects as hous
ing, schools, hospitals, and inner-city business enterprises. It is equally 
well known that the funds held for pension plans are enormous and are 
growing at a staggering rate. Private pension funds’ aggregate assets 
were $126.2 billion at the close of 1969.2 This included an $11 billion 
increase in 19693 which was, percentage-wise, lower than in any other 
year in the decade.4 Growth has been so rapid that only three years 
ago so able an authority as Roger Murray underestimated by two- 
fifths the increase that would occur by 1970. He predicted an increase 
of $31.5 billion from end 1965 to end 1970, but the actual increase will 
be over $50 billion.5 The growth rate of state and local pension funds 
has been even more rapid; their assets totalled $52 billion by the end of 
1969/

specific limitation on the total amount which could be required to be so invested each 
year, rather than leaving this determination to the discretion of the Secretary of Housing 
and Urban Development.

This proposal was recently defeated on the House floor by an amendment to H.R. 
17495 deleting Title V. However, there was significant support for title V, as indicated 
by the fact that the amendment passed by only a 214 to 113 margin. See 116 Cong. Rec. 
H6071-77, H6086-87 (daily ed. June 25/ 1970).

For a discussion of H.R. 15660, which would require pension funds to invest in housing, 
but which would allow this requirement to be satisfied by investment in highest-income 
housing, see note 16 infra and accompanying text.

2 SEC Statistical Series Release No. 2437, at table 2 (Apr. 20, 1970). This total 
consisted of an estimated S39 billion in insured pension reserves and $87.2 billion in 
noninsured pension funds. Id.

3 At the end of 1968, the total assets of private pension funds equalled SI 15.3 billion, 
consisting of an estimated $35 billion in uninsured pension reserves and $80.3 billion in 
non insured pension funds. Id.

*Id.
5R. Murray, Economic Aspects of Pensions 30 (1968). Murray’s underestimation 

of the growth of private pension funds was caused by his utilization of Holland’s 
prediction that the total assets of these funds would equal $116.9 billion by the end 
of 1970. Id. In actuality this figure was approximated by the end of 1968.

G SEC Statistical Series Release No. 2437, at table 2 (Apr. 20, 1970).

With such vast funds available, identifiable, and enjoying the benefits 
of rax exemption, it is not surprising that the call should arise to tap 
those funds for activities starved for new investment, and it is right to 
look to the pension funds for help. The only question is how to get 
that help. Significant attention has been given bills to require private 
pension funds to invest prescribed proportions of their assets in hous
ing investments. Secretary Romney has voiced opposition to such 
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proposals on the ground that suitable investment instruments have only 
lust become available and the voluntary approach should be given 
a chance.7 Even under the previous Administration, which according 
to some was less committed to free enterprise and “voluntarism,” the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development questioned the effec
tiveness of such legislation.8

7 Hearing on H.R. 13694 Before the House Banking and Currency Comm., 91st Cong., 
2d Sess. 599 (1970) (statement of Hon. George Romney, Secretary, Department of 
Housing and Urban Development).

Little purpose would be served if legislation were enacted to require 
financial institutions, subject to Federal Government supervision, to allocate 
a certain percentage of their loans and investments to borrowers located in 
ghetto areas. Such a requirement would tend to have a stultifying effect on 
the total volume of loans and investments made by these supervised financial 
institutions. In order to meet such a quota requirement, financial institutions 
would tend to hold back on loans and investments made in other areas so 
that the percentage quota could be met. As a result, the total volume of 
loans and investments could be appreciably smaller than might otherwise 
occur if there were no percentage requirements.

In the final analysis, what is needed is not a shift of loans and investments 
from other areas into ghetto areas, but rather a general expansion in the total 
volume of loans and investments. Such a general expansion is best accom
plished by monetary and fiscal policies that induce a more plentiful supply 
of credits at more moderate interest rates.

Hearings an Private Investment in the Inner City Before the Sub comm. on Financial 
Institutions of the Setrate Comm, on Banking and Currency, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 81-82 
(1968) (statement of William B. Ross, Deputy Under Secretary for Policy Analysis and 
Program Evaluation of the Department of Housing and Urban Development).

Some noncompulsorv steps have already been taken to draw pension 
plan monies into housing. Notable among these are the new mortgage- 
backed bonds offered by the Government National Mortgage Associa
tion. More such devices are needed to induce pension funds to invest 
in such projects, and legislative steps that might be taken are suggested 
below. However, any legal requirement that pension funds buy certain 
kinds of investments ultimately could hurt pensioners. It also could 
undermine confidence in pensions, and it likely would help some vested 
interests rather than only socially useful projects. Moreover, the idea 
that pension funds must meet today’s needs for investment in order 
to justify or “earn" their tax exemption is new, strange, and hopefully 
will not recur.

Pension funds are tax exempt because, by their very existence, they 
¿ire “socially useful projects.” First, they provide for decent, dignified 
retirement—not only for today’s older generation, but also for today’s 
younger citizens when they become old. The suffering and public 
welfare problems that would follow if we lacked this great protection 
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are self-evident. Second, pension funds are perhaps the best machinery 
available for increasing personal savings. Most individuals cannot save 
for themselves as well as they can by means of a pension fund, because 
current needs and temptations tend to win out over the needs of future 
decades.9 Pension funds not only increase personal savings, but also 
increase the likelihood that those savings will be invested by sophis
ticated management. Beyond the personal tragedy of the small inves
tor’s propensity to buy boiler-room schemes and underwater real estate, 
such schemes are not as economically productive as the sound corpora
tions and projects to which professional investors usually limit them
selves, especially when acting as fiduciaries.

9 Some studies suggest that people with pension coverage save on their own even more 
than people without such coverage, possibly because retirement security seems within 
reach rather than hopeless.

10 See, e.g., Bankers Trust Co., The Investment Outlook for 1970, at table 12.
11 See id.
12 Investment Bankers Ass’n of America, State and Local Pension Funds 1970, at 6.

It would not be mere word-play to ask whether our pension plans, 
which invest almost all their funds in government securities or the secur
ities of the major corporations of America, are not already investing in 
“socially useful projects.” Whatever one’s problems with American 
Telephone & Telegraph, it is a useful enterprise. However, if one 
focuses upon particular investment areas, especially housing and state and 
local government projects, it is undeniable that pension funds do little 
and lately have been doing less. Attention has focused on pension funds’ 
investment in housing, which has been rising but at a decreasing rate. 
Most dramatic has been the pension funds’ noninvestment in, or net 
liquidation of, state and local government bonds. Private pension funds, 
being tax exempt, are not even listed among the sources of funds for 
such securities in the last decade.10 State and local pension funds, al
though also tax exempt, for noneconomic reasons were once large 
holders of state and local bonds, but have been net sellers of such se
curities since I960,11 cutting their holdings almost in half.12 Clearly, 
then, pension funds have not met the public sector’s needs for the 
basic infrastructure upon which the private sector and all citizens rely 
—for such essentials as schools, hospitals, other public facilities, and 
low-income housing. The pattern of pension fund investment is clearly 
to avoid such fund-starved projects as low-cost housing and local gov
ernment financing, for the very reason that has kept others away from 
those projects: they offer poor economic returns, badly below inflation- 
adjusted returns available elsewhere. It is the obligation and the raison 
d’etre of the pension funds to earn good returns so as to help meet 
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obligations to pensioners. It is not the pension funds’ obligation—legal, 
economic, or moral—to try to correct the impact of inflation, especially 
if such an effort would ultimately be financed at the expense of pen
sioners.

Pension funds simply must make high-yield investments. The usual 
rule of thumb illustration is that a one percent difference in yield earned 
on pension fund assets means roughly a 20 percent difference in ability 
to pay benefits, or in the cost to employers.13 If pension funds are forced 
to make some low-yield investments, the funds’ ability to pay benefits 
will be reduced. Even if benefits are not immediately affected, as where 
they are fixed by contract and paid both by the employer and the fund 
(as is frequently the case) the employer will be much less willing to 
agree to further increases in pension benefits. He will recognize his 
inability to make his contribution to the pension fund work productively 
enough to cover the costs of benefits. Furthermore, benefits must be 
raised frequently unless inflation is stopped permanently; otherwise we 
will all be like the retired clergymen who, in the 1960’s, were getting 
total pension benefits of only $600 per annum because their pension de
pended on salaries of earlier decades.14 In the last 18 years, I believe 
U. S. Steel has agreed 11 times to increase pension benefits. Former 
Justice and Labor Secretary Arthur J. Goldberg has noted that “union 
and management come to the bargaining table with some appraisal of 
how much money there is in the ‘kitty’ for an increase. The appraisals 
are, naturally, different. But it is the total cost of improvements which 
provide the framework within which the union and management bar
gain.” 15 If pension funds can not be run to meet pension benefit 
costs, unions will find it easier to bargain for increases in current com
pensation since these costs can be met by adjustments more within 
management’s control. This would produce a rise in current income, 
a reduction in deferred income, and obviously a new inflationary force 
would be added.

13 M. Bernstein, The Future of Private Pensions 41 (1964); Financial Post, Apr. 25, 
1970, § 1, at 5, col. 3.

14 M. Bernstein, supra note 13, at 171.
15 Arthur J. Goldberg, quoted in P. Harbrecht, Pension Funds and Economic Power 

39 (1959). It is difficult to discover the extent to which management’s actual costs of 
contribution to pension funds, rather than rough estimates, enter into collective bar
gaining. In the steel industry, it appears that estimates are used, usually substantially above 
actual costs. Therefore, at least one AFL-CIO official rakes issue with my reasoning, and 
argues that actual costs could rise substantially before bargaining would be affected at 
all. This official agrees, however, that the matter is one of speculation and that higher 
actual costs would before very long affect bargaining to the disadvantage of present and 
potential pensioners.
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A legal requirement that pension funds make any particular kind of 
investments will also undermine confidence in pension plans. Workers 
will be less willing to accept deferred compensation, as fear will spread 
that, by the time they become eligible to enjoy their pensions, the gov
ernment will have taken steps which reduce the value of the pension. 
It is already difficult to get younger members of the work force to see 
the value of pensions, and the proposed requirement will make the 
bargaining situation even harder. Assurance is needed that pensions 
will likely be increased over the years so as to avoid devaluation by in
flation and so that the fund will be fully productive when it is needed. 
Providing for retirement and increasing personal savings are significant 
social contributions in themselves, as well as immensely important eco
nomic contributions to the endless battle against inflation. Undermining 
these contributions for short-run help with today’s pressing problems is 
shortsighted.

By compelling purchase of what are sure to be lower-yield invest
ments, and thus lowering the funds’ over-all yield and raising the cost 
of pension benefits, such a legal requirement will make it much harder 
to increase portability, vesting, funding, and the other improvements 
which those involved with pensions have long been striving for. The 
obstacle blocking such improvements is cost.

A further difficulty with any legal requirement lies in defining exactly 
what will qualify as a “socially useful project.” For example, the need 
for aid to low-income housing is far too great to allow such a require
ment to be satisfied by aid to high-income housing. The beneficiaries of 
any such requirement must be those who cannot help themselves, not 
members of a depressed construction industry. Yet, another bill,16 
which would require pension funds to shift a quarter of their assets into 
housing investment over the next 25 years, would allow that require 
ment to be fully satisfied by investment in higbest-income housing.17 
The bill permits the requirement to be satisfied either by directly holding 
any residential property or by holding certificates of deposit or other ob
ligations of savings and loan associations, without any ceiling on the 
cost of the housing involved.18 Housing for the rich must never be 
subsidized at the ultimate expense of pensioners. Too many people 
stand to gain in the legislative efforts to define such a requirement, and 

16 H R. 15660. 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970), introduced by Congressman Hanna.
17 Sec id. at 4-7. This requirement would be enforced by amending section 4949 of 

the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 such that a tax would be imposed on the pension 
fund for the difference between the amount which is required to be invested in housing 
and that which is actually invested.

is Id. ar 5-6.
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such bills are too technical in nature to win visibility and therefore pub
lic support for those legislators who would fight to limit the require
ment to serve the purposes of all the people, not merely those well- 
represented in the lobbies.

Moreover, implementing any legal requirement which, like H.R. 
15402, does not assure pension funds adequate time to adjust their port
folios, would unnecessarily upset the securities markets and lower the 
prices at which a pension fund would be selling. Once the impact of 
the legal requirement was absorbed, prices would adjust upward, but 
all persons affected by the size of the pension fund’s assets would have 
suffered a permanent loss. A further problem of implementation is 
the high likelihood of litigation before the requirement could be carried 
our. Obviously, any fund in which employees have vested rights is 
likely to be the subject of a suit to test whether rights are being uncon
stitutionally impaired.

Finally, any such requirement goes against the decades-long, decisive 
trend away from legal inhibitions on the kinds of investments fiduciaries 
make. In ordinary trust law, the “legal list’’ has been almost universally 
abandoned in favor of the “prudent man” rule. In life insurance, the 
right statutory net covering investments has been consistently loosened 
in favor of fewer restrictions and higher ceilings on the amounts that 
may be invested in common stocks. Indeed, the greatest change in life 
insurance company investments, the near-universal allowance of sep
arate accounts (which usually have no governmental restrictions on their 
investments), has occurred precisely because life insurance companies 
were at a competitive disadvantage in the struggle with banks for man
agement of pension funds. In state and local retirement systems, yet 
another movement toward removing procrustean requirements on the 
form of investments is apparent. Even in the completely unregulated 
sphere of university endowments, a most significant event has been the 
Ford Foundation-sponsored 1969 studies by William Cary and the Barker 
Committee which called for investment management free of many tra
ditional restrictions.

The reason for this unbroken trend away from legally imposed re
strictions on the form of investments is that, economically, they simply 
have not worked; these restrictions consistently operated to the disad
vantage of the very beneficiaries they were designed to protect. As 
the Department of Housing and Urban Development said less than two 
years ago, in addition to hurting pensioners, legal requirements on pen
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sion funds’ form of investment might very well fail to channel greater 
net investment into the target projects.19

19 See note 8 supra and accompanying text.
20 See Hearings on Private Investment in the Inner City, supra note 8, at 209-32 

(statement of Adlai E. Stevenson, III, Treasurer, State of Illinois).
21 See Bankers Trust Co., supra note 10, at table 26.
22 The rise was from $24.4 billion in 1962-65 to $32.3 billion in 1966-69. See id. at 

table 10.

Instead of inventing new procrustean beds, the investments in question 
should be made attractive to pension funds. For example, the Federal 
National Mortgage Association’s debentures and the Government Na
tional Mortgage Association’s mortgage-backed bonds are imaginative 
combinations of government guarantees, attractive yields, and freedom 
from the need to deal with borrowers. However, even the energetic 
people presently involved in these programs thus far have not been able 
to attract enough new investment.

In addition to HUD’s work on new devices, Treasury officials have 
been “jawboning” pension funds and others to invest more in housing. 
For various reasons, this has met with limited success. First, the Treasury 
has not heeded its own preachings. For example, the Treasury will not 
reveal the public benefits, if any, served by federal bank deposits to
talling roughly $6 billion. Contrast this with the admirable service to 
social purposes by use of public bank deposits under Illinois Treasurer 
Stevenson, now being studied by other states.20 It further appears that 
the Treasury has taken no steps to use effectively the Unemployment 
Trust Fund, a fund of approximately $13 billion in assets belonging to 
the states but managed by the Treasury with a wretched yield of less 
than 4.5 percent. The Treasury should improve its own performance as 
trustee if it hopes to influence other fiduciaries to change theirs. Second, 
it is allegedly understood that the new investments won by “jawboning” 
are not committed to low- or moderate-income housing, or any other 
“socially useful project.” Thus, the Treasury’s activity seems to be a 
publicity scheme rather than a basic commitment to utilization of funds 
to achieve socially desirable goals.

Dynamic new devices for attracting new money into housing do exist, 
however, whereas little has been done about the catastrophe in state and 
local government financing. Imagination rising to the level of art is 
needed to grasp the contrast between the soaring growth of the corporate 
sector’s new financing and the constricted creeping of the state and 
local government sector’s. Each sector issued almost identical amounts 
of new bonds in the 1962-65 period,21 but in the next three years the 
corporate sector better than doubled its issues,22 while the state and 
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local sector crept up one-third.23 That one-third increase must be 
measured against the sharply higher needs created by population growth, 
rising expectations, and cost inflation. In addition to the prodigious 
rise in corporate bonds, new internal financing was increased from $198 
billion in 1962-65 to $249.7 billion in 1966-69 by non-financial corpo
rations alone,24 and all corporations increased their new stock issues 
from $1.9 billion in 1962-65 to $6.9 billion in 1966-69.25 The com
parative starvation of the public sector is expected to be still worse 
in 1970: net new state and local bonds will total $9.5 billion,26 as com- 
oared with $16.8 billion net new corporate bonds.27 The disparity is 
leicfhtened when $5.1 billion in net new corporate stock28 and, for 
nonfinancial corporations alone, new internal financing of between 
$59.3 billion and $65.5 billion are taken into account for 1970.29

2 '■ The rise was of 120 percent, from $25.2 billion in 1962-65 to $553 billion in 1966-69. 
See id. at table 12.

24 See id. at table 11.
25 See id. at table 12.
26 Id. at table 10.
27 Id. at table 11.
28 Id. at table 26.
29 Salomon Bros. & Hutzler, Supply and Demand for CREDrr in 1970, at table III.

It would be nonsense to suggest that there should be complete parity 
between the amount of net new debt of corporations and that of state 
and local governments. It is even more dangerous nonsense, however, 
to continue leaving new financing by state and local governments to the 
ravages of inflation fueled by the incomparably greater bargaining 
power of private corporations. Aided by a subsidy via the tax deduction 
on the interest they pay, such corporations can offer bonds at virtually 
any price the market demands, and in addition can offer equity and 
“equity kickers.” States and localities receive no subsidy except the 
tax exemption on the interest they pay. The shrinking market for their 
bonds has forced them to pay interest rates which, combined with the 
tax exemption, result in disproportionately high returns to the high- 
bracket taxpayers who are an important part of that shrinking market 
at the expense of the local taxpayers who bear the burden of debt service. 
For these reasons state and local government projects become increasing
ly difficult to authorize.

Even more than devices to draw pension fund monies into the mort
gage markets, devices to make state and local bonds attractive to pen
sion funds are needed. It is mere accident that the market for such 
bonds excludes pension funds; the coincidence of the double tax ex
emption makes tax-exempt interest rates uneconomical for tax-exempt 
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funds. The fact that state and local retirement funds were once sub
stantial holders of such bonds resulted from political rather than eco
nomic decisions. Moreover, for at least the last decade even those retire
ment funds have been selling rather than buying municipal bonds, 
lowering their total holdings by almost one-half.30

30 See note 12 supra and accompanying text.

The Urban Institute has proposed that the federal government subsi
dize municipal bond interest when such bonds are held by state and 
local retirement funds. The proposal is set out at length in an Appendix 
to this Comment, and the thinking it embodies is to be commended. 
Support of the Urban Institute proposal should not be aimed solely 
toward opening up state and local pension funds on the sloganized 
rationalization of ‘"state monies for state needs”; it must concentrate 
as well upon opening up private pension funds, adding their $126 
billion to the $52 billion of state and local funds to create a new, rapidly 
expanding market for municipal securities.

Other investment needs, such as inner-city business enterprises and 
rural cooperatives, must also be dealt with by discrete methods to 
make them attractive for purchase by pension funds. Two further 
legislative steps are suggested to make pension funds more likely to buy 
“socially useful investments,” even if their yield is lower than available 
commercial investments. First, we should free fiduciaries (including at 
least pension fund managers) of their fear of legal liability if they invest 
for “social yield” rather than pursuing a maximum return consistent with 
the safety of principal. By analogy to the “basket clause” statutes 
which enable life insurance companies to invest free of their usual 
restrictions, pension funds should be statutorily enabled to invest up to 
perhaps 10 percent of their assets in projects (safeguarded to avoid 
party-in-interest problems) with “social yield,” such as low-cost hous
ing. Absent such enabling legislation, banks, insurance companies and 
other money managers will understandably argue that their legal obli
gation is to make portfolios grow and produce. Even with such legis
lation, the parties involved clearly would be free to preclude any invest
ment for “social yield,” or to limit the amount so invested below the 
statutory figure. The contribution of such a statute would be to increase 
the likelihood that more assets of institutional investors will come to 
socially useful projects, whatever their profitability.

Regardless of such an enabling statute, competition among money 
managers may make pension fund portfolio managers fearful of losing 
their clients unless they perform outstandingly. Voluntary efforts must 
be undertaken, therefore, to change attitudes toward pension fund 
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management so that pension funds begin to make charitable contribu
tions and otherwise aid the public welfare without any direct return 
in profit, as do corporations. Such a change in thinking is likely to 
occur faster if the ultimate management of pension funds, and thus the 
ultimate selection of investment strategy and of portfolio managers, 
were democratized to include more worker participation. In many in
dustries, corporate management has vehemently resisted any effort to 
take away its complete control of the pension fund to which it con
tributes for the benefit of the workers. Unions have too many other 
matters to bargain over to give much emphasis to breaking this par
ticular management monopoly. The law should step in where collective 
bargaining tends not to work and where democracy and economic 
xx elfare would gain from securing jointly-managed pension funds, what
ever the industry.

The notion that pension funds should be required to buy particular 
investments deserves one final comment. During any war, budget con
straints most seriously affect the civilian portion of the public sector. 
Resources arc allocated for helicopters instead of hospitals. It is no 
answer at all to exact tribute from pension funds in order to cover 
expenditures which our nation’s leaders have assigned too low a priority.
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APPENDIX
“[TJhe Urban Institute plans to seek to expand the supply of funds 

available to municipal borrowers by opening up state and local savings to 
support that sector’s investment programs. To do this, the proposals circum
vent the obstacle of tax-exemptions that makes these investments now un
profitable for state and local pension funds by paying them a subsidv to 
neutralize the pre-tax differential between taxable and nontaxable secu
rities. . . . These subsidies should be largely self-supporting since the tax
able security incomes given up by these nontaxpaying investors will be held 
by taxpaying investors. That is, the diminished supply of tax-exempts to 
taxpaying investors will channel their holdings into taxable investments and 
the tax revenues from these would approximate the subsidv required to 
induce the State and local pension funds to held tax-exempts.

“Altogether, the State and local funds could supply from $4 to $8 billion 
a year to the municipal bond new issue market. Moreover, these inflows 
would be largest in times of stringent monetary conditions when municipal 
yields soar above their traditional relationship to those on taxable instruments. 
The cost of such a subsidy scheme would be, for $4 billion in State and local 
securities with 5 percent coupons, $80 million dollars with a 40 per
cent subsidy. This compares to the $7.5 billion that the Federal government 
dispenses in grants to State and local facilities alone.

“Some specific notes on the proposals:
“1. The UI proposals do no violence to the principle of tax-exemption. 

They rather expand the supply of funds in such a way as (1) to increase 
the efficiency of tax-exemption ¿/z/tf-subsidy to state and local borrowers 
and (2) to reduce the extent of tax shelter available to high income-tax 
bracket investors.

“2. Communities and states would continue to issue bonds in the same 
manner. Underwriting would still be in the hands of private investment 
bankers. The Federal government or any agency of it would have no 
interest in a control over the amount or timing or nature of any state and 
local borrowing. The market mechanism would remain the same in all 
mechanical details.

“3. But a new investor group, that of the State and Local Pension Funds, 
would now be purchasing state and local bond issues. For example, if the 
subsidy rates were 40 percent, pension funds would acquire municipals on 
the basis of a 40 percent markup on coupon yields to be covered by a Fed
eral government subsidy. Thus, if municipal bonds were selling at 6 per
cent, a pension fund buying this bond would receive a post-subsidy yield of 
8.40 percent. Today, that would be above the yield available on the highest 
grade corporate issue.

“4. The pension fund would receive the subsidy routinely on the presen
tation of a copy of the coupon to the Treasury. Although there might need 
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co be some provisions to protect the Treasury against intra-governmental 
transactions and to insure “arms length” transactions, there would be no 
restrictions as to the nature or maturity or purpose of the municipal bond. 
The buying decision is left strictly up to the pension fund.

“5. State and local pension funds are growing at a rate of about 10 per
cent or $4 billion a year. Their total assets are $45 billion, the majority of 
which are invested in corporate bonds. Given that the average investment 
life of their fixed income securities (93 percent of the total) is 10 years, 
they have a rollover of $4 billion as well as net new funds of $4 billion to 
invest each year. If roughly one-half (or $4 billion) of this were to be in
vested in State and local securities, it would be sufficient to absorb about 40 
percent of the $10 billion annual net increase in State and local securities. 
A 40 percent expansion in net available funds would not only allow for 
more borrowing but would lower the cost of the borrowing done. And the 
market would be greatly stabilized ....

“6. How does the subsidy pay for itself? The subsidy pays for itself by 
(1) keeping taxpaying investors from holding tax-exempt securities, and (2) 
keeping nontaxpaying investors from holding taxable securities. Of course, 
this rearrangement is not brought about by flat or purposeful exclusion, 
but is an outcome of removing the barrier which tax-exemption forms to the 
investment flow of certain nontaxpaying institutions—in this case, the State 
and local pension funds—into the tax-exempt market.

“While the final outcome is a complicated thing, the essential idea can be 
expressed as follows: Given a fixed supply of tax-exempt bonds and investor 
resources, the pension funds would absorb part of the supply of tax-exempt 
bonds. High taxable income investors, that now demand a high discount 
to hold municipals, would acquire taxable investments instead. (A simple 
way of looking at it is that they would purchase the corporate bonds that 
otherwise would have been held by the pension funds.) Taxable investors 
would pay taxes where now taxes are avoided—both by their holding of tax
exempts and by the pension funds holding potentially taxable securities. 
These taxes would probably cover most if not all of the subsidy since the 
average marginal rate on tax-exempt investors is approximately 40 percent.

“There are other costs and savings to consider. Federal government bor
rowing costs might go up somewhat, but it is primarily a short-term market 
and State and local pension funds make only a small contribution in support. 
On the other hand—and this is very important—the broadened municipal 
market would be able to absorb a greater volume of financing and at a 
lower cost. This type of support would cheapen the borrowing of govern
ments, especially in times of tightness when the taxable to non-taxable yield 
ratio drops off precipitously.” 31

31 Hearings on H.R. 13270 Before the Senate Comm. on Finance, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., 
pt. 4, at 3091-93 (1969) (testimony of Hon. Louie Welch, Mayor, City of Houston, Tex.).
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COMMENTS
FNMA AND THE RIGHTS OF PRIVATE IN

VESTORS: HER HEART STITT 
BELONGS TO DADDY

One of the greatest advantages of the public corporation is that 
it is removed from the political arena and from constant inter
ference from the legislature and from the financial authorities while 
at the same time its character and its organization make it effec
tively accountable to the public for the trusteeship with which 
it has been charged.1

1 M. Dimock, Government Operated Enterprise in the Panama Canal Zone, 194-95 
•1934).

2 See Lilienthal & Marquis, The Conduct of Business Enterprises by the Federal 
Government, 54 Harv. L. Rev. 545, 546-55 (1941). For examples of federally chartered 
corporations, see note 46 infra.

The Government has traditionally maintained this control by restricting stock 
ownership solely to the Government itself. See, e.g., Home Owners’ Loan Corp., Act 
of June 13, 1933, ch. 64, § 4, 48 Stat. 129; Inland Waterways Corp., Act of June 3,
1924, ch. 243, § 1, 43 Stat. 360; Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., 12 U.S.C. § 1819
Supp. V, 1970), amending 12 U.S.C. 1811-31 (1964). In those instances where 

stock is issued to rhe private sector, governmental control has been retained by 
limiting purchase of stock to only those organizations subject to Government super
vision. See, e.g., Federal Intermediate Credit Banks, 12 U.S.C. § 1061 (Supp. V. 1970), 
amending 12 U.S.C. 1021-95 (1964) (no transfer except by redemption to Govern
ment or sale to production credit association); Federal Home Loan Bank Corp., 12 
U.S.C. §§ 1421, 1422(4), I426(h)-(j) (1964) (transfer restricted to existing home loan 
banks or to banks requiring such stock for membership purposes); Federal Savings
& Loan Insurance Corp., 12 U.S.C. §§ 1725, 1725(a)-(b) (Supp. V, 1970) (complete 
«nvnership by the Home Owners’ Loan Corp.) When share ownership did reach 
private hands, usually only by original issuance, government autonomy also has been 
maintained by denying nongovernment investors the right to vote; limiting the stock
holder to use of the federal corporation’s services. See, e.g., Federal Reserve Banks, 
12 U.S.C. §§ 285, 287, 341 (1964) (guaranteed 6% return on share investment); Federal 
Land Banks, 12 U.S.C. §§ 641, 692, 694, 723(c) (1964) (stock entitled individuals to 
‘»orrow from the land bank).

[ 369 1

Efficiency, freedom from legislative meddling, and the shibboleth 
"involvement of the private sector’1 are the watchwords of federal 
incorporation. Public corporations are designed to perform functions 
that the private sector can not, or will not, undertake,2 and typically 
have remained subject to governmental control.3 * * & In 1968, the Federal 
National Mortgage Association (“Fannie Mae” or FNMA), previously 
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a Government-controlled corporation, was transferred from the public 
to the private sector.4 Appealing “to the genius of our private enterprise 
system to join government in a partnership,” 5 Congress proposed to 
enlist the virtues of private enterprise: business efficiency and expertise. 
Instead, it precipitated an inevitable conflict between private shareholder 
rights and public corporate policy. It is the purpose of this Comment 
to focus on that conflict and to examine its implications for the private 
investor in FNMA.

4 Federal National Mortgage Association Charter Act §§ 301-12, 12 U.S.C. §§ 1716-
1723d (Supp. V, 1970) [hereinafter cited as Charter Act].

6 Sparkman, Implementing the 1968 Housing Act, 23 Nat’l League J., Nov. 1968, at 6 
(official publication of National League of Insured Savings Ass’ns).

6National Housing Act, ch. 847, §§ 301-08, 48 Stat. 1252 (1934), as amended, 12 U.S.C. 
§§ 1716-23 (Supp. V, 1970).

ild. §§ 1-5, 48 Stat. 1246 (1934).
8 Id. § 301(a), 48 Stat. 1252 (1934). This authority was later repealed. Act of July 1, 

1948, ch. 784, § 301, 62 Stat. 1206. See FNMA, Background and History 1938 . . . 
1969, at 4-6 (1969) [hereinafter cited as Background & History].

9 Initially, the National Housing Act provided that an association must have capital 
stock of at least $5 million paid in before a charter would be issued. Borrowings were 
limited to ten times the aggregate par value of the stock. National Housing Act, 
ch. 847, §§ 301(d), 302, 48 Stat. 1253 (1934). The capital stock requirement was 
subsequently reduced to $2 million, and permitted borrowings were increased to 
twelve times the aggregate value of the outstanding stock. Act of May 28, 1935, ch. 
150, §§ 30-31, 49 Stat. 300. Despite these inducements, no private mortgage associations 
were formed, primarily because financial institutions had reached the limit of their 
investment capacity in the housing section. Only a new source of funds or a means 
of releasing funds presently obligated to housing could free financing for new home 
construction. See Background & History 5-6.

10 National Housing Act, ch. 842, §§ 301-08, 48 Stat. 1252 (1934), as amended, 
National Housing Act Amendment of 1938, ch. 13, §§4-8, 52 Stat. 23.

11 The Reconstruction Finance Corporation was organized to provide emergency 
facilities to aid in financing agriculture, commerce, and industry. Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation Act, ch. 8, §§ 1-17, 47 Stat. 5 (1932).

Legislative Background of FNMA
The history of federal involvement in the field of mortgage financing 

dates from the enactment of Title III of the National Housing Act6 
which created authority in the Federal Housing Administration4 * 6 7 to 
charter and supervise privately owned national mortgage associations 
which would purchase, hold, or sell conventional and FHA-insured 
mortgages.8 No private mortgage associations were formed under this 
act;9 however, the Federal Housing Administration did utilize its title 
III authority10 to charter a federally financed mortgage association con
trolled by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation [RFC]11 and to 
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be known as the National Mortgage Association of Washington.12 This 
predecessor to the Federal National Mortgage Association,13 had three 
principal objectives: (1) to establish a market for the purchase and sale 
of first mortgages insured by the Federal Housing Administration; (2) 
to facilitate the construction and financing of rental and private hous
ing bv making direct loans secured by first mortgages insured by the 
Federal Housing Administration; and (3) to make available its bonds 
or debentures to private investors.14

12 Background & History 8-9. This agency had an initial capitalization of $10 million 
plus $1 million paid-in surplus, subscribed to and paid for by the RFC. Id. See also 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, Report for the First Quarter, 1938, H.R. 
Doc. No. 62, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. 1 (1938). This capitalization was eventually increased 
to S317.8 million. Id. at 5-6. The Association remained under the control of the RFC 
until 1950 when it became a division of the Housing and Home Finance Agency 
(HHFA). Reorganization Plan No. 23 of 1950, § 1, 64 Stat. 1279. It subsequently 
became a constitutent agency of HHFA. Housing Act of 1954, ch. 649, § 201, 68 Stat. 
613, amending National Housing Act. ch. 847, § 302, 48 Stat. 1254 (1934). It was 
transferred to the Department of Housing and Urban Development in 1965. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development Act, § 5(b), Pub. L. No. 89-174, 79 Stat. 669 
(1965).

13 Background & History 8-9 & n.13. The name was changed to Federal National 
Alongage Association in 1938. Id. at 8.

14 National Housing Act Amendments of 1938, ch. 13, §4, 52 Stat. 23, amending 
National Housing Act, ch. 847, § 301(a), 48 Stat. 1252 (1934).

15 President’s Advisory Comm, on Government Housing Policies and Programs, A 
Report to the President of the United States 11-13 ( 1953). As stated by former 
FNMA president Raymond H. Lapin, “‘Fannie Mae’ is a private corporation serving 
a public purpose. . . . [ providingl both liquidity and stability to the residential mort
gage market. . . .” FNMA: Progress & Prospects 4 (1969) (A Report to the New 
York Society of Security Analysts presented by Raymond H. Lapin, FNMA president 
at that time, and Carl Burke, FNMA Dep’t of Fiscal Planning) (copy on file at Geo. 
L.J.) [hereinafter cited as Progress & Prospects!. Lapin described FNMA as a “public 
purpose entity which has corporate form, with the profit motive, with modern 
management methods, [and! with experienced personnel.” Id.

1(5 Housing Act of 1954, ch. 649, § 201, 68 Stat. 612, amending National Housing 
Act, ch. 847, 301-08, 48 Stat. 1252 (1934).

17 Background & History 8-9 & n.13. The Special Assistance Function refers to 
selected special housing needs as determined by the President. See id. at 30-38. 
This function is presently carried on by the Government National Mortgage Associa
tion (“Ginny Mae” or GNMA). See note 22 infra and accompanying text. The 
Management and Liquidating Functions were concerned with supervision of the existing 

In 1953, it was recommended that a secondary mortgage market 
facility be formed which eventually would be privately financed and 
operated with minimal government participation.15 Responding to this 
recommendation, Congress amended title III,16 authorizing the Federal 
National Mortgage Association to conduct three separate activities: (1) 
secondary market operations; (2) special assistance functions; and (3) 
management and liquidating functions.17 The Charter Act provided 
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that, as promptly as practicable after all preferred stock in the Associa
tion held by the Secretary of the Treasury had been retired, Congress 
would consider legislation necessary to transfer the Association’s assets 
and liabilities to the holders of its common stock in order that operations 
could thereafter be carried out by a privately owned and financed 
organization.18

mortgage portfolio. See Background & History 32-33. For an explanation of 
Secondary Market Operations, sec notes 31-33 infra and accompanying text.

18 Housing Act of 1954, ch. 649, § 201, 68 Stat. 615, amending National Housing 
Act, ch. 847, § 303, 48 Stat. 1254 (1934).

1® Charter Act §§ 301-12, 12 U.S.C. §§ 1716-23d (Supp. V, 1970).
20Id. § 302, 12 U.S.C. § 1717(a)(2).
21 Id. §§ 305-06, 12 U.S.C. 1720, 1721.
22 Id. § 304, 12 U.S.C. § 1719.
23 Id.
24 Id. § 302(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1717(b).
25 7J. The aggregate amount of outstanding obligations was not to exceed 15 

times the sum of the corporation’s “capital, capital surplus, general surplus, reserve' 
and undistributed earnings, unless a greater rate shall be fixed at any time or from time 
to time by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.” Id. This ratio was 
increased to 20 to one in 1968. 24 C.F.R. § 81.4(a) (1969). Effective December 8, 
1969, it was increased again to 25 to one. 24 C.F.R. § 81.4(a) (1970).

26 Charter Act § 303 (a), 12 U.S.C. § 1718(a) (Supp. V, 1970); see notes 36-37 
infra and accompanying text. Additional sources of funds for corporate operation-« 
were to include: (1) earnings, including fees for various services; (2) income from 
investments other than mortgages; (3) interim borrowings from the Secretary of the 
Treasury; (4) lines of credit in commercial banks; and (5) profit from portfolio 
liquidation. Background & History 24.

27 The period spanning the transition from public to private ownership was to end 
as soon as “not less than one-third of the corporation’s common stock fwas] owned 
by persons or institutions in the mortgage lending, home building, real estate, or 

This recommendation of private ownership was embodied within 
Title VIII of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968.19 As 
it existed on August 31, 1968, the Federal National Mortgage Associa
tion was partitioned into two separate corporations.20 The Government 
National Mortgage Association [GNMA] remained a federal agenev 
and assumed the special assistance and management and liquidating 
functions,21 while the Federal National Mortgage Association became 
privately owned and assumed the secondary market operations.22 Con
sistent with its primary purpose of providing secondary market facil
ities,23 24 the reconstituted FNMA was given authority to purchase, serv
ice, sell, or otherwise deal with mortgages insured by the Federal 
Housing Administration or the Veterans’ Administration.21 Its opera
tions were to be financed by issuance of debt obligations in the form 
of debentures and short term discount notes25 and by issuance of com
mon stock.26 During a brief transitional period,27 ownership and con
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trol were to be transferred from the federal government to private 
shareholders, and general management was to vest ultimately in a board 
of directors consisting of fifteen members—ten elected by the share
holders and five appointed by the President of the United States.28

related businesses; but in no event [was] it [to] end sooner than May 1, 1970, or later 
than May 1, 1973.” Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-448, 
§ 810(b)(3), 82 Stat. 546.

During the transitional period, the board of directors was to consist of nine members 
appointed by the Secretary of HUD. At the first annual shareholder meeting, two 
members were to be elected by the common stockholders with the remaining seven 
again appointed by the Secretary. Id.; see note 29 infra.

28 Charter Act § 310, 12 U.S.C. § 1723 (b) (Supp. V, 1970). On April 18, 1970, 
President Nixon appointed five men to serve on the board with members thereafter 
to be elected by the shareholders. Those appointed included: Paul A. Volcker, Under 
Secretary of the Treasury for Monetary Affairs; Sherman Unger, then General 
Counsel of the Department of Housing and Urban Development; Lloyd E. Clark, a 
a national director of the National Association of Homebuilders; Julian H. Zimmerman, 
President of the Lumberman’s Investment Corporation; and Charles P. Landt, President 
of Cameron-Brown Company of Raleigh, North Carolina. N.Y. Times, Apr. 18, 1970, 
at 43, col. 3.

The Charter Act required the President to select at least three of his five appointees 
from the homebuilding and mortgage industries. Charter Act § 308b, 12 U.S.C. § 1723 (b) 
(Supp. V, 1970). As the backgrounds of these appointees indicate, the President 
apparently also felt compelled to assure government representation. In view of the 
President’s assumed power to appoint and remove management personnel as well as 
board members, however, government representation within FNMA is certain regard
less of the board’s membership. See note 98 infra. Combined with the supervisory 
authority retained in the Department of Housing and Urban Development, it is difficult 
to foresee any possibility for involuntary relinquishment of federal domination of the 
corporation. See note 30 infra and accompanying text.

29 See Washington Post, May 22, 1970, § C, at 8, col. 4. The ten members were 
all nominees of management and were elected without opposition. Meeting after 
the shareholder session, they elected retired General Lucius D. Clay as the first board 
chairman under the private charter. A senior partner of a New York investment 
banking firm, Clay was a surprise selection since it had been predicted that the board 
would choose Sherman Unger. Unger, at that time HUD’s General Counsel and a 
presidential appointee to the board, declined to try for election to the chair post 
when some members of the new board opposed selecting any member with direct 
governmental ties. However, a new position of vice chairman and chairman of rhe 
newly authorized executive committee was created for him to hold. Id.

30 Charter Act § 309, 12 U.S.C. § 1723a (h) (Supp. V, 1970). The Secretary also may 
(1) require reports on rhe corporation’s activities; (2) audit the corporation’s books

In fact, private ownership has never acceded. Despite the announce
ment in May 1970, that the transition period had ended, and despite 
the election of ten board members by the private sector,29 the retention 
by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development of a general 
regulatory power over FNMA to make “such rules and regulations as 
shall be necessary and proper to insure that the purposes of [title VIII | 
are accomplished” 30 portends continued government control.
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Functions of FNMA

In its capacity as a secondary mortgage market FNMA provides a 
“degree of liquidity for mortgage investments, thereby improving the 
distribution of capital available for home mortgages financing” through 
the purchase and sale of mortgages from and to private institutions.31 
Mortgage investors utilize its facilities to satisfy their local excesses of 
demand and supply and the corporation gauges national mortgage 
needs and resources to effectuate an efficient national allocation of the 
total mortgage investment funds available.32 Typically, private mortgage 
institutions purchase and sell as their capital demands fluctuate, older 
mortgages become due, and business opportunities present themselves. 
During periods of tight money, however, it is no longer profitable for 
companies to hold mortgages as they can receive higher returns through 
bonds, commercial loans, and other nonmortgage investments. The 
presence of FNMA constitutes an implicit promise by the Government 
to liquidate excess holdings, thereby inducing an incessant mortgage 
supply regardless of economic conditions and permitting government 
funds indirectly to spur continued construction of new living units, 
fulfilling Congress’ overall objective in the housing sector.33

and financial transactions; (3) require that a reasonable portion of the corporation’s 
mortgage purchases be related to low and moderate income housing. Id. See also 
Wall Street Journal, Feb. 24, 1970, at 6, col. 1. His approval is necessary also for 
certain other corporate functions. See Charter Act § 303(c), 12 U.S.C. § 1718(c) 
(Supp. V, 1970) (amending the minimum amount of stock to be held by servicers 
and determining upper limit of cash dividends paid on common stock); id. §§ 309(h), 
311, 12 U.S.C. §§ 1723a(h), 1723c (issuing stock and corporate obligations). In addition, 
he is empowered to establish the ratio of outstanding obligations to the aggregate of 
capital and surplus accounts. Id. § 1717(b); see note 25 supra.

81 National Housing Act, ch. 847, § 301(a), 48 Stat. 1252 (1934), as amended, Housing 
Act of 1954, ch. 649, § 201, 68 Stat. 612.

32 Background & History 12-14.
33 See Charter Act § 301, 12 U.S.C. § 1716 (Supp. V, 1970). For approximately five 

years FNMA essentially has provided a market in which dealers could sell their 
holdings. It is likely this trend will continue until interest rates decline. See Progress 
& Prospects 19-22; Background & History, App. Bl, B3.

34 See Progress & Prospects 4-5.

FNMA assistance to mortgage dealers is generally restricted to subsi
dization of their portfolios.34 The corporation supplies the financing 
and the dealers manage the administrative responsibilities involved with 
portfolio investments. Dealers are required to make capital contribu
tions to FNMA according to the volume of their investment handled 
by the corporation; however, the percentage rate assessed is kept mini
mal to enable, and to encourage, such brokers to participate in cor
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porate operations.35 The corporation’s capital consists primarily of these 
contributions. Juxtaposed to this small capital basis is the substantial 
investment required of FNMA to meet its public policy objective.36 
Absent a large equity, the liquidity necessary to maintain a large port
folio can arise only through the issuance of debt obligations. Since the 
assessment made on brokers is only a minimal percentage of the total 
mortgage commitment of the corporation, a high debt-to-equity ratio 
is unavoidable.37 This characteristic is significant for evaluating the 
types of investors attracted to FNMA securities, their expectations 
concerning corporate management, and the protection necessary to 
afford both realization of their expectations and fulfillment of govern
ment objectives in establishing FNMA.

35 Such contributions must “equal . . . not more than two percentum nor less than 
one percentum of the unpaid principal amount of mortgages ... as determined from 
time to time by the corporation . . . .” Charter Act § 303 (b), 12 U.S.C. § 1718(b) 
(Supp. V, 1970).

38 The primary purpose of FNMA is defined as that of “supplementary assistance to 
the secondary market for home mortgages by providing a degree of liquidity for 
mortgage investments.” Charter Act § 301(a), 12 U.S.C. § 1716(a) (Supp. V, 1970).

37 See 1969 FNMA Annual Report 19; Progress & Prospects 10.
38 Charter Act § 303, 12 U.S.C. § 1718(c) (Supp. V, 1970). Each servicer of FNMA 

mortgages is required to hold a minimum amount of stock, not to exceed two percent 
of the value of the mortgages serviced. The purposes of this requirement are (1) to 
retain control of FNMA in those doing business with the corporation and (2) to meet 
the one-third industry-related ownership necessary to end the transitional period. See 
note 27 supra. Conceivably now that the transition period has terminated, this holding 
requirement can cease.

39 That FNMA officials realize the predictable ineffectiveness of shareholder action 
may suggest the motivation behind the unexplained 4-for-l stock split recently effected 
by the corporation. See Washington Post, Mar. 18, 1970, § D, at 10, col. 3. The split 
increases FNMA stock ownership to almost 8 million shares, lowers the per share value 
to one-fourth its previously prevailing price, and hence, broadens the market for present 
holders in a position to liquidate their holdings.

Since the split occurred, FNMA has announced plans to offer an additional one 
million shares to its shareholders. Mall Street Journal, Sept. 23, 1970, at 27, col. 1. 

Likewise significant is the fact that upon receipt of dealer contribu
tions, FNMA issues a corresponding amount of common stock, giving 
each dealer an equity interest in the corporation comparable to his utili
zation of FNMA funds.38 No provision in the Charter, however, re
stricts the issuance of stock within a specific authorization. This per
mits the corporation to distribute shares without shareholder approval. 
W hile this absence of a requirement of prior approval is perhaps justified 
as necessary to allow FNMA to react immediately to mortgage market 
demands without the delay inherent in procuring shareholder consent, 
such corporate discretion in issuing shares does produce a continually 
enlarging and dispersed corporate ownership,39 since no provision in 
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the Charter restricts the transfer of shares by dealers once their hold
ings become excessive due to the maturity of mortgages in their port
folios and the reduction of financing provided by FNMA.40

An observation by Wall Street Journal market analysts, reported the same day as the 
stock warrant announcement, noted that the recent decrease in the prime interest 
rate had provided FNMA with a good opportunity to meet its financing requirements 
by issuing debt paper. Id. at 4, col. 1. However, FNMA officials concluded that under 
prevailing market conditions capital could be raised more appropriately by a stock 
issuance. Id. at 27, col. 1. Such a decision somehow may be justifiable for business 
reasons; but the effect of further increasing the dispersal of corporate ownership should 
be noted.

Ownership dilution is also a consequence of the announcement on August 27, 1970, 
that the Board of Governors of the New York Stock Exchange had approved FNMA 
stock for listing. Washington Post, Aug. 28, 1970, § D, at 7, col. 2. Foreseeably this 
will prove conducive to fulfillment of Congress’ objective of a privately financed cor
poration. See Charter Act §301, 12 U.S.C. § 1716 (Supp. V, 1970); 1968 U.S. Code 
Cong. & Ad. News 2943; note 45 infra. Most definitely it will increase the market 
activity of FNMA securities; and this, to some extent, will accentuate the tendency 
already evident toward an increasingly nomadic stockholder group unorganized for 
effective recourse against management.

40 For public corporations prior to FNMA, Congress had foreseen the need to 
restrict stock transfers. See note 3 supra.

41 The charter certificate of a private corporation constitutes a contract between 
the incorporators and the state. Dartmouth College v. Wood, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 
518, 627, 642-710 (1819). Acceptance or rejection of the charter rests with the in
corporators and the contract cannot be altered or revoked by the state without 
their consent or due process of law. Id. at 642-50. A public corporation, on the other 
hand, stands on different grounds. It is created to carry forward public purposes and, 
consequently, is typically subject to the absolute control of the state. Id. at 658; see 
note 3 supra and accompanying text. Reservation of this control is justified by the 
corporation’s being “the instrument of government, created for its purpose.” 17 U.S. 
(4 Wheat.) at 638.

42 See note 36 supra.
43 Approval of the Secretary of the Treasury is necessary for issuance of obligations. 

Statutory Protection of FNMA Shareholder Rights

Whereas public and private corporations traditionally have engen
dered distinct conceptualization,41 the new FNMA is a hybrid of these 
two prototypes. Subject to the unfettered control of Congress, the fed
erally fostered FNMA has been transformed into a private corporation, 
but its shareholders realize few of the rights and protections typically 
coincident with private corporate ownership. As expressed in its Char
ter, the dominant public purpose of the corporation42 has supported 
substantial modification of the traditional corporate structure. Conse
quently, FNMA activities are restricted extensively by its Charter lim
itations and by the governmental supervision exercised through the 
Secretaries of the Treasury43 and of Housing and Urban Development.44
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In creating FNMA, Congress allegedly intended to attract private 
capital to the secondary mortgage market.44 45 In doing so Congress also 
assumed responsibility for protecting private investment as adequately 
as possible consistent with the primary purpose of the corporation. 
Recent congressional encouragement of private sector involvement in 
other federally dominated industries has been typified by the adoption 
of state corporation statutes within the specific charter acts to define 
corporation-stockholder relationships.46 The FNMA Charter Act con 
tains no such adoption.47 It might be argued that the failure to specify 
an applicable corporate codification reflects Congress’ reservations con
cerning whether a state code can effectively regulate a corporation 
designed to meet primarily public objectives.48 Noting the specific 
application of the District of Columbia Business Corporation Act49 to 
the National Housing Partnership50 with its analogous public purposes, 
however, such a contention is untenable.

Charter Act § 304(b), (d)-(e), 12 U.S.C. § 1719(b),(d)-(e) (Supp. V, 1970). While 
ostensibly this authority is to prevent FNMA and the Treasury from simultaneously 
placing security issues on the market and thereby competing for funds, the require
ment of Treasury approval indirectly curbs the powers of shareholders. See also note 
67 infra.

44 See note 30 supra and accompanying text.
45 “The Congress declares that the purposes of this subchapter are to establish 

secondary market facilities for home mortgages, to provide that the operations thereof 
shall be financed by private capital to the maximum extent feasible . . . .” Charter 
Act § 301, 12 U.S.C. § 1716 (Supp. V, 1970).

40 See, e.g., Commodity Credit Corporation, 15 U.S.C. § 713, 714(d) (1964) (Del. 
Corp. Statute); National Housing Partnership, 42 U.S.C. § 3932(a) (Supp. V, 1970) 
(D.C.); Communications Satellite Corporation, 47 U.S.C. § 731 (1964) (D.C.). See also 
United States Housing Corporation Act, ch. 74, 40 Stat. 550 (1918) (D.C.); United 
States Grain Corporation, Food Control Act, ch. 53, 40 Stat. 276 (1917) (Del.); United 
States Shipping Emergency Fleet Corporation, Act of Sept. 7, 1916, ch. 451 § 11, 
39 Stat. 731 (D.C.).

47 Section 302 (a)(2)(B) does provide that for venue purposes in civil actions FNMA 
shall be deemed a resident of the District of Columbia. 12 U.S.C. § 1717(a) (2) (B) 
(Supp. V, 1970). However, in view of the fact that other federal incorporation acts 
involving consideration of private shareholders have contained provisions concerning 
both corporate citizenship and applicable state corporate law, the single reference in 
FNMA’s charter cannot be construed as implying the applicability of the D.C. Business 
Corporation Act. See, e.g., Commodity Credit Corporation, 15 U.S.C. § 713, 714(d) 
(1964); National Housing Partnership, 42 U.S.C. § 3932(a) (Supp. V, 1970); Com
munications Satellite Corporation, 47 U.S.C. § 731 (1964). Noteworthy in this regard 
is the fact that the FNMA Charter Act and the National Housing Partnership were 
originally enacted on the same day, yet only in the latter did Congress choose to 
include provisions for both citizenship and applicable corporate law. Compare Charter 
Act § 302, 12 U.S.C. § 1717 (Supp. V, 1970) with 42 U.S.C. § 3932(a) (Supp. V, 1970).

48 See notes 41-44 supra and accompanying text.
49 D.C. Code Ann. §§29-101 to -10991 (1967), as amended, (Supp. II, 1969).
W42 U.S.C. § 3931-40 (Supp. V, 1970).
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The Charter Act does establish FNMA as a private corporation and 
it is axiomatic that certain shareholder rights should inhere with its 
investors. Shareholder rights under the Charter and bylaws are presently 
limited to the annual election of 10 members of the board of directors51 
and special shareholder meetings at investor request.52 Common law 
shareholder rights involving merger, dissolution, and the power to amend 
the bylaws and the certificate of incorporation have been retained by 
Congress.53 Shareholder voting requirements, shareholder control over 
director discretion, the right of shareholders to present proposals for 
consideration by the board of directors and shareholders, and the right 
of shareholders to inspect corporate books and to be apprised of direc
tor and management performance remain entirely unprovided for.

51 Charter Act § 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723 (b) (Supp. V, 1970).
52 FNMA Bylaws § 3.03 (1970). The right to elect the board of directors and to call 

special shareholder meetings were both inherent incidents of stock ownership at common 
law. See notes 65, 74 infra and accompanying text.

53 See note 67 infra.
54 12 U.S.C. § 1723(c) (Supp. V, 1970). By conferring on FNMA securities the same 

exemption accorded those of the United States Government, Congress has removed 
FNMA from all SEC regulation comprehended by the 1934 Securities and Exchange 
Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78c(c) (1964). However imposition of liability under the 1933 
Securities Act for the sale of its securities by means of misrepresentations or omissions 
as to material facts, either by a prospectus or other solicitous distributions made by 
means of interstate commerce, is retained. 15 U.S.C. § 77(c), (q) (1964).

55 15 U.S.C. § 77a-aa (1964), as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 77f(b) (Supp. V, 1970).
56 15 U.S.C. § 78a-hh-l (1964), as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 78c, g, /-o, s (Supp. V, 1970).
57 See L. Loss, Securities Regulation 121-28 (Temp. Student ed. 1961); Landis, 

The Legislative History of the Securities Act of 1933, 28 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 29 
(1959).

58 Sec Globus v. Law Research Service, Inc., 287 F. Supp. 188 (S.D.N.Y. 1968).
59 See 15 U.S.C. § 77f, g, j, aa (1964), as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 77f(b) (Supp. V, 

1970).

Section 311 of the Charter Act removes FNMA from SEC jurisdic
tion.54 This exemption is ill-conceived in that both the 193355 and the 
193456 securities acts constitute extensive efforts by the Government 
to protect private investors and, if applied to FNMA, would induce 
implementation of fundamental shareholder rights and periodic full 
disclosure of corporate affairs.57 It is the stated objective of the 1933 
Securities Act to provide full and fair disclosure.58 It establishes com
pulsory registration and compulsory issuance of prospectuses to permit 
investor evaluation when contemplating purchases.59 The 1934 Securi
ties and Exchange Act authorizes a complex of regulatory rules govern
ing proxy solicitations and attempts to insure that shareholders will be 
informationally competent before deliberating on matters considered
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ar shareholder meetings.60 Both acts contain provisions permitting partial 
application when specific exemption is otherwise required by the nature 
of the security.61 Legislative application of the proxy and other dis
closure provisions, with FNMA’s exemption extending only as far as 
necessary for effective operations, would provide a meaningful though 
partial solution to the shareholders’ presently inadequate control over 
their investment.62 The corporation’s characteristic high debt-to-equity 
ratio63 and its open-ended stock authorization64 do not justify total non
application of these statutes and, in the absence of an applicable 
corporate codification to establish shareholder rights not delineated by 
the Charter Act and bylaw’s, the exemption is overly broad and patently 
injudicious.

60 See SEC v. National Securities, Inc., 393 U.S. 453 (1969). Applicable to any proxy, 
the Act combines with the general fraud provisions of Rule 10b-5 to impose standards 
on the entire field of corporate proxy solicitation and establishes a right in shareholders 
to maintain a derivative or class action for damages whenever their necessary approval 
is obtained by false or misleading representations. See Mader v. Armel, 402 F.2d 158 (6th 
Cir. 1968); Greater Iowa Corp. v. McLendon, 378 F.2d 783 (8th Cir. 1967); Norte & Co. 
v. Huffines, 288 F. Supp. 855 (S.D.N.Y. 1968). It is the right of corporate shareholders 
to have all pertinent information before exercising their right to vote. American 
Crystal Sugar Co. v. Cuban-American Sugar Co., 276 F. Supp. 45 (S.D.N.Y. 1967); 
Laurenzano v. Einbender, 264 F. Supp. 356 (E.D.N.Y. 1966).

«1 See 15 U.S.C. 77(c), 78gg (1964).
62 This result was accomplished elsewhere under similar circumstances. See Public 

Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, 15 U.S.C. §§ 79n, 79u (1964); Investment Com
pany Act of 1940, 15 U.S.C. 80a-l, 80a-49 (1964). Both acts provided for an 
adapted scope of SEC regulation to curb security trading abuses in these industries and 
simultaneously to recognize the public policy objectives underlying the legislation.

63 See note 37 supra and accompanying text.
64 See note 39 supra and accompanying text. Arguably, FNMA operations do necessi

tate that the corporation’s capacity to issue stock be unrestricted. The corporation must 
be capable of reaching the money market without rhe approximately three week delay 
which occurs while obtaining SEC approval for new issuances. See L. Loss, szipra note 57, 
at 275; cf. Background and History 12-14, 22-23. But see note 40 supra and accompany
ing text.

65 See Personal Industrial Bankers, Inc. v. Citizens Budget Co., Inc., 80 F.2d 327 (6th 
Cir. 1935); McDonald v. Comm’r, 76 F.2d 513 (2d Cir. 1935); Luthy v. Ream, 270 Ill. 
170, 110 N.E. 373 (1915), rev’g 190 Ill. App. 315 (1915) (power to vote inherently 
attached to real ownership of each share); cf. Levin v. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc., 
43 Del. Ch. 168, 221 A.2d 499 (Ch. 1966) (as matter of policy under state law, stock
holders should not be disenfranchised unless their vote is meaningless).

1 he federal esteem for the right of shareholders to exercise an effective voting

Common Law Shareholder Rights Compared with
Those of FNMA Shareholders

The most fundamental incident of stock ownership is the right to 
vote.65 Although the exercise of this right usually entails little more 
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than the annual election of a board of directors,66 shareholder voting 
typically extends to more unusual corporate matters such as amendment 
of the charter, extraordinary disposition of assets, and decisions concern
ing merger, consolidation and dissolution.67 At early common law, the 
power to elect members to the board of directors constituted an effective 
channel for shareholder influence over corporate policies.68 * Coupled 
with the rights of bylaw amendment66 and director removal for cause,70 

privilege is evidenced in statutes. See, e.g., Federal Bankruptcy Act, 11 U.S.C. 
§ 616(12) (a) (1964) (nonvoting shares prohibited in reorganized companies); Public 
Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, 15 U.S.C. 79g(e), 79k(b)(2) (1964) (SEC 
must require registered holding companies and their subsidiaries to assure by their 
corporate structures that shareholder voting power is not unfairly or inequitably 
distributed); Investment Company Act of 1940, 15 U.S.C. § 80a-18 (1964) (nonvoting 
shares prohibited in companies organized thereunder).

See McQuade v. Stoneham, 263 N.Y. 323, 189 N.E. 234, 256 N.Y.S. 431 (1934).
67 See 5 W. Fletcher, Cyclopedia Corporations § 2097 (Perm. ed. rev. 1966). These 

common law rights are denied FNMA shareholders. The Charter Act reserves to 
Congress the power of corporate dissolution. Charter Act § 302(a)(1), 12 U.S.C. 
§ 1717(a)(1) (Supp. V, 1970). Merger and consolidation are not similarly provided 
for; however, since either would necessitate a charter amendment, congressional control 
seems implicit.

Limitations on the shareholders’ rights to undertake substantial disposition of FNMA 
assets are not readily apparent. The Charter empowers the corporation to sell property 
“in such a manner and to such an extent that it may deem necessary and appropriate.” 
Charter Act § 309(a), 12 U.S.C. § 1723a(a) (Supp. V, 1970). To accomplish a sub
stantial disposition would not require any additional financing and, therefore, the 
authority of the Secretaries of the Treasury and of Housing and Urban Development 
concerning corporate indebtedness would not be effective to discourage such an effort. 
See Charter Act §§ 304(e), 309(h); 12 U.S.C. §§ 1719(e), 1723a(h) (Supp. V, 1970). 
Presumably, however, the general “necessary and proper” supervisory power of the 
Secretary of HUD would be invoked on a finding that a substantial disposition is 
contrary to rhe purposes of the Charter Act. See Charter Act § 309(h), 12 U.S.C. 
§ 1723a(h) (Supp. V, 1970).

68 Since corporate ownership was restricted to small groups of individuals, rhe 
shareholders by the initial charter and bylaws could restrict substantially the scope of 
director discretion. Combined with the tendency for shareholders to hold board 
positions, the right to vote therefore constituted an adequate means to assure the 
shareholder that his elected representative would act in the shareholders’ interest. See 
A. Berle & G. Means, The Modern Corporation and Private Property 119-31 (rev. cd. 
1967).

459 Unless otherwise provided, the power to amend the corporate bylaws rests with 
the shareholders. See 8 W. Fletcher, supra note 67, at §§ 4172, 4178. It has been 
held that where the shareholders themselves delegate to the directors the power to 
amend the bylaws, they do not abridge their own power of amendment. Rogers v. 
Hill, 289 U.S. 582, 589 (1932). Where, however, the board is vested with an exclusive 
power of amendment by statute, shareholder action is unnecessary to authorize 
board amendments. See 8 W. Fletcher, supra, at § 4178. In FNMA, the power of the 
board of directors to amend the bylaws is restricted to “within the limitations of law 
and regulation.” Charter Act § 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723 (b) (Supp. V, 1970). Therefore, 
any amendment which effectively deprived FNMA shareholders of their voting privilege, 
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the franchise inherent in stock ownership provided substantial protec
tion to an investing shareholder. The only right provided by Charter to 
FNMA shareholders is that of election of two-thirds of the board of 
directors.70 71 All other privileges arise only through provisions in the 
bylaws and, consequently, are subject to board discretion.72

for example, would presumably be void as violative of Congress’ intention that “direct 
control over the activities of FNMA ... be transferred ... to the common stock
holders.” 1968 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 2945.

70 See, e.g., Campbell v. Lowe’s, Inc., 36 Del. Ch. 563, 134 A.2d 852 (Ch. 1957); 
In re Grace v. Grace Inst., 19 N.Y.2d 307, 226 N.E.2d 531, 279 N.Y.S.2d 721 (1967); 
Auer v. Dressel, 306 N.Y. 427, 118 N.E.2d 590, 128 N.Y.S.2d 427 (1954).

71 Charter Act § 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723(b) (Supp. V, 1970).
72 See note 69 supra.
73 Charter Act § 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723 (b) (Supp. V, 1970).
74 FNMA Bylaws § 3.03 (1970). This right accrues only after a formal request is 

made by the holders of not less than one-third of all the shares outstanding and entitled 
to vote at the time of the request. In the absence of established procedures for 
shareholder proxy solicitations, the possibility’ of aggregating such a percentage, 
however, is nominal at best. C/. ABA-AI.l Model Bus. Corp. Act § 26 (1969) (not 
less than one-tenth of all shares entitled to vote); N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 603 (McKinney 
1963) (at least 10% of shareholders entitled to vote).

75 See 5 W. Fletcher, supra note 67, at § 2048. The federal policy encouraging 
cumulative voting is seen in federal statutes. In administration of the Public Utility 
Holding Company Act of 1935 and Chapter X of the Bankruptcy Act, the SEC has 
generally regarded a provision for cumulative voting as an essential feature of a fair 
and equitable plan of reorganization. See SEC Holding Company Act Release No. 4896 
(Feb. 15, 1944). The Commission, however, does not require a protective provision to 
prevent emasculation of the cumulative voting right by means of charter or bylaw 
amendment. See In re United Corp., 128 F. Supp. 725 (D. Del. 1955).

The FNMA Charter Act fixes the number of directors and provides for their annual 
election by cumulative voting. § 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723 (b) (Supp. V, 1970). Even 
if this right were protective, however, its effectiveness could be defeated either by 
reducing the number of board members until minority interests could not accumulate 
sufficient votes to elect their representative or by staggering the terms of the board 
to effectuate the same result. See, e.g., Stone v. Ausländer, 28 Misc. 2d 384, 212 
N.Y.S.2d 777 (Sup. Ct. 1961) (court permitted a majority of the shareholders of a 
national bank to reduce the number of directors under authority of a charter provision 
and held such reduction not violative of provisions in both the charter and the National 
Banking Act requiring cumulative voting). See 12 U.S.C. § 61 (Supp. V, 1970). Pre
sumably the provision for annual election intends only’ one election per year and thereby 
precludes the directors from affecting board membership by manipulation of election 
procedures.

Specific bylaw provisions ostensibly protective of shareholder interests 
establish cumulative voting procedures for annual board elections73 and 
permit special meetings at shareholder request.74 Cumulative voting guar
antees to minority shareholder factions the power to elect representatives 
to the board of directors75 but it does not assure board representation of 
shareholders as an entire group. Thus, in FNMA, the right to cumula
tive voting is an illusory panacea for those attempting to remove cor
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porate administration from government domination. The same is true 
of the privilege of special shareholder meetings. The power in the board 
to amend the bylaws and increase the percentage of shareholders re
quired to command such a meeting essentially renders the right non
existent since its exercise is potentially dependent upon the board’s esti
mation of shareholder opposition at any given moment.76 Yet the priv
ilege to call special meetings is of special importance to FNMA share
holders. The success of the corporation rests largely with the vagaries 
of the financial market.77 Accordingly the threat of immediate share
holder mobilization is conducive to the timely managerial reaction essen
tial for FNMA flexibility.78

76 If the stated percentage of shareholders in fact did request a special meeting, the 
directors would have no discretion to refuse to issue the call. See Young v. Janas, 
43 Del. Ch. 287, 103 A.2d 299 (Ch. 1954); Richman v. DeVai Aerodynamics, Inc., 
40 Del.Ch. 389, 183 A.2d 569 (Ch. 1962); Ripley v. Storer, 1 Misc. 2d 281, 139 N.Y.S.2d 
786 (Sup. Ct. 1955), aff’d, 286 App. Div. 844, 142 N.Y.S.2d 269 (1955); Maurer v. 
J.A. Maurer, Inc., 76 N.Y.S.2d 150 (Sup. Ct. 1947).

77 See notes 25-26 supra.
78 Removal of board members by FNMA shareholders is by no means a defined 

privilege. See note 112 infra and accompanying text. If such a right were specified 
and appropriate procedures for its effectuation were established, the ability of the share
holders to call an immediate meeting would represent a significant inducement for 
efficient board administration of the corporation.

79 FNMA Bylaws § 3.06 (1970).
80 FNMA Bylaws § 3.04 (1970). A general meeting is for the transaction of all 

business incident to the corporation and, in the absence of the bylaw requiring notice 
of the purpose of the meeting, notice would not have to specify ordinary matters 
to be considered. See Gruber v. Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. Co., 158 F. Supp. 593 (N.D. 
Ohio 1957); Des Moines Life & Annuity Co. v. Midland Ins. Co., 6 F.2d 228 (D. Minn. 
1925). Notice of special meeting, however, would require a statement of business 
to be transacted, and no other business than that noticed could in fact be considered. 
See McDonald v. First Nat’l Bank of Attleboro, 70 F.2d 69 (1st Cir. 1934).

Of course, effective shareholder election among alternative corporate 
policies necessitates more than a right of assembly. Valued determina
tions result only from an informed electorate including all the share
holders, and FNMA bylaws concerning quorum and notice are the 
means provided to meet this objective. Section 3.06 of the bylaws 
defines the quorum required to transact corporate business as a major
ity of the shares entitled to vote, whether represented in person or by 
proxy.79 Section 3.04 establishes that all shareholders will be sent timely 
notice of any meeting called by the board of directors, including a state
ment as to the purpose of such meeting.80 This provision for disclosure 
of matters to be considered is somewhat deceptive in its apparent con
sequence, however, for no bylaw or other regulation applicable to 
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FNMA establishes the scope of disclosure thereby intended.81 Absent 
such definition, shareholders can enforce receipt of only minimal in
formation.82

81 Common law required that notice be sufficient to enable each shareholder to 
effectively judge whether he would or would not assent to the proposed action. See 
Citrus Growers’ Dev. Ass’n, Inc. v. Salt River Water Valley Users’ Ass’n, 34 Ariz. 
105, 268 P. 773 (1928); In re William Faehndrich, 2 N.Y.2d 468, 141 N.E.2d 597, 
161 N.Y.S.2d 99 (1957). It had to apprise him of the matters to be considered, give 
him information upon which to exercise intelligent judgment with reference to the 
proposed questions, and open up avenues for obtaining additional information. See 
Deniche v. Brigham, 45 F. Supp. 868 (N.D. Cal. 1942), aff’d, 142 F.2d 221 (9th Cir. 
1944), cert, denied, 323 U.S. 739 (1944). The design of the requirements imposed by 
the SEC regulations is to assure this standard of disclosure. See notes 54-64 supra and 
accompanying text. However, as noted, FNMA is exempted from SEC jurisdiction.

82 The bylaws also are silent concerning disclosure in proxy solicitations. See FNMA 
Bylaws §§ 3.07-.09 (1970). However, the exercise of shareholder voting does necessitate 
a meeting in any case and, absent applicable SEC standards, the disclosure requirements 
found to apply to Bylaw § 3.04 could be applicable to proxy solicitations. See notes 
80-81 supra.

83 Effective implementation would require resolution of corporate policies concerning 
disclosure of shareholder lists and distribution of shareholder solicitation materials. The 
common law right to the shareholder list was a facet of the inherent right to inspect 
the corporate books and records at reasonable times and places and for proper 
purposes. 5 W. Fletcher, supra note 67, at § 2214. Being a qualified right, its successful 
assertion depends on the court’s finding as to the shareholder’s subjective intent in 
desiring disclosure. In Kixmiller v. FNMA, a shareholder attempted to avoid the 
juridical risk inherent in such a determination by pursuing his right under the Freedom 
of Information Act. His cause was dismissed on the grounds that FNMA was not 
an agency of the federal government and therefore not within the terms of the Act. 
No. 502-68 (D.D.C.), dismissed (Sept. 24, 1968).

Under SEC regulation, FNMA management would have been required to elect 
among the alternative options of supplying the list or mailing the shareholder’s 
solicitation materials themselves, at shareholder expense. 17 C.F.R. §§ 240.14a-2, .14a-8 
(1970). Under cither alternative, Kixmiller would have been assured a medium of 
communication with other shareholders and thereby would have been able to utilize 
his only effective means of collective shareholder influence over corporate policies. 
See Letter from Bruce C. Kixmiller to Wm. A. Barrett, Chairman, Subcomm, on 
Housing, House Banking and Currency Comm., reprinted in Hearings on H.R. 15624, 
H.R. 15625 Before the Sub comm, on Banking and Currency of the House Comm, on 
Banking and Currency, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 2, at 1359 (1968).

84 This possibility is limited by several considerations. Under existing charter and 
bylaw provisions, the only affirmative right accorded shareholders is the right to elect 
members to the board of directors. Charter Act § 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723 (b) (Supp. 
V, 1970). All other power remains within the discretionary jurisdiction of the board 

In addition to full disclosure of corporate affairs, effective shareholder 
voting also requires procedures permitting individual investors to submit 
nominations, as well as proposals, for shareholder consideration.83 The 
conferral of such a privilege may suggest undue shareholder control 
of corporate affairs and the possibility of policy decisions adverse to 
the public purpose of the Charter Act;84 however, there is no indication 
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that FNMA investors would be thus disposed. Shareholders not involved 
with mortgage financing constitute a majority interest in the corpora
tion,85 and market speculation appears to be the primary inducement for 
their investment.86 It is unlikely that they will be motivated to attempt 
significant control of FNMA administration.87

of directors and the Secretaries of the Treasury and HUD. See notes 30, 43 supra and 
accompanying text. Management would not be required to solicit proxies for any 
shareholder proposal which, if adopted, would be adverse to the corporate purpose 
and any proposal gaining shareholder authorization could be repealed under the 
supervisory power of the Secretary of HUD. Charter Act § 308(a), 12 U.S.C. § 1723(a) 
(Supp. V, 1970;; cf. Rule 14a-8, 17 CJF.R. § 240.14a-8; SEC v. Transamerica Corp., 
163 F.2d 511 (3d Cir. 1947), cert, denied, 332 U.S. 847 (1948) (a proposal must be 
accepted for shareholder consideration if proper subject matter for shareholder delibera
tion and if not violative of state law).

85 On March 6, 1969, the ratio of mortgage to nonmortgage shareholders was esti
mated at 20 to 80 percent. Progress & Prospects, supra note 15, at 21.

86 As a result of the excessive leverage consequent to FNMA’s high debt-to-equity 
ratio, prevailing borrowing rates and investment expectations exert considerable influ
ence on corporate activities. See note 37 supra and accompanying text. The coincident 
fluctuations in the value of the stock established by over the counter and stock exchange 
trading pose the possibility of substantial profits for prudent speculators.

Analogous to the typical practice of large private corporations, dividends remain 
within the discretion of the board of directors. See Charter Act § 303(c), 12 U.S.C. 
§ 1718(c) (Supp. V, 1970); 22 W. Fletcher, supra note 67, at § 5325. Atypical of 
large private corporations, however, this descretion is ultimately supervised by the 
Secretary of HUD who determines whether any distribution declared exceeds “a fair 
return after consideration of the current earnings and capital condition of the cor
poration.” Charter Act § 303(c), 12 U.S.C. § 1718(c) (Supp. V, 1970). Recalling 
FNMA’s characteristic indebtedness, “the capital condition of rhe corporation” 
seemingly would always support a no dividend determination. Therefore, despite the 
fact that the corporation has thus far maintained a periodic dividend policy, making 
distributions on a monthly basis to keep pace with its rapid stock turnover, the 
discretion of the Secretary is vested too broadly to justify reliance by nonmortgage 
shareholders on dividends to supply a fair return on their investment. See Progress 
& Prospects, supra note 15, at 12-14; Background & History, supra note 8, at A6, All.

87 The reason for general shareholder disinterest in gaining control of FNMA is 
perhaps best expressed by the remark of Raymond H. Lapin, former president of the 
corporation: “The Secretary of HUD has regulatory power over the corporation to 
see our public purpose remains paramount. . . . [B]y the time he [shareholder con 
templating control] got through studying the Secretary’s regulatory powers and the 
public purpose, he would decide that there must be greener pastures elsewhere.” 
Progress & Prospects 16.

88 The nonmortgage shareholders’ right to vote their stock, if exercised by an 
unconsidercd submission to management’s solicitations, docs represent a serious im
pediment to nonmortgage shareholders in placing persons representative of their interests 
on the board of directors. Even if procedures for shareholder nominations were 
established in FNMA, the minority position held by mortgage bankers would present 

Essentially the typical shareholder relinquishes exercise of his voting 
privilege to those shareholders actively concerned with FNMA activi
ties—the VA and FHA mortgage lenders.88 Efficient FNMA operations 
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are essential if these brokers are to continue receiving the substantial 
service fee incomes they enjoy with minimal mortgage investment,8® 
and adoption of self-interested policies aimed principally at corporate 
profitability would necessarily limit the ability of FNMA to operate 
to their benefit.89 90 As a result, their motivation is to operate the corpora
tion in response to the mortgage demand as indicated by their aggregate 
financial requirements.91

a substantial likelihood of election for management’s slate. Despite the privilege of 
cumulative voting contained in the Charter, it must be noted that “within limitations, 
realistically the solicitation of proxies is today the stockholders’ meeting.” Bernstein & 
Fischer, The Regulation of the Solicitation of Proxies: Scone Reflections on Corporate 
Democracy, 7 U. Chi. L. Rev. 226, 227 (1939). One author extended this reasoning to 
conclude that “lijn practice . . . proxy voting has operated to enable the management 
in office to perpetuate itself and control the corporation.” H. Ballantine, Corpora
tions 412 (Rev. ed. 1946). See A. Berle & G. Means, supra note 68, at 235. In FNMA 
the permanent board representation of the Government as well as the disparate distribu
tion of ownership between mortgage and nonmortgage interests accentuates this 
tendency. For one shareholder’s observation of the annual board elections, see 
Editorial, FNMA—Taxation Without Representation, 29 Mortgage Banker, June 1969, 
at 6.

89 Service fees paid out in 1969 totaled $42,277,000, as compared to $32,137,000 in 
1968. 1969 FNMA Annual Report 21. Free Market System fees paid in by mortgage 
sellers during the same two-year period amounted to only $59,764,000. Id. at 20.

90 As noted, mortgage bankers’ need for FNMA financing is greatest in periods 
of tight money. See note 33 and accompanying text. However, it is during such 
periods that the differential between portfolio interest income and borrowing interest 
expense narrows to reduce FNMA’s purchasing capability. See Progress & Prospects 22. 
A profit objective would make the corporation unable to respond by increasing its 
purchases and commitments and staying on the short side of indebtedness.

In periods of easy money, when investment funds are abundant in supply, the policy 
objective docs permit the corporation to liquidate its mortgage holdings, reduce its 
borrowing costs, extend its debt obligations through refunding, and pay substantial 
dividends within the “fair return” discretion of the Secretary of HUD. See note 86 
supra. During these periods, however, mortgage bankers will depend less on FNMA 
to finance their operations and consequently will hold less stock on which to collect 
dividend income.

91 See note 32 supra and accompanying text.
9- Charter Act § 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723(b) (Supp. V, 1970).
93 See note 30 supra and accompanying text.
94 Charter Act § 301, 12 U.S.C. § 1716 (Supp. V, 1970); see note 36 supra.

Rights and Duties of FNMA Directors

As at common law, ultimate responsibility for the general manage
ment of FNMA rests with the board of directors.92 Shareholder con
trol of the board, however, is significantly curtailed as the regulatory 
power of the Secretary of HUD93 and the public purpose objectives 
stated by the Charter94 combine to subordinate board autonomy and
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shelter board responsibility. In addition, whereas the right to amend 
the certificate of incorporation and bylaws ordinarily would provide 
adequate means of shareholder control over board discretion, only 
Congress can amend the charter certificate and the board is authorized 
to alter the bylaws.95 Conceivably, the nature and purpose of FNMA dic
tate that Congress have control over the Charter; otherwise, shareholder 
action might negate the corporation’s primary objective of providing 
a secondary mortgage market. To restrict simultaneously shareholder 
authority to amend the bylaws, however, is more difficult to justify. 
Congress delegated power to the board to amend FNMA bylaws with
out shareholder consultation, thus giving the board broad discretion 
concerning internal corporate affairs: voting and quorum requirements 
can be altered,96 management by less than the full board can be en
acted,97 and, as has been the case, the functions and duties of individual 
corporate officers can be eliminated,98 all without consideration by 
shareholders.

95 Charter Act § 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723(b) (Supp. V, 1970).
96 Since FNMA is not subject to a state corporation statute, the board has wide 

latitude in this respect. See note 47 supra and accompanying text. By raising quorum 
and notice requirements, it could effectively eliminate shareholder actions. Conversely, 
by lowering these requirements, it could effectively vest shareholder control in a limited 
influential group. The present bylaws provide that a majority of the shares entitled 
to vote constitutes a quorum. FNMA Bylaws, § 3.06 (1970).

97 The bylaws allow approval, without a meeting, of any action that could be taken 
by the entire board if all the members consent to such action in writing. Id. § 4.10. No 
specific provision bars amending to provide for executive committee control, or even 
control by an individual board member. To adopt such an amendment or even to 
allow such control de facto, however, would frustrate congressional intent, as the 
Charter contains a specific provision insuring both industry and government representa
tion on the board. § 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723 (b) (Supp. V, 1970). For examples 
of state regulatory controls over executive committees within corporate administrations, 
see Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 141(c) (1968); III. Ann. Stat. ch. 32, § 157.38 (1954); 
N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 712 (McKinney 1963). See also Note, Executive Committees— 
Creation, Procedures and Authority, 1967 Wash. L.Q. 42.

98 On December 10, 1969, during the term of Raymond H. Lapin, the bylaws were 
amended effectively stripping him of all power as president, including his scat as 
chairman of the board, except “such powers and . . . duties as the board of directors 
may prescribe.” FNMA Bylaws § 5.06 (1969). Lapin subsequently announced his re
moval by President Nixon. Washington Post, Dec. 18, 1969, § L, at 1, col. 2.

w See 8 W. Fletcher, supra note 67, at § 4178. Typically state corporation statutes 
vest the power to adopt and amend bylaws in the shareholders, although the power 
may be transferred to the board of directors. See Cal. Corp. Code § 500 (West 1954); 
Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 109 (1953); N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 601 (McKinney 1963). 
But see III. Rev. Stat. ch. 32, § 157.25 (1969) (power in the board unless reserved to 
stockholders in articles of incorporation).

Of course, shareholders frequently vest the power to amend cor
porate bylaws in the board of directors,99 relying solely on annual elec
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tion of board members to influence corporate policies. The structure 
of the board of directors in FNMA, however, does not conform to that 
of the typical corporation and minimizes the utility of this traditional 
recourse. Five of the fifteen members, representing three sectors of the 
housing industry, are appointed by the President.100 Although dis
agreement exists as to the principal function of such governmental ap
pointees in a private corporation,101 it cannot be presumed that they will 
protect shareholder interests. Congress presumably intended that the 
board members elected by shareholders would represent the private 
investors.102 Failure to provide procedures for shareholder nominations 
for these positions, however, substantially frustrates this design. As 
indicated by management’s director slate for the May 1970 elections,103 
nominees of an existing FNMA board of directors may be potentially 
more amenable to government policies than private shareholders might 

100 Charter Act § 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723(b) (Supp. V, 1970). At all times, at least 
one of these appointees must be from the homebuilding industry, the mortgage 
lending industry, and the real estate industry. See note 28 supra.

101 See Schwartz, Govermnentally Appointed Directors in a Private Corporation— 
The Communi cations Satellite Act of 1962, 79 Harv. L. Rev. 350, 351-57 (1965). 
Professor Schwartz concludes that the use of government appointees in a private board 
is “neither particularly imaginative nor efficacious.” Id. at 364. It seems presumptious 
to assume that Congress intended the five appointed directors of FNMA to protect 
the public interest; they constitute only one-third of the board membership and 
could be outvoted, and three of their number by law must come from an interested 
private sector. In addition Congress has delegated the primary responsibility for 
watching over the public interest to the Secretary of HUD.

102 Charter Act § 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723(b) (Supp. V, 1970). Providing private 
investors a real opportunity to select board members helps insure that FNMA will be 
exposed to the virtues of private enterprise and thus effectuate the intent of Congress. 
See note 5 supra and accompanying text; cf. Housing and Urban Development Act of 
1968, Pub. L. 90-448, § 2, 82 Stat. 476.

103 Management’s slate elected to the 1970 board of directors included: Allan Oakley 
Hunter, president of FNMA since January 17, 1970, former California attorney and 
Chairman of the California Housing and Community Development Commission; Wm. B. 
Ross, FNMA director since September 1, 1968, Deputy Under Secretary for Policy 
Analysis and Program Evaluation of the Department of Housing and Urban De
velopment; Philip N. Brownstein, FNMA director since March 3, 1963, former Federal 
Housing Commissioner and an Assistant Secretary of the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development; Lucius D. Clay, senior partner of Lehman Brothers, a New York 
investment house; Joseph P. Hayden, FNMA director since May 15, 1969, president of 
a midwest banking institution; Walter W. Heller, FNMA director since September 1, 
1968, former chairman of the U.S. Council of Economic Advisors; John E. Krout, 
senior vice president of a Philadelphia banking institution and president of the 
Philadelphia Mortgage Bankers Association; John O’Mara, partner of a New York 
City investment bank; L. Roy Papp, FNMA director since May 15, 1969, partner in a 
Chicago investment counselling firm; Robert H. Pease, senior vice president of Draper 
and Kramer, Inc., a Chicago firm. FNMA, Notice and Proxy Statement For Annual 
Meeting of Stockholders, May 21, 1970.
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desire.104 Yet, the difficulty and expense of mounting an effective share
holder proxy campaign may prohibit any challenge of proposed candi
dates.105 A mechanism to permit such a challenge by FNMA share
holders is essential because it is all too unclear what remedy, if any, 
private investors have against a board member who is unduly receptive 
to government influence.106

104 An attempt was made to organize a shareholders’ protective committee to 
oppose management’s slate. Wall Street Journal, Jan. 20, 1970, at 14, col. 3. However, 
as evidenced by the unanimous election of the nominees proposed by the incumbent 
board, the efforts of these shareholders were of little, if any, consequence. See note 29 
supra.

tos See Letter from Bruce Kixmiller, supra note 83.
The Charter Act vests power of removal for good cause of appointed and elected 

directors in the President of the United States. § 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723 (b) (Supp. V, 
1970). The Charter Act is silent, however, as to whether this power is exclusive. Cf. 
Schwind, Removal of National Bank Directors, 85 Banking L.J. 313 (1968). Schwind 
argues that shareholders have the common law right to remove directors of a national 
bank despite the federal provision which gives the power of removal to the Comp
troller of Currency. See 12 U.S.C. § 1818(b) (Supp. V, 1970).

107 The duty of loyalty attempted to discourage director self-dealing by making 
contracts between directors and the corporation voidable at the option of the company 
or its shareholders. See Marsh, Are Directors Trustees? Conflict of Interest and 
Corporate Morality, 22 Bus. Law. 35, 36-37 (1966). Courts came to interpret such 
contracts as binding so long as the director’s conflict of interest was disclosed to the 
corporation, or the contract was patently fair and reasonable. Id. at 38-43. The trend 
in modern corporation statutes is to consider the contract binding if the common 
directorship or financial interest (a) is disclosed to the board of directors, (b) is 
disclosed to the shareholders, or (c) if the contract is equitable to the corporation at 
the time of authorization. See, e.g., Cal. Corp. Code § 820 (West 1954); Del. Code 
Ann. tit. 8, § 144 (Supp. 1968); N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 713 (McKinney 1963). But see 
Remillard Brick Co. v. Remillard-Dandini Co., 109 Cal. App. 2d 405, 241 P.2d 66 
(1952) (disclosure will not validate contract that is unfair and unreasonable to the 
corporation).

108 The duty of care directors owe to their corporation is an anomalous concept. 
Many tests have been formulated: One is stated as “[t]he same degree of care and 
prudence that men prompted by self interest generally exercise in their own affairs.” 
Hun v. Cary, 82 N.Y. 65, 71 (1880). Another is “that care, skill and diligence which 
the ordinary prudent man would exercise in similar circumstances.” Selheimer v. 
Manganese Corp, of America, 423 Pa. 563, 574, 224 A.2d 634, 641 (1966).

The standard applicable to FNMA directors arguably should be the same as that 
applied to directors of banking and investment institutions which is generally interpreted 
as a higher standard and expressed as “that degree of care, attention and even good 
judgment which a competent business man would exercise with reference to his own 
affairs.” Goodwin v. Simpson, 292 Mass. 148, 150, 197 N.E. 628, 630 (1935); see 
Cosmopolitan Trust Co. v. Mitchell, 242 Mass. 95, 120, 136 N.E. 403, 408 (1922);

The common law required two basic duties of corporate directors: 
a duty of loyalty and a duty of care. The duty of loyalty focused on 
director self-dealing,107 and the duty of care stressed responsible decision
making.108 Both deserve emphasis in FNMA where it is expected that 
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a large number of the corporation’s directors will simultaneously hold 
positions in institutions transacting business with FNMA.109 However, 
the absence of applicable statutory standards and interpretive case law 
poses a seemingly insurmountable hurdle to any shareholder alleging 
a fiduciary breach.110

O'Connor v. First National Investors’ Corp., 163 Va. 908, 926, 177 S.E. 852, 860 (1935). 
However, the practical consequence of this strict interpretation is unlikely to prove an 
effective remedy for FNMA shareholders. One authority has concluded that the 
possibility of holding corporate directors liable for negligence under any standard 
of care or self-dealing is very small indeed. See Bishop, Sitting Ducks & Decoy Ducks: 
New Trends in Indemnification of Corporate Directors & Officers, 77 Yale L.J. 1078, 
1099 (1968).

At least three of the Presidential appointees must come from related industries. 
Charter Act § 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723 (b) (Supp. V, 1970). Nothing in the Charter 
Act requires them to relinquish their prior positions. As indicated by the management 
slate which prevailed in the 1970 board elections, some of the directors elected by 
shareholders will also represent firms transacting business with FNMA. See note 103 
supra.

110 As exemplified by a recent Justice Department ruling, without the guidance 
of a corporation statute a difficult problem arises in determining the standard for 
judging a conflict of interest situation. In apparent reaction to his defeat for the board 
chairmanship, Sherman Unger requested a ruling on the alleged conflicts of General 
Lucius D. Clay (Ret.), presently chairman of the board, and members Landt, Zim
merman, and Clark, all Presidential appointees. The Justice Department concluded 
that as a result of the “detachment” of FNMA from the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development, FNMA is not subject to federal conflict of interest statutes. 
— Op. Att’y Gen. — (1970), 39 U.S.L.W. 2071 (Aug. 4, 1970). This decision superseded 
an earlier conclusion by the Civil Service Commission that FNMA performed a 
federal function under significant governmental control and fell within the application 
of the federal statutes. Washington Post, July 14, 1970, § D, at 9, col. 1. The Justice 
Department interpreted the FNMA board structure as contemplating selection of 
directors bound to have private interests affected by board action and that the accom
plishment of the congressional purpose would be impaired if the conflict of interest 
statute were held applicable. — Op. Att’y Gen. — (1970), 39 U.S.L.W. 2071 (Aug. 4, 
1970). The Attorney General did suggest, however, that the directors were not thereby 
free to engage in self-dealing, being subject to common law obligations of fidelity and 
fair dealing. Id. at , 39 U.S.L.W. at 2071. The opinion also referred to standards 
imposed by general corporate statutes. However, interestingly, no attempt was made 
to explain to what extent such codifications applied to FNMA. Id., 39 U.S.L.W. at 
2071.

111 See, e.g., Rebstock v. Lutz, 39 Del. Ch. 23, 158 A.2d 486 (Sup. Ct. 1960); Syracuse 
Television Inc. v. Channel 9, Syracuse Inc., 51 Misc. 2d 188, 273 N.Y.S.2d 16 (1966); 
Selheimer v. Manganese Corp, of America, 423 Pa. 563, 224 A.2d 634 (1966). See also 
Dykstra, The Revival of the Derivative Suit, 116 U. Pa. L. Rev. 74 (1967).

Traditionally, shareholder remedies for fiduciary breach by directors 
have included a derivative cause of action for damages incurred by the 
corporation and removal of the offending director.111 Presumably these 
same remedies accrue to FNMA shareholders for use against the elected 
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board representatives;112 however, there is some confusion as to share
holder recourse against board members appointed by the President. If 
the primary function of these directors is to protect the public interest, 
it would appear that a different standard of fiduciary duty might 
apply.113 However, since Congress has retained to itself the power to 
amend the Charter and since it gave broad regulatory powers to the Sec
retary of HUD,114 it quite clearly did not intend to rely solely upon 
the appointed members to guard the public interest.

112 While the Charter Act gives the President power to remove directors for good 
cause, that common law right should also adhere to the shareholders. See Charter Act 
§ 308(b), 12 U.S.C. § 1723 (b) (Supp. V, 1970). “The law is settled that a corporation 
possesses the inherent right to remove a . . . director for cause, regardless of the 
presence of a provision in the charter or by-laws providing for such removal.” Camp
bell v. Loew’s, Inc., 36 Del. Ch. 563, 134 A.2d 852 (Ch. 1957); In re Grace v. Grace 
Institute, 19 N.Y.2d 307, 313, 226 N.E.2d 531, 533, 279 N.Y.S.2d 721, 724 (1967); 
Application of Burkin, 1 N.Y.2d 570, 136 N.E.2d 862, 154 N.Y.S.2d 898 (1956).

113 The charter of the Communications Satellite Corporation, which also has both 
elected and Presidentially appointed directors, specifically provides: “Each director, 
regardless of the method of his appointment or election, shall have the same fiduciary 
duty to the corporation and its shareholders.” Articles of Incorporation of the Com
munications Satellite Corporation, art. VIII, § 8.04, reprinted in Hearings on Nomina
tions of the Incorporators of the Communications Satellite Corporation Before the 
Senate Comm, on Commerce^ 88th Cong., 1st Sess. 45 (1963). See also id. at 85-92.

114 See note 30 supra and accompanying text.
ns A pointed example of political patronage is FNMA’s practice of paying private 

law firms for examining and, when necessary, foreclosing any defaulted loans from its 
portfolio. In 1969, 30 law firms received at least $10,000 each from FNMA. Wall 
Street Journal, Feb. 16, 1970, at 1, col. 4. These fees were paid out strictly on the 
basis of party loyalty. For example, in 1969 Democratic lawyers in Indiana and 
Oklahoma each earned between $30,000 and $40,000 in FNMA fees. After the transition 
to the Republican administration had been completed, FNMA switched to Republican 
lawyers in these and other states. Id. An official admitted the whole process was a pure 
“spoils system.” Id. As one attorney handling FNMA accounts volunteered: “[lit was 
a nice business. Very nice.” Id.

Supposedly it was partially the conflict over the patronage privilege which led to the 
dismissal of former FNMA president Raymond Lapin. See note 98 supra. At the first 
board meeting of 1969, Lapin, a Democrat, proposed to transfer the duty of selecting 
local attorneys to the mortgage bankers serving FNMA, promoting the move as con
ducive to corporate efficiency. Housing and Urban Development General Counsel 
Sherman Unger, a Nixon appointee to the board, apparently suspected the proposal as 
an attempt to keep Democratic supporters on the FNMA payroll. According to board 
members attending the meeting, he reacted to Lapin’s suggestion with: “You [the 
Democrats] had yours for eight years and now we’re [the Republicans] going to get 
ours!” Wall Street Journal, Feb. 16, 1970, at 8, col. 3.

Subsequently, Unger has been appointed to fill an unexpired term on the seven-man 
Federal Communications Commission. See Washington Post, July 24, 1970, § D, at 10, 
col. 3. Described as a “longtime political ally” of President Nixon, Unger will give

Hesitant to relinquish the political plums germinated by FNMA’s 
methods of operation,115 Congress made certain to retain control of the 
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corporation without relying upon continuous director allegiance. In 
doing so, however, it has deprived the corporation of its entrepreneurial 
conscience. The balancing private influence in FNMA’s otherwise 
public-oriented administration is the mortgage industry, but all means 
to guarantee the impact of this sector on corporate operations have been 
emasculated by either congressional omission or congressional elimina
tion. As a result, ownership dilution116 and board perpetuation117 will 
inevitably coincide, and shareholders will participate solely in the role 
of investors.118 Congress’ privately owned and financed corporation will 
then reveal itself solely as a government agency removed from budget
ary restraints,119 plagued by inefficiencies typical of political institutions, 
and financed by an effectively disenfranchised private ownership.

the Commission its first Republican majority since 1960 and thereby be a more 
"determinative influence” in effectuating Administration policies than he was at FNMA 
as of the date of the above remark. See id.

11G See notes 39-40 supra and accompanying text.
117 See notes 103-04 supra and accompanying text,
ns See Letter from Bruce C. Kixmiller, supra note 83.
no Since it is no longer a federal agency, FNMA is not within the federal budget; 

and, as one authority has concluded, this is conceivably “the basic reason why FNMA 
[was] spun off into never-never land.” Statement of Lloyd Clarke, National Association 
of Home Builders, in Hearings on H.R. 15624, H.R. 15625 Before the Subcomm, on 
Housing of the House Con mt. on Banking and Currency, 90th Cong., 2nd Sess. 867; 
cf. 1966 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 2203, 2225. (Congressman speaking against the 
Participation Sales Act of 1966 described FNMA’s method of financing through the 
private market as an attempt to “camouflage” the federal deficit).

12° See note 45 supra and accompanying text.

Conclusion

FNMA’s incorporation was an appropriate means to fulfill Congress’ 
professed intention of establishing a privately financed secondary market 
facility for home mortgages. The corporate advantages of management 
efficiency and expertise, however, are essentially precluded by the inade
quate rights conferred upon the shareholders. The public purpose ex
pressed in the Charter Act120 necessitates that the Secretaries of the 
Treasury and of Housing and Urban Development have considerable 
supervisory authority over corporate activities. It also justifies per
manent government representation on the board of directors. Efficient 
operations, however, require that private shareholders exercise effective 
authority over internal corporate affairs. If FNMA is to function ac
cording to economic principles, shareholders interested in efficient oper
ations must have means sufficient to effectuate their views. Reservations 
concerning potential adverse consequences of private control could be 
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assuaged by restricting the issuance of stock or by restricting the priv
ilege to vote to specific shareholder interests. Total elimination of share
holder rights is not a viable alternative. Mortgage industry shareholders 
are vital to accomplishment of FNMA objectives; thus full authority 
in this sector is essential if it is to exact its influence over corporate 
affairs and foster fulfillment of the congressional intent underlying 
FNMA’s creation.



ENFORCEMENT OF JUDICIAL FINANCING 
ORDERS: CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

IN SEARCH OF A REMEDY
“Well, John Marshall has made his decision, now let him en
force it.” 1

1 See 2 C. Warren, The Supreme Court in United States History 219 (1922). This 
remark is attributed to President Jackson in response to Chief Justice Marshall’s decision 
holding unconstitutional a Georgia statute which attempted to extend Georgia law to 
persons dealing with, and entering into, the Cherokee nation. See Worcester v. 
Georgia, 30 U.S. (6 Pet.) 483 (1832).

2 See generally Kurland, The Supreme Court 1963 Term—Foreword: “Equal in 
Origin and Equal in Title to the Legislative and Executive Bra-nches of the Govern
ment", 78 Harv. L. Rev. 143 (1963).

3 Immediately after the Supreme Court announced that Congressman Powell was 
entitled to a declaratory judgment that he had been wrongfully excluded from his 
seat, Congressman Rarick of Louisiana characterized the decision as a “law school 
modJ of judicial impropriety” and a “fitting valedictory from Earl Warren, whose 
claim to fame is now clearly staked out. History will record his tenure as one of 
constant intemperate assaults on the Constitution.” 115 Cong. Rec. 4920 (1969) 
(remarks of Congressman Rarick).

4 In an attempt to thwart a federal court’s desegregation order, Governor Kirk of 
Florida ousted a local school board and assumed personal control of the school dis
trict. His actions led to a contempt citation and a potential fine of $10,000 per day. 
Washington Post, Apr. 12, 1970, § A, at 1, col. 5.

In reviewing the recent direction of the Supreme Court, some would 
echo this mandate given by President Andrew Jackson to an “activist” 
decision of his day. Indeed, if the Court is to effect an “egalitarian rev
olution,” 2 it must be able to enforce its decisions, especially those that 
many believe trespass on traditionally sacrosanct areas. Responses to 
these “activist” decisions of today range from the oratorical3 to the 
rebellious.4

Underlying these protests is the belief that the Court is attempting 
to influence areas beyond its authority. Little attention, however, has 
been given to the most significant aspect of the egalitarian movement, 
the ability of the Court to enforce decisions made within its authority. 
Virtually every new major decision concerning civil rights or criminal 
procedure imposes an obligation upon state or local governments to 
provide funds or to provide a service which requires the expenditure 
of funds in a particular way. Such an order, although given within the 
Court’s substantive authority, will have no effect if the Court does not 
possess the power to impose financial obligations upon a party to en
force compliance with the judicial order.

( 393 ]
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. This Comment examines the existence and exercise of the judicial 
power to issue and to enforce a “financing order”—an order which di
rectly demands that a party raise or spend funds or which requires that 
a service be performed necessitating the raising or spending of funds. 
Among the issues considered are (1) the extent of judicial power to issue 
a financing order, (2) the terms appropriate to a financing order, (3) 
the methods to enforce compliance with an order, and (4) the condi
tions obviating the need for judicial enforcement. The examination 
focuses on complaints alleged by citizens against a state, or against an 
agency thereof, since this context presents the greatest potential for 
controversy.

Extent of Judicial Enforcement Power

In analyzing the extent of the judicial power to issue and enforce a 
financing order, perhaps the initial question is whether a court’s failure 
to exercise such power stems from an absolute jurisdictional barrier 
inherent in the constitutional system5 or from a discretionary rule of 
self-restraint invoked to implement the separation of powers doctrine, 
to preserve state sovereignty, or to conserve judicial resources.6 Due to 

5 Certainly the most famous example of a constitutional barrier is the Supreme 
Court’s holding that the attempt of Congress to confer upon the Court original 
jurisdiction to issue the writ of mandamus exceeds the limits of article III, section 2. 
Marbury v. Malison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).

Inherent constitutional limitations also define the appellate, as well as original, 
jurisdiction in the federal system. Gordon v. United States held that a decision of 
the Court of Claims reviewable by the Secretary of the Treasury was not reviewable by 
the Supreme Court. 69 U.S. (2 Wall.) 561 (1865). As the Hay burn's Case announced, 
the Supreme Court cannot review a judgment when the final resolution is entrusted 
to a coordinate branch of the government. 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 409 (1796). After the 
deletion of the power of review from the executive, Court of Claims’ judgments could 
be appealed to the Supreme Court. United States v. Jones, 119 U.S. 477 (1886); Act of 
Mar. 17, 1866, ch. 19, 14 Stat. 9, amending Act of Mar. 3, 1863, § 14, 12 Stat. 768.

c Although confronted with a question which appears to fall within the scope of 
judicial power conferred by article III, a court in its discretion may nevertheless conclude 
that compelling reasons militate against the exercise of judicial power. The discretionary 
rule of self-restraint is frequently applied by a court when a particular matter is not 
sufficiently susceptible to judicial resolution. See Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186 (1962).

A court may also decline to act when to do so would intrude into areas allocated 
by the Constitution to a coordinate branch of the Government. In Powell v. 
McCormack, the district court dismissed the complaint for lack of subject matter 
jurisdiction, and the court of appeals, although finding that jurisdiction was present, 
affirmed the dismissal on the ground that the issue raised was a non justiciable political 
question. The Supreme Court reinstated the complaint, finding both subject matter 
jurisdiction and a question which was appropriate for judicial scrutiny. Powell v. 
McCormack, 395 U.S. 486 (1969), rev'g 129 U.S. App. D.C. 354, 395 F.2d 577 (1968), 
aff'g on other grounds 266 F. Supp. 354 (D.D.C. 1967).

The decisions of the Supreme Court in Baker and Powell, by failing to distinguish be
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the limitations imposed by the eleventh amendment, relatively few cases 
consider the extent to which federal courts may enforce judgments 
against the states.7

tween jurisdiction over the subject matter and the availability of an appropriate remedy, 
illustrate the difficulty in determining whether a particular case is barred by constitutional 
limitations or merely subject to judicial self-restraint. A third incidence of the self
restraint rule is a case brought to a federal court without a sufficient interpretation of 
the disputed issue by the state court. Griffin v. County School Bd., 377 U.S. 218 (1963).

7 “The Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any 
suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by 
Citizens of another State, or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State.” U.S. Const. 
amend. XI.

8 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 416 (1793).
0 Id. at 427.
10 246 U.S. 565 (1918). The compact creating West Virginia as a separate and inde

pendent state provided for the acceptance by West Virginia of its proportional share 
of the public debt of Virginia existing as of January 1, 1861. The agreement was 
embodied in the West Virginia Constitution and was assented to by Congress pursuant 
to the requirement imposed by article I, section 10, clause 3 of the Constitution. The act 
providing congressional consent to the Virginia-West Virginia compact agreed to the 
creation of West Virginia as a separate state but did not impose conditions on the grant
ing of consent or otherwise deal with the debt question. Act of Dec. 31, 1862, ch. 6, 12 
Stat. 633.

11 Virginia v. West Virginia, 238 U.S. 202, 242 (1915).
12 246 U.S. at 581 (Argument for Petitioner). The Court accepted the acknowledg 

ment by both parties that, in the absence of property held by the government of 
West Virginia which was used for other than governmental purposes, the judgment 
was incapable of enforcement under a writ of execution. No attempt was made to 

The power of the federal judiciary to grant coercive relief against a 
state raises delicate questions that touch the foundation of the federal 
system. Edmund Randolph, on behalf of petitioner in Chisholm v. 
Georgia,8 raised one of the most difficult problems involved: “ ‘What 
if the State is resolved to oppose the execution?’ This would be an 
awful question indeed! He, to whose lot it should fall to solve it, would 
be impelled to invoke the god of wisdom to illuminate his decision.” 9

Suits Between States. The problem of judicial enforcement
power is most vividly presented in those rare cases, such as Virginia v. 
West Virginia, in which one state seeks judicial action against another 
state.10 Having obtained a judgment in excess of Si2 million,11 Virginia 
began to doubt West Virginia’s intention to pay the judgment, and filed 
a petition for a writ of mandamus commanding the West Virginia legisla
ture to levy a tax sufficient to satisfy it. Virginia asserted that the proper 
procedure was a writ of mandamus rather than a writ of execution 
because West Virginia as a state held no property in its own right upon 
which an execution sale could be levied.12
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In support of its petition, the State of Virginia contended that the 
grant of original jurisdiction to hear and decide a case included a grant 
of the power to enforce a judgment. Thus, in order to enforce Vir
ginia’s judgment debt, the legislature of West Virginia should be com
pelled to do whatever was necessary to meet its obligation to pay. In
deed, the force of the judgment converted the legislative act of raising 
funds into merely a ministerial duty.13 West Virginia argued: (1) that 
a writ of mandamus compelling its legislature to act would infringe 
upon the powers reserved to the states by the tenth amendment; (2) 
that the Court’s jurisdiction to hear the case did not include the power 
to mandamus a state legislature; and (3) that an order could levy upon 
only that property already held by the state.14

define what type of property could be subject to an execution. Id. at 593. Presumably 
a writ of execution could encompass property passing to the state by escheat or gift 
where the state constitution or statutes so provide.

13 246 U.S. at 572 (Argument for Petitioner). By characterizing the legislature’s duty 
as ministerial, Virginia was apparently attempting to invoke the principle that the writ 
of mandamus may issue to compel an official to perform a ministerial, but not a 
discretionary, function. See Cunningham v. Macon & Brunswick R.R., 109 U.S. 446, 
453 (1883). See notes 96-101 infra and accompanying text.

14 246 U.S. at 575 (Motion of Respondent). Since both parties agreed that West 
Virginia held no such property, West Virginia’s contention, if upheld, would have 
disposed of the case. See note 12 supra and accompanying text.

15 246 U.S. at 595-96.
16 Id. at 604. West Virginia’s resistance to federal judicial power on the ground of 

state sovereignty seems inconsistent with its concession that federal courts can execute 
upon state property. Because the power of the state to regulate the disposition of 
privately held property within its boundaries is an element of sovereignty, the power 
of a state to hold property in its own right, it could be contended, is an attribute 
of state sovereignty and a reserved power under the tenth amendment. Cf. United 
States v. Fox, 94 U.S. 315, 320 (1876).

17 246 U.S. at 601. The meaning of the word “legislate” in this respect is not entirely 
clear. Apparently, Chief Justice White contemplated that the power of Congress to 
resolve the controversy included both a direct legislative solution to the particular 
controversy and the legislative creation of a new judicial remedy. Prohibited from 
enlarging the original jurisdiction granted by article III, section 2, Congress would seem 
able to add little to the arsenal of the Court. The Court already had the statutory power 

Chief Justice White, writing for a unanimous Court, concluded that, 
notwithstanding the acknowledgment of state sovereignty by the re
served powers clause of the tenth amendment, the express grant of 
original jurisdiction in article III, section 2 negated state sovereignty 
when the controversy was between two states.15 Accordingly, West Vir
ginia could not object to an order of mandamus on the basis of its state
hood.16 The Chief Justice then considered what available remedies were 
appropriate to enforce the judgment. His analysis presented two possi
bilities: (1) the power of Congress to provide a legislative remedy;17 
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and (2) the implementation of private remedies under existing legis
lation.18

to issue “all writs not specifically provided for by statute, which may be necessary 
for the exercise of [its] respective jurisdiction^], and agreeable to the usages and 
principles of law” under the Act of Mar. 3, 1911, ch. 231, § 262, 36 Stat. 1162, the 
predecessor to 28 U.S.C. § 1651 (1964). However, in his discussion of the relationship 
between federal judicial and legislative power, Chief Justice White’s allusion to the 
congressional power to create new remedies in addition to those provided by § 262 of 
the Judicial Code suggests that he considered both types of legislation possible. 246 
U.S. at 603.

18 246 U.S. at 601.
19 U.S. Const, art. I, § 10, cl. 3.
20 See note 10 supra and accompanying text.
21 246 U.S. at 601.
22 246 U.S. at 603. In view of the finding of legislative enforcement power, Chief 

Justice White might easily have characterized the issue as a nonjusticiable political 
controversy and concluded that the Court should not interfere. Instead he found 
the power and functions of the two branches to be complementary rather than 
mutually exclusive.

23 Id. The only specific form of relief mentioned by the Court was the requested 
writ of mandamus.

24 Id. at 604. To illustrate the existence of legislative discretion, various methods 
of raising funds provided for in the West Virginia constitution were advanced. Id. at 
587. Virginia, in return, argued that a duty arose from the force and effect of the 
judgment itself and that while the method employed to raise the money might be 

To find the existence of federal legislative power, as well as judicial 
power, to act in this sphere, the Chief Justice relied upon the compacts 
clause of article I, section 10, which prohibits states from entering into 
compacts or agreements with other states without the consent of Con
gress.19 The case before him involved such a compact between Virginia 
and West Virginia.20 He construed the requirement of congressional 
consent to the compact to include an implicit grant of the power to 
legislate for the enforcement of obligations arising under such an agree
ment.21 Thus, the reserved powers clause of the tenth amendment was 
superseded in this controversy by two constitutional provisions: (1) 
the grant of original jurisdiction to the Supreme Court; and (2) the 
grant of legislative power to the Congress. Finding coercive power 
vested in both the federal judiciary and the Congress, Chief Justice 
W hite quickly pointed out that its existence in both branches of the 
Government did not preclude its exercise by the judiciary alone.22

In considering the appropriate remedies under existing legislation,23 
the Chief Justice outlined the controversy as a contention by West 
Virginia that the issuance of mandamus violated legislative discretion 
with regard to taxation, countered by Virginia’s contention that the 
duty to satisfy the judgment operated upon all state powers and pre
vented the exercise of discretion.24 Apparently foreseeing that even 
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the requested writ of mandamus might not be a satisfactory remedy,25 
the Court on its own raised the issue of whether the Court itself might 
direct and supervise the levy of a tax without recourse to agencies of 
the state.26 In prior cases, the Court had been able to avoid this issue 
by finding an alternative solution27 or by resorting to limitations imposed 
on state remedies by state law.28 Shortly before the Virginia-West Vir
ginia controversy, in the case of Yost v. Dallas County 29 the Court held 
that a district court had no power to appoint a commissioner to levy 
and collect a tax to satisfy a bondholder’s judgment against a municipal 
corporation although previously granted writs of mandamus had been 
ineffective. The Court emphasized, however, that the plaintiff’s claims 
were grounded on state law rather than on a constitutional right30 and 
that the language in prior cases attesting to the absolute inability of the 
court to levy a tax directly “may go farther . . . than we should be 
prepared to go in a different case . . . .” 31

discretionary, the imposition of the duty to raise it and to pay the judgment was clear.
The arguments thus did not present the question of whether mandamus was ap

propriate, but whether the remedy should be applied when there is a duty to accomplish 
a result, but there are alternative methods of achieving that result. Chief Justice White 
appears to have either failed to see, or declined to draw, this distinction.

25 The members of the West Virginia legislature might, of course, individually refuse 
to obey the writ or might attempt to thwart its enforcement by dissolving the legis
lature.

26 246 U.S. at 604. In view of Virginia’s having virtually conceded that the 
Court might not be empowered to levy a tax directly through an officer of the Court, 
rather than indirectly through the machinery of the state, the Court’s consideration 
of the point in the absence of argument by counsel would seem to be of particular 
significance. See id. at 573 (Argument of Petitioner).

27 See South Dakota v. North Carolina, 192 U.S. 286 (1904). In that case a sharply 
divided Court held foreclosure of state bonds by another state having an interest in 
the underlying security was not barred by the eleventh amendment.

28 See, e.g., Meriwether v. Garrett, 102 U.S. 472 (1880); Heine v. Levee Comm’rs, 
86 U.S. (19 Wall.) 655 (1874); Rees v. City of Watertown, 86 U.S. (19 Wall.) 107 
(1874). Each of these cases involved a bondholder who was denied relief on a suit 
brought against a municipal corporation which had been dissolved or whose authority 
had been abrogated by the state.

29 236 U.S. 50 (1915).
so Id. at 56. Although the Court must look to article I, section 10’s prohibition of the 

impairment of contracts by states, the extent of the obligation and the means for 
enforcement are determined by state law; thus the plaintiff would acquire no greater 
rights by suing in a federal court.

31 Id. at 57.

Chief Justice White could easily have decided that Virginia v. West 
Virginia was just such a “different case” and appointed a commissioner 
to levy the tax directly, or he could have stopped short of this unique 
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solution and merely granted the writ of mandamus.32 He declined to 
pursue either course of action. Nevertheless, his reasoning did not 
destroy the possibility that the requested writ of mandamus or the alter
native remedy of direct taxation by the Court could be granted at some 
future date.33 His reasons were based on deference to the possibility of 
remedial congressional legislation or of voluntary acquiescence by West 
Virginia.34 The second of these possibilities eventually occurred. Sub
sequently, Virginia filed an acknowledgment of satisfaction of the judg
ment,35 and the Court was spared the necessity of resolving the ultimate 
issues of mandamus and direct taxation. Thus, the question of the appro
priateness of such remedies continued to remain open.

32 Although the party against whom coercive relief was sought was the state itself 
rather than a subordinate body of the state, the additional elements of the congressional 
consent to, and hence federal enforcement of, the compact were also present.

33 246 U.S. at 604.
34 The decision to defer to the possibility of voluntary acquiescence and compliance 

by West Virginia strongly suggests that postponing the final decision was a discretionary 
exercise of self-restraint on the part of the Court. “[W]e are fain to believe that, if 
we refrain now from passing upon the questions stated, we may be spared in the future 
the necessity of exerting compulsory power against one of the States of the Union to 
compel it to discharge a plain duty resting upon it under the Constitution.” Id. (em
phasis added).

35 The Supreme Cotirt Journal for Mar. 1, 1920, contains the following entry: “No. 2, 
Original. Commonwealth of Virginia, complainant, v. State of West Virginia. Ac
knowledgment of satisfaction of decree of this court of June 14, 1915, in favor of 
complainant presented and ordered filed.” 1919 Sup. Ct. J. 157.

30 The obvious and immediate problems imposed by the proscriptions of the eleventh 
amendment are discussed at notes 49-67 infra and accompanying text.

37 Virginia v. West Virginia, 246 U.S. 565, 597-600 (1918).

Suits Between Individual and State. Different considerations
affect the existence of federal jurisdiction and the exercise of judicial 
enforcement power when the controversy is between an individual and 
a state rather than between two states.36 As interpreted in Virginia v. 
West Virginia, the grant of original jurisdiction in article III, section 2, 
serves the function of preserving the tranquility of the Union by 
making the Supreme Court the ultimate arbiter of disputes between two 
coequal sovereign states, thereby negating their sovereignty to that 
limited extent.37 When there is no threat of potential disruption of the 
federal system by competing sovereigns, the justification for federal inter
vention must be found elsewhere.

The fourteenth amendment is the most likely source for justifying 
the invocation by an individual of power against a state. In addition to 
its express commands to the states, the amendment gives Congress the 
power “to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this 
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article.” This grant of power could be construed to overcome the 
reserved powers clause of the tenth amendment—a result similar to that 
reached by Chief Justice White’s reading of the compacts clause in 
Virginia v. West Virginia.38 39 Furthermore, in order to enforce the pro
visions of the fourteenth amendment, Congress could pass legislation 
conferring appellate jurisdiction on federal courts pursuant to article 
III. This grant of jurisdiction would empower the judiciary, as well as 
Congress, to federally enforce the protections afforded by the amend
ment.

38 This approach was used to overcome the decision reached in Kentucky v. 
Dennison, 65 U.S. (24 How.) 66 (1860). In Dennison, the Court found that the 
language of the extradition provision in article IV, section 2 of the Constitution was merely 
precatory and not mandatory; the duty to extradite imposed on the governor of the 
state to which the accused fled was moral and not legally enforceable. 65 U.S. 
(24 How.) at 107-10. Professor Warren, analyzing Dennison in the context of the 
period immediately prior to the Civil War, suggests that the Court was reluctant to 
issue mandamus compelling extradition of a fugitive slave. 3 C. Warren supra note 1, at 
88, 89.

Ex parte Virginia also considered the issue of whether a duty owed by a state 
official could be federally enforced, but the Court was able to distinguish Denttison by 
relying upon the congressional enforcement clause of the fourteenth amendment. 100 
U.S. 339 (1880). Pursuant to that clause Congress passed an act which provided that 
no citizen should be disqualified from jury service on the basis of race. The Court, in 
denying the habeas corpus petition of a state court judge who was under federal indict
ment and in custody for unlawfully excluding Negroes from jury selection, concluded 
that since the “Constitution now expressly gives authority for congressional interference 
and compulsion in the cases embraced within the fourteenth amendment,” federal coercive 
power was present and could properly be exercised. 100 U.S. at 347-48; see Act of 
Mar. 1, 1875, ch. 114, § 4, 18 Stat. 336-37. The frailty of the reasoning in Dennison and 
the undue reliance of the grant of legislative enforcement power in Ex parte Virginia 
have been criticized. Coleman, The State as Defendant under the Federal Constitution: 
The Virginia-West Virginia Controversy, 31 Harv. L. Rev. 210, 231 (1917).

39 Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 173-74 (1803).
40 U.S. Const, art. Ill, § 2, cl. 2.

Of course, the question remains whether a distinction exists concern
ing the existence of federal judicial enforcement power between cases 
brought under the original jurisdiction of the Court and those cases 
presented on appeal. The constitutional grant of original jurisdiction 
may not be enlarged or restricted39 except by the process of Constitu
tional amendment, whereas the grant of appellate jurisdiction is subject 
to “such Exceptions, and . . . such Regulations as the Congress shall 
make.” 40 This distinction, however, merely defines the relationship 
between coordinate branches of the federal government and should not 
affect the relationship between the federal judiciary and the states. As
suming federal judicial authority under article III and the necessary 
statutory base for jurisdiction, a finding of a justiciable right against a 
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state should not depend upon whether the plaintiff enters the federal 
system through the lower courts and arrives at the Supreme Court on 
appellate jurisdiction or whether he is able to invoke initially the original 
jurisdiction of the Court.

A constitutional provision allowing for the federal enforcement of 
a state duty may account for the Court’s issuing in Griffin v. County 
School Board a financing order to secure an individual’s constitutional 
right to equal protection. “[T]he District Court may, if necessary 
to prevent further racial discrimination, require the Supervisors to exer
cise the power that is theirs to levy taxes to raise funds adequate to re
open, operate, and maintain without racial discrimination a public school 
system in Prince Edward County like that operated in other counties 
in Virginia.” 41 Thus, the claim for federal intervention presented by a 
controversy between a citizen and his state, or an agency thereof, may 
be different from, but no less constitutionally supportable than, the claim 

41 377 U.S. 218, 233 (1963). Justice Black, writing for the majority, proffered no 
support for his finding of financing order power; however, his language echoes that of 
Judge Bell in his dissenting opinion in the lower court. See Griffin v. Board of 
Supervisors, 322 F.2d 332, 347 (4th Cir.), rev'd sub nom. Griffin v. County School Bd., 
377 U.S. 218 (1963). Judge Bell cited Virginia v. West Virginia and several municipal 
bondholder cases as support for the existence and the exercise of coercive power to 
require the raising of funds.

Taken at face value the exercise of the power contemplated by Justice Black would 
seem to preclude direct taxation by officers of the court suggested by Virginia v. West 
Virginia; however, the fact that the issue of noncompliance with a financing order 
was not raised might mean that Justice Black did not intend to rule out the possibility 
of other coercive relief.

Although the Court classified the tuition grants by the state to white students at
tending “private” schools as state action and as violative of equal protection, it found 
state presence insufficient to give rise to an eleventh amendment barrier and to a 
requirement for a three-judge court. Noting that the district court’s order might 
have an effect on parties outside the county, the Court, nevertheless, concluded that 
the state was merely acquiescing in, rather than directing, the county’s activities. 
Id. ar 227-28. Due to the mechanics of the state tuition grant system, the district 
court was able to prevent its continued use by enjoining county officials from 
processing individual applications for grants, thereby obviating the need for an in
junction aimed at action on the state level. The Supreme Court later affirmed the 
granting of this form of relief. Id. at 232-33.

The thrust of Griffin would seem to be directed against the county which does not 
enjoy the same privileges of immunity as the state. See County of Lincoln v. Luning, 
133 U.S. 529 (1890). However the holding in Griffin may be broad enough to support 
the proposition that when the state’s failure to maintain a previously granted contribu
tion is based on racial reasons, a financing order directed at the state, although 
resulting from the original suit against the county, would be appropriate. Id. at 231. 
See notes 42-45 infra and accompanying text. On remand the district court was 
directed to “enter a decree which will guarantee that these petitioners will get the 
kind of education that is given in the State’s public schools. And, if it becomes 
necessary to add new parties to accomplish this end, the District Court is free to do so.” 
(emphasis added).
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in a controversy between two states. In the final analysis, the court’s deci
sion to grant the highly discretionary and potentially disruptive relief 
of a financing order will depend upon how flagrantly the constitutional 
rights of an individual have been violated. Such a bold step may also 
become necessary when unjustified delays or other dilatory tactics 
aimed at avoiding a direct confrontation exhaust the patience of the 
court.42

42 Clear frustration may have motivated Justice Black to allude to the financing order 
power of the court in Griffin; the entire opinion reflects his outrage and dismay that, 
ten years after Brown v. Board of Education, not only was there noncompliance with 
the decision but the black children of Prince Edward County had regressed from 
“separate but equal” schools to no schools at all. 377 U.S. at 221; see Brown v. Board 
of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954).

43 In Griffin v. County School Board, the Supreme Court declared that a suit may 
be brought against a county in a federal court to vindicate a federally guaranteed 
right. 377 U.S. 218, 233 (1964).

44 Counties, cities, and towns are political subdivisions of the state created to aid in 
the enforcement of state policy with powers derived solely from the state. The state 
can terminate its subdivisions at will and administer their affairs through other 
instrumentalities. City of Worcester v. Worcester Consol. St. Ry., 196 U.S. 539, 
548-49 (1905); Rogers Locomotive Mach. Works v. American Emigrant Co., 164 U.S. 
559, 576 (1896); Louisiana ex rel. Folsom v. Mayor & Adm’rs of New Orleans, 109 U.S. 
285, 287 (1883). The theory is known as the “creature concept” or “Dillon’s Rule.” See 
City of Clinton v. Cedar Rapids Mo. R.R., 24 Iowa 455 (1868). This has been 
accepted as basic state constitutional law in most jurisdictions. See 1 C. Antieau, 
Municipal Corporation Law § 2.00 (1968); 2 E. McQuillin, Municipal Corporations 
§ 4.03 (3d ed. 1969).

45 Griffin v. County School Bd., 377 U.S. 218, 233 (1964); Old Colony Trust Co. v. 
City of Seattle, 271 U.S. 426, 430-31 (1926); Lincoln County v. Luning, 133 U.S. 529, 
530 (1890).

4G In Turner v. Goolsby, a federal district court considered feasible the imposition 
of a receivership on a county school system. However, in Turner the county was 
relatively small and the school system was simply structured. 255 F. Supp. 724 (S.D. 
Ga. 1965) (supplemental opinion 1966).

Most civil rights litigation has involved a subdivision of the state 
rather than the state itself, therefore allowing a federal court to grant 
relief to an individual without confronting a sovereign immunity de
fense.43 Counties and municipalities are corporations created by the 
state, and enjoy only those rights conferred by the state;44 hence, they 
are not within the purview of the eleventh amendment which protects 
only the state itself from judicial process without its consent.45 Fur
thermore, counties are frequently more amenable than the state to 
flexibility in the form of judicial relief because of their smaller territories 
and fewer administrative complexities.46 Yet, if the county cannot pro
vide total relief without exercising powers it does not possess, a suit 
by the individual against the state may be necessary to enlarge the scope 
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of the county’s power47 or to force the state itself to provide the neces
sary relief.48

47 Where the county is taxing at the maximum rate permitted by statute and has 
already appropriated all of its funds, a judicial order cannot issue to reappropriate the 
funds or tax in excess of the rate permitted. United States v. County of Clark, 95 U.S. 
769 (1878) (where county is taxing at maximum rate, mandamus cannot issue). Only 
a state legislative enactment raising the tax ceiling would enable the county to comply 
with such an order.

48 Relief in some suits can only be obtained from a statewide involvement in 
problems which transgress the boundaries of county authority. In areas where rights 
are largely undefined, such as the right to an unpolluted environment, only a state 
can act, but an individual is precluded from bringing suit because there is no unconsti- 
tional action under color of state law.

49 The founding fathers apparently assumed that the states would be free from suit 
brought by an individual against a state. “It is inherent in the nature of sovereignty, 
not to be amenable to the suit of an individual ‘without its consent’. This is . . . 
one of the attributes of sovereignty . . . enjoyed by the government of every state in 
the Union.” The Federalist No. 81, at 548-49 (J. Cooke ed. 1961) (Hamilton). See 3 
Elliot’s Debates 533, 555 (2d ed. 1907) (remarks of James Madison & John Marshall). 
Subsequently, however, in Chisholm v. Georgia, the Supreme Court held that article III, 
section 2, of the Constitution expressly conferred jurisdiction upon the Court in all 
cases between a state and citizens of another state. 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 419, 479 (1793). 
The decision so shocked the nation that the eleventh amendment was quickly pro
posed to explicitly preclude suit by citizens of another state or of a foreign state. For 
an analysis of the historical and political background of the Chisholm controversy, 
see 1 C. Warren, supra note 1, at 93-102.

50 Although the language of the eleventh amendment does not encompass suits 
brought by a citizen against his own state, the Supreme Court has construed it to 
include such a suit even when the Constitution or laws of the United States are in
volved. Hans v. Louisiana, 134 U.S. 1 (1890). See Duhne v. New Jersey, 251 U.S. 311, 
313 (1920); Fitts v. McGhee, 172 U.S. 516, 524 (1899); North Carolina v. Temple, 
134 U.S. 22, 30 (1890).

51 See Jaffe, Suits Against Governments and Officers: Sovereign Immunity, 77 Harv. 
I.. Rev. 1 (1963); Note, Suits Against Government Officers and the Sovereign Immunity 
Doctrine, 59 Harv. L. Rev. 1060 (1946).

62 42 U.S.C. § 2000c-6 (1964). The Attorney General may “institute for or in the 
name of the United States a civil action in any appropriate district court” if the 
complaint is meritorious and the petitioners are unable to pursue their legal remedies 
due to financial inadequacies or fear of intimidation. Id.

53 Id. § 2000h-2. The United States is entitled to the same relief as if it had instituted 
the action and the Attorney General may implead any necessary parties. Id.; id. 
§ 2000e-6; see Lemon v. Bossier Parish School Bd., 240 F. Supp. 709 (W.D. La. 1965), 
aff'd, 370 F.2d 847 (5th Cir. 1967).

Direct suits by individuals against the state are subject to the doctrine 
of sovereign immunity. Although codified by the eleventh amendment49 
and judicially expanded,50 sovereign immunity is not an absolute bar to 
litigation involving the state.51 By statute, the Attorney General may 
institute suit upon a complaint that children are being denied equal pro
tection by a school district,52 or he may intervene on his own initiative 
in such a suit.53 Generally, the procedure has been employed only on 
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the county and local school district levels,54 but such a suit was success
fully maintained against a state in United States v. Georgia without con
sideration of the eleventh amendment implications.55 If the individuals 
whose rights are violated are the real parties in interest,56 then the statu
tory ability of the Attorney General to implead additional parties57 in 
this type of action may circumvent the proscriptions of sovereign im
munity and allow a citizen to maintain an indirect suit against his state. 
Should the Executive decline to institute a suit or to intervene, however, 
the individual cannot obtain direct redress from a state without its 
consent.58

54 See, e.g., United States v. Jefferson County Bd. of Educ., 372 F.2d 836 (5th Cir. 
1966), cert, denied, 389 U.S. 840 (1967); Beckett v. School Bd., 269 F. Supp. 118 
(E.D. Va. 1967); United States v. Junction City School Dist. No. 75, 253 F. Supp. 766 
(W.D. Ark. 1966).

55 Civ. No. 12972 (N.D. Ga., filed Dec. 17, 1969). Upon citizens’ complaints of 
discrimination, the United States instituted suit against a Georgia county and later 
impleaded the state. In an en banc per curiam decision, the district court struck the 
defendant-state’s motions claiming lack of jurisdiction. Id.

56 Although by statute the United States is entitled to obtain appropriate relief, the 
complaining individuals may be considered the real parties in interest while the 
United States is merely a nominal party. This contention was never raised in the 
case. 42 U.S.C. § 2000c-6(a) (2) (1964).

57 Id. If the state itself is impleaded, a suit evolves which an individual could never 
bring ab initio, and remedies against the state are provided indirectly which could 
never be reached directly.

58 The potential efficacy of this statutory remedy is left to the discretion vested in 
the Attorney General. Should the executive discard its pursuit of civil rights or neglect 
the statutory pow’er it enjoys, the individual is again left remediless against the state.

59 Ex parte Young, 209 U.S. 123, 160 (1908); see, e.g., Tindal v. Wesley, 167 U.S. 
204, 220 (1897); In re Tyler, 149 U.S. 164, 190 (1893); Pennoyer v. McConnaughy, 140 
U.S. 1, 10 (1891).

co Ex parte Young, 209 U.S. 123, 159-60 (1908). See, e.g., Harrison v. St. Louis & 
San Francisco R.R., 232 U.S. 318, 332 (1914); Western Union Tel. Co. v. Andrews, 
216 U.S. 165, 166-67 (1910); Smyth v. Ames, 169 U.S. 466, 518-19 (1898).

Ex parte Young, 209 U.S. 123, 159 (1908). See, e.g., Pennoyer v. McConnaughy, 
140 U.S. 1, 11 (1891); Board of Liquidation v. McComb, 92 U.S. 531, 541 (1876); 
Osborn v. Bank of the United States, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 738, 859 (1824).

The judiciary can also entertain state-related actions without specific 
statutory jurisdiction. Suit may be maintained against a public officer 
either to hold him liable in tort for personal wrongs committed while 
acting under color of unconstitutional state legislation59 or to enjoin 
him from enforcing unconstitutional laws.60 The officer cannot claim 
derivative state immunity as a defense, for he is acting beyond his statu
tory authority.61 Absent unconstitutional legislation or misuse of right
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ful authority,62 an official is presumed to act within statutory bounds 
and a suit against him is considered an action against the state.63

When relief is sought other than a money judgment or a prohibitory 
injunction,64 there is little judicial reluctance to consider such a suit

c2 Suits for specific relief against state officers engaged in purely personal activities 
are allowed since neither the official capacity of the officer nor the activities of the 
state are at issue. Actions against officers who act outside the powers vested in them 
by statute are predicated on the theory that an officer’s ultra vires actions become 
personal and devoid of state sanction. Ex parte Young, 209 U.S. 123 (1908).

63 See Larson v. Domestic & Foreign Commerce Corp., 337 U.S. 682, 695 (1949); cf.
Adams v. Nagle, 303 U.S. 532, 542 (1938). Even where the officer has acted uncon
stitutionally or beyond his statutory powers, a suit will fail “if the relief requested 
cannot be granted by merely ordering the cessation of the conduct but will require 
affirmative action by the sovereign or the disposition of unquestionably sovereign 
property”; the suit being considered as against the sovereign. 337 U.S. at 691, n.ll; 
Nonh Carolina v. Temple, 134 U.S. 22 (1890). See Minnesota v. Hitchcock, 185 U.S. 
373 (1902) (although public officer named as defendant, result of judgment determines 
true defendant). Where the officer sued can only comply with the judgment by 
exercising his discretion, no action will lie; see, e.g., Ford ¿Motor Co. v. Department 
of Treasury, 323 U.S. 459, 463-64 (1945); Great Northern Life Ins. Co. v. Read, 322 
U.S. 47, 50-51 (1944); Cunningham v. Macon & Brunswick R.R., 109 U.S. 446,
453-54 (1883); Governor of Georgia v. Madrazo, 26 U.S. (1 Pet.) 110, 123-34 (1828). 
In Larson the corporate plaintiff employed the theory of a sovereign government 
dichotomy to argue that an agent’s wrong cannot be attributed to its sovereign. Since 
an officer is given only the power to make correct decisions, his mistaken actions are 
ultra vires and consequently not those of the sovereign. Rejecting this argument, the 
Court found determinative the sphere of the official’s authority, not the propriety of 
his decisions within that authority.

If the actions of an officer do not conflict with the terms of his statutory authority, 
then they are the actions of the sovereign, whether or not they are tortious under 
general law. Although an officer may be liable “if his action is such that a liability 
would be imposed by the general law of torts . . . the action itself cannot be enjoined 
or directed, since it is also the action of the sovereign.” An agent’s actions, although 
tortious, are not ultra vires for that reason alone. Larson v. Domestic & Foreign Com
merce Corp-, 337 U.S. 682, 694-95 (1949).

Since the complaint in Larson did not allege a constitutional violation or unconsti
tutional statute, but a mere invasion of a proprietary right, the sovereign immunity 
barrier was not surmounted. Consequently, the appropriate relief in this case may be 
distinguished from that which may be sought when a constitutional right is involved. 
See notes 41-42, 55-57 supra and accompanying text.

64 Mandatory and prohibitory injunctions have been characterized as merely 
semantically different since all mandatory injunctions can be reexpressed in prohibitive 
terms. Nevertheless, courts have been reluctant to frame their injunctive decrees as 
positive orders; thus, the denomination of the relief sought as a mandatory or 
prohibitory injunction may still influence the judicial determination of whether the 
suit is against the state or merely against its officer. See Louisiana v. Jumel, 107 U.S. 
711, 719-22 (1883) (officer cannot be compelled to act contrary to order of govern
ment); Board of Liquidation v. McComb, 92 U.S. 531, 541 (1876) (affirmative action 
can be ordered of a state officer only where duty to be performed is merely ministerial); 
cf. Ex parte Young, 209 U.S. 123, 158-59 (1908). See Developments in the Law- 
Injunctions, 78 Harv. L. Rev. 994, 1061-63 (1965).
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barred by the eleventh amendment,65 especially when the relief sought 
is the release of state funds66 or the levy of a tax.67 The refusal to afford 
affirmative relief68 may stem from most courts declining to distinguish 
between the state as a sovereign body of people and the state as the 
government of that sovereign body. During Reconstruction, the Su
preme Court made this distinction between the sovereign and its gov
ernment in two famous cases. In Texas v. White, the Court established 
the indissolubility of the Union by declaring that the acts of secession 
were the unlawful acts of usurping state governments rather than the 
acts of the states themselves.69 In reaching its conclusion, the White 
Court construed the word “state” as used in the Constitution to mean 
a community of people70 71 rather than a geographical or political entity. 
Poindexter v. Greenhorw,'il the most significant of the Virginia Coupon 
Cases,72 further distinguished between the state and the state govern
ment. The Poindexter Court held that a legislative enactment of the 
government of Virginia need not be a law of the state of Virginia, for 
the state was only a political body which must act through imperfect 
agents.73 In finding an act of the government of Virginia unconstitu

65 For example, courts will not entertain proceedings brought by an individual seeking 
specific performance of a contract made with a sovereign. See, e.g., Belknap v. 
Schild, 161 U.S. 10, 18 (1896); In re Ayers, 123 U.S. 443, 502-04 (1887); Hagood v. 
Southern, 117 U.S. 52, 68-70 (1886).

6G See, e.g., Smith v. Reeves, 178 U.S. 436 (1900); Louisiana v. Jumel, 107 U.S. 711 
(1883).

67 Five actions have reached the Supreme Court which involved an attempt by an 
individual to compel a government official to levy a tax. All have alleged the non
payment of principal or interest on a bonded debt. Four have been ruled actions 
against the state. Hopkins v. Clemson College, 221 U.S. 636 (1911); Louisiana ex rei. 
The New York Guaranty & Indemnity Co. v. Steele, 134 U.S. 230 (1890); North 
Carolina v. Temple, 134 U.S. 22 (1890); Louisiana v. Jumel, 107 U.S. 711 (1883). The 
fifth case was held not to be an action against the state because county officers were 
sued in that capacity and although appointed by the state they were not considered 
to be state officers immune from suit. Graham v. Folsom, 200 U.S. 248 (1906).

68 For purposes of this discussion, affirmative relief refers to any judicial remedy 
which directs a state officer to provide any service or perform any act which involves 
allegedly discretionary functions.

™ 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 720, 724-27 (1896).
70 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) at 720-21.
71 114 U.S. 270 (1885).
72 114 U.S. 269 (1885). The Virginia Coupon Cases relate to the attempted revocation 

of legislation which authorized coupons of the funded debt of the state to be received 
in payment of certain debts due the state. By declaring defaulting legislation unconsti
tutional, the Court forced governmental officials to retire the debt ministerially in 
compliance with the initial bond legislation, thereby solving the notorious problem 
of states’ defaulting on their bonds and shielding themselves from creditors by the 
force of the eleventh amendment.

73 114 U.S. 270, 288 (1885).
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tional, the Court said: “[tjhe State has passed no such law, for it can
not; and what it cannot do, it certainly . . . has not done.” 74 If the 
“state” cannot act unconstitutionally, then only the government of the 
state as a distinguishable entity can enact unconstitutional legislation.75

«Id.
[OJrdinarily the acts of the government are the acts of the State, because 
within the limits of its delegation of power, the government of the State 
is generally confounded with the State itself, and often the former is meant 
when the latter is mentioned. The State itself is an ideal person, intangible, 
invisible, immutable. The government is an agent, and, within the sphere 
of the agency, a perfect representative; but outside of that, it is a lawless 
usurpation. The Constitution of the State is the limit of the authority of its 
government, and both the government and State are subject to the 
supremacy of the Constitution of rhe United States, and of the laws made in 
pursuance thereof.

Id. at 290. Announcements recognizing the differences among the state as a sovereign, 
the government of the state, and the people of the state can also be found in the 
preambles and in the bills of rights of most state constitutions. See, e.g., Mo. Const. 
Declaration of Rights, art. 1; Mass. Const. Preamble, pt. 1, art. IV; N. J. Const. 
Preamble, art. I, § 2; Onio Const. Preamble, art. I, 1-2.

75 [Whatever] wrong is attempted in its [sovereign’s] name is imputable to 
its government, and not to the State, for, as it can speak and act only by 
law, whatever it does say and do must be lawful. That which, therefore, 
is unlawful because made so by the supreme law, the Constitution of the 
United States, is not the word or deed of the State but, is the mere wrong 
and trespass of those individual persons who falsely speak and act in its 
name.

Poindexter v. Greenhow, 114 U.S. 270, 290 (1885).
It is interesting to speculate that although the fourteenth amendment applies to the 

states as sovereigns, its proscriptions can only be violated by state governments. Cases 
of rhe Reconstruction era recognized the indestructabilitv of the states and the 
usurpation of power by lawless insurgent governments. The fourteenth amendment 
was drafted to preclude a more subtle usurpation—the denial of the rights of former 
confederate slaves through the intentional abuses of governmental processes. For a 
general discussion of the political and historical background of the fourteenth 
amendment, see Bickel, The Original Understanding and the Segregation Decision, 69 
Harv. L. Rev. 1 (1955). Since the sovereign cannot act unconstitutionally, the pro
scriptions of the fourteenth amendment must be directed against the government. 
Such an interpretation would answer the anomaly that only states can violate the 
fourteenth amendment but suits against states arc prohibited by the eleventh amend
ment. The position would be that since the fourteenth amendment requires some state 
action but because the sovereign can act only through its agent government, the 
language of the fourteenth amendment must encompass only the state government. 
In Ex parte Virginia the Supreme Court enunciated a comparable analysis. Since a state 
can act only through its executive, legislative, and judicial authorities, the fourteenth 
amendment must mean that “no agency of rhe State, or of the officers or agents by 
whom its powers arc exerted, shall denv ... to any person within its jurisdiction 
equal protection of the laws.*’ One so denying or depriving another of these rights by 
virtue of a state governmental position “acts in the name I sic ] and for the State, 
and is clothed with the State’s power, his act is that of the State.” 100 U.S. 339, 346-47 
(1880).

A more explicit recognition of the concededly fine distinction be
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tween a state and its government would initiate a greater flexibility and 
uniformity in the judicial treatment accorded suits for prohibitory in
junctions and those for affirmative relief. Admittedly, in a theoretically 
perfect principal-agent relationship, the coincidence of the sovereign 
and its government may be presumed until the contrary is shown. Thus, 
if the government solely represents the interests of the sovereign, a suit 
compelling the government to act affirmatively70 is equivalent to an 
order demanding the sovereign to act and therefore is barred by the 
eleventh amendment. After the government has acted, however, it may 
be susceptible to constitutional attack. The unconstitutional legislation 
is attributed solely to the government and not the sovereign, since the 
sovereign is definitionally incapable of wrongdoing. Likewise, failure 
to act for unconstitutional motives or with unconstitutional results 
should be attributable only to the government and not to the sovereign. 
Presently, an individual citizen may enjoin the enforcement of an un
constitutional law or hold a public officer personally liable in tort for 
damages resulting from its enforcement. Similarly, an individual should 
be able to require an officer to act when failure to act violates constitu
tional rights.

76 Of course, a public officer may be compelled to perform a purely ministerial duty 
without infringing upon sovereign immunity. See notes 96-101 infra and accompanying 
text.

77 See Barron v. Baltimore, 32 U.S. (7 Pet.) 243, 247 (1833); Martin v. Hunter’s 
Lessee, 14 U.S. (1 Wheat.) 304, 324-26 (1816). “Governmental authority has no in
herent force in itself; it is not the creator, but the creature; it is not the master, nor 
even the partner of the people, but their agent or servant; it acts in the name of and 
in behalf of some one else and not for itself.” C. Merriam, A History of American 
Political Theories 76 (1903). The agency relationship is postulated to be primarily 
contractual rather than consensual. The compensation received by those individuals 
who comprise the governmental process would seem to render their agency relationship 
contractual. However, since the government is only established by the consent of the 
governed, the sovereign is primarily engaged in a consensual and, thus, nonbinding 
relationship.

78 An agent is considered a fiduciary in matters encompassed by his agency. Failure 
to obey a principal is a breach of the general duty of loyalty which encompasses the

The asserted distinction between the sovereign and its government 
suggests two theories which by analogy justify the judicial compulsion 
of governmental action by the sovereign. The first theory flows from 
positing a contractual agency relationship76 77 between the sovereign as 
principal and its government as agent. The purported contract defining 
the authority and obligations of the agent-government to the principal
sovereign would be the state constitution as modified by the United 
States Constitution’s guarantee of certain rights against governmental 
infringement and its reservation of residuary powers to the people.78 
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The terms of the contract would, of course, partially be the product 
of judicial interpretation.* 79 According to the lines of a second theory, 
the government would be regarded as the trustee of powers given to 
it by the sovereign as settlor.80 The beneficiaries of the trust would be 
the citizens of the state. Under either theory, citizens would derive 
their standing to sue from the fact that collectively they constitute the 
sovereign81 and that they may be injured collectively.82 A suit by the 
duty to comply with contractual obligations and the duty to obey them per se. 
Restatement (Second) of Agency §§ 14, 377, 385, 387 (1957).

79 U.S. Const, art. Ill, § 2, cl. 1. Furthermore the Constitution as judicially interpreted 
is the supreme law of the land. U.S. Const, art. VI, cl. 2.

80 “Assuming that the people were originally, and continue to be the only source of 
political power, it follows that all governmental authority is only delegated by the 
people and is held in trust for them.” C. Merriam, supra note 77, at 76; see Chisholm 
v. Georgia, 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 419, 471 (1793) (every state constitution is a compact 
made by and between the citizens of a state to govern themselves in a certain manner).

The inherent right of a sovereign people to sue their government may be inferred 
from the ninth amendment provision that “(tjhe enumeration in the Constitution, of 
certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the 
people.” U.S. Const, amend. IX. Among the unenumerated rights retained by the 
people may be the right to sue their own government when it wilfully or negligently 
fails to accomplish the purposes for which it was created. For a general discussion 
of and commentary on the ninth amendment, see B. Patterson, The Forgotten 
Ninth Amendment (1955); Kelsey, The Ninth Amendment of the Constitution, 11 Ind. 
L.J. 306 (1936); Redlich, Are There “Certain Rights . . . Retained by the People”? 37 
N.Y.U.L. Rev. 787 (1962).

In Griswold v. Connecticut, Justice Goldberg, in his concurring opinion, stated that 
the fact that certain fundamental personal rights, specifically enumerated in the first 
eight amendments, are protected against state or federal infringement does not exhaust 
the list of rights to be afforded such protection. 381 U.S. 479, 492 (1965). “[T]he 
Ninth Amendment . . . lends strong support to the view that the ‘liberty’ protected 
by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments from infringement by the Federal Govern
ment or the States is not restricted to rights specifically mentioned in the first eight 
amendments.” Id. at 493. The most basic right which people can enjoy would seem to 
be the right to subject their representative, the government, to judicial process when 
it becomes recalcitrant in performing its duties.

Construing the ninth amendment to include the right of the people to sue its govern
ment would not conflict with traditional judicial interpretation of the eleventh amend
ment. Only suits against states by individuals are precluded by the eleventh amendment. 
Suits by the sovereign against its government arc not so barred since conceptually they 
cannot be. Furthermore, an interpretation of the word people in the ninth amendment 
to mean sovereign would not be a construction repugnant to the primary meaning of the 
word people as used throughout the Constitution.

81 See Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 370 (1886) (sovereign powers are delegated 
to the agencies of government, but sovereignty itself remains with the people, by 
whom and for whom all government exists and acts) ; Dred Scott v. Sanford, 60 U.S. 
(19 How.) 393, 404 (1857) (“citizens” and “people of the United States” describe 
political bodies who form the sovereignty and who hold power and conduct govern
ment through representatives); Penhallow v. Doane’s Adm’rs, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 54, 93 
(1795) (sovereignty in republican forms of government resides in people in their 
political capacity).

82 Although the determination of requisite standing will not be treated in this discus
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sovereign would be equivalent to an order from the sovereign to its 
government to institute measures more fully protective of constitutional 
rights. A judicial financing order would define the scope of the agency 
or trust duties and would create a constitutional obligation which the 
government had a duty to fulfill.83 Should the government fail to com
ply with that order, it would breach its fiduciary duty to the sovereign.

sion, it is suggested that the procedural aspects of the suit would appear to be 
analogous to a derivative action by corporate stockholders. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23.1.

83 It may be argued that there can be no liability for nonfeasance or that a failure 
to act cannot be construed to be a breach of a fiduciary duty. However, if the 
agent is under a contractual obligation to act and a failure to act would cause fore
seeable harm, liability may be predicated upon inaction. For a general overview of 
liability resulting from nonfeasance, see W. Prosser, Torts 334-35 (3d ed. 1964).

84 The government must do all the sovereign would do to guarantee and protect the 
rights of its citizens. When the government fails to use its best efforts in performing 
this duty, it consequently is liable to the sovereign. Furthermore, even though an 
individual would have no cause of action to compel remedial legislation when the 
existing laws and practices are constitutional but inadequate, the sovereign would 
possess the requisite standing.

85 377 U.S. 218 (1964).
86 For examples of cases in which the district court’s order has been both explicit and 

extensive as to the details of actions necessary to remedy discriminatory practices, see 
United States v. School Dist. No. 151, 301 F. Supp. 201 (N.D. Ill. 1969); Hobson

Assuming that the judicial order would correctly interpret a duty 
bestowed by the sovereign people on the state government in accord
ance with the state constitution, the failure of the government to com
ply with the order fully would be considered the impairment of a 
constitutional right. Since an individual citizen can enjoin the govern
ment from committing unconstitutional acts, he could enjoin any gov
ernment action inconsistent with the financing order. However, should 
the government elect to do nothing, only the sovereign could compel 
active implementation of the court ordered right.84

Conditions of a Financing Order

The establishment of constitutional and statutory jurisdiction does 
not totally resolve the issues related to the judicial grant of a financing 
order even though a financing order might be a particularly effective, 
and perhaps ultimately necessary, measure to achieve anything more than 
a mere declaration of the plaintiff’s rights. Once a financing order is 
deemed to be an appropriate remedy, a court is then faced with an even 
more difficult determination—the specific terms of the order. Typically, 
the Supreme Court merely sketches a guideline, as was done in Griffin 
v. County Board* 5 letting the district court on remand fill in the gaps 
and frame the specific order.86 Although the language in Griffin clearly
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supports the power to issue a financing order,ST it raises numerous and 
difficult questions for that district court which ultimately may be re
quired to exercise the power. Would the district court be limited to 
merely echoing the Supreme Court’s command in general terms, leaving 
it to the county board to determine the rate, method and other aspects 
of levying the tax under the authority granted to it by state law, or 
could the court expressly set forth some or all of the terms of the tax
ing process without regard to state law or prior procedures employed 
bv the board? Because of these inherent and unanswered questions, 
Griffin has been characterized as “a precedent that has never been ap-

88

Money damages.
ernment, an order awarding money damages not only assumes available 
state funds or property upon which to levy, but also would be clearly 
unsatisfactory in many situations. Even with financial resources com
parable to the government, private citizens can not, in reality, duplicate 
services, such as bussing and defense counseling. If the damages are 
measured by the harm inflicted, the sum would, for all practical pur
poses, be unascertainable. Although a value comparison of the quality 
of separate educational systems may be possible, the harm occasioned 
by a failure to bus is impossible to quantify. * *

v. Hansen, 269 F. Supp. 401 (D.D.C. 1967), aff'd mb nom. Smuck v. Hobson, 408 F.2d 
175 (D.C.Cir. 1969).

87 377 U.S. at 233; see note 39 supra and accompanying text.
88 Coons, Clune & Sugarman, Educational Opportunity: A Workable Constitutional 

Test for State Financial Structures, 57 Calif. L. Rev. 305, 407 (1969). At least one 
federal district court, relying on Griffin, has attempted to apply the financing order 
principle in an innovative manner. One of the terms of a desegregation order issued 
by the district court in Plaquemines Parish School Board v. United States required the 
county officials to apply for various federal aid programs. 291 F. Supp. 841 (E.D. La. 
1967). The court of appeals, in modifying the order, recognized the existence of 
financing order power as set forth in Griffin, but concluded that the exercise of the 
power in the manner ordered by the district court was not justified under the 
circumstances. The Fifth Circuit distinguished Griffin on the grounds that the order 
was necessary in that case since the schools in Prince Edward County had been closed, 
and that the details of the taxation were to be determined by state law. 415 F.2d 817 
(5th Cir. 1969). Here, apparently, the district court was overstepping its authority in 
attempting to specify the method by which funds were to be raised. However, the 
court clearly indicated that such an order might be appropriate in a specific situation 
as to particular funds upon a future showing that the board had failed to apply for 
such funds for unlawful racial reasons. In the event a court eventually sanctions this 
type of order, a successful means of circumventing the prohibition of the eleventh 
amendment would emerge in cases involving the failure of the state to grant funds 
when the tax resources of the local school district are inadequate.
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Appointment of a Receiver. Another remedy, the removal of
an incompetent government body such as a local recalcitrant school 
board, seems consistent with the “alter and reform” clauses usual in 
state constitutions which by implication permit a substitution of indi
viduals or alteration of form.89 90 In Turner v. Goolsby ™ a federal dis
trict court placed a county school system in receivership “to avoid 
irreparable injury to the white children which would result from en
joining the use of public funds . . . and to preserve the rights of . . . 
Negro applicants [for transfer to a desegregated school].”91 In this 
case, civil rights leaders brought a class action for the desegregation 
of a Taliaferro County, Georgia, school system. To avoid integration, 
the county had permitted white students to transfer to other schools 
outside the county, while black children had been denied this oppor
tunity to transfer. The court ordered the county white school to be 
opened or the Negro children to be allowed to transfer out of the 
county with the whites. In the interim, the court ordered a receiver
ship until such time as a workable integrated school system was pro
posed and pledged to be fully effected.92 Since only two schools were 
affected and neighboring counties have reversed their policy of accept
ing white transfer students from Taliaferro County, the receivership 
plan has been relatively effective.

89 Such a hypothesis finds support in the provisions of state constitutions which 
declare that the people have the inherent right and power at all times to alter or reform 
their government whenever the public good may require it. E.g., Mass. Const, pt. 1, 
art. 7; N.J. Const, art. 1, <¡2. Once a right has been defined by the courts, it is 
logically no less drastic a step to compel one’s government to comply with its cor
responding duty to enforce that right through judicial means than to accomplish the 
same purpose by altering or reforming the government through political means.

90 255 F. Supp. 724 (S.D. Ga. 1965) (supplemental opinion 1966).
»1 Id. at 730.
92 Id. at 730, 734.
«3 See Developments in the Lave—Equal Protection, 82 FIarv. L. Rev. 1065, 1146-47 

(1969).

On a statewide scale, the innumerable complexities and variations in 
educational organization render receivership a difficult remedy to 
apply.93 To implement a statewide school receivership, the receiver could 
be charged solely with the ministerial task of allocating appropriated 
state funds pursuant to the court order, thus reducing administrative 
difficulties to manageable levels. If such funds prove insufficient, the 
court in a supplemental decree might appoint marshalls of the court to 
tax to raise funds at the minimum rate needed to enable the receiver to 
perform his duties. However, placing assets in receivership is an extraor
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dinary equitable power which is exercised in extreme circumstances 
when milder remedies are inadequate to protect the rights of the par
ties.94 Usually a receiver is appointed to supervise the management of 
the property in question and to preserve the rights of the parties only 
until the court can render complete justice.

94 View Crest Garden Apts., Inc. v. United States, 281 F.2d 844, 849 (9th Cir. 1960); 
Maxwell v. Enterprise Wall Paper Mfg. Co., 131 F.2d 400, 403 (3d Cir. 1942); 
Strickland v. Peters, 120 F.2d 53, 55-56 (5th Cir. 1941); Wickes v. Belgian American 
Educ. Foundation, Inc., 266 F. Supp. 38, 40 (S.D.X.Y. 1967); Tcherepnin v. Franz, 277 
F. Supp. 472, 474 (N.D. Ill. 1966).

95 See notes 102-105 infra and accompanying text.
9G A writ of mandamus is a command issued by a court of law with competent 

jurisdiction requiring the performance of some named duty. E.g., United States ex rei. 
Greathouse v. Dcrn, 289 U.S. 352, 358-59 (1933); Duncan Townsite Co. v. Lane, 245 
U.S. 308, 311-12 (1917); Heine v. Levee Comm’rs, 86 U.S. (19 Wall.) 655, 660 (1874). 
The duty commanded must be directly related to the official position of the party 
against whom it is issued. Hartman v. Greenhow, 102 U.S. 672, 675, 685 (1881); 
Board of Comm’rs v. Aspinwall, 65 U.S. (24 How.) 376, 383 (1861); Kendall v. 
United States ex rei. Stokes, 37 U.S. (12 Pet.) 524, 613-14 (1838). Issuance of the 
writ is dependent upon two showings: a clear legal right to the performance of the 
particular duty and an inadequacy of other remedies. Duncan Townsite Co. v. Lane, 
supra at 311-12; United States ex rei. Redfield v. Windom, 137 U.S. 636, 644 (1891); 
Kendall v. United States ex rei. Stokes, supra at 613-14.

97 Mandamus cannot compel performance of discretionary acts in a particular way,
and it can be applied only after a right has ripened into judgment. United States
ex rei. International Contracting Co. v. Lamont, 155 U.S. 303, 308 (1894); United
States ex rei. Dunlap v. Black, 128 U.S. 40, 44-45 (1888); Decatur v. Paulding, 39
U.S. (14 Pct.) 497, 518k-18n (1840) (concurring opinion). It cannot compel an officer
to discharge a duty which he is not empowered to perform, for a mandamus does not
confer new power but only enforces the exercise of a power already existing. 
Commissioners of Taxing Dist. v. Loague, 129 U.S. 493, 501 (1889); Ex parte Rowland,
104 U.S. 604, 612 (1881); United States v. County of Macon, 99 U.S. 582, 591 (1879).

Specific Performance. The most effective judicial order de
mands the specific performance of the imposed duty. When the duty 
entails the raising of funds by the state to pay the judgment or to pro
vide a service, the same problems arise whether the requirement is stated 
in the initial financing order or a later judicial enforcement decree. If 
a state does not possess existing funds to release, it will contend that 
the necessity of levying new taxes in order to satisfy a judgment or to 
provide a service is an unconstitutional infringement on the discretionary 
powers of the state legislature.95

Enforcement of Financing Orders

Traditionally, courts enforce their decrees by the writ of mandamus9*5 
which compels the performance of an official duty but which cannot 
infringe upon an official’s discretion.97 * * * * * * 104 Consequently, the judiciary re
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fuses to interfere with legislative discretion when the relief sought 
necessitates the release or transfer of treasury funds or a levy of taxes 
ab initio to raise funds.98 Where suit is brought against a state official 
for the release of funds for a purpose already appropriated for by the 
state,99 mandamus may compel the ministerial duty of releasing them.100 
Absent a present authorization, however, a court will not entertain a 
suit for release.101 The authorization for funding provided by a judicial 
financing order would seem to be as legitimate as a legislative directive.

98 See Louisiana v. Jumel, 107 U.S. 711 (1883) (mandamus will not be issued for the 
release of money in the state treasury without authorization and appropriation); United 
States v. County of Clark, 95 U.S. 769 (1878) (where county is already taxing at 
maximum allowable rate, mandamus will not be issued); Weaver v. City of Ogden 
City, 111 F. 323 (C.C.D. Utah 1901) (mandamus will not lie to compel special appropria
tion of money to pay judgments where county had no such power to do so).

99 Compare Houston v. Ormes, 252 U.S. 469 (1920) (compelling the ministerial duty 
of paying specifically appropriated funds of Congress to pay award of Court of 
Claims) and Rolston v. Missouri Fund Comm’rs, 120 U.S. 390 (1887) (compelling 
release of funds pursuant to statute) and Gratiot v. United States, 45 U.S. (4 How.) 
80 (1846) (specific appropriation of Congress not to be diverted from its object) with 
Cincinnati Soap Co. v. United States, 301 U.S. 308 (1937) (no money can be 
withdrawn from the treasury until it is appropriated) and Stansbury v. United States, 
75 U.S. (8 Wall.) 33 (1868) (written promise to clerk by Secretary of Interior not 
enough in itself to become binding government obligation in absence of authorization 
and appropriation) and Reeside v. Walker, 52 U.S. (11 Flow.) 271 (1850) (Secretary 
of Treasury cannot be compelled to credit amount of defendant’s verdict on his 
books in absence of appropriation for such payment).

100 Cf. Fox v. City of Pasadena, 78 F.2d 948 (9th Cir. 1935) (compelling transfer 
of funds entered on the general ledger to the specific account for which they were 
misappropriated); In re Legislative Reapportionment, 150 Colo. 380, 374 P.2d 66 (1962) 
(compelling payment of claim properly made and funds appropriated); State ex rel. 
R.R. Crow & Co. v. Copenhaver, 64 Wyo. 1, 184 P.2d 594 (1947) (compelling statutory 
release of designated funds after claim properly approved and funds appropriated).

But where other than a mere ministerial duty remains, mandamus will not lie. City 
of Cleveland (Tenn.) v. United States, 111 F. 341 (6th Cir. 1901) (mandamus will not 
be issued to control discretion of city authorities to create a surplus by limiting ap
propriations from taxes collected to pay current administration expenses); United 
States ex rel. Warden v. Chandler, 13 D.C. (2 Mackey) 527 (1883) (Secretary of 
Navy cannot be compelled to expend money for appropriated purpose where the time 
of expenditure is within his discretionary capacities).

101 In Louisiana v. Jumel, a suit was brought against a state auditor and treasurer who 
refused to release funds originally earmarked for plaintiff’s benefit because a state law 
repealed his power to do so. 107 U.S. 711, 720-21 (1883). T he Court held that money 
in the treasury of the state was the property of the state which was held neither 
to be an agent of, nor a trustee for, creditors.

102 Several cases have found unconstitutional the school systems resulting from an 
unconstitutional apportionment of funds. In ordering school systems which meet con
stitutional standards, the courts seem to assume that the funds previously used 
unconstitutionally still possess their appropriated status to be used for an educational 
system. See Blue v. Durham Pub. School Dist., 95 F. Supp. 441 (D.N.C. 1951) (averaging 
expenditures for white students and black students on basis of daily attendance held 

When funds are appropriated for an unconstitutional purpose,102 they 98 99 100 101 102 
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will be freed for other uses and may well form the surplus required to 
satisfy a financing order.103 Where the released funds are returned to 
the general pool of available revenue, and are unencumbered by prior 
claims, a suit to release them to comply with a financing order should 
be considered a suit to settle an established claim for the release of funds. 
Nevertheless, when other public projects absorb the surplus due to 
equal or greater priority of purpose, funds must be obtained by requir
ing the legislature to finance the decree through an original levy.

unconstitutional) ; Claybrook v. City of Owensboro, 16 F. 297 (D.C. Ky. 1883) (unequal 
school systems resulting from discrimination against black children in the distribution 
of school funds are unconstitutional); Dawson v. Lee, 83 Ky. 49 (1885) (act 
implicitly excluding black children from any share of common school fund found 
unconstitutional); State v. Duffy, 7 Nev. 342 (1872) (maintenance of separate school 
systems supported by common fund held unconstitutional); Puitt v. Gaston County, 
94 N.C. 709 (1886) (statute allowing funds derived from taxation of white and black 
races to be applied exclusively for education of children of that race found 
unconstitutional).

103 A court cannot compel the creation of a surplus by coercing a governmental 
body to limit expenses for general purposes. What expenditures are proper and 
necessary for purposes of administration is left to the discretion of the proper authorities 
and the court docs not have the power to order that they rigidly and economically 
administer their affairs in order to more quickly retire a debt. Clay County v. McAleer, 
115 U.S. 616 (1885); City of East St. Louis v. United States ex rei. Zebley, 110 U.S. 
321 (1884); City of Cleveland (Tenn.) v. United States, 111 F. 341 (6th Cir. 1901).

104 City of East St. Louis v. United States ex rei. Zebley, 110 U.S. 321 (1884). 
The Court held that even though 70 percent of a tax by statute was to go to current 
operating expenses and this amount could not be limited by the Court, the surplus 
of this amount over operating expenses could be applied to the municipal debt. 
This holding suggests that where there is a bona fide claim reduced to judgment, 
surplus governmental funds can be applied to satisfy the judgment. City of Cleveland 
(Tenn.) v. United States, 111 F. 341 (6th Cir. 1901) (although discretion of city 
authorities cannot be compelled in making appropriations from taxes for current 
expenses, court may compel application of any surplus remaining to satisfy a court 
rendered judgment).

105 Memphis v. Brown, 97 U.S. 300, 302 (1878). In Memphis, the Court held that 
mandamus will issue to compel the levy of a tax when such power is vested and such 
tax authorized. See Graham v. Folsom, 200 U.S. 248 (1906); Meriwether v. Garrett, 
102 U.S. 472 (1880); Rees v. City of Watertown, 86 U.S. (11 Wall.) 107 (1874).

Traditionally when such a suit was brought against a state government by an indi
vidual it was barred by the eleventh amendment. See Hopkins v. Clemson Agricultural 
College, 221 U.S. 636 (1911); Louisiana ex rei. New York Guaranty & Indemnity Co. v. 
Steele, 134 U.S. 230 (1890); North Carolina v. Temple, 134 U.S. 22 (1890); Louisiana 
v. Jumel, 107 U.S. 711 (1883).

If the levied tax produces a surplus over expenditures, the court can 
direct that the remaining funds after expenses be applied to satisfy its 
decree.104 Where the power to levy a tax for a particular purpose is 
vested in a governmental body, mandamus will lie to compel the agency 
to levy a tax for the payment of a judgment based on that purpose.105 
When there is no surplus at the levied tax rate and there is no author
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ized power to tax for a particular purpose, no tax can be collected 
unless the ceiling is first raised or the power authorized100 * * * * * 106—both con
sidered discretionary acts of the legislature.

100 Clay County v. McAleer, 115 U.S. 616, 618 (1885) (court cannot order taxing
board to levy a tax in excess of maximum allowed where such tax is not enough to pay
the judgment); see United States v. County of Macon, 99 U.S. 582 (1879) (mandamus
will not lie to compel the levy of a tax beyond the authorized amount); City of
Memphis v. United States, 97 U.S. 293 (1878) (court has no power to compel by
mandamus a municipality to levy a tax which the law does not authorize); United States
v. County of Clark, 96 U.S. 211 (1878) (bondholders entitled to payment from general 
funds of county where the proceeds of special tax are not enough to satisfy claim and 
where there is no intent of the legislature to limit recovery to proceeds of special 
tax).

107 246 U.S. 565, 572 (1918) (Argument for Petitioner).
108 Sec note 13 supra and accompanying text.
109 246 U.S. 565 (1918).

One possible means to ensure the enforcement of a financing order 
would be to phrase the terms of the original order with such specificity 
that the state has no latitude to determine the manner of conformance. 
Furthermore, mandamus might still be issued if the court were per
suaded by an argument similar to the one presented in Virginia v. West 
Virginia.107 As Virginia contended, when a state is subject to a binding 
judgment, a subsequent order to enforce that judgment imposes only 
a ministerial duty. Thus, the judgment creates an absolute duty of com
pliance in the legislature to unconditionally guarantee and promote the 
judicially declared right.108 109

Considerations Obviating Enforcement

The conduct of a controversy surrounding the issuance of a financing 
order may involve a two-step process, as it did in Virginia v. West Vir
ginia.100 In the initial proceeding, the court declares a duty to pay a 
debt or to render a service. Should the obligated party refuse to com
ply, the court must then decide whether it can and should move to the 
second stage, the enforcement of the financing order. To the extent 
that the state has an overriding interest in complying with the court’s 
ruling at the initial stage the enforcement question may never arise. 
When the court possesses another weapon which may be used to affect 
adversely the state’s interest in the litigated issue, the possibility of a 
direct confrontation over the enforcement of a financing order becomes 
less likely. Thus, the interest of states in protecting their criminal con
victions from attack and reversal in the federal courts may account 
for their acquiescence in decrees which have greatly expanded the 
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rights afforded to indigent criminal defendants and have concomitantly 
imposed upon them a significant financial burden.110

110 Although numerous questions were raised by such cases as Gideon v. Wainwright, 
372 U.S. 335 (1963) and Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12 (1956), little of the criticism 
seems to have focused on the power of the courts to impose a potentially significant 
financial burden on the states. Faced with a choice between compliance with the 
Court’s ruling and the voiding of criminal convictions, the states seem to have 
accepted what was in effect a sub silentio financing order as the lesser of two evils.

111 The impact of imposing upon the state a requirement to provide free counsel in 
civil cases involving indigents may not be significant if the state elects not to compensate 
appointed counsel. In Dillon v. United States, a district court determined that it had 
the power to order payment to an attorney for his services in a proceeding under 
28 U.S.C. § 2255 (1964) to vacate a defendant’s sentence, notwithstanding the absence 
of statutory authority to award counsel fees in such cases. The court reasoned that 
since there was a requirement to appoint counsel, to do so without compensation would 
be a taking of property in violation of the fifth amendment. On appeal the Ninth 
Circuit rejected the fifth amendment claim, concluding that an attorney assumes an 
obligation to represent indigents for little or no compensation upon his admission 
to the bar and that there had not been a “taking of property” within the meaning of 
the fifth amendment. 230 F. Supp. 487 (D. Ore. 1964), rev'd, 346 F.2d 633 (9th 
Cir. 1965), cert, denied, 382 U.S. 978 (1966). See also, Weiner v. Fulton County, 
113 Ga. App. 343, 148 S.E.2d 143 (Ct. App. 1966).

112 See Lee v. Flabib, 424 F.2d 891 (1970). The court used an equal protection 
rationale in supporting its conclusion but expressly avoided using it as the basis 
for the decision by finding authority within existing legislation to grant free tran
scripts to indigent civil litigants on appeal. In Robertson v. Green, legislation which 
permitted a waiver of filing fees for indigents in divorce cases was enacted while 
the case was on appeal, thus rendering the equal protection issue moot. 459 P.2d 
871 (Ore. 1969). It is significant that in both of these cases the court was able to look 
to legislative, rather than judicial, enforcement of a remedy, thus providing an 
analogy to Chief Justice White’s deference to legislative authority in Virginia v. 
West Virginia. 246 U.S. 565, 601 (1918); see note 17 supra and accompanying text.

The application of the equal protection clause to indigent litigants in 
civil cases, however, presents a more difficult problem. Here the inter
est of the state in obtaining and preserving convictions is not present. 
Although the state clearly benefits from the availability of a process by 
which private parties may settle their differences without resort to extra
judicial actions, its interest in providing the full benefits of this process 
to indigents asserting, or defending against, civil complaints is hardly 
as compelling as its interest in an orderly administration of criminal jus
tice.111 So far, courts have managed to avoid such a determination on 
the equal protection issue.112

Conclusion

As previously discussed, a precondition for the exercise of the power 
of a financing order should be a showing of the denial of a “funda
mental right” protected by the fourteenth amendment, but this showing 
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alone may not guarantee that the court will respond with this particular 
remedy. A party seeking the financing order still would have the bur
den of showing how it should be applied. It has been noted that the 
rationale in the original desegregation, indigency, and reapportionment 
cases may be logically extended to the problem of financing educational 
opportunity, using the common denominator of the equal protection 
clause.113 However, the similarity dissipates with the attempted estab
lishment of a judicially manageable standard of enforcement. The 
framework of the controversy and the particular right sought to be 
secured will determine how difficult the court’s task will be in shaping 
a manageable remedy. In Griffin v. Illinois,1'*  for example, the Court 
declared that the availability of a transcript on appeal must not be a 
function of wealth. At the same time, it was able to grant effective relief 
without expressly requiring that a transcript be provided free of charge 
in every case where an individual could not afford one;115 thus, the Court 
was able to avoid having to define with specificity the exact entitlement 
of indigent defendants on appeal.

H3 Kurland, Equal Educational Opportunity: The Limits of Constitutional Juris
prudence Undefined, 35 U. Chi. L. Rev. 583 (1968).

114 351 U.S. 12 (1956).
115 Id. at 20.
no See Gray v. Sanders, 372 U.S. 368, 381 (1963).
11? See Coons, Clune & Sugarman, supra note 88, at 323.

Conversely, the reapportionment one man-one vote rule,116 which 
connotes a certain logical and democratic equality, does attempt to 
establish a precise and specific standard. Although there may be some 
quarrel with the effect of the rule as actually applied, it is conceptually 
and mechanically an easy standard to effect. A standard of “one pupil- 
one dollar,” on the other hand, may be equally appealing in logic and 
simplicity, but may tend to ignore educational costs which are relatively 
fixed and constant, regardless of the number of students in the school 
district.117 Consequently, insufficient knowledge on how to obtain the 
desired goal may convince the court that it would be inappropriate to 
intervene.

Should the court determine that it can muster the necessary expertise 
to formulate a manageable standard that can be implemented effectively 
and uniformly, the ultimate issue in the enforceability of the order 
becomes acceptance and acquiescence by the public. Although an in
tangible and immeasurable factor, the court’s anticipation of the extent 
to which the public will accept and accede to its commands undoubtedly 
influences the judicial grant of a particular remedy. The magnitude of 
the problem argues strongly in favor of the courts’ present practice of 
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issuing financing orders which operate indirectly118 rather than by forc
ing the issue directly. The pressures potentially created by the expan
sion of the equal protection clause raise doubts as to its future extension. 
In assessing its authority to compel state expenditures to vindicate con
stitutional rights, however, the court would do well to heed the words 
of Chief Justice John Marshall: “With whatever doubts, with whatever 
difficulties, a case may be attended, we must decide it, if it be brought 
before us. We have no more right to decline the exercise of jurisdiction 
which is given, than to usurp that which is not given. The one or the 
other would be treason to the constitution.” 119

118 See notes 85-88 supra.
119 Cohens v. Virginia, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 264, 404 (1821).



ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, THE PUBLIC 
INTEREST, AND NATIONAL POLICY:

IS A MARRIAGE POSSIBLE?
Recent developments in administrative law indicate a growing trend 

toward the utilization of administrative agencies in implementing na
tional policies, such as nondiscrimination in hiring and environmental 
preservation, which transcend the agencies’ narrower traditional con
cerns. Administrative agencies normally are concerned only with those 
problems inherent in the particular regulated area with which the agency 
deals. For example, the Federal Communications Commission limits the 
scope of its consideration to problems in the communications industry, 
while the Interstate Commerce Commission limits its determinations to 
problems involving interstate transportation. While policies concerning 
the allocation of the broadcast spectrum or the fixing of interstate rail 
rates can be referred to as “national policies,” their impact is largely in
tramural to a specific industry; while important, they are distinguishable 
from broader policies such as those concerning race and environment. 
While problems occurring in the allocation of the broadcast spectrum 
are inherent only in the regulation of the communications industry and 
are limited to the FCC, the problem of racial discrimination is truly 
national, affecting many industries other than communications and 
transportation. A policy of eliminating discrimination in TV com
mercials, though affecting the communications industry and appropriate 
for FCC concern, is only a manifestation of a broader national policy to 
eliminate racial discrimination.

The increased willingness of the federal government to deal through 
affirmative action with the complex problems which face our society 
has resulted in an increase in the number of areas defined as national 
policies.1 This increase has been accompanied by a realization that these 
problems can be solved only by the most efficient utilization of every 
power and resource available to the government.2 This realization has 

1 See generally Reich, Law of the Planned Society, 75 Yale L.J. 1227 (1966). An 
example of this willingness involves the problem of air pollution where there has been 
a recent definition of its elimination as a national policy. See National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321, 4331 (Supp. V, 1970); Air Quality Control 
Act of 1967, 42 U.S.C. § 1875 (a)(3) (Supp. V, 1970); Conference Report No. 91-765, 
91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969); Exec. Order No. 11,472, 3 C.F.R. 122 (1969) (estab
lishing the Environmental Quality Council).

2 The clear statement of priorities should allow for the formation of a comprehensive 
plan and insure that a policy which is promoted by one arm of the government is not 
negated by another. Priorities must be clearly defined if integrated action is to occur.

[ 420 ]
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spawned increasing reliance on administrative agencies as mechanisms 
for implementing national policies. Traditionally, these agencies have 
used some form of public interest standard to guide them in their actions. 
Each conceives of its function as implementing the public interest in 
its particular area of concern. Thus, an agency’s definition of “public 
interest” defines the scope and extent of its activity.

This Comment analyzes the redefinition of the public interest standard 
to include national policies and the ability of administrative agencies to 
implement these policies under this redefinition. After locating that 
branch within government which is best suited to announce national 
policy, an attempt is made to analyze the capacity of courts and agencies 
to redefine public interest concepts to include such policy, and examples 
of such redefinition are discussed. The question of agency authority and 
power to implement policy is considered, along with a discussion of 
standard setting by the agencies. The article closes with an analysis of 
current agency practice and poses a challenge to the agencies to improve 
their record in the seventies.

The Setting of National Policy

The distinction between setting national policies and redefining the 
public interest to include these policies is not a clear one. Redefinition 
of the public interest results when a court3 or an agency4 perceives a 
previously existing national policy and relates it to a particular industry. 
While the judiciary and the agencies rarely, if ever, will set a national 
policy sua sponte, they occasionally come close to doing so. Since na
tional policies are not always clearly defined or announced, a court or 
agency often assimilates numerous diverse factors—Congressional enact
ments, Executive orders, judicial decisions, and others—in determining 
that, taken together, they constitute a national policy. Regarding non
discrimination in hiring, for example, the agency could point to numer
ous legislative and executive enactments in perceiving national policy;5 
if it then included nondiscrimination as a component of the public in
terest, it merely would be redefining the public interest to include previ-

An example of agencies working at cross purposes is the licensing by one agency 
of a power plant which pollutes the environment while a separate agency is attempting 
to control pollution in the area. See New Hampshire v. Atomic Energy Comm’n, 406 
F.2d 170 (1st Cir. 1969).

3 See Banzhaf v. FCC, 132 U.S. App. D.C. 14, 405 F.2d 1082 (1968).
4 An example of this is the FCC’s adoption of its nondiscrimination in hiring rule. 

See notes 59 64 infra and accompanying text.
5 E.g., Colorado Anti-Discrimination Comm’n v. Continental Airlines, 372 U.S. 714 

(1965); Civil Rights Act of 1964, tit. VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000(e) (1)-(15) (1964); Exec. 
Order No. 11,246, 3 C.F.R. 402 (Supp. 1970).
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ously set national policy. However, if the policy is not set as clearly as 
that surrounding nondiscrimination, the already vague distinction be
tween setting and redefinition is blurred even more. In the environ
mental preservation area, where there are fewer visible indicia of a 
national policy, the entire process approaches a judicial setting of policy; 
in attempting to include a particular policy which it perceives in a re
definition of the public interest, the judiciary in reality may be setting 
that policy.

Past experience indicates that national policy determinations best fall 
within the peculiar expertise of the legislative and executive branches; 
for several reasons these two branches are uniquely conditioned and 
equipped to reach broad conclusions about the public interest. While 
the public interest is broader than the appeasement of the majority will,6 
it still should not be determined in a vacuum. Beyond their political re
sponsiveness, Congress and the President enjoy the use of extensive fact- 
finding machinery which is unavailable to courts and agencies.7

6 Miller, Constitutional Revolution Consolidated: The Rise of the Positive State, in 
The Supreme Court and the Living Constitution, 78, 90 91 (A. Miller ed. 1969).

7 Twelve executive cabinet level departments exist which supply the executive with 
information. Moreover, 16 Senate standing committees with 103 subcommittees, three 
Senate select and special committees with seven subcommittees, 21 House standing 
committees with 120 subcommittees, one select committee with six subcommittees, and 
nine joint committees provide information to the executive branch. 1 U.S. Code, Cong. 
& Admin. News LI-CVIII 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970).

Theoretically the legislature and executive are best suited for making 
broad policy determinations; in practice, however, they have not exer
cised the necessary leadership. The political process often inhibits the 
formation of national policy. An effort to appease a diverse electorate 
may result in a patchwork of compromise rather than an integrated plan 
for action. Thus, neither Congress nor the executive is likely to conceive 
of its function in the broad terms necessary for the effective setting of

Were the legislature and executive to assume the requisite leadership, 
the obligations of the agencies and the judiciary in policy implementation 
could be easily defined and could be met well within the competence and 
limitations of each. Once Congress or the President has set a national 
policy, the agencies would be obliged to recognize that policy and incor
porate it into their definitions of the public interest. Only if an agency 
refused to recognize this national policy as a component of its definition 
of the public interest would the courts be required to act; the agency’s 
concept of the public interest would then be judicially redefined in light 
of executive or legislative mandate.

In practice, the judiciary has been forced, primarily by the reluc- 
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cance of the other branches, to go beyond redefinition and to assume 
responsibility for broad determination of national policy. By disposition 
and by the conception of its role within a democracy, the judicial branch 
is poorly suited to make such determinations. Courts are incapable of the 
broad planning and overview necessary for affirmative governmental 
action;8 they can and do act independently of each other—coordinated 
action is the exception,9 not the rule. A court decides the issues before 
it and is often unaware of the broader ramifications of its decision; it 
sees part, but rarely all, of an entire problem. This ad hoc approach to 
problem solving tends to oversimplify a problem by distilling it into one 
justiciable issue. Parties to a law suit, moreover, are only interested in 
furthering their own claims and frequently avoid presenting the broader 
issues.10 Beyond the inherent problems in specific litigation, the judici
ary was not conceived of as a policy maker in the basic structure of our 
democracy;11 that function was specifically delegated to the legislative 
and executive branches.12

8 One reason why the courts cannot serve a planning function is that no overall plan 
can be devised that depends upon case-by-case presentations to the court. See Hector, 
Problems of the CAP and. the Independent Regulatory Commissions, 69 Yale L.J. 931 
(1960).

9 Admittedly, the lower federal courts must follow the decisions of the Supreme 
Court. However, except for the lower federal courts, the law the Supreme Court 
hands down is not the “law of the land’’ but rather the “law of the case.” Moreover, 
the state courts arc not bound by these decisions. See C. Antieau, Commentaries on 
the Constitution of the United States, 390 (1960).

10 See Heller, The Supreme Court: Its Role in the Balance of the Federal System, 
6 J. Pub. L. 319, 321 (1957).

11 During recent periods of judicial activism, however, the courts have assumed 
much more of a policy-making function. See Dahl, Decision-Making in a Democracy: 
The Supreme Court as a National Policy Maker, 6 J. Pub. L. 279 (1957).

12 See Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 509-514 (1965) (Black, J., dissenting); 
Glidden v. Zdanok, 370 U.S. 530 (1962); Dahl, supra note 11. See generally, Symposium, 
Policy-Making in a Democracy: The Role of the United States Supreme Court, 6 J. 
Pub. L. 275 (1958).

The very expertise which makes an administrative agency adept at 
handling day-to-day problems within its area of regulation inhibits its 
ability to set national policy. Agency perception is myopic and is 
tightly constrained by the scope of its regulation. Even more than the 
courts, the agencies lack sufficient overview to ascertain the needs of a 
nation.

Redefinition of Public Interest Concepts

JUDICIAL REDEFINITION

W hile the judiciary clearly is unsuited to set national policies, it can 
redefine the public interest to include policies set by the legislative and 
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executive branches. Its ability to do so, however, is limited by its in
effectiveness in enforcing its decisions.13 While courts may have the 
ultimate power to deny the administrative grant of a benefit,14 they very 
rarely do. Instead, courts usually remand with instructions to consider 
a specific issue.15 16 The process of remand, however, often has proven 
ineffective;10 without ever seriously considering the issue, the agency can 
merely expand the record to include reference to a court’s order while 
reaching the same decision.17 Given the limits of judicial review, a 
court is virtually powerless to affect such decisions where, on the sur
face, it appears that the agency has considered the court’s order.

13 See Cahn & Cahn, The New Sovereign Immunity, 81 Harv. L. Rev. 929, 935-37 
(1968).

14 Office of Communication of the United Church of Christ v. FCC, — U.S. App. 
D.C. —, 425 F.2d 543 (1969).

15 E.g., Baltimore & Ohio R.R. v. United States, 386 U.S. 372 (1967); Office of 
Communication of the United Church of Christ v. FCC, 123 U.S. App. D.C. 328, 359 
F.2d 994 (1966); Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. FPC, 354 F.2d 608 (2d 
Cir.), cert, denied, 384 U.S. 941 (1965).

16 “In a number of famous cases the remand has achieved no more than a new rational
ization for the same result.” L. Jaffe, Judicial Control of Administrative Agencies 
589 (1965). [hereinafter JaffeI. Compare SEC v. Chenery Corp., 318 U.S. 80 (1943) 
(remand to commission), with SEC v. Chenery Corp., 332 U.S. 194, 209 (1947) 
(Jackson, J., dissenting) (Commission decision upheld on second appeal). Compare 
Scenic Hudson Preservation Soc’y v. FPC, 354 F.2d 608 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 384 U.S. 
941 (1965), with Consolidated Edison Co., FPC Opinion No. 584, 39 U.S.L.W. 
2109 (Aug. 19, 1970). Compare Office of Communications of the United Church 
of Christ v. FCC, 123 U.S. App. D.C. 328, 359 F.2d 944 (1966) (remand with direc
tions to consider citizen’s complaint), with Office of Communication of United Church 
of Christ v. FCC, U.S. App. D C. , 425 F.2d 543 (1969) (Commission failed to 
rule favorably on citizen complaint).

17 A remand merely accomplishes sending a case back to an arbiter who has already 
given notice of his judgment. See FCC v. Pottsville Broadcasting Co., 309 U.S. 134, 145 
(1940); Consolidated Edison Co., FPC Opinion No. 584, 39 U.S.L.W. 2109 (Aug. 
19, 1970). See also Cahn & Cahn, supra note 13.

18 Gray v. Powell, 314 U.S. 402, 411-12 (1941). “The court is not at liberty to 
substitute its own discretion for that of administrative officers who have kept within 
the bounds of their administrative powers.” American Tel. & Tel. v. United States, 
299 U.S. 232, 236 (1936). See also Udall v. Tallman, 380 U.S. 1, 16 (1965).

19 Substantial evidence has been defined as, “such relevant evidence as a reasonable 
mind might accept as adequate to support a conclusion.” Consolidated Edison Co. v.

Although this factor limits its ability to redefine the public interest, 
the judiciary has made significant advances in this area. These advances 
have been facilitated by an expansion of the scope of judicial review 
of agency actions. Judicial review normally is limited to a determina
tion of whether the agency has acted within the scope of its statutory 
authorization and whether the agency decision is rational18 or supported 
by substantial evidence19 on the record as a whole.20 A court cannot re
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view the evidence de novo and cannot overturn an agency decision 
merely because it would have reached a different decision based upon 
the same evidence. However, when a court interprets statutory lan
guage, the scope of judicial review is substantially broadened.20 21 Courts 
cannot interefere with agency discretion in applying a particular statu
tory standard, but they can and must decide if the proper standard is 
being used.22 Thus, in determining whether an administrative decision 
was made in the public interest, courts are not limited to the “rational 
basis” or “substantial evidence” tests, but may inquire into the agency’s 
definition of the public interest. Through this inquiry, courts may re
define the public interest to include new components, correspondingly 
expanding the scope of judicial review.

NLRB, 305 U.S. 197, 229 (1938). Jaffe suggests that substantial evidence “demands 
evidence sufficient to enable a mind to find the legally required fact by reasoning from 
that evidence.” Jaffe 596.

20 Administrative Procedure Act, § 10(e), 5 U.S.C. § 1009(e) (1964); see Universal 
Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474 (1951). See also Jaffe 600-05.

21 See NLRB v. Hearst Publications, Inc., 322 U.S. Ill (1944); Michigan Consoli
dated Gas v. FPC, 108 U.S. App. D.C. 409, 431, 283 F.2d 204, 226, cert, denied, 364 
U.S. 913 (1960); Jaffe 556-64.

22 “Where, as here, a regulatory agency has ignored factors which are relevant to 
the public interest, the scope of judicial review is sufficiently broad to order their 
consideration. These limits are not to be confused with the narrower ones governing 
review of an agency’s conclusion reached upon proper consideration of the relevant 
factors.” Michigan Consolidated Gas Co. v. FPC, 108 U.S. App. D.C. 409, 431, 283 F.2d 
204, 226, cert, denied, 364 U.S. 913 (1960).

23 Joseph v. FCC, 131 U.S. App. D.C. 207, 404 F.2d 207 (1968); Office of Communica
tion of the United Church of Christ v. FCC, 123 U.S. App. D.C. 328, 359 F.2d 994 (1966).

24 The determination has also changed in single party’ applications. See Office of 
Communication of the United Church of Christ v. FCC, 123 U.S. App. D.C. 328, 359 
F.2d 994 (1966).

The judiciary has expanded agency considerations by both procedural 
and substantive modifications of agency decisions. On the one hand, 
courts have directed agencies to redefine the public interest in a specific 
manner; on the other, they have ordered certain changes in the proce
dures by which decisions are reached.23 For example, a court may re
quire an agency to consider alternative proposals rather than remanding 
with directions to consider a specific proposal. In encouraging agencies 
to utilize their resources to create alternative proposals, courts have sig
nificantly expanded the scope of inquiry in a public interest determina
tion beyond the narrow interests of competing applicants in a compara
tive hearing.24 The question is changed from which of the competing ap
plicants will best serve the public interest to how the public interest can 
best be served. In requiring the consideration of alternative proposals, 
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courts have placed the burden to seek out such alternatives on the agency 
even when the parties to a proceeding have not presented them.25

25 See Northern Natural Gas Co. v. FPC, 130 U.S. App. D.C. 220, 399 F.2d 953 (1968); 
Scenic Hudson Preservation Soc’y v. FPC, 354 F.2d 608 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 384 U.S. 
941 (1965); Citizens for Allegan Co. v. FPC, 134 U.S. App. D.C. 224, 414 F.2d 1125 
(1968).

26 See Federal Maritime Comm’n v. Aktienbolgoget Svenska Linien, 390 U.S. 238, 244 
(1968); McLean Trucking Co. v. United States, 321 U.S. 67, 87 (1944); Mackey Radio 
& Tel. Co., 5 P & F Radio Reg. 561, 583 (FCC 1951). In Mackey the FCC stated that it 
had an affirmative duty to consider the national policy favoring competition. This 
decision was reversed by the Court of Appeals. R.C.A. Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 
91 U.S. App. D.C. 289, 293, 201 F.2d 694, 698 (1952). The Supreme Court remanded 
the case to the Commission for reconsideration on the grounds that the Commission was 
misguided in finding a national policy. Implicit in the holding is that if there had been 
a national policy, the decision of the Commission would have been upheld. FCC v. 
R.C.A. Communications, Inc., 346 U.S. 86, 98 (1953).

27 See Sherman Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1 (1964); Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 12, 18 
U.S.C. § 402, 29 U.S.C. § 52 (1964); Silver v. New York Stock Exchange, 373 U.S. 341 
(1963); Erie Sand & Gravel Co. v. FTC, 291 F.2d 279 (10th Cir. 1961).

Agency Redefinition

In order for administrative agencies to implement national policies, 
they first must redefine the public interest to include those policies. In
clusion of these national policies in the public interest significantly ex
pands traditional agency considerations. Conventional agency practice 
has been limited to problems inherent in a regulated industry.

Agencies nevertheless are uniquely capable of redefining a public in
terest concept; they regularly do so in the normal course of their prac
tice in order to keep pace with developments in the regulated area. These 
redefinitions, however, fall within the agency's specific area of expertise 
and thus are accomplished with little difficulty. Redefinitions including 
components without the agency’s expertise should be undertaken only by 
the agency where the national policy is clear.

examples of redefinition

Redefinition of the public interest has not occurred through the ac
tions of a single branch of government. In some instances, agencies vol
untarily have expanded the public interest; in others, the courts have 
forced expansion upon the agencies.

Free Competition, One of the earliest significant redefinitions
of the public interest to include a national policy resulted from a de
termination that free competition is a necessary component of the public 
interest.26 Courts have used the antitrust laws as a standard in determining 
whether or not a given project met the free competition requirement.27 
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jXgencies utilize these laws as guidelines, even though they do not have 
jurisdiction to determine antitrust violations.28 In directing the Inter
state Commerce Commission to consider anticompetitive effects in 
granting merger authorizations, the Supreme Court inferred that anti
competitive considerations should apply to decisions made in the public 
interest.29 This is a clear example of how national policy was set by 
the legislative branch and how the judiciary forced an agency to rede
fine the public interest to include this policy when the agency failed to 
do so on its own initiative.

28 See Northern Natural Gas Co. v. FPC, 130 U.S. App. D.C. 220, 225, 399 F.2d 953, 
958 (1968). The court remanded this case to the agency to give further consideration to 
antitrust policy. See California v. FPC, 369 U.S. 482, 484-85 (1962).

29 See McLean Trucking Co. v. United States, 321 U.S. 67, 87 (1944).
89 354 F.2d 608 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 384 U.S. 941 (1965).
31 Additional plaintiffs included the Town of Cortlandt, the Town of Putnam Valley, 

and the Town of Yorktown. 354 F.2d at 608.
32 The pumped storage hydroelectric project was, in essence, an oversized storage 

battery. In order to supply electricity to the New York City market area during 
peak requirement periods, electrical power would be used to pump water to a high 
reservoir during low requirement periods. During peak requirement periods, this water 
would be released to flow down the mountain driving hydroelectric turbines. The 
amount of electricity needed to raise the water to the reservoir, however, would be 
greater than the electricity produced by the water’s driving the hydroelectric turbines. 
354 F.2d at 611; see Consolidated Edison Co., 33 F.P.C. 428, 430 (1965) (illustration).

33 Federal Power Act, § 10(a), 16 U.S.C. § 803(a) (1964).

Conservation aitd Environmental Preservation. Recently courts
have included environmental preservation within the public interest by 
directing agencies to consider the effects of an applicant’s proposed 
projects on the environment. For example, in Scenic Hudson Preserva
tion Society v. FPC.30 the United States Court of Appeals for the Second 
Circuit remanded an application to the Commission for consideration of 
the preservation of the natural beauty and fish resources of the Hudson 
River. Plaintiff, a conservation society,31 sought an order to suspend a 
grant of permission by the FPC to a power company to construct a 
pumped storage hydroelectric project32 on the west side of the Hudson 
River. The conservationists felt that the river’s beauty would be im
paired not only by the proposed reservoir but also by transmission lines 
which would require clearance of a path 125 feet wide which would 
follow the river for 25 miles. Fishermen’s groups feared a substantial 
loss of fish eggs and young fish because of the projects. In making an 
initial determination that construction of the project would be in the 
public interest,33 the Commission had relied primarily on the need of 
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the area for additional sources of power34 and the desirability of remov
ing power production facilities from the New York City area.35 *

34 The need for additional electric power in the New York City area became apparent 
during the blackout of the entire east coast during 1965. Consolidated Edison wanted 
additional facilities to prevent a recurrence of the blackout. 33 F.P.C. at 440.

35 Id. at 436.
33 354 F.2d at 612.
37 See notes 39-41 supra and accompanying text.
33 354 F.2d at 620.
33 Id. at 624.
40 Consolidated Edison Co., 33 F.P.C. 428 (1965).
41 Id. at 620. On remand, the FPC decided that the construction of the Storm King 

Facility was in the public interest and authorized its construction. The Commission 
noted that its decision was not based on the “resolution of litigated issues formulated 
by the parties, but rather the determination of public policy considering ‘the totality 

Relying on the responsibility of the FPC to act in the public interest, 
the court found on review that the FPC had not fulfilled its planning 
function, had failed to define the components of the public interest, and 
had not considered any alternative proposals in reaching its decision. Re
garding its first finding, the court recognized the statutory duty of the 
FPC to insure that a project is “best adapted to a comprehensive plan 
for improving or developing a waterway.” 33 The court felt that the 
decision to build the project was based more on a consideration of the 
area’s need for electrical power than for the beneficial development of 
the Hudson River. The court noted that it could not substitute its 
judgment for that of the Commission37 on the question of what “bene
ficial development” would be, but that it could insure that “licensing 
of the project would be in the overall public interest.” 38

Next, the court found that the Commission had not considered all 
relevant factors in arriving at its public interest determination. It held 
that on remand the Commission should “include as a basic concern the 
preservation of natural beauty and of historic shrines, keeping in mnd 
that, in our affluent society the cost of a project is only one of several 
factors to be considered.” 39

Finally, the court found that the Commission’s decision40 was reached 
on a record that was inadequate and incomplete either because of a 
failure to include all relevant material in the record or because insuffi
cient consideration had been given to any proposal other than that pre
sented by the power company. The court felt that the Commission, as 
representative of the public interest, should not “act as an umpire 
blandly calling balls and strikes for adversaries appearing before it; the 
right of the public must receive active and affirmative protection at the 
hands of the Commission.” 41
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In Udall v. FPC* 2 environmental preservation again was included as 
a component of the public interest. Under the Federal Water Power 
Act,42 43 the Federal Power Commission is given the authority to de
termine that the development of water resources should be undertaken 
by the Government. Given such a determination, the Commission may 
not grant a license for this development to any applicant, but must sub
mit plans and estimates of the cost of the project to Congress.44 In 1961, 
two companies applied for mutually exclusive sites to construct hydro
electric power plants at High Mountain Sheep on the Snake River. Al
though the Secretary of the Interior urged postponement in order to 
determine the danger of such projects to salmon and other fish, the Com
mission granted a license to one of the applicants without making a 
study. The Secretary petitioned for rehearing and asked that the record 
be reopened so that he might supply evidence establishing the serious 
effect of the hydroelectric power project on the coordinated river sys
tem. His petition was denied.

of the project’s immediate and long range effects' consistent with the public interest.” 
Conso'idatcd Edison Co., No. 584, 39 U.S.L.W. 2109 (FPC, Aug. 19, 1970).

42 387 U.S. 428 (1967). Due to a large number of cases bearing the Secretary’s name, 
the case is hereinafter referred to as High Mountain Sheep.

« 16 U.S.C. § 792 (1964).
44 Federal Water Power Act of 1920, § 7(b) as amended, 16 U.S.C. § 800(b) (1964).
45 There were already eight projects on the Columbia River system and a ninth might 

have destroyed the waterway as a spawning ground for anadromous fish. Congress 
realized the danger of the destruction of these fish and enacted the Anadromous Fish 
Act, 16 U.S.C. § 757 (a)-(f) (Supp. V, 1970), which directed the Secretary of the 
Interior “to conduct such studies and make such recommendations as the Secretary 
determines to be appropriate regarding the development and management of any stream 
or other body of water for the conservation and enhancement of anadromous fishery 
resources.” The Court said that the Secretary had “special standing” to appear and 
intervene because of the mandate of Congress to protect andromous fish. This mandate 
was expressed not only by the passage of the Anadromous Fish Act, but also in 
H.R. Rep. No. 1007, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 2-5 (1968); S. Rep. No. 860, 89th Cong., 
1st Sess. (1968); Hearings on Anadromous Fish Before the Subcomm, on Fisheries and 
Wildlife Conservation of the House Comm. on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, 88th 
Cong., 2d Sess. 11 (1967).

The Supreme Court held that the requirements of section 7 (b) were 
violated when the Commission did not consider federal development of 
the system. The Court remanded the case to the Commission for con
sideration of the federal development question and also to consider: (1) 
whether deferral of construction of the hydroelectric plant would be 
more in the public interest than immediate construction; and (2) 
whether preservation of the river in its present state served the public in
terest more than the proposed development.45 In deciding whether or 
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not to build the project, the Commission was ordered to consider the 
public interest after studying all relevant issues.46

46 387 U.S. at 450.
47 See also Texas East. Trans. Corp. v. Wildlife Preserves, Inc., 48 N.J. 261, 225 A.2d 

130 (1966).
48 “The importance of salmon and steelhead in our outdoor life as well as in com

merce is so great that there certainly comes a time when their destruction might 
necessitate a halt in so-called ‘improvement’ or ‘development’ of waterways.” 387 U.S. 
at 437.

4» 132 U.S. App. D.C. 14, 405 F.2d 1082 (1968).
50 Applicability of the Fairness Doctrine to Cigarette Advertising, 9 F.C.C.2d 921 

(1967). The Fairness Doctrine requires that “licensees of broadcast facilities . . . devote 
a reasonable percentage of their broadcast time to the discussion of public issues of 
controversial importance.” Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 127 U.S. App. D.C. 
129, 139, 381 F.2d 908, 918 (1967), aff’d, 395 U.S. 367 (1969). The broadcast licensee 
is under an affirmative obligation to achieve fair and adequate treatment of contro
versial issues. FCC Report in the Matter of Editorializing by Broadcast Licensees, 
1 P & F Radio Reg. 91 (FCC 1949). The doctrine requires that the presentation of one 
side of a controversial issue compels the licensee to seek our and present opposing 
points of view. See generally Barron, The Federal Communications Commission’s 
Fairness Doctrine: An Evaluation, 30 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 1 (1961).

51 The court may have decided the controversy on different grounds than the FCC 
because of apprehension that the fairness doctrine, which had not yet come before 
the Supreme Court, would be found unconstitutional. The circuits at the time of 
Banzhaf were split on the constitutionality of the doctrine. Compare Red Lion Broad

Traditionally, public interest determinations have been made by 
balancing several public interest components. In Scenic Hudson and 
High Mountain Sheep, the judiciary has announced that environmental 
preservation not only must be considered, but also must be given pri
mary consideration.47 Indeed, the Supreme Court intimated in High 
Mountain Sheep that the existence of a conservation question often may 
be determinative of the outcome of a balancing test, regardless of the 
existence of other factors.48 *

While the cases discussed above turned on national policy considera
tions, a case decided by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Co
lumbia Circuit may have opened the door to a comprehensive attack on 
air pollution based on its finding that good health is a component of the 
public interest. In Banzhaf v. FCC,4Q a private citizen had requested the 
FCC to order free broadcast time for anticigarette responses to the pro
smoking views implicit in cigarette commercials. The FCC relied upon 
the fairness doctrine50 in requiring broadcast licensees to present opposing 
points of view on this subject, contending that the public interest would 
be fulfilled only if both sides of the cigarette controversy were presented. 
In affirming the Commission’s decision, the court of appeals looked to 
the Commission’s broad mandate to act in the public interest rather than 
to the fairness doctrine,51 holding that the public health is an inherent 
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component of the public interest.52 Since smoking is inimical to the 
public health, the ICC was obligated to counter the deleterious effects 
of cigarette commercials.

casting Co. v. FCC, 127 U.S. App. D.C. 129, 381 F.2d 708, aff'd, 395 U.S. 367 
(1967) (upholding FCC’s fairness doctrine) uith Radio Television News Directors Ass’n 
v. United States, 400 F.2d 100 (7th Cir.), rev'd, 395 U.S. 367 (1968) (fairness doctrine 
violates first amendment). The Supreme Court subsequently heard the appeals of these 
two cases on the same day and held the fairness doctrine constitutional thereby affirming 
Red Lion and overruling R.T.N.D.A. Red Lion Bioadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367 
(1969). If Banzhaf had come before the District of Columbia Circuit subsequent to the 
Supreme Court’s decision in Red Lion, the decision might well have been based on 
the fairness doctrine.

52 The court stated that “the public health has in effect become a kind of basic law 
both justifying new extensions of old powers and evoking the legitimate concern of 
government wherever its regulatory power extends.” 132 U.S. App. D.C. at 28-29, 405 
F.2d at 1097.

53 405 F.2d at 1097 n. 63.
54 405 F.2d at 1097.
55 The FCC has held that the Fairness Doctrine docs not require broadcasters to 

balance advertisements for leaded gas and high powered cars with a proportionate 
number of antipollution announcements. The Commission refused to consider the public 
health argument distinguishing Banzhaf on the grounds that cigarettes are habit forming. 
Soucie Document, FCC No. 70-862, 39 U.S.L.W. 2105 (Aug. 5, 1970).

50 E.g., Colorado Anti-Discrimination Comm’n v. Continental Airlines, 372 U.S. 714 
(1965); Civil Rights Act of 1964, tit. VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000 (e)(l)-(15) (1964); Exec. 
Order No. 1 1,246, 3 C.F.R. 402 (Supp. 1970).

57 Aileen Hernandez, Commissioner with the E1OC from June 1965, to November 
1966, stressed the importance of each industry formulating a plan to utilize all the 
members of the work force. “It is my experience that the employer will implement 
such an affirmative plan only w hen he has an incentive to do so. One such incentive, 
I found, exists when the employer seeks a benefit from a governmental agency.” 

While the court very carefully limited its decision to cigarettes,53 the 
“public health” doctrine might well be expanded to support the notion 
that government has a duty to protect the public health “wherever its 
regulatory power extends." 54 Therefore, if air pollution is determined 
to be detrimental to the public health, the holding in Banzhaf could 
provide a theory for judicial attack on pollution.55 While this circuitous 
method of defining a clean environment as a component of the public 
interest is far less desirable than a forthright determination of policy by 
the Government, it nonetheless could serve as an additional means of at
tacking pollution.

N on dis crimination in Hiring. Congressional enactments, Ex
ecutive orders, and judicial decisions clearly indicate that nondiscrimina
tion in hiring is a national policy.56 More than any other arm of gov
ernment, administrative agencies may prove best adapted to enforcing 
this policy;57 a recent study reveals that regulated industries not only do 
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not implement nondiscriminatory policies but are among the most dis
criminatory employers in the country.58

Brief for NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund and Mexican American Legal 
Defense and Educational Fund Requesting San Francisco hearing and institution of 
Philadelphia Plan, at Exhibit A, Pacific Gas & Elec. Application, Project No. 2687 (Pit 
#1) filed at FPC (Jan. 22, 1970) (Declaration of Aileen Clarke Hernandez). A similar 
position was taken by Louis Garcia, Commissioner with the Fair Employment Practices 
Commission of California. Id. at Exhibit B.

58 Brown, Poor Equal Employment Record of Electric Power Industry, reprinted in 
115 Cong. Rec. 13973 (1969).

69 34 Fed. Reg. 9284 (1969); see note 73 infra and accompanying text.
C0The proposed rule was, “no license shall be granted to any station which engages 

in discrimination in employment practices on the basis of race, color, religion, or national 
origin. Evidence of compliance with this section shall be furnished with each applica
tion for a license and annually during the term of each license upon prescribed forms.” 
Petition of the Office of Communication, the Board of Homeland Ministers and the 
Comm, for Racial Justice Now of the United Church of Christ, FCC Docket No. 18244 
(Apr. 24, 1967).

33 Fed. Reg. 9960; 13 F.C.C.2d 766 (1968).
62 34 Fed. Reg. 9284-86 (1969). On August 8, 1970, the FCC extended its non

discrimination in hiring rule to include common carriers. Communications Common 
Carrier Rules on Employment, 24 F.C.C.2d No. 18742, 39 U.S.L.W. 2104 (Aug. 5, 
1970).

03 In reaching this determination, the Commission relied upon the advice of the 
Department of Justice: “Title VII was not intended to circumscribe the authority of 
Federal agencies other than the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to regulate 
employment practices.” Letter from Stephen J. Pollack, Assistant Attorney General, to 
Rosel H. Hyde, Chairman FCC, May 21, 1968, reprinted in FCC Docket No. 18244.

04 In making its “public interest” determination, the FCC can consider whether an 
applicant has violated the laws of the United States. FCC v. American Broadcasting Co., 
347 U.S. 284, 289-97 (1957). See also Report on Establishment of Uniform Policy in 
Connection with Violations by an Applicant of the Laws of the United States, F.C.C. 
No. 9572 (1951), 1 P & F Radio Reg. (pt. 3), 91:32 (1951). Indeed, it would appear 
that the Commission has a duty to consider violations of the laws. See Southern 

Agency response to industry hiring practices has varied. The FCC for 
one has recognized that it has the authority, and perhaps the duty,59 to 
impose sanctions upon licensees who discriminate. In response to a peti
tion for rule-making by the Office of Communication of the United 
Church of Christ,60 the FCC issued a memorandum opinion and notice 
of proposed rule-making on July 5, 1968.61 The rule was finally issued 
on June 4, 1969.62 The Commission claimed sufficient authority to regu
late discriminatory hiring practices and felt that it was not preempted 
in this field by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.63 In 
recognizing that such a national policy can only be effectuated by co
ordinated government action, the Commission believed that its regula
tory activities would compliment and not conflict with those of the 
EEOC. The Commission felt it necessary to consider hiring practices 
in discharging its responsibility to act in the public interest.64
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W hile this rationale might be used by other agencies to promulgate 
nondiscriminatory hiring rules,05 no such action has occurred.GG How
ever, in a recent license application pending before the FPC,07 inter
venors08 have raised the issue of discriminatory hiring practices by the 
license applicant and have asked that the grant of the license be con
ditioned upon implementation of the Philadelphia Plan.65 * 67 * 69 Realizing the 
difficulties of approaching such a problem on a case-by-case basis, the 
Federal Power Commission is considering rule-making procedures.

Sreamship Co. v. NLRB, 316 U.S. 31 (1942) (objectives of mutiny act must be con
sidered); City of Pittsburgh v. FPC, 99 U.S. App. D.C. 113, 237 F.2d 741 (1956) 
(policies of antitrust laws must be considered in making “public convenience and 
necessity” determinations). A violation of civil rights laws would clearly be sufficient 
grounds for the denial of a license. The Commission could have also determined that 
the licensees were public trustees and therefore required to act in the public interst. 
See note 75 infra.

65 The FCC grants broadcast licenses for 3 year periods. 47 U.S.C. § 3307(d) (1964). 
It has the authority to reevaluate each licensee at least once every three years and 
can require proof of nondiscrimination at such times. Other agencies grant licenses 
for longer periods of time and may have more difficulty enforcing such a rule.

CG W hile no other federal agency has issued a rule requiring the licensee to show that 
it docs not discriminate, some agencies have been permitted or required to prohibit 
racial discrimination by those they license or certify. See Boynton v. Virginia, 364 
U.S. 454 (1960); Local 12, United Rubber Workers v. NLRB, 368 F.2d 12 (5th Cir. 
1966), cert, denied, 389 U.S. 837 (1967); Hughes Tool, 147 N.L.R.B. 1573 (1964); Dis
crimination in Operation of Interstate Motor Carriers of Passengers, 86 I.C.C. (Motor 
Carrier Cases) 743 (1961). See also Colorado Anti-Discrimination Comm’n v. Con
tinental Air Lincs, 372 U.S. 714, 723 (1963).

67 Pacific Gas & Elec. Application, Project No. 2687 (Pit #1) filed at FPC (March 
24. 1969).

C8 Intervenors are the California Rural Legal Assistance, Inc. and the NAACP Legal 
Defense Fund. Id.

69 Brief for Intervenor, California Rural Legal Assistance, Pro’ect No. 2687 (Pit #1; 
filed at FPC (March 24, 1969). See generally Note, The Phi'adelphia Plan: Remedial 
Racial Classification in Employment, 58 Geo. L.J. 1187 (1970).

70 See notes 13-25 supra and accompanying text.

Ability of Agencies to Implement National Policies

Once a national policy is established and the public interest has been 
defined to include it, the role of an agency in its implementation hinges 
upon the scope of the agency’s authority and the breadth of its sub
stantive powers. Upon consideration, it is clear that agencies possess 
both the authority and the unique ability to take affirmative steps. Since 
agencies are mandated by Congress to operate in the public interest, they 
clearly are authorized to implement such policy as they or the courts 
shall include within a public interest definition.70 Furthermore, the 
power to grant or withhold licenses, a power central to the operation of 
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nearly every agency, provides great leverage for implementation, since 
a license can be conditioned upon compliance with national policies.71

71 Brief for Intervenor, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
at 3. For a discussion of granting benefits upon compliance with national policy 
in the FCC, see Comment, National Policy and, the “Public Interest"—A Marriage of 
Necessity in the Communications Act of 1934, 114 U. Pa. L. Rev. 386 (1966).

72 See National Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190 (1943); Southern 
Steamship Co. v. NLRB, 316 U.S. 31 (1942); Northern Natural Gas Co. v. FPC, 130 U.S. 
App. D.C. 220, 399 F.2d 953 (1968); Mansfield Journal v. FCC, 86 U.S. App. D.C. 
102, 107-08, 180 F.2d 28, 33-34 (1950); Letter from Assistant Attorney General Stephen 
J. Pollak to Rosel H. Hyde, May 21, 1968, reprinted in Subcomm, on Admin. Practice 
and Procedure of the Senate Comm, on Judiciary, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., Responses to 
Questionnaire on Citizen Involvement and Responsive Agency Decision Making 39 
(Comm, print 1969).

73 The FCC suggested this as a rationale for adoption of their nondiscrimination in 
hiring rule. Report and Order of the Federal Communications Commission on Non
discrimination in Employment Practices, 34 Fed. Reg. 9284 (1969). Regarding due 
process, the Supreme Court has stated that “the concept of equal protection and 
due process . . . are not mutually exclusive.” Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497, 499 (1954). 
The Court reasoned that the fourteenth amendment does not hold the state govern
ment to a higher standard than the federal government and therefore the due process 
clause of the fifth amendment is broad enough to encompass the equal protection 
clause of the fourteenth amendment. Subsequent decisions have held that the limitations 
of equal protection bind both federal and state governments. Bolton v. Harris, 130 
U.S. App. D.C. 1, 4 n.3, 395 F.2d 642, 645 n.3 (1968); Simkins v. Moses H. Cone 
Memorial Hosp., 323 F.2d 959 (4th Cir. 1963); Hobson v. Hanson, 269 F. Supp. 401, 
492-93 (D.D.C. 1967), aff’d sub nom., Smuck v. Hobson, 132 U.S. App. D.C. 372, 408 F.2d 
175 (1969), appeal dismissed, 397 U.S. 801 (1969). The fifth amendment applies 
only as a restriction on the activities of the federal government and docs not 
restrict activities by individuals. Public Utilities Comm’n v. Pollack, 343 U.S. 451, 461 
(1952); Corrigan v. Buckley, 271 U.S. 323, 330 (1926); Talton v. Mayes, 163 U.S. 376, 
382 (1896); Barron v. Baltimore, 32 U.S. (7 Pet.) 242, 247 (1833). In order for the 
fifth amendment’s equal protection and due process restrictions to apply to individuals, 
it is necessary to find the federal equivalent of state action. Hobson v. Hansen, supra; 
Bolling v. Sharp, supra; cf. Evans v. Newton, 382 U.S. 296, 299 (1966); Burton v. 
Wilmington Parking Authority, 365 U.S. 715, 722 (1966). In Evans v. Newton, the 
Court stated that “conduct that is formally ‘private’ may become so entwined with 
governmental policies or so impregnated with a character as to become subject to the 

The conditioning of a benefit upon compliance with stated national 
objectives can be supported upon several different theories. For ex
ample, the existence of a clear national policy arguably makes it a neces
sary component of the public interest.72 Since an agency can only grant 
its benefits in the public interest, compliance with the policy would be
come a necessary prerequisite. It can also be argued that by granting 
the benefit an agency has sufficiently involved the Government in private 
action so as constitutionally to compel implementation of the govern
mental policy if a failure to implement on the part of Government would 
violate the fifth amendment.73 A third rationale applies where an agency 
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is entrusted with alienating a limited public resource;74 in accepting a 
license to utilize this resource, the grantee becomes a trustee or proxy 
of the public interest75 and assumes a duty to implement national policies. 
Authority and power are meaningless, however, in the absence of guide
lines. If implementation of national policy is to become reality, agen
cies must determine standards through which to exercise their authority.

constitutional limitations placed upon state action.” 382 U.S. at 299. It would seem 
that the grant of a benefit by a federal agency in the form of a license is sufficient 
“federal action” to invoke the due process and equal protection limitations.

74 The broadcast spectrum is composed of a limited number of frequencies and, 
therefore, the FCC can only grant a certain number of radio licenses. Similarly, the 
limited number of waterways suitable for hydroelectric plants restricts the number of 
licenses that can be granted.

75See Red I.ion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367 (1969); Udall v. FPC, 387 
U.S. 428 (1967); Television Corp, of Michigan v. FCC, 111 U.S. App. D.C. 101, 103 04, 
294 F.2d 730, 733-34 (1961); McIntire v. William Penn Broadcasting Co., 151 F.2d 
597 63d Cir. 1945), cert, denied, 327 U.S. 779 (1946). See also 7 C.F.R. 73.125 (1970), 
13 F.C.C. 2d 766 (1968), quoting Office of Communication of the United Church of 
Christ v. FCC, 123 U.S. App. D.C. 328, 337, 359 F.2d 994, 1003 (1966).

Standards

Merely including a national policy in determining the public in
terest is not sufficient to insure the implementation of that policy by the 
agencies; the policy must be related to the particular area with which 
the agency deals, and workable standards must be set for the applica
tion of the policy. The delineation of standards can be a more com
plicated problem than a determination of which policies to initiate.

While policy determinations are broad of necessity, standards must 
be definite enough to be workable. It is relatively simple to decide that 
all federal agencies should eliminate employment discrimination within 
their regulated areas; it is much more difficult to define discrimination 
in the context of a particular industry, such as broadcasting and to set 
minimum standards for minority group employment. Not only must 
standards be definite enough to insure the implementation of the policy, 
but they also must be broad enough to permit agency discretion. The 
basic problem of all standards—the contradiction between definiteness 
and flexibility—likewise is evident in setting public interest standards.

A threshold determination must be made as to the appropriate branch 
to set standards. The setting of standards need not be divorced from the 
setting of national policy. The legislature is best suited to set national 
policies, and there is an advantage to the same branch setting general 
standards for the implementation of that policy. Standing alone, a policy 
has little meaning and may easily be misinterpreted or misapplied. By 
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defining standards, the legislature can designate the proper agency for 
implementation and structure a basic framework within which that 
agency is to act. However, the legislature must avoid making standards 
too specific; specific standards not only would tax the resources of the 
legislature but also would impinge upon agency discretion.

The qualities which make the executive branch suitable for setting 
national policy are not those qualities which are necessary for setting 
standards. While its overall perspective is ideal for coordinating activi
ties, the executive lacks the necessary in-depth knowledge to set stand
ards. Perhaps the executive should limit itself to coordinating standards 
set by branches more suited to the task.

The limitations of the judiciary in setting policies70 are heightened in 
standard setting. The need for overall knowledge of a problem and in- 
depth knowledge of particular aspects of the problem are fundamental 
prerequisites which the courts cannot obtain.

70 See note 8 supra and accompanying text.
77 Radio Act of 1912, ch. 287, 37 Stat. 302.
78 United States v. Zenith Radio Corp., 12 F.2d 614, 618 (N.D. Ill. 1926); Hoover v. 

Intercity Radio Co., 52 App. D.C. 339, 286 F. 1003 (1923), dismissed as moot, 266 U.S. 
636 (1924); see Davis, The Radio Act of 1927, 13 Va. L. Rev. 611, 612 (1927).

79 This broader concern was evidenced by the enactment of the Radio Act of 1927,

While the ability of administrative agencies to set standards for the 
application of broad national policies is questionable, it is true that each 
agency should be able to bring its in-depth knowledge of a specific 
regulated area to bear. For example, the FCC should be better suited 
than any other body to determine when discrimination in hiring by 
broadcasters exists. If it were to work in conjunction with agencies 
such as the EEOC which are expert in the area, the combination of the 
resources of the two agencies would be most effective in arriving at 
workable standards.

An agency’s ability to set standards on national policy matters, how
ever, must be judged against its record in setting standards in its own 
narrower area of regulatory concern. An example of an agency’s at
tempt to set standards within its area of regulatory concern is the at
tempt by the FCC to regulate the program content of broadcasters. The 
federal government originally became involved in the regulation of 
broadcasting* 77 in order to alleviate a chaotic condition created by fre
quency overlapping and uncontrolled output. This condition resulted 
from judicial determinations that the Department of Commerce had no 
discretion in deciding whether or not to allocate radio frequencies.78 
The original concern with narrow technical issues was soon replaced 
with a broader concern for the problems of broadcasting.79
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Historically, this broader concern has included the question of pro
gram content,80 which has been utilized as a criterion in the issuance or 
renewal of broadcast licenses.81 In delineating standards for the exer
cise of this authority, however, the Commission has had difficulty. Pro- 
ch. 169, § 3, 44 Stat. 1162, which created the Federal Radio Commission. See Davis, 
supra note 78, at 616. The FRC was directed not to limit its function to that of a 
“traffic officer, policing the wave lengths to prevent stations from intervening with 
each other.” National Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 215 (1943). 
The legislative history indicates that the FRC was to concern itself with broader issues 
in allocating frequencies. H.R. Rep. No. 1886, 68th Cong., 2d Sess. 1 (1927); see Rosen
bloom, Authority of the FCC, in Freedom and Responsibility in Broadcasting 101-37 
(J. Coons ed. 1961).

80 See Brahy v. Federal Radio Comm’n, 61 App. D.C. 204, 59 F.2d 879, 880 (1932) (re
newal denied on basis of insufficient showing of character of service); Trinity Methodist 
Church South v. Federal Radio Comm’n, 61 App. D.C. 311, 312, 62 F.2d 850, 851, cert, de
nied, 288 U.S. 599 (1932) (license renewal denied because of broadcast of slanderous at
tacks on Catholic church); KFKB Broadcasting Ass'n, Inc. v. Federal Radio Comm’n, 60 
App. D.C. 79, 81, 47 F.2d 670, 672 (1931) (“Commission is necessarily called upon to 
consider the character and quality of the service to be rendered.”); Great Lakes 
Broadcasting Co. v. Federal Radio Comm’n, 59 App. D.C. 197, 37 F.2d 993, cert, denied, 
281 U.S. 706 (1930) (consideration of public service); City of New York v. Federal 
Radio Comm’n, 59 App. D.C. 129, 36 F.2d 115, 117 (1929) (consideration of public esteem 
generated by high character of service); Committee for the Fair Broadcasting of 
Controversial Issues, No. 70-881, 23 FCC 2d —, 39 U.S.L.W. 2104 (Aug. 14, 1970) (fairness 
doctrine requires presentation of both sides of Vietnam debate).

81 While the statute on its face does not clearly establish the authority to consider 
programming, several sections suggest that such authority exists. It can be argued that 
the public interest provisions of the act necessarily include programming considerations. 
See 47 U.S.C. §§ 303, 307, 308, 309, 310(b), 312(a)(2), 316, 319(a) (1964); Loevinger, 
The Issues in Progravn Regulation, 20 Fed. Comm. B.J. 3, 4 (1966); Rosenbloom, supra 
note 79, at 124-30. Statutory language which bears more directly on the authority of 
the FCC to regulate programming includes 47 U.S.C. § 3O3(a)-(d) (1964) (permits 
classification of broadcast licenses on the basis of the nature of service rendered); id. 
§ 303(j) (grants authority to compel licensees to keep records of programming); id. 
§ 303(i) (authority to make special regulations applicable to chain broadcasters); id. 
§§ 308(b), 319(a) (prescribe application forms to include character of applicant and 
purpose for which the station is to be used); id. § 315 (equal time for candidates). 
However, the cumulative weight of these sections must be balanced against censorship. 
“Nothing in this Act shall be understood or construed to give the Commission the 
power of censorship over the radio communications or signals transmitted by any 
radio station, and no regulation or condition shall be promulgated or fixed by the 
commission which shall interfere with the right of free speech by means of radio 
communications.” Consideration of programming as a component of the public interest 
has long been ratified by the courts and has been held to be compatible with section 326 
and the first amendment of the United States Constitution. E.g., Red Lion Broadcasting 
Co., Inc. v. Federal Communications Comm’n, 395 U.S. 367 (1969); National Broad
casting Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 215-22 (1943); Great Lakes Broadcasting 
Co. v. Federal Communications Comm’n, 110 U.S. App. D.C. 88, 289 F.2d 754 (1960); 
Johnston Broadcasting Co. v. Federal Communications Comm’n, 85 App. D.C. 40, 175 
F.2d 351, 359 (D.C. Cir. 1949); KFKB Broadcasting Inc. v. Federal Radio Comm’n, 60 
App. D.C. 79, 47 F.2d 670 (1931); see Rosenbloom, supra note 79.
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gramming which is obscene, profane, or defamatory clearly is not in 
the public interest and long has constituted grounds for denial of a 
license.82 Problems in areas less clearly in contradiction of the public in
terest spring from the nature of broadcasting. In allocating the limited 
broadcast spectrum, the Commission has attempted to meet a wide 
variety of needs and interests. The conflicting demands of these diverse 
interests has contributed to the difficulty in setting standards.83

82 See, e.g., Farmers Education & Cooperative Union of America, North Dakota 
Division v. WDAY, Inc., 360 U.S. 525 (1959) (defamatory political broadcast); Trinity 
Methodist Church, South v. Federal Radio Comm’n, 61 U.S. App. D.C. 311, 62 F.2d 850 
(1932) (attack on Catholic Church); Palmetto Broadcasting Co., 35 F.C.C. 250, 23 
P & F Radio Reg. 483 (1962) (vulgar and obscene language); Krusherbacker Broad
casting Co., 2 F.C.C. 76 (1935) (encouraging listeners to use contraceptives); Applica
tion of Magnolia Park Ltd., FRC Docket Nos. 1570, 1675 (Jan. 20, 1933) (broadcast of 
fortune telling).

83 Omaha Local TV Programming Inquiry, 1 P & F Radio Reg. 2d 1901 (FCC 1963).
84 E.g., Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367 (1969); City of Camden, 

18 F.C.C.2d 412, 16 P & F Radio Reg. 2d 555 (1969).
85 “Primary responsibility for the American system of broadcasting rests with the 

licensee .... It is to the stations and networks rather than to federal regulation that 
listeners must turn for improving standard of program service. The Commission . . . 
has a responsibility to consider overall program services in its public interest determina
tions, but affirmative improvement of program service must be the result primarily 
of other forces.” FCC, Public Service Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees, 54-55 
(Mar. 7, 1946) (hereinafter cited as Blue Book). See generally H. Warner, Radio & 
TV Law § 31 (1948).

8(5 See Note, Television Programming, Communications Research and the FCC, 
23 U. Put. L. Rev. 993 (1962).

87 See Mike M. Vukelich, 22 F.C.C. 891, 914 (1957); Barrow, The Attainment oj 
Balanced Program Service in Television, 52 Va. L. Rev. 633 (1966).

88 The Blue Book defines the basic categories as religion, education, public affairs, 
agriculture, news, sports, and entertainment. Blue Book 10. For an application of 
these standards, see Pinellas Broadcasting Co. v. Federal Communications Comm’n, 97 
U.S. App. D.C. 236, 230 F.2d 204, cert, denied, 350 U.S. 1007 (1956). These categories 
were later expanded to include opportunity for local self-expression, development and 
use of local talent, programs for children, editorializing by licensees, political broad

The Commission has attempted to serve these diverse needs by treat
ing licensees as trustees or proxies of community interests.84 By viewing 
the licensee as a fiduciary, the FCC has transferred to him the bulk of 
the responsibility for maintaining quality programming.85 It thus has 
sidestepped the problem of setting specific standards for judging pro
gramming, but it has created the equally difficult problem of defining the 
general duties of a fiduciary of the public interest.86

The standard which the Commission has chosen is “balanced pro
gramming.” 87 This is accomplished by delineating general categories of 
programs and judging the licensee by his percentage of programming 
in each of these categories.88 This method has been criticized as a means 
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of forcing licensees to conform to the Commission’s notions of what 
constitutes good programming and as a restraint on attempts at innova
tive programming.89 In practice, the FCC has been lax in enforcing even 
this vague standard, and the balanced programming requirement is now 
viewed by broadcasters as little more than an additional series of forms 
to be filled out.

casts, and service to minority groups. Commission Programming Policy, 20 P & F 
Radio Reg. 1901 (FCC 1960).

89 Lee Roy McCourry, 2 P & F Radio Reg. 2d 895 (FCC 1964).
90 Chapman Radio & TV Co., 7 F.C.C.2d 213, 9 P & F Radio Reg. 2d 635, 638 (1967). 

See also Po’icy Statement on Comparative Broadcast Hearings, 1 F.C.C.2d 393, 5 
P & F Radio Reg. 2d 1901 (1965). This practice has frequently been criticized by 
Commissioners Cox and Johnson. On several occasions when broadcaster licenses were 
being renewed in blocks they have contended that some minimal amounts of public 
service programming should be required. Those stations which did not meet these 
requirements would be set for hearing. License Renewals, 10 P & F Radio Reg. 2d 
944 (FCC 1967); Renewal of Licenses of A.M-FM Stations in New York, 7 P & F 
Radio Reg. 2d 761 (FCC 1966).

91 Programming Policy, 20 P & F Radio Reg. 1901 (FCC 1960). This policy was later 
more clearly delineated. The applicant was required to: (a) Give full information on 
the steps taken to become informed on the real community needs and interests of the 
area to be served, (b) divulge suggestions which the applicant had received as to how 
the station would help meet the area’s needs, (c) show his evaluation of those sug
gestions, (d) make a showing of the programming service which the applicant pro
posed in order to meet those needs as they have been evaluated. Public Notice Relating 
to Ascertainment of Community Need by Broadcast Applicants, 13 P & F Radio Reg. 
2d 1903 (FCC 1968). In utilizing the standard of ascertainment of community needs, 
the FCC has adopted the position that the ascertainment and fulfillment of the needs 
of the public served by a licensee is the public interest duty required under section 309 
of the Communication Act. 47 U.S.C. § 309 (1964); Risner Broadcasting Inc., 20 
F.C.C.2d 790, 17 P & F Radio Reg. 2d 1215 (1969).

92 See Chapman Radio & TV Co., 7 F.C.C.2d 213, 9 P & F Radio Reg. 2d 635 (1967); 
Pacifica Foundation, 1 P & F Radio Reg. 2d 747 (FCC 1964).

The Commission has further delegated its standard setting duties to 
the licensee through its concept of “ascertainment of community needs.” 
Relying on the fiduciary theory, the Commission has stated that it will 
only consider issues of programming if an applicant in a comparative 
hearing can make a “prima facie showing that there are significant dif
ferences in the programming proposals.” 90 Instead, the Commission 
considers sufficient the mere effort of the licensee or applicant to ascer
tain the community needs and to suggest programming to meet those 
needs.91 Programming is to be shown only in relation to the ascertain
ment of community needs and only if the issue is raised.92

The limited programming standard which the policy of ascertainment 
ment of community needs provides recently was diluted further by the 
FCC adoption of the Primer on Ascertainment of Community Problems 
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by Broadcast Applicants.93 The Primer, which appears in the form of 
38 questions and answers, sets out the standards to which a broadcaster 
will be held. The primer is an obvious attempt to cater to the needs of 
broadcasters and dilutes the policy in derogation of the public interest.94 
Thus, in light of its record in the programming area, the capability of 
the FCC to set standards, even in its area of regulatory concern, can 
seriously be questioned; it has refused to set standards and has not en
forced those vague guidelines that it has announced.95

93 Primer on Ascertainment of Community Problems by Broadcast Applicants, 20 
FCC 2d 880 (1969).

94 The Primer was presented to the broadcasting bar in a closed-door session on 
December 2, 1969 with Commissioner Bartley. It was substantially revised at this 
meeting. Albert Kramer, counsel for the Citizen’s Communications Center, was 
refused admission to this meeting and was denied the opportunity to examine previous 
drafts of the Primer. Memorandum to the Commissioners of the Federal Communica
tions Commission, Re: Abuse of Conrmissiori s Informal Procedures, FCC Docket No. 
18744 (Dec. 19, 1969).

95 See License Renewals, 10 P & F Radio Reg. 2d 944 (FCC 1967) (Cox & Johnson, 
dissenting).

"See Hector, Problems of the CAB and the Independent Regulatory Commissions, 
69 Yale L.J. 931 (I960); Minnow, Suggestions for Improvement of the Administrative 
Process, 15 Ad. L. Rev. 146 (1963); Address by Philip Elman, The Regulatory Process: 
A Personal View, American Bar Association Annual Convention, August 11, 1970.

97 Act of Feb. 4, 1887, ch. 104, § 11, 24 Stat. 83, as amended 49 U.S.C. § 11 (1964) 
(Interstate Commerce Act Part I); see 1 I. Siiarfman, Interstate Commerce Com
mission (1931). See generally 1 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 1.04 (1958). 
The relative success of the ICC in regulating the transportation industry provided

A Bar to Reform—Current Agency Practice

Given a clear statement of national policy, a readily available re
definition of the public interest, and standards through which to im
plement policy, the agencies have provided little indication that they 
will carry such policy through. Administrative agencies have been criti
cized for their failure to cope with problems within their narrow regu
latory function.96 Reasons for their inefficiency in this narrower area 
are also present when they try to implement broad national policies. 
Even if the agencies have the ability to implement these policies, their 
unwillingness to do so may prove an even more difficult obstacle.

In dealing with problems inherent in the inclusion of national policies 
in the public interest, the term public interest itself must be discussed. 
This discussion necessarily begins with an analysis of the reason behind 
the existence of a public interest mandate in the legislation which created 
the administrative agencies. Congress created administrative agencies in 
order to deal with complex and ever-changing problems which it could 
not deal with by normal legislative methods.97 For example, a complex 
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rate structure had to be devised for the interstate transport of goods and 
passengers. The most effective way for Congress to deal with this prob
lem was to give the Interstate Commerce Commission authority to set 
the rate structure. Not only would rate setting unnecessarily consume 
legislative time and energy, but the legislature is less able than the ICC 
to adjust the rate structure to changing conditions.98

impetus for the establishment of similarly structured agencies. Presently there are 44 
independent agencies. U.S. Government Organization Manual 1969-1970, vi-vii 
(1969).

1)8 J. W. Hampton, Jr. & Co. v. United States, 276 U.S. 394 (1928). For a good 
example of the complexities of rate setting, see Permian Basin Area Rate Cases, 390 
U.S. 747 (1968).

99 The prohibition on the delegation of legislative powers, based on the separation of 
powers clause, was a well-established principle of American law. U.S. Const, art. I, 
S 1; see United States v. Shreveport Grain & Elevator Co., 287 U.S. 77, 85 (1932); 
Field v. Clark, 143 U.S. 649, 692 (1892); K. Davis, supra note 97.

100 United States v. Shreveport Grain & Elevator Co., 287 U.S. 77, 85 (1932).
1Qi See FCC v. RCA Communications, Inc., 346 U.S. 86 (1953); United States v. 

Chicago, M. St. P. & Pac. R.R., 282 U.S. 311, 324 (1931).
102 See, e.g., National Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 225-26 (1943); 

Federal Radio Comm’n v. Nelson Bros. Bond & Mortgage Co., 289 U.S. 266, 285 
(1933); WOKO, Inc. v. FCC, 80 App. D.C. 333, 153 F.2d 623, 628, rev'd on other grounds, 
329 U.S. 223 (1946).

103 See Elman, supra note 96, at 6-7.
104 Radio Act of 1927, ch. 169, §§ 3-4, 44 Stat. 1162. This problem was largely 

the result of judicial determination that the Department of Commerce had no statutory 
authority to allocate the broadcast spectrum. See United States v. Zenith Radio Corp.,
12 F.2d 614 (N.D. Ill. 1926); Davis, The Radio Act of 1921, 13 Va. L. Rev. 611 (1927). 
See also notes 85-88 supra and accompanying text.

However, in delegating authority to the agencies, Congress has been 
accused of unconstitutionally delegating its legislative powers. Tradi
tionally, courts have prohibited delegation of substantial decision-making 
authority to a subordinate body99 and have permitted only the transfer 
of administrative or ministerial duties. These administrative duties were 
limited to “filling in the details” 100 of legislation. The courts later ex
panded the scope of legislative authority which could constitutionally 
pe delegated. Delegation was permitted so long as Congress designated 
a standard to guide the agencies.101 Congress used the public interest as 
such a standard102 because it was specific enough to be upheld as a con
stitutional delegation of authority, vet broad enough to give the agen
cies the needed discretion for dealing with changing conditions.103

As the definition of the public interest changes to keep pace with new 
conditions, the focus of a statute can be modified. The Federal Radio 
Commission, which was the predecessor of the Federal Communications 
Commission, was created in 1927 to deal wtih the chaotic conditions of 
interference and overlapping in the broadcast spectrum.104 * The duty 
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to allocate the spectrum in the public interest initially was interpreted 
narrowly as a duty to eliminate this technical chaos.105 When the initial 
problems which had confronted the agency were solved, this narrow 
definition of the public interest lost its relevance. The concept of “mass 
media” has created new problems and promoted a redefinition of the 
public interest to include consideration not only of the technical aspects 
of broadcasting but also of these problems.100 This redefinition of the 
public interest has changed the entire focus of the Communications Act.

iO5“[T]he Act does not essay to regulate the business of the licensee. The Com
mission is given no supervisory control of the programs, of business management or of 
policy. In short, rhe broadcasting field is open to anyone, provided there be an 
avai’able frequency over which he can broadcast without interference to others . . . .” 
FCC v. Sanders Bros. Radio Station, 309 U.S. 470, 475 (1940).

10GSee, e.g., National Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190 (1943) (chain 
broadcasting); In re Editorializing by Broadcast Licensees Report, 13 F.C.C. 1246 
(1949) (controversial issue programming); WUHY-FM, 24 F.C.C.2d 408 (1970) (ob
scenity).

107 Although there is no general public interest requirement in the Interstate Com
merce Act, a duty to protect the public and apply the Act in the public interest has 
been read into the Act by case law. See, e.g., I. Singer & Sons v. Union Pac. R.R., 
311 U.S. 295 (1940); Smith v. ICC, 245 U.S. 33, 45 (1917); Montgomery Ward & Co. v. 
Northern Pac. Term. Co., 128 F. Supp. 475 (D. Ore. 1953). In Smith the Court stated: 
“[T]he outlook of the Commission and its powers must be greater than the interest of 
the railroads, or of that which may affect those interests. It must be as comprehensive 
as the interest of the whole country.” 245 U.S. at 45. A further basis for a broad 
interpretation of the Act can be found in the adoption by Congress of the National 
Transportation Policy which vests in the ICC the obligation to administer the pro
visions of the Act in an active and positive manner. Interstate Commerce Act, pt. 3, 
ch. 722, § 1, 54 Stat. 899 (1940), as amended, 49 U.S.C. preceeding § 901 (1964).

108 “The principal objects of the Interstate Commerce Act were to secure just and 
reasonable charges for transportation; to prohibit unjust discrimination in the rendition 
of like services under similar circumstances and conditions; to prevent undue or 
unreasonable preferences to persons, corporations or localities; to inhibit greater com
pensation for a shorter than for a longer distance over the same line; and to abolish 
combinations for the pooling of freights.” ICC v. Baltimore & O.R.R., 145 U.S. 263. 
276 (1892); see 1 I. Sharfman, The Interstate Commerce Commission §§ 1-5 (1931).

109 See United States v. Pennsylvania R.R., 323 U.S. 612 (1945).

While the public interest standard should be flexible, the danger exists 
that each time it is reinterpreted in light of changed circumstances, the 
necessary specificity of the new definition will deprive the standard of 
its flexibility. Here the paradox which first manifested itself in the area 
of delegation—the need for definiteness conflicting with the need for 
flexibility—becomes acute. The ICC’s concept of its public interest func
tion provides an example of this. Initially, the ICC defined the “public 
interest” * 107 as the elimination of abuses in the railroad industry108 and 
the maintenance of an adequate transportation system.109 The ICC at
tempted to provide an adequate transportation system by catering to
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rhe needs of the railroads.110 As new considerations have arisen, the ICC 
has not redefined its concept of the public interest to include them. For 
example, the ICC recently held that its lacks jurisdiction to ensure ade
quate passenger service as part of its duty to act in the public interest.111 
A definition of the public interest in terms of the maintenance of a 
profitable railroad industry contradicts policies geared toward public 
service, such as adequate passenger transportation, which may result in 
economic loss to the railroads. The failure to redefine the public interest 
to meet a critical passenger transportation problem reflects a rigidifica- 
tion of the public interest standard112 which prevents effective agency 
response.

no See J. Landis, The Administrative Process 12-18 (1938). This exemplifies what 
is meant by a “captured agency.” An agency is considered to be “captured” when 
it comes under the influence of a segment of its clientele to the point where it only 
favors their position. See Jones, Nader Unit Asks End of ICC, Calls It ‘Captive' of 
Industry, Washington Post, Mar. 17, 1970, § A, at 1, cols. 5 & 6.

111 Adequacies—Passenger Service—Southern Pac. R.R. Between Cal. & La., 355 I.C.C. 
415 (Sept. 1969). The basis of the complaint was that Southern Pacific over a period 
of years had downgraded its passenger service between New Orleans, Louisiana and 
Los Angeles, California, with the preconceived purpose of discouraging patronage and 
ultimately eliminating the service altogether. As the hearing examiner noted in his 
report, the passengers were subjected to a 3,033 mile run which took 45 hours and 
15 minutes to complete with only marginal eating facilities and no sleeping accommo
dations. Report & Recommended Order by Hearing Examiner John S. Messer (Apr. 22, 
1968), Adequacies—Passenger Service—Southern Pac. R.R. Between Cal. & La., 
I.C.C. (1969).

112 See Huntington, The Marasmus of the ICC: The Commission, the Railroads, and 
the Public Interest, 61 Yale L.J. 467 (1952). Jaffe has referred to this phenomenon 
as the “arteriosclerosis theory.” When the initial evil which gives rise to the reform 
is alleviated, the original enthusiasm of the reformer wanes as the mundane tasks of 
administration become the main order of business. A mechanical process for dealing 
with recurring situations soon evolves. The vague mandate to act in the “public 
interest' is given initial meaning by the climate of reform, but when the reform is 
accomplished the “public interest” is stripped of this meaning. The resulting vacuum 
is usually filled by the interest of the regulated. Jaffe, supra note 16, at 1-3.

113 See Elman, supra note 96, at 3.

Discretion is the backbone of the administrative process.113 If the 
statutes drafted by Congress were specific on their face, there would be 
no need to delegate discretion. In applying these definite principles, the 
administrative processes would be extremely mechanistic and little more 
than a reflex system reacting to conditions in a manner predetermined 
by statute. As courts began approving delegation pro forma, the re
quirement of a definite standard was no longer a real test; the need for 
definiteness diminished, and agency discretion increased.

The exercise of discretion, however, is still far from unbridled. The 
definition limitation of the public interest is another factor mitigating 
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against its complete exercise. As previously discussed, clarity of defini
tion leads to a rigidification of the concept. When the public interest 
is given specific definitional content, the ability to adapt—its flexibility— 
is proportionally reduced. A public interest determination ideally re
sults from a balancing of the many diverse interests of many “publics.” 
In reaching this balance, agency discretion is important. By determining 
what is to be considered and which considerations are to be given pri
ority, the agency may be deciding the outcome of the balancing test 
before it is applied.

Although agency discretion seems great, its exercise is limited by the 
agency’s narrow conception of its function as reflected in its limited 
definition of the public interest. This myopic view results from 
the agency’s close relationship with the regulated industry114 and a 
specific definition of the public interest which resists change. At a time 
when the presence of broad discretionary powers could truly promote 
the interest of the public, this myopia inhibits the creative application of 
discretion.

114 See id. at 8-12.
ns See NBC v. FCC, 124 U.S. App. D.C. 116, 362 F.2d 946 (1966); Office of Com

munication of the United Church of Christ v. FCC, 125 U.S. App. D.C. 328, 359 F.2d 
994 (1966); 47 U.S.C. § 309(d), (c) (1964); 47 C.F.R. § 1.223 (b) (1970).

no 47 U.S.C. §§ 409,412 (1964); 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.351-62 (1970).
117 123 U.S. App. D.C. 328, 359 F.2d 994 (1966).
118 In re Lamar Life Broadcasting Co., 38 F.C.C. 1143 (1965).
no 123 U.S. App. D.C. at 343, 359 F.2d at 1009.
120 Id. at 339, 359 F.2d at 1005.
121 Office of Communications of the United Church of Christ v. FCC, U.S. App 

D.C. , 425 F.2d 543 (1969).

Two types of discretion are available to an agency, the progressive 
alternatives mentioned above and, in contrast, procedural discretion 
which may operate as a bar to progress. The possibilities for abuse of 
discretion are numerous, not only when an agency decides a major issue 
but also within its subordinate decisions. For example, the FCC exer
cises discretion not only in granting broadcast licenses but also in decid
ing procedural issues—who will appear before the Commission in a 
hearing115 and what kind of evidence may be presented.110 117 In Office of 
Communication of the United Church of Christ v. FCC,111 a licensee 
failed to show that it was acting in the public interest, and a provisional 
one year license was granted.118 The circuit court remanded the case 
to the FCC119 with direction to permit citizens’ groups to intervene.120 
On rehearing, the FCC demonstrated a complete lack of understanding 
of the court’s decision.121 Although the Commission was required to 
hear the intervenors, the hearing examiner disregarded their testi
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mony.122 On reapplication to the same court, Judge (now Chief Jus
tice) Burger found that the Commission’s duties did not end at the point 
of intervention but, in fact, should have begun at that point;123 the Com
mission had an affirmative duty to develop a meaningful record in order to 
ascertain whether or not the licensee was acting in the public interest.124 
Although the allegations of the intervenor would seem to indicate that 
an investigation of the licensee should indeed have been undertaken, the 
Commission hid behind a determination that the intervenor lacked stand
ing and that the Commission was not required to conduct an evidentiary 
hearing.125 Although the Commission was twice reversed, the issue of 
the abuse of agency discretion was never reached. The court chose not 
to limit the Commission’s discretion, but rather attempted to insure its 
proper exercise.

122 id. at - , 425 F.2d at 547-48.
123 Id. at , 425 F.2d at 547.
124 Id. at , 425 F.2d 543. Once the intervenor has presented a question of the 

public interest the burden of rebutting this allegation rests on the licensee. The burden 
of proof was misunderstood by the trial examiner in this case. He placed the burden 
of proving the allegation on the intervenors. Once they had raised the issue, however, 
they were under no further duty to develop it.

125 Id. at , 425 F.2d at 543.
126 See K. Davis, Discretionary Justice (1969); Hearings on H.R. 6037 (revised) and 

Related Bills Before a Sub comm, of the House Comm. cm Government Operations, 
91st Cong., 2d Scss., pt. 2 (1970); Elman supra note 96.

127 Subcomm, on Administrative Practice supra note 72, at 20.
128 Pressure can more effectively be brought to bear on the licensee during the re

newal process. The citizens are also the parties most directly affected by improper 

The actual abuse of discretion and the potential for further abuses 
have led to much criticism and suggestions for reform. Although this 
criticism is well founded and the suggested reforms would make the 
agencies more responsive,126 both fail to reach the root of the problem
agency failure to exercise discretion in good faith. This failure is ex
emplified by the FCC's treatment of the issue of citizen involvement in 
the United Church of Christ cases. The Commission’s stated policy is 
to encourage citizen participation whenever possible. In response to a 
questionnaire presented by the Senate Subcommittee on Administrative 
Procedure, Chairman Rosel Hyde stated that “this agency was estab
lished to serve the interest, convenience of the public and naturally wel
comes and encourages participation by citizens and citizen groups in its 
proceedings.” 127 However, even though judicial decisions have demon
strated the need for such a policy, the Commission has effectively re
pudiated greater citizen participation.

Citizen involvement is most meaningful in the licensing process.128 
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After the Commission’s decision in WHDH,129 it became feasible for a 
citizen’s group to effectively challenge an existing licensee. Coupled 
wtih liberalized standing requirements announced in United Church of 
Christ, this possibility for effective challenge should have heralded sig
nificant citizen participation in the FCC licensing process. However, the 
decisions in effect have been overruled by the January 15, 1970 policy 
statement on comparative hearings involving regular renewal appli
cants.130 By establishing an almost irrebutable presumption in favor of 
existing licensees, the Commission has insured that citizen’s groups will 
not become involved in the licensing process. This is a clear example 
of agency bad faith negating the effect of reform.

conduct of a broadcaster and are, thus, the best source of information when considering 
questions of community needs.

129 WHDH, Inc., 16 F.C.C.2d 1 (1969), appeals docketed, No. 23514, D.C. Cir., 
June 16, 1969, No. 23519, D.C. Cir., June 17, 1969; see Comment, The FCC and 
Broadcasting License Renewals: Perspectives on WHDH, 36 U. Chi. L. Rev. 854 (1969) ; 
Comment, Aftermath of WHDH: Regulation by Competition or Protection of 
Mediocrity?, 118 U. Pa. L. Rev. 368 (1970).

13035 Fed. Reg. 822 (1970).
131 See note 124 supra.
132 Elman, supra note 96, at 7, 16.

The judiciary has dealt inadequately with this problem by perceiving 
the administrative agencies in a posture that assumes good faith. The 
courts have stated that citizen’s groups attempting to vindicate the in
terest of the public may raise the issue only before the agency;131 once 
the issue is raised, the burden shifts to the other party in the litigation or 
to the agency itself to prove that the contested action indeed would be 
in the public interest. In some instances, this burden extends to suggest
ing alternative proposals to those presented by the parties. Thus, courts 
perceive the agency in the position of being an affirmative advocate of 
the public interest.132

Traditionally, the agency has been viewed by reformers not as an ad
vocate but as a neutral arbiter at best. Suggested reforms—separate coun
sel for consumer groups and the poor, increased citizen involvement, 
the establishment of public interest law firms, relaxing of procedural 
rules for citizen groups—assume that an agency will function in this 
neutral posture. Although these reforms insure the presentation of 
additional information and viewpoints to the agency, they fail to insure 
that this information will be given proper weight.

For agencies to operate in the public interest, they must either de
velop evidentiary and procedural standards comporting with their as
sumed judicial neutrality or embrace the advocate’s role assigned them 
by the courts. If an agency is to act as an advocate, however, the utmost 
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good faith is essential. An agency acting as affirmative advocate of the 
public interest definitionally acts in good faith, since good faith means 
the promotion of the public interest.

Conclusion

The recent expansion of the public interest to include national poli
cies has assumed that administrative agencies arc capable of implement
ing national policies. While serious questions have been raised con
cerning the ability of the agencies so to act, the problems are not 
insurmountable. The problems of setting national policy, redefining the 
public interest to include those policies, and setting of standards to im
plement those policies can be solved. Throughout its long history, the 
administrative process has proved that it is capable of reacting to new 
problems. The current marasmus of the administrative agencies can be 
overcome. The mere existence of the ability, however, does not insure 
agency implementation of national policies. T he power to implement 
policy is meaningless without a willingness to do so. This willingness 
cannot be legislated. It can result only if the agencies conceive of them
selves as advocates of the public interest. This conception is the good 
faith necessary to reestablish the dynamism of the public interest. Only 
when the revitalization of the administrative agencies is complete can 
they expand their function to include the implementation of broad 
national policies.
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219. 530.00.

The lawyer initiating or defending a civil action involving the gov
ernment of the United States needs the courage of Saint George con
fronting the dragon or perhaps the reckless confidence with which 
Quixote jousted with the giant blades. Arrayed against him may be 
assistant United States Attorneys, litigating lawyers from the Justice 
Department, and expert advisors from the government agency involved. 
Government attorneys command investigative legions including the 
F.B.I., the military intelligence services, and investigators from almost 
every agency. They can draw on numerous records containing thou
sands of different kinds of factual material. Lay and expert witnesses 
can be transported from most parts of the world. The very complexity 
of the statutes and regulations affecting government litigation can be
wilder the private attorney. “The greatest superiority of the govern
ment attorney over his adversary is his knowledge and experience in 
the field.”1 For the government attorney, “[e]ven the judiciary is a 
part of his client. The judge, though resolutely impartial, is a federal 
servant, and not infrequently a former government lawyer. The Gov
ernment’s lawyers appear in his court constantly and both judge and 
government lawyer are cooperatively engaged in the enforcement of 
the laws.” 2 To insure his client ? fair hearing on the merits in litigation 
with the government, therefore, the private practitioner needs down- 
to-earth guidance. This book by Mr. Schwartz and Professor Jacobv 
packs the relevant data into just over two hundred pages.

ID. Schwartz & S. Jacoby, Litigation With the Federal Government 12 (1969) 
[hereinafter cited as Litigation].

2 Id. at 10.
3 Director of the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, Annual Report for 

Fiscal Year 1968, at 196 [hereinafter cited as 1968 ReportI.
4 United States Attorneys, Report for Fiscal Year 1967, at 6.

Tilting with the federal government is not likely to be a rare ex
perience for the private attorney. In the United States District Courts, 
for example, 23 percent of the 71,499 civil actions commenced during 
fiscal year 1968, excluding prisoner cases, involved the United States 
either as plaintiff or as defendant.3 During fiscal year 1967, the nation
wide offices of the United States Attorneys defended 1,086 cases in 
which the United States was sued for a total of $100,5 3 7,000.4 That

[ 448 ]
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same year, suits brought by U.S. Attorneys resulted in collections of 
>81,219,415.5 Much important federal litigation also consists of declara
tory judgment, injunction and mandamus actions.

5 Id. at 9.

In negotiating a settlement with the federal government, special prob
lems present themselves. To government counsel at least, this is no pri
vate dispute with merely inter-party ramifications. He rightly regards 
himself as part of the law enforcement system, not as an individual 
litigant. He worries about the precedential value of each case. He won
ders about its effect on other cases governed bv the same statute around 
the country. If there are no obstacles of principle or policy, or if there 
is a bona fide dispute as to the facts and some doubt as to ability to 
prove them, or some question as to the legal validity of the govern
ment’s position, the government may become interested in settlement. 
During negotiations, private counsel should argue these relevant con
siderations. Fie should also expect more delay than is usual in private 
litigation. Depending on the amount involved and the attitude of the 
particular government agency, settlement approval may have to climb 
several administrative echelons. Where there is real delay, the require
ment that the private party's written offer be accompanied by a certi
fied or cashier’s check in the full amount can sometimes work a real 
hardship. In general, the authors warn the practitioner to expect hard 
bargaining. An unqualified refusal to settle, however, may mean that 
one's case is weaker than he thinks.

In the purely private law suit, a reasonable contingent fee arrange
ment has long been accepted. Often there is no other wav for the party 
of modest means to obtain counsel. Courts and bar associations are 
often concerned to protect clients from overreaching while leaving
enough incentive for attorneys to undertake cases. In many areas of 
government litigation, specific percentage limits on contingent fees 
have been set, with strict penalties for violation. For example, under 
the Federal Tort Claims Act, it is a crime for a claimant’s attorney to 
receive more than 25 per cent of a successful judgment. The authors 
also describe a number of fee regulations in the Social Security, 
Veterans, and Trading With the Enemy Act areas. Some of the per
centage limits seem low. The amount of a claim does not necessarily 
determine the amount of work required. While a thousand dollar claim 
may mean a great deal to a given client, some lawyers might be tempted 
not to expend sufficient time and effort when the most they can re
cover is a $250 fee.

A number of conflict of interest problems mav arise for the attorney
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in a suit against the government, and he had better be conscious of 
them. The unwary may run afoul of criminal penalties, of disciplinary 
action, of forfeiture of government contracts in violation, or of court 
rulings holding contracts involving conflict of interest to be illegal and 
unenforceable. Merely knowing the penalties, however, doesn't convey 
an idea of the rocky terrain. The complex skein of statutes, regulations 
and ethical rules sets a trap even for the prudent. For example, under 
18 U.S.C. § 207(c), a former government employee may be barred 
from certain representational activities against the government. The 
statute imposes no disabilities on partners of former government em
ployees. The canons of professional ethics, however, may bar the en
tire firm when one of its members is barred. In Chapter V of this 
book, the authors provide a reliable compass for the voyager and sug
gestions for more exhaustive research.

The United States Court of Claims tends to be off the beaten path 
for many practicing attorneys—especially outside of the Washington, 
D.C. area. Founded in 1855, the court has achieved status as a full 
Article III court. Under the Tucker Act, the court has jurisdiction to 
render money judgments against the United States as sole defendant 
upon claims based on the constitution, statutes, and executive regula
tions or upon any expressed or implied contract with the United States, 
or for liquidated or unliquidated damages in cases not sounding in tort. 
Much significant litigation thus is efficiently disposed of. For example, 
in the court year ending September 30, 1968, the Court of Claims 
rendered over $23 million in judgments in favor of claimants who had 
initially claimed an aggregate of $81,619,000.° During that same pe
riod, the court terminated 474 cases. Of these, 32 percent involved tax 
matters, 22 percent civilian and service pay claims, and 19 percent con
tract disputes.6 7 As of June 30, 1968, the court reported having no cases 
under submission for more than three months.8 The court has its own 
procedural rules,9 many of them similar to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure, and its own fact-finding processes. These must be carefully 
studied by an attorney contemplating an action in that court.

6 1968 Report 295. See generally, Peartree, Statistical Analysis of the Court of 
Claims, 55 Geo. L.J. 541 (1966).

7 1968 Report 294.
8 Id. at 104.
9 For a discussion of the latest promulgated revision of the rules of procedure of the 

Court of Claims, see Lvdon, The 1969 Rules Revision for the United States Court of 
Claims, 58 Geo. L.J. 317 (1969).

A claimant’s attorney faces intricate threshold problems as he ponders 
whether to litigate in the U.S. District Court or in the Court of Claims. 
The authors lead the reader meticulously through the maze of concur
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rent jurisdiction law and suggest many practical considerations. As 
28 U.S.C. §1500 requires, an election between these two courts must 
be made. Thoughtful scrutiny of Chapter VII, entitled “Limitations 
and Divisions of Tucker Act Jurisdiction,” will save the attorney many 
procedural blunders. Interestingly, many suits for back pay are brought 
pro se. The authors note that the Court of Claims bends over back
wards to assist these unrepresented parties.

Separate chapters are devoted to important aspects of Tucker Act 
claims founded on acts of Congress or administrative regulations and 
on claims deriving from express or implied “contract.” I put the 
latter word in quotes since the neophite to the government contract 
field finds little resemblance to any hornbook contract theory he may 
have absorbed in law school. The authors remind us that we are deal
ing with “a compulsory contract or a contract by adhesion.” 10 As they 
emphasize, “[a] host of statutes, regulations, principles and procedures 
unknown to the average practitioner apply in the administration and 
construction of the contract and in utilizing the remedies provided or 
available, administrative and judicial.” 11 For example, what is the 
availability of the theories of apparent authority and estoppel as against 
the Government? To what extent must a contract claimant exhaust his 
administrative remedies before filing suit? How tenuous is the status 
of government sub-contractors under substantive and procedural law? 
Can the United States enforce contract clauses not actually in the con
tract nor even incorporated by reference in it? With what chance of 
success can the Government put up the defense that its governmental 
act has made its performance of a contract obligation impossible? The 
often surprising answers to these and many other questions are made as 
clear as the case law permits. They may not altogether satisfy the 
reader’s sense of fair play.

10 LlTTGATION 93.

11 Id.

Claimant’s attorneys may also be confused by the role and pro
cedures of the General Accounting Office under the Comptroller Gen
eral. This agency is independent of the executive department and acts 
as guardian over public expenditures. Its decisions are final and binding 
upon the executive branch on such matters. The General Accounting 
Office audits substantially all government accounts as well as those of 
whollv-owned government corporations. The authors point to the in
formality of procedures before the G.A.O. and sketch the complex 
interaction between the G.A.O.. other administrative agencies, the At
torney General, and the courts. Chapter X points out, for example, the 
power of the Attorney General to circumvent the G.A.O.’s refusal 
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to pay by merely confessing judgment or by refusing to defend claim
ant’s suit in the Court of Claims.

Despite the possibility that private attorneys may have more fre
quent contact with the Federal Tort Claims Act than with any other 
statutory remedy against the Government, there is much to learn. 
Initially the would-be plaintiff must familiarize himself as to which torts 
are included by the Act and which are excluded. For example, section 
2680 of the Federal Tort Claims Act precludes “[a]ny claim arising out 
of assault, battery, false imprisonment, false arrest, malicious prose
cution, abuse of process, libel, slander, misrepresentation, deceit, or 
interference with contract rights.” 12 According to the authors, this 
section substantially eliminates actions arising out of police and prose
cutorial activity. In addition, the rather elusive “discretionary” excep
tion can have profound practical effects. Generally, the United States 
can not be sued under the Act for tortious conduct of its agents in 
performing a “discretionary function.” Special meanings have been 
worked out by the courts for these terms. There may be actionable 
negligence on the “operational” level of a “discretionary” function. 
The decision to erect a government building may be discretionary, but 
failure to install a hand rail on the steps of the building may not be. 
“Whether, when and where to set off an atomic test explosion is a 
matter of discretion, but negligence in the course of the test is not.” 13

12 28 U.S.C. § 2680(h) (1964).
13 Litigation 137.

This book will also steer the attorney clear of the incorrect assump
tion that conventional legal principles always apply under the Tort 
Claims Act. For example, an attorney might initially look to the sub
stantive law of the place of an airplane crash whereas, under the Tort 
Claims Act, the law of the place of the negligent act or omission gov
erns. Inexperienced counsel may also overlook the fact that he mav 
sometimes sue the Government for acts of persons not on the govern
ment payroll. For example, exercise of the right to close control by the 
United States over an otherwise independent contractor may create 
federal liability for the torts of the contractor’s employees.

The authors summarize the major procedural problems surrounding 
joinder of parties, assignment of claims, and the evidentiary privileges 
peculiar to the governmental party. Military and state secrecy, “exec
utive” privilege, and the informer’s privilege present thorny obstacles 
to the full disclosure usually obtainable under modern federal dis
covery. Many types of government litigation have special venue and 
service of process provisions and impose special limitations on the filing 
of counterclaims. Problems also arise out of attempts to obtain specific 
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relief against government officers and government corporations. The 
authors treat each of these important matters carefully.

This book has a condensed textual style and no footnotes. Pertinent 
statutes, rulings, and articles appear in the text along with valuable 
cross references to the authors’ well-known casebook.14 So much cover
age is compressed into so few pages that the extensiveness and thorough
ness of the index (which was not included in the reviewer’s copy) will 
be an important measure of the utility of this book. An appendix of 
statutes and other materials is also indicated, but the exact contents are 
not known. Hopefully, a table of cases will be provided as well as a 
table of cited statutory sections. Each chapter, moreover, is carefully 
organized and broken down by topic and subtopic. This makes the 
table of contents into an alternate index.

14 D. Schwartz & S. Jacoby, Government Litigation (1963).
•A.B., 1951, College of Holy Cross; J.D., 1958, Georgetown University Law Center; 

LL.M., 1959, Georgetown University Law Center. Professor of Law, Georgetown 
University Law Center.

If you foresee litigation with the United States, this scholarly, suc
cinct and comprehensive vacle me cum is a must. It tells the whole story 
and does not presuppose that the reader has a special background. The 
private attorney can learn what he really needs to know to represent 
adequately a client in a civil dispute with his government. By steering 
him through the shoals, the book can help him avoid many shipwrecks 
from technical omissions and procedural mistakes. The government at
torney-new or experienced—also needs it on his desk. It is a major 
contribution toward achieving that procedural justice between a citizen 
and his government which should be the main goal of the sovereign.

John R. Schmertz, Jr.*
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Mitford, Jessica. The Trial of Dr. Spock, The Rev. William Sloane 
Coffin, Jr., Michael Ferber, Mitchell Goodman and Marcus 
Raskin. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1969. Pp. 272. $5.95.

It is difficult to resist the temptation to rhapsodize on and on about 
Jessica Mitford’s wit and language, bits of which aftersparkle in the 
mind (“Denise Levertov en ecossais” the Boston right-wing “troglo
dyte,” the burnt-offering of the evidence cited as “cremated-draft- 
cards-sous-cloche”), or the equal temptation to savor her ironic detail, 
(“Raskin on a [movie screen in the courtroom] smiles faintly, where
upon Raskin viewing Raskin smiling faintly, smiles faintly . . .”), her 
description of Mayor Lindsay’s orchestrated martyrdom in the court
room, her painstaking reproduction of legal legends hanging on walls 
within which justice is being mocked. But temptations and rhapsody 
will not do in cruel and dangerous times. To do less than discuss head- 
on the issues raised in Miss Mitford’s book would be to perpetrate yet 
another injustice.

Let us set the scene. It is 1967. Robert Kennedy still lives. The Viet 
Nam war has been escalated despite President Johnson’s promise not to 
do so, and the nation suffers from a credibility gap. Youth has every
where made itself the center of attention; the young lack leadership, 
have incalculable energy, uncounted numbers, uneven strengths and 
weaknesses. If they lift their voices to protest induction, they imperil 
their draft deferments. The Selective Service is run in Washington by 
a myopic little gnome and an unduly hard-eyed congressman. Every
where in the world blacks are demanding independence. Black na
tionalism rises in this country, another symptom of a government which 
seems (at least to some on the east coast of the United States) unre
sponsive to the people, a bony harsh superstructure imposed over an 
electorate from which it has no real mandate, with whom it has no 
true correspondence. A driving, protesting form of music wails over 
radios. And individuals such as Marcus Raskin, Dr. Benjamin Spock, 
Mitchell Goodman, Michael Ferber, and Rev. William Sloane Coffin 
Jr. respond to the people’s need and stand one by one to say pub
licly, “No! I protest!”

Let us hear Michael Ferber’s own words, (considered Overt Act 
#3, in his trial for conspiracy against the government):

There is a great tradition within the church and synagogue which 
has always struggled against the conservative and worldly forces 
that have always been in control. It is a radical tradition, a tradi
tion of urgent impulse to go to the root of the religious dimen
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sion of human life .... In religious terms . . . (what we are doing
today leads to a mistaken emphasis) on the possibility of the 
Apocalypse; in political terms, it is to dwell too much on the 
possibility of a Utopian society. We must not confuse the cere
mony and symbolism of today’s service with the reality that we 
are only a few hundred people with very little power. And we 
must not confuse the change inside each of us, important though 
that may be, with the change that we have yet to bring about in 
this country and the world. Neither the Revelation nor the Rev
olution is at hand, and to base our hopes and plans on them would 
be a tragic blunder.1

1 J. Mitford. The Trial of Dr. Spock 263-64 (1969).

For words such as these (“neither the Revelation nor the Revolu
tion”) delivered in churches, or in public squares, or on the steps of 
public buildings, or printed in magazines or in books or in pamphlets, 
and for receiving in a bowl some bent or folded or mutilated draft cards, 
were variously Spock, Coffin, Ferber, Goodman and Raskin lumped 
together as conspirators and brought before the Boston bench. The 
indictment charged conspiracy to counsel, aid, and abet registrants to 
resist the draft.

The tone of Miss Mitford’s book is one of moral outrage, but she 
mewls not. Indeed, unlike many literateurs who view a little history 
and flee home content to clean their spectacles, Miss Mitford suggests, 
in fact demands, that we work to correct areas of law which permit 
political trials to develop at all. She points out:

1) that the function and the lack of legal basis for political trials 
are insidious evils;

2) that political trials have an odious history in the United States 
and elsewhere;

3) that there perhaps exists among those “inalienable” rights the 
right not to be prosecuted for dissent;

4) that there is a dangerous ambiguity in the conspiracy statutes;
5) that there is a duty on the part of the press to criticize the 

government (Thomas Jefferson considered a free press the 
only guarantee of a free government);

6) that there is a duty on the part of the citizen to dissent;
7) that there is a duty on the part of the judge to inform the jury 

that at any time a juror may interrupt a trial for answers to 
questions relevant to the trial or clarification of material un
familiar to him;

8) that there is legal precedent for a jury to refuse to convict a 
person of an abuse of that law, should the jury consider the 
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law to be unjust—which duty should be made clear to the 
jury in the judge’s instructions.

And if that is not enough material to occupy the mind for a lifetime, 
for the after-life she provides the following:

9) that we, the United States, having recognized both the author
ity at Nuremburg and that of the Geneva Convention of 1949, 
are by our participation in Viet Nam nullifying our name and 
reputation in the free world and vitiating the concepts of 
Nuremburg and Geneva;

10) that we, under guise of legal system, are playing the suicidal 
game of incarcerating our dissenting leaders, treating them as 
criminal, denuding ourselves of good and reasonable men, 
perhaps the best we have, men with the virtue rarest of them 
all, moral courage. .;

Government without moral base was ever dangerous, form without 
content unyielding, and is there not on many a silken banner, machine- 
stitched in for safe-keeping: “The letter of the law killeth, the spirit 
giveth life?” That spirit which no man can legislate? How do you 
keep the wave upon the sand?

We must make room in this society for everyone. We must not lor 
the silent majority, pummeled as it has been with wars, dashed as have 
been its hopes, impoverished as it is with its shredded fixed-income 
dollars, fearful as it is of domestic destruction, peter-principled as it 
has been into a mindless life-on-time, fly-now-pay-later living, debili
tated by television, staggering under daily injections of elevator music 
—we must not let this staunch citizenry drive dissenters off the streets.

The silent majority is a garrulous, highly-allergic giant, wanting to 
slumber in a shady spot stretching roughly from up yonder to down 
home, on the bank of a sluggish river bed overflowing with beer. Try 
to rouse the giant from his lethargy; he’ll twitch at you, nasty in his 
fantasy-sleep of law and order. Law and ordure.

No wonder that our young react so adamantly. With the draft cocked 
at their temples forcing them into what they consider an illegal and 
immoral war, they assert with resounding eloquence their sense of time, 
their sense of self, their dynamic inner flow, their all-too-new “I-ness”. 
No wonder we read then: “ ‘Resistance appeals to the guy who lias 
moved beyond liberalism, who can no longer accept the liberal defini
tions of society. xMany of us feel that electoral politics are irrelevant 
. . . we’re looking for direction toward a more systematic radical analy
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sis of American society .... The only way to build the future is to 
live it.’ ”2 •

2 Id. at 26.
3 Id. at 262.

IF YOU ARE NOT FOR US, YOU ARE AGAINST US.

(See Mao: He who is a revolutionary in words only is indeed a counter
revolutionary.)

(See Camus, who “said that the rebel, who says No is also one who says 
Yes, and that when he draws a line beyond which he will refuse 
to cooperate he is affirming the values on the other side of that 
line.”)3

See also John Birch.
Well!
Shall we not stop our political trials, our witch hunts, our national 

frenzies and catharses. The time may come when our true middle man 
may not be able to find political asylum in this, his own land (if you’re 
not for us, you’re against us!)—this middle man who finds no kin with 
either Bircher or Radical, who is neither Viet Nam hawk nor pacifist 
on all counts, who is no revolutionary but who believes in and works 
for change, who is willing to be taxed out of his luxuries to redistribute 
the good life evenly, who protests, but protests not every last thing, 
who simply dissents.

Miss Mitford’s diagnosis of the disease is accurate. With her suggested 
areas of endeavor she has pointed to multiple solutions. If we do not 
do away with the conspiracy trial, if we fail to adjudicate from a moral 
base, if we do not provide political safety for dissenters in our country, 
healthful surging energies will be deflected and buried in the collective 
“Id of the People” and will return to us from under ground, deeply 
underground, more violent than we can foresee; we will be creating 
our own rushing, seething volcanic destiny.

77?e Trial of Dr. Spock is a book, not only about mankind, but 
about men, men who are, with the use of few words, limned both 
dexterously and incisively. Kindly Dr. Spock, dynamic Michael Fer
ber, driven Mitchell Goodman, valiant Reverend Coffin, scholarly Mar
cus Raskin—all of them arc presented, sincere and courageous. The 
villain’s role is reserved for the trial judge, Francis J. AV. Ford. He is 
dilineated as conducting the trial and charging the jury in such a way 
that no finding other than guilt is possible. Yet, mysterious as are the 
wavs of juries, one of the defendants, Raskin, is acquitted.
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Here the book ends, but the tale is not yet told. Appeal followed 
conviction, and on July 11, 1969, the United States Court of Appeals for 
the First Circuit, in a two-to-one opinion, set aside the verdicts, entered 
judgments for Spock and Ferber, and ordered a new trial for Goodman 
and Coffin.4

4 United States v. Spock, 416 F.2d 165 (1st Cir. 1969).
"See United States v. Robel, 389 U.S. 258 (1967); Apthekcr v. Secretary of State, 

378 U.S. 500 (1964); Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479 (1960).
* B.A., 1955, University of Pennsylvania; J.D., 1967, Georgetown University Law 

Center. Mr. Kossow is presently Associate Professor of Law ar the Georgetown Uni
versity Law Center.

It is not my purpose here to debate, by an analysis of case law, the 
-Appellate Court’s majority opinion. Suffice to say that this particular 
prosecution for conspiracy to counsel, aid and abet registrants to re
sist the draft should never have been brought in the first instance. The 
gravity of such a prosecution, in its chilling effect on free speech and 
dissent, far outweighs the particular harm sought to be redressed. This 
is peculiarly true in a nation torn asunder by the cry of millions of 
young people, alienated because no response is forthcoming. Someone 
must listen.

The dissenting Circuit Judge Coffin would have acquitted all of the 
defendants in this case on the ground, primarily, that the conspiracy 
doctrine, as used here by the Government, infringes upon judicial guide
lines5 established to ascertain the boundaries of First Amendment free
doms. I concur.

Julian R. Kossow* *
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Abel-Smith, Brian & Stevens, Robert. In Search of Justice: Society 
and the Legal System. London: The Penguin Press, 1968. Pp. 
384. $6.95.

Messrs. Abel-Smith and Stevens, after an intensely condensed sum
mary of their previous book Lawyers and, the Courts (Harvard Uni
versity Press, 1967), take up where that historical study left off. In this 
book, they examine the resulting system of judicial administration in 
England, calling for the legal profession to join in constructive self- 
criticism before it is too late to make sorely needed changes. As they 
analyze each of several areas—court organization, the legal profession 
itself, legal education, judges, costs and legal aid—they suggest many 
possible reforms, some with arguments for and against, others with 
little explanation, and still many others in sudden profusion with no 
comment at all. They have warned us in the preface that they are not 
necessarily advocating all of the ideas set forth, but are rather trying 
to bring together for the first time all of the suggestions for judicial 
improvement that they have thought of, read, or heard from others in 
and out of the profession in discussions and in interviews.

It is the authors’ contention that the British legal profession has failed 
the people, a contention they allege to be supported by a popular reluc
tance to resort to lawyers and to the courts. Many, it seems, prefer 
administrative tribunals (already numerous and rapidly increasing in 
numbers) and arbitration (established by Chambers of Commerce in 
each community). To make courts competitively attractive, the authors 
would have them dispense with the formality that, in their opinion, 
keeps people out of them; the robes and stilted procedure should go. 
Possibly even the adversary system should be exchanged for the Euro
pean inquisitory style. Some of the suggestions seem eminently humane, 
including the elimination of the dock and keeping the defendant’s name 
undisclosed to the public unless he is convicted, although this latter 
proposal clearly raises problems not discussed by the authors.

One of the most obvious attractions of arbitration and administrative 
tribunals is their cost as compared to regular courts in which the liti
gant has little concept of what a suit will cost him when he starts (or 
defends) one, including the cost of possible appeals and the charging 
of the costs of both parties to the loser. Contingent fees, now forbidden 
in England, should be allowed, the authors maintain, so that expense 
need not block a just suit. Their main solution for the high and un
predictable cost of litigation, however, is the expansion of legal aid on 
a scale comparable to the National Health Service. Legal aid does exist, 
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but it is evidently variable in quality and spotty in coverage, as is true 
in the United States. “Legal advice,” a separate service which the au
thors do not fully explain, is unavailable to all but the poorest. In anv 
case, the authors allege that it is poorly coordinated with legal aid. Also 
briefly mentioned are the “Citizens Advice Bureaux,” which seem to be 
widespread agencies trying to handle a wide range of problems. The 
authors would like the national legal service to combine the best fea
tures of all of these agencies.

Their ideal legal aid office would be staffed by their ideal lawyer, 
one enabled by a broad background to diagnose and handle, or refer, 
any problem. Unfortunately, too many British lawyers fall short of 
this ideal because of their traditional legal training. For both solicitors 
and barristers, legal education has consisted mainly of an apprenticeship 
system, with any academic work “an irritating hurdle” to be taken with 
the minimum possible effort. The authors imply that many, leading 
judges included, still feel that there is little value in university courses; 
however, on-the-job training is clearly poor for solicitors or, rather, 
for their early clients at whose expense they learn by trial and error. 
For barristers, however, the authors must admit that the personal hand
ing down of courtroom art has led to “technical competence in advo
cacy probably unequalled . . . anywhere in the world.” In any case, 
such training must be prefaced by much more academic work to change 
the narrowness that characterizes both solicitors and barristers; under
graduate work must be made compulsory, better professors must be 
attracted by better pay (pay scales are now agreed to be low), the 
generally inadequate libraries must be brought up to par, and law 
courses must be taught in depth, that is by looking at law from a social 
science point of view. Considering the causes of crime in criminal law 
classes exemplifies this last consideration.

None will quarrel with the need for better libraries, salaries, and pro
fessors, but some are skeptical of the contribution the social sciences 
can make in informing, or in improving the teaching of a profession. 
Flowever law courses are taught, it is emphasized that legal and pre- 
legal education as a whole must be broadened for barristers, since judges 
are chosen almost exclusively from that branch of the profession. An 
interesting side observation made here is that England’s legal profession, 
alone among those of Western democracies, rarely produces states
men, presumably because of the lack of broad political and social back
ground just noted.

Despite the authors’ occasional suggestion that things are better in 
the United States (they admire our law schools and large, efficient law 
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firms, for instance) there is not much yearning over the greener grass 
on the other side. They would keep their divided bar, but divide it 
somewhat differently to allow for specialization and the use of solicitors 
for advocacy in a few more courts than are now open to them. So
licitors may appear in magistrates’ and county courts, but must brief 
a barrister for most Quarter Sessions cases. The authority R. M. Jack- 
son1 has noted that the general run of Quarter Sessions cases are well 
within the competency of solicitors, and he also questions the added 
expense of a barrister. A change that will probably excite more contro
versy is the authors’ proposal to have an outside body regulate the 
discipline, education, and rules of practice of the profession, self
regulation having produced complacency, conservatism and price
fixing. These same criticisms are not unheard in this country.2

1 R. Jackson, Machinery of Justice in England (5th ed. 1967).
2 An expression of dissatisfaction with complete self-regulation can be detected in the 

recent inclusion of two laymen on Michigan’s state disciplinary board.
3 The dust jacket writer is less candid, or less familiar with the book: “Its outline 

of the legal system is as comprehensive as any readily obtainable elsewhere . . . .” Any 
who are misled by this into expecting a systematic, thorough explanation will be 
disappointed.

The reader who has followed judicial reform in the United States 
will notice many problems or situations common to both nations. Not 
all of the judges on either side have judicial temperament, to put it as 
kindly as possible; the authors include some depressing and amusing 
British examples. Congestion and delay plague many courts there as 
well as here. (The authors’ mention of this, while also complaining 
that too few people use the courts, reminds one of the remark attributed 
to Yogi Berra about a particular restaurant: “Nobody ever goes there 
—it’s too crowded.”) Of course the problems of court organization 
and utilization are quite complicated, and the authors’ description of 
the British court system in a single chapter is not recommended as an 
introduction to the subject, as they are the first to admit.3

The book, then, is not for beginners, nor for reference on the ad
ministration of justice in England. The authors give good suggestions 
for basic reading, such as Jackson, and Johnstone and Hopson’s Law
yers and Their Work (Bobbs-Merrill, 1967). This book is for those 
greatly interested in the administration of justice and its improvement, 
and to them it will give much information and food for thought and 
discussion. The style is not likely to keep the mildly interested reader 
engrossed; it suffers from an over-striving to be fair (if that is possible), 
to explore all sides and eventualities without overstating or oversimpli
fying. Such reasonableness, however admirable, becomes dull, so that 
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a forthright sentence like “The legal system is the nearest thing to 
syndicalism in England” seems daringly trenchant. One group who may 
well find most of the book immoderately trenchant is the legal profes
sion, to whom it is really addressed and whose status quo might seem 
to be threatened. The authors try very hard not to be offensive on the 
whole, are great admirers of the legal profession’s incorruptibility (say
ing, for example, that contingency fees would surely be no strain on 
the ethics of British lawyers) until they come to one sub-group, the 
benchers of the Inns of Court. Then the gloves come off, and in at 
least four different places it is pointed out that the benchers could give 
much better education for far less money to the bar students by giving 
up the meals, wine, and quarters so attractively subsidized by these 
students. The only real sarcasm is addressed to this situation: “To see 
the benchers on High Table drinking their port may perhaps be of some 
intangible benefit to the Nigerian student . . .” the authors go on, rather 
at length. On the whole, however, the book is calm, well-reasoned and 
good-natured, with adequate notes and sources and an almost-adequate 
index.

Katherine Parkes*

* B.A., 1947, New York University; M.S.N.L.S., 1968, Columbia University. Librarian, 
Institute of Judicial Administration.
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Green, A. W. Political Integration by Jurisprudence. Leyden: A. 
W. Sijthoffi, 1969. Pp. 847. $28.00.

Dr. Green, a practicing lawyer in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, a 
product of the Wharton School, and holder of a Ph.D. in International 
Relations from the University of Pennsylvania, obviously brings serious 
credentials to an ambitious task, namely, the evaluation of the inter
action between political, economic, and legal integration in the Euro
pean Community. In addition to his studies in the United States, he 
holds a Diploma in European Studies from the University of Amsterdam 
and has written on the Portuguese economy in a book sponsored by the 
Center for Strategic Studies of Georgetown University.

Aware of the emphasis in the literature on European Union political 
and economic integration, Green seeks to identify and evaluate the role 
of law and, specifically, the role of the Court of Justice of the Euro
pean Communities in the integration processes. His book is directed to 
general readers, to political scientists, and to lawyers, many of whom 
are “working actively with European Community law in . . . practice 
or teaching, but who may have little knowledge of political integration 
theory.”

Green is meticulous, indeed unhurried, in his development of con
ceptual and methodological assumptions and problems. He acknowl
edges that this may try the patience of a reader seeking a less-than- 
definitive grasp of the subject. But the serious scholar and practitioner 
will appreciate the care with which he attacks difficult tasks of analysis 
and evaluation.

It is Green’s hypothesis that “ 11 ] he Court of Justice of the European 
Communities has advanced European political integration through its 
jurisprudence by increasing the quantitative amount of several legal and 
institutional elements of political integration in the European Commu
nities.” He contends that this is true with respect to six elements:

1. the jurisdiction of the Court of Justice;
2. the authority of the High Authority of the European Coal 

and Steel Community and the authority of the Commission 
of the European Economic Community;

3. the application of Communitv law directly to individuals;
4. the incorporation of Community law as part of national law;
5. the creation of an independent system of law;
6. the resolution of disputes and conflicts between member states.

The key to Green’s study of the validity of this complex of hypothe
ses is the definition of political integration. Following classical distinc
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tions of political science and international law, he insists that political 
integration must transcend the level of confederation wherein the gov
erning body can only act through its component sovereign elements. 
Integration involves a degree of federation wherein decisions can be 
made by the higher authority binding the constituent members as well 
as corporate and natural persons within the members’ jurisdiction.

However, Green presses beyond the primarily legal-jurisdictional 
aspect of classical federalism, which he sees as only one form of political 
integration. He says: “The theory of federalism is incomplete as a 
theory of political integration because it deals only with the institutional 
aspects . . . and neglects the social, psychological and historical condi
tions which cause political integration.” 1 Having made this point, Green 
asserts that it is ultimately through law, and notably through the work 
of the federal judiciary, that the observance of agreements incorporat
ing the full spectrum of integrative factors is made meaningful and 
effective.

1 A. W. Green, Politicai. Integration by Jurisprudence 10 (1969).
2 Id. at 28.

Green’s thesis, however, is more ambitious and specific. After the 
honest and soul-searching appraisal of the problems of proof involved, 
he undertakes to establish “not only the existence of political integrar 
tion in the European Community but the proof of causation.” 2 He then 
turns to the task of proving this thesis on the basis of an exhaustive 
study of the case law of the Court of Justice, the decisions and opinions 
of the High Authority, national decisions and official papers, and the 
writings of scholars. Where appropriate, charts are used to show quan
titative trends in decisions and to summarize the impressions gained 
from his analyses.

These techniques become important in Green’s evaluation of his first 
category, jurisdiction. He acknowledges that mere quantitative exten
sion of the Court’s jurisdiction, while important, is not as crucial as 
expansion or restriction of its jurisdiction in those specific areas which, 
in his judgment, are especially critical to political integration, such as 
disputes betwen member states. Accordingly, he presents an “Analytical 
Summary of Jurisdictional Rulings of the Court of Justice . . . with 
Respect to Political Integration.”

As to the second category, extension of the authority of the High 
Authority of the European Coal and Steel Commission and the Com
mission of the Community, Green emphasizes the procedural limits 
imposed by the E.E.C. Treaty. Thus, although a “variety of individual 
rights . . . and remedies” has been demonstrated by cases before the 
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Court of Justice, and despite the fact that “the Court of Justice in 
ruling on substantive individual rights as they are affected by the actions 
of Community institutions has acted as the Court of a true federal 
government,” Green concludes that “it is true that the subject matter 
litigated is still limited by the treaties . . . .” 3 In short, the Court is “not 
a traditional international court,” but it is only gradually developing as 
a comprehensive federal or supranational tribunal.

Concerning his third, fourth, and fifth categories, Green seems to 
be generally encouraged over the performance of the Court in applying 
Community law directly to individuals and establishing the superiority 
of Community law over national law. Since this is a subject of broad 
interest in international law, organization and politics, Green’s general 
conclusion deserves careful attention. He states:

The Court of Justice not only has asserted the independence of 
the system of Community law from national law, as being a legal 
order separate and distinct from the system of national law, but 
has also asserted the supremacy of Community law over national 
law, not only in Community law but in national law itself. The o' J

Court of Justice has held that Community law is in many circum
stances directly applicable, or self-executing, without any action 
of adoption by the member state. The Court has held that Com- ’ 
munity law is “incorporated” into the national internal law by 
reason of the ratification of the Treaties themselves . . . .4

Green finds, however, two weaknesses that deprecate from this gen
eral trend. First, the Court has been reluctant to assert jurisdiction “over 
the question of conflict of laws in concrete situations.” Second, and 
somewhat more perplexing to this reviewer because it involves the 
wretched doctrinal quagmire of monist-dualist debates over the relation 
of international and supranational lav to municipal law is “the existence 
of inconsistencies in doctrine whereby Community law is established as 
superior to national law.” Green’s investigations bring out an ambiguity 
in which the Court has applied “a dualist doctrine on procedural matters 
which insists that the Community legal system and the national legal 
systems are two separate legal orders, while at the same time on 
substantive matters insisting on the monist doctrine of direct application 
of the E.E.C. Treaty as internal national law, even applying this monist 
doctrine to the procedural matters in the Costa case.” 5 One can agtec 
with Green’s desire that the Court in the future look more to the literal 

a id. at 318.
< Id. at 410.
*ld. at 411-12. ' ■ • :
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text of the E.E.C. Treaty and to the principle of effectiveness and less 
to abstract juridical theories.

Finally, there is the matter of resolution of disputes and conflicts 
between member states. The Court has resolved seven such cases. Two 
concerned the revision of German rail rates. The others involved the 
publication of motor carrier rates on steel, import into France of 
American coal processed in Belgium, tariffs on the import of Italian 
refrigerators into France, and the organization and operation of Ruhr 
coal sales cartels. Green’s appraisal of this record, in the context of the 
many disputes which were settled with little or no direct action by the 
Court, is as follows: (1) Litigation before the Court of Justice does not 
tend to engender direct disputes between member states on substantive 
issues. (2) When litigation before the Court “does not involve a direc
tion confrontation of conflicting national interests of member states, ' 
the processes of the Court have been “an effective means of resolving 
actual or potential disputes” between member states. (3) Although the 
High Authority, E.E.C. Commission, or E.E.C. Council resolve many 
disputes, the availability of the Court of Justice is “useful and at times 
necessary” for peaceful resolution of disputes.

The upshot is that the Court of Justice does not play a major role in 
settling major, direct disputes between the member states. Rather, it 
serves as a useful last resort and source of juridical guidance for the 
Community organs, member states, and their public and private institu
tions and for individuals within the member states. 'The Court of Jus
tice of the European Communities also stands as a model and source 
of inspiration for other courts and institutions which may follow. Al
though it is technically the case that no system of stare decisis exists 
in international law, it is well known that useful precedents from tri
bunals of all kinds, international, supranational, and national, often 
recommend themselves to other tribunals.

The high caliber of legal craftsmanship and wisdom of the Court, 
and, indeed, all of the organs of the European Communities, is abun
dantly brought out in Green’s exhaustive and authoritative study. Some 
idea of the research, thought, and organization that went into this book 
may be obtained from this simple statistic: the appendix to the regular 
text runs from pages 503-847. It includes complete and highly sophisti
cated summaries of all cases dealt with by the Court as of the time 
when the study was concluded. Green includes a 15 page bibliography, 
carefully divided by subject matter and type of publication. There 
follow documentary bibliographies, indexes, and cross-references of 
enormous value.
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It was noted at the outset that Green undertook to write an inter
disciplinary work of value to the general reader, the political scientist, 
and the lawyer. The general reader can, as Green suggests, skim through 
this book, whether as something to be read rapidly, or very carefully, 
or to be considered as a research tool to be consulted selectively. Any
one interested in political integration and the rule of law as goals to be 
sought within our present contentious, disorganized global and less-than- 
cdobal political systems will benefit from Green’s work.

William V. O’Brien*

• B.S.F.S., 1946, M.S.F.S., 1948, Ph.D., 1953, Georgetown University. Professor of 
Government, Georgetown University. Chairman, The Institute of World Polity.
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Buergenthal, Thomas. Law-Making in the In ternational Civil Avi
ation Organization. Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press. 
1969. Pp. 247. $10.50.

When an Indonesian pilot flies a British aircraft into a Ceylonese air
field on a French landing aid manned by a Greek, safe, efficient, and 
orderly operation is substantially dependent on uniformity of standards, 
procedures, and language. Providing this uniformity is an important 
part of the business of the International Civil Aviation Organization, 
and it accounts for Professor Buergenthal’s thesis: that the need for 
uniformity has formed the institutional personality of ICAO and sets 
the guidelines by which the organization performs its law-making func
tions. This thesis is tested by an analysis of four subjects: membership 
problems, legislation activities, settlement of disputes, and amendments 
to the Chicago Convention. Whether the author was justified in limit
ing the study to these areas is questionable, but an initial look at ICAO 
through the windows he has opened is nevertheless appropriate.

The author begins with a succinct analysis of the structure of ICAO, 
an organization now consisting of 116 states, each represented in an 
Assembly which meets regularly every three years. The Assembly sets 
general policy, approves the budget, and elects the Council of 27 mem
bers. The Council is a permanent body with some mandatory, but for 
the most part discretionary, functions of a legislative, judicial, and 
administrative character, exercised by five subsidiary units—the Air 
Navigation Commission, the Air Transport Committee, the Legal Com
mittee, the Committee on Joint Support of Air Navigation Services, 
and the Finance Committee. Staff work is performed by a Secretariat 
which is organized into Bureaus with jurisdiction similar to the afore
said committees.

Part of the study deals with membership in ICAO and related prob
lems. The author reviews the disenfranchisement of Poland, the han
dling of Yugoslavia’s reservation, and the issue raised by Nationalist 
China’s withdrawal and subsequent readmission to the Organization, all 
of which attest to the fact that ICAO did not remain immune to the 
Cold War. These problems, however, never gave rise to the acrimony 
that the same or like cases provoked in other international organizations. 
The author wisely adds a note of caution that the situation may pres
ently be changing because of the recent addition of a number of nations 
with no developed aviation industry which may not “put the interests 
of international civil aviation above the attainment of some immediate 
political goal.”
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Part II of the book deals with the subject of technical legislation. It 
gives the reader a clear view of the most important and comprehensive 
law-making activities of ICAO and constitutes the best evidence of 
the author’s thesis that the organization is consensus oriented. The legis
lation which he examines falls into two broad categories: Annexes to 
the Convention (International Standards and Recommended Practices 
—SARPS), and procedures (Procedures for Air Navigation Services— 
PANS). There are 15 Annexes covering a wide range of subjects. Both 
the aforesaid standards and practices are adopted by the Council pur
suant to Article 54(1) of the Convention. The standards represent 
specifications, the uniform observance of which has been recognized 
as practicable and necessary to facilitate international air navigation. 
States must notify the Council of any plan involving noncompliance. 
The so-called practices, on the other hand, are slightly different; their 
observance is recognized as practicable and “highly desirable” (as dis
tinguished from “necessary”) to facilitate international air navigation 
and to which the contracting State “will endeavor to conform” in ac- 
cordance with the Convention. The PANS deal with the following 
four subjects: aircraft operations, ICAO abbreviations and codes, me
teorology, and rules of the air and air traffic services. These procedures 
are regarded as not yet having attained a sufficient degree of maturity 
for adoption as SARPS, or of being susceptible to frequent amendment 
for which the processes of the Convention would be too cumbersome. 
The author’s conclusion as to these lawmaking functions is well stated 
as follows:

It would thus appear that the real genius of the Organization’s 
regulatory system lies in its noncompulsory character. The com
plex and sophisticated aviation code, consisting of ICAO, SARPS, 
PANS, SUPPS, and Regional Air Navigation Plans that the Or
ganization has been able to develop over the years with almost no 
opposition from the Contracting States, would not be in existence 
today without this built-in flexibility. True, their general level 
of implementation leaves much to be desired, but the basic cause 
for this unsatisfactory situation is not the legislative scheme of the 
Chicago Convention; it is the wide economic and technological 
gap that separates the developed from the developing nations of 
the world.

Part III of the book deals with the settlement of international civil 
aviation disputes. Despite the provision of elaborate machinery for 
such settlements, it has been infrequently invoked. Professor Buergcn- 
thal reviews a few very interesting cases, including the dispute between 
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the United States and Czechoslovakia over the launching of leaflet
carrying balloons. Czechoslovakia had charged that these balloons were 
a hazard to air navigation, that their release violated Articles 1 and 8 of 
the Convention, and had requested the Council to take all necessary 
measures to have them stopped. The author explains the relative dis
use of the judicial function of ICAO by noting that most of the Council 
representatives are administrators rather than lawyers and thus “more 
interested in having differences resolved than in adjudicating them.”

Part IV deals with the law governing amendments to the Convention 
under Article 94, which article is hardly a model of simplicity. The 
amendment procedure has been employed only five times: to add Article 
93; to change the frequency of Assembly sessions; to increase member
ship on the Council; to provide for a change in the permanent seat of the 
organization; and, finally, to alter the provision for calling extraordinarv 
meetings of the Assembly. It is fair to say that this is the least inter
esting chapter of the book and that it contributes little either to the 
author’s thesis on lawmaking or to the reader’s understanding of ICAO.

The principal shortcoming of this book is its failure to consider what 
Dr. Cheng in his comprehensive study, The Law of International 
Transport, calls the “pre-legislative” activities of ICAO. The following 
five International Air Law Conventions have been concluded under the 
auspices of ICAO:

1. Convention on International Recognition of Right in Aircraft, 
Geneva, June 1948.

2. Convention on Damage Caused by Foreign Aircraft to Third 
Parties on the Surface, Rome, October 1952.

3. Protocol to Amend the Convention for the Unification of 
Certain Rules Relating to International Carriage by Air, signed 
at Warsaw' on 12 October 1929, and at The Hague, September 
1955.

4. Convention, Supplementary to the Warsaw Convention, for 
the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to International Car
riage by Air Performed by a Person Other Than the Con
tracting Party, Guadalajara, 1961.

5. Convention on Offenses and Certain Other Acts Committed on 
Board Aircraft, Tokyo, September 1963.

The first was approved by the ICAO Assembly, the others by 
specially-convened International Conferences after all the preliminary 
staff work had been concluded by ICAO under its own procedures. 
While Professor Buergenthal acknowledges his failure to attempt a 
comprehensive analysis of the many tasks performed by ICAO, it does 
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indeed seem strange that he should have omitted any discussion of these 
significant “pre-legislative” activities. The Tokyo Convention, being 
the most recent, might itself have been the subject of an additional 
chapter in any book concerned with lawmaking at ICAO. This Con
vention had its origin in a 1950 study of the ICAO Legal Committee, 
but it was not until 19 years later (after a great deal of lawmaking 
history) that it finally became effective. Furthermore, even though the 
Tokyo Convention deals, inter alia, with the problem of the unlawful 
seizure of aircraft, it has obviously failed in this objective, leading the 
ICAO Legal Committee to prepare a new draft convention on hijack
ing for consideration by the member States. ICAO will also have an 
important law-making function in preparing new standards and/or 
draft conventions dealing with the security/sabotage issues. These are 
to be considered at an extraordinary meeting of the Assembly which 
has been recently called. These and similar subjects should have been 
included in Professor Buergenthal’s study.

The author concludes that the basic ingredient in ICAO lawmaking 
activities has been a broad consensus and that the lawmaking process 
has been predicated upon obtaining compromise solutions rather than 
in compelling action. This much seems incontestable, but when the 
author adds that ICAO “has in effect created a viable constitutional 
framework for the accommodation of combating economic or political 
claims,” he goes beyond the evidence presented and the subjects he 
chose to examine. I would prefer the overall judgment of Dr. Cheng:

Especially in the field of quasi-legislation, ICAO has done ex
tremely useful work in promoting uniformity in aeronautical reg
ulations, procedures, standards and practices, so much so that 
these are even being followed by non-members. ICAO is also 
forging ahead in pre-legislative fields developing international pri
vate air law conventions. The work of ICAO in joint financing
schemes for the improvement of the infrastructures, albeit unspec
tacular, represent scale models of what can be achieved in this field 
through international cooperation. Only in the judicial sphere has 
experience shown ICAO not the best adapted to functions en
trusted to it.

Jerrold Scoutt*

’ A.B., 1943, Carleton College; ALA., 1944. Fletcher School of Law & Diplomacy; 
LL.B., 1948, Harvard Universirv. Partner, Zuckert. Scoutt & Rasenbcrger, Washington, 
D. C.
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Kellogg, Irving. How to Use Financial Statements. New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1969. Pp. 506. $19.50.

The purpose of this clearly written and informative handbook for 
attorneys is to dispel the mystery surrounding financial statements and 
their creation from accounting records. An attorney should also come 
away from a reading of it with some understanding of how various 
types of financial statements interrelate with themselves and with federal 
income tax returns. In accomplishing these objectives, the author is 
concise, clear, and relatively complete within the framework that he 
has outlined. The ample use of sample schedules and statements serves 
to illuminate the points being made.

While not directly related to the attorney’s understanding of financial 
statements, the discussions of auditing procedures and internal controls 
relating to the various comoonents of the balance sheet and income e? 1
statement are most informative. The material also serves to acquaint the 
attorney with some of the problems faced by the certified public ac
countant in auditing financial statements. With this understanding the 
attorney is in a position to intelligently ask questions regarding the 
integrity of financial records. Also, the various checklists of auditing 
procedures and internal controls are amply complete for the purpose 
of formulating interrogatories.

The author has arranged his voluminous materials into three sections: 
an introduction, an anatomy of the financial statement, and a discus
sion of financial statements in the practice of law. The first section 
exposes the reader to some basic accounting concepts. The most inter
esting area, however, is clearly that dealing with how to read financial 
statements. Most of the mystery of financial statements and their origin 
disappears when this material is read in conjunction with the discussion 
of the bookkeeping process.

In light of recent litigation involving the audits of BarChris Construc
tion Corporation1 and other corporations, the materials regarding the 
attorney’s analysis of the auditor’s background as well as his report are 
significant. In this area, however, the responsibilities of the auditor 
could have been brought into sharper focus. The point should be made 
that the auditor is not a bloodhound, and generally the purpose of his 
examination is not to uncover defalcations and embezzlements. Gener
ally accepted auditing procedures do not require an examination of every 
transaction; the auditor can and does rely on testing and sampling. 
While audits frequently will uncover defalcations and embezzlements. 

1 Escott v. BarChris Construction Corp., 283 F. Supp. 643 (S.D.N.Y. 1968).
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and perhaps will prevent others, the auditor’s responsibility is to review 
his client’s internal control and make appropriate recommendations that 
will prevent someone from taking that first step toward an embez
zlement.

The income statement and balance sheet are subjected to extensive 
examination in the second section of the book. The relationship of each 
component to the appropriate financial statement is explored and the 
auditing procedures applicable thereto discussed. Also called to the 
reader’s attention are the ways in which a particular item should be 
presented on the financial statement. In many cases, there is also a 
discussion of how to detect a distortion in an account.

Unfortunately, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 was enacted subse
quent to the book’s publication. Changes in the law make some of the 
materials regarding depreciation out-dated, but the main thrust of the 
points still remains. The discussion of the principles of cash flow and 
rax economics, however, are set forth in too simplistic a manner. An 
introduction to the concept of discounted value of cash flows and a 
demonstration of the effect of compounding on a reinvestment of cash 
savings would have demonstrated the real economic value of accelerated 
depreciation.

The topic of accelerated depreciation leads naturally into that of 
deferred federal income tax accounting a discussion which is one of the c? *
shortcomings of the book. The discussion fails to provide the reader 
with a real feeling for the topic. Due to the close relationship of ac
counting to federal income taxation, this is an area that the attorney 
should fully understand if he is to become involved in the financial affairs 
of a corporate client.

The Accounting Principles Board in its Opinion No. 11 has held that 
the deferred method of accounting for the allocation of income taxes to 
reflect timing differences is the preferred accounting treatment. To 
appreciate fully the ramifications of deferred tax accounting, however, 
rhe opposite viewpoint, held by many in the accounting profession, 
should also be understood. Under this other view, the reflection of 
deferred taxes on the financial statement is improper in many situations 
because it is misleading. This is because deferred taxes at best represent 
a contingency dependent upon future tax laws and future results of 
operations. Also, more importantly, there is no present obligation to 
pay the deferred taxes. Factual patterns can easily be developed where 
rhe deferred taxes will not be paid in the foreseeable future, if at all.

Another area where accounting and law meet is the equity section 
of the corporate balance sheet. Here there are numerous accounting 
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and legal problems to which both the accountant and the attorney must 
bring their respective expertise. Seven such problem areas are discussed, 
briefly and very superficially, in the book. The accounting treatment 
for business combinations is given the most coverage, but too little is 
said about either the differences between purchase and pooling account
ing or how the two methods affect financial statements. In this connec
tion, the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, in April 
1970, issued an exposure draft of a new opinion on when an acquisition 
should be treated as a pooling. If this new position is ultimately 
adopted, it will dramatically change generally accepted accounting 
principles in this area.

The area of consolidated financial statements is completely ignored 
by the author. While this is a relatively complex and sophisticated 
topic, almost every corporation listed on a national stock exchange issues 
consolidated financial statements available to the public and filed with 
the Securities and Exchange Commission. Consolidated financial state
ments show the financial position of all related companies as if they 
were one economic unit. Through a consolidation, it is possible to 
obtain an understanding of the overall financial position of the parent 
company. Consolidated financial statements are oriented toward, and 
are most useful to, the shareholders of the parent company. From the 
standpoint of creditors of the parent, however, they can be very mis
leading. Accordingly, some knowledge of the principles of consolida
tion is necessary for one to be in a position to make these distinctions 
and be able to understand a consolidated federal income tax return.

Also omitted from the text is a discussion of the statement of affairs. 
In the course of a commercially oriented legal practice, an attorney 
will come in contact with the accounting concepts set forth in the 
statement of affairs. This statement is intended to show the creditors 
of an insolvent business where they stand in relation to the debtor’s 
assets. It differs from the normal financial statement in that it is not 
prepared on a “going concern” basis.

Mr. Kellogg brings all those concepts discussed together in the final 
section of his book. Here he discusses and demonstrates the use of 
financial statements in a legal practice. The role of financial statements 
in an acquisition of a going business is handled well. The attorney also 
is alerted to the necessity of evaluating the integrity of what is behind 
the figures on the financial statements. A discussion of ratio analysis 
in evaluating financial statements and an appendix of 14 important ratios 
are also included.

While the handbook has several shortcomings, it does live up to
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its objective of being a useful tool enabling the attorney to understand 
almost all the information in a financial statement. At the same time, it 
provides him with a convenient reference work to help analyze those 
financial statements and formulate some informed subjective opinions 
as to the relative worth and integritv of the documents he must face.
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